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ABSTRACT
In general, CEO turnover has been researched widely following numerous studies in
developed countries. Nevertheless, the determinants of CEO turnover are still unclear in
transition countries of which the legal and regulatory framework are weak and financial
systems and corporate govemance are underdeveloped. Therefore, examining
determinants of CEO turnover in Vietnam, a transition country, helps to provide more
evidence on the efficiency and effectiveness of corporate governance in transition
countries. Furthermore, the examination helps to define weaknesses, and it, therefore,
could provide guidance to improve corporate governance in Vietnamese enterprises.
Particularly, the thesis investigates the CEO turnover in Vietnam following the research
philosophy of positivism paradigms and deductive approach. Further, it implied
logistics regression in order to evaluate the influences of factors on CEO turnover in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises. The sample of the thesis, including 156 listed firms at the
end of 2006 in Hanoi and HoChiMinh Securities Centres, 780 firm-year observations
have been conducted. Among 780 observations, there are 88 CEO turnovers occurred
duringthe observed period from 2006 to 2010.
The main findings of the thesis show that firm performance had significant inverse
relationship with the likelihood of CEO tumover. Meanwhile, the influence of
ownership structure on CEO turnover was insignificant. Interestingly, aged CEOs in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises \üere more likely to be dismissed than young CEOs.
Additionally, the probability of CEO tumover significantly increased when CEOs
reached the ages of 59-61. The certain age also reduced the influence of CEO duality on
CEO turnover. Together, CEO ownership negatively influenced the sensitivities of the
link between firm performance and CEO turnover, although the influence is
insignificant when CEOs own less than 5%o of firm shares. Importantly, the thesis
provides the significant and positive relationship between the percentage of independent
directors and CEO turnover. Based on those findings, the thesis concludes that the
efficiency of corporate governance and effectiveness of management are able to
improve by increasing the independence of the Board of Management rather than other
factors.
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ABBREVIATION
BOM 
- 
Board of Management
CEO 
- 
Chief Executive Office
X'DI 
- 
Foreign Direct Investment
GDP 
- 
Gross domestic product
GMS 
- 
General Meeting of Shareholders
LDCs 
- 
The Least Developed Countries
LLC 
- 
Limited Liabilþ Company
MLLC 
- 
Multiple Member Limited Liability Company
SBV 
- 
State Bank of Vietnam
SC- Stock Company
SOCB 
- 
State-owned Commercial Bank
SOE 
- 
State-owned Enterprise
VI\D 
-Vietnam Dong
WTO 
- 
World Trade Organisation
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. INTRODUCTION
In the first chapter, the research background which will be presented is to provide a
background on the area of the research. Indeed, the background helps to address a
general picture of corporate governance and disciplinary function through Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) turnover. Further, a brief of findings from previous studies is
presented in the research background of the thesis. Based on the research background,
the reason why this subject is interesting for the researcher to investigate is presented.
Researcher motivation is to provide the reasons for choosing the topic of the thesis.
Following the research background and the researcher motivation, the chapter is going
to address the aims and objectives of the research. These are to narrow down the
problem and finally to address the specific purpose of the thesis. Moreover, contribution
is demonstrated following the fulfilling of the addressed aims and objectives of the
research. The contribution is expected to present how the findings of the study
contribute and enforce the knowledge on the area of research. Finally, the last section
provides an overview of the thesis which presents how the thesis is organised.
1.2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
CEOs play an important role in determining many corporate policies and are arguably
the most visible representative of the firm to investors. Indeed, shareholders appoint
boards in an effort to protect the value of their investment in the firm and to monitor top
executives, One of the most important tasks of the board of directors is to hire and fire
the top managers to maximise shareholder value. Particularly, board members learn
about the ability of the top managers by observing the performance of the firm. If the
directors perceive that the ability of the current top managers is lower than the average
ability of other potential managers in the labour market, they fire the top managers. The
threat of dismissal is an implicit incentive to motivate top managers to exert their best
effort. Hence, the relationship between CEO and board of directors which presents for
shareholders leads to agent-principal problems. Practically, the agent-principal problem
occurs when conflict of interests, or transaction costs exist between members within a
corporation, Those factors incur the governance problems in corporations (Hart, 1995).
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Therefore, corporate governance is important and necessary in situations where there is
an agency problem, a conflict of interests, or exchange costs are involved,
In general, corporations' governance mechanisms include control by the board of
directors, struggle over agent rights, hostile takeovers by large shareholders, and a
company's financial structure. Especially, the delegation of authority to replace CEOs is
given to boards of directors from shareholders. This is central to corporate governance.
However, a board of directors is influenced by its characteristics such as board
independence (Hermalin and Weisbach, 1998; Bhagat and Black, 2002), stock
ownership of board members (Bhagat, Carey, and Elson, 1999), and CEO duality
(Brickley, Coles, and Jarrell, 1997). Therefore, a board of directors is not only
disciplining the authority of the CEO, but the decision of dismissal of CEO is also
complexity. As a result, management changes could be a result of the monitoring by
large block-holders or potential competition among managers (Warner et al., 1988; and
Harrison et al., 198S). It is consistent with the statement of Yang (2007) that CEO
turnover is influenced by and influences many aspects of corporate governance.
Furthermore, Volpin (2002) and Gibson (2003) agreed that a good corporate governance
system may be reflected by a higher CEO turnover-performance sensitivity. In regard to
the studies of the link between stock return performance and CEO turnover, it
concluded that poor prior stock return performance is associated with the increase of the
likelihood of CEO turnover, suggesting that boards react to protect shareholder wealth
(Weisbach 1988; Bonnier and Bruner 1989; Furtado and Rozeff 1987). Further, the
reaction confirmed the suggestion of Lloyd (2001) that the basic common principle of
corporate governance is expressed via the reaction and contribution of boards to
performance of fìrms. Thus, CEO turnover is important for the development of
corporations (Chang and Wong, 2009).
In regard to the vital role of CEO turnover, there are prior studies paying attention to
CEO turnover. For example, Balsam and Miharj o (2007) who studied executive
turnover took a sample including 42,037 observations, of which 1,467 voluntary
turnovers occumed during the period of 1993-2005. This study found that the rate of
voluntary turnover was 3.4Yo. Together, Dunford et al. (2008) found a small rate of
voluntary turnover, 2.2%. Furthermore, companies are more likely to have a battle-
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tested captain at the helm during difficult economic times. The assessment was reported
in the study of Karlsson and Neilson (2009) by concluding the observation during the
recession of 2008-2009 in US. Meanwhile, Billiger and Hallock (2005), who had
studied CEO turnover in the long-term from 1970 to 2000, had found that the increase
of attrition was very slight. Particularly, 60-700/0 of CEO tumover which was reported
in most prior studies was norrnal turnover, such as planned retirements. Meanwhile, the
proportion of CEO dismissal or restructuring was l0-17yo (Comte and Mihal, 1990;
DeFond and Park, 1999; Vancil, 1987). Besides, forced CEO turnover indicated at
around 35% (Karlsson and Neilson, 2009).In contrast, a small proportion of voluntary
CEO turnover was reported to be low and within the range of 2-4o/o (Balsam and
Miharjo, 2007; Dunford et al., 2008). However, these figures fail to distinguish the
reason for CEO turnover and the practices of corporate governance in observed firms.
Hence, the reason and determinants of CEO turnover have been raised and taken into
account in numerous studies (Wang, 2010).
In the literature on tumover, a conceptual distinction is drawn between voluntary and
forced CEO turnover. Most previous studies try to distinguish the conelation between
CEO turnover and determinants of corporate governance, such as firm performance,
corporate ownership structure, board of directors, CEO ownership. The most-cited study
of forced CEO turnover is the study of Frederickson, Hambrick, and Baumrin (1988).
This study brings out "a direct model of CEO dismissal" which shows determinants of
CEO turnover. Also, the relationship of CEO turnover with firm performance has
gained more concern. As a result, later studies agreed that CEOs are indeed more likely
to be forced out of their employment if their performance is poorly related to the
industry averuge (Boone et a1.,2007; Linck et al., 2008). Indeed, CEOs are responsible
for the performance of the firms they lead. Hence, the likelihood of forced CEO
turnover is believed to increase when firm performance declines. The evidence is found
in all developed markets, such as the U.K. (Conyon and Florou, 2002), Germany
(Kaplan, 1994b), the U.S. (Huson et a1.,2001), and Japan (Kaplan, 1994a). However,
CEO replacement may occur either because of the voluntary leaving of the current CEO
or as a result of forced dismissal. In the other ways, the reason for CEO dismissal may
be separated into external turnover through bankruptcy or takeover and board-driven
intemal turnover. As a result, there is an argument on ownership that concentration in
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o\ /nership decreases.the sensitivity of the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover, while larger outside shareholders would improve the sensitivity (Denis and
Denis, 1995). Similarly, Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997) documented that the likelihood
of CEO turnover is positively correlated to the presence of large blockholders.
Meanwhile, Denis and Serrano (1996) find no evidence that institutional ownership
results in increased board monitoring as measured by that increased likelihood of CEO
turnover.
With regard to the role of the board of directors in making decisions about CEO
dismissal, many studies evaluated the effects of board characteristics on CEO turnover
decision. For instance, Barkema and Gomez-Mejia (1998) indicated that four characters
of a board including board composition, leadership structure, board size, and board
tenure, do affect the CEO turnover decision. Together, Coles et al. (2008) mentioned
that characteristics, such as the size or structure of board influence CEO turnover. In
fact, prior studies on board characteristics suggested that the link between CEO turnover
and fîrm performance correlate to the characteristics of the board. In detail, Brunello,
Graziano, and Parigi, (2003), and Bushman, Dai and Wang (2010) stated that the
percentage of outsiders on the board will increase the sensitivity of CEO turnover to
performance. Moreover, Hwang and Kim (2009), and Masulis and Mobbs (2009)
evaluate the independence ofthe board and report that the independence ofthe board is
able to lower agency costs and reduce managerial entrenchment.
In addition, CEO characteristics are concerned as CEO turnover determinants.
According to Barkema and Gomez-Mejia (1998), and Nelson (2005), the board decision
concerning CEO turnover include CEO age, CEO ownership and CEO tenure which are
the basic characteristics. Moreover, it seems to be concluded that the more power the
CEO has, the less sensitivity of firm performance-CEO turnover correlation is (Homer,
2010). The statement is evaluated by research on leadership structure of board or CEO
duality (Brookman and Thistle,2009; Coates and Kraakman,2070), CEO ownership
(Denis, Denis, and Sarin, 1997; Goyal and Park, 2002; Brunello et at,2003), CEO age
and CEO tenure (Huson et al., 2004; Parrino, 1997). Besides, the influence of CEO
gender and education does not reveal a significant effect on CEO turnover following the
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result of prior studies (Eisfeldt, Camelia and Kuhnen, 2010). Also, Chi and Wang
(2009) found that political relationships impacted on CEO turnover.
From the findings of prior studies, it is possible to state that determinants of CEO
turnover seems to include firm performance, ownership structure, firm size,
characteristics and size of board, or political relationship (Van Dalsem, 2010).
However, this literature has mostly focused on research done in industrialized countries.
Meanwhile, there is relatively limited evidence on developing and transitional
economies. Yet although many studies have shown determinants of CEO turnover and
the effects of these determinants, there is little concern on developing and transition
countries. For example, in Russia, and the Czech Republic and the Ukraine, Abe and
Iwasaki (2007,2010) and Muravyev et al. (2009) reported some evidence in the
relationship between CEO turnover and firm performance, and several studies have
focused on the effects of ownership (Filatotchev, Wright, and Bleaney, 1999;
Filatotchev et a1.,1999; Bevan et al., 2001).
Besides, CEO turnover in Chinese firms has been explored. For example, Groves et al.
(1995) reported an inverse relationship of managerial turnover to f,rrm performance in
non-listed SOEs in the 1980s. Together, recent studies such as Firth et al. (2006), Kato
and Long, (2006), Chang and Wong (2009), Chi and Wang (2009), examined the
sensitivity of the link between firm performance and CEO turnover in Chinese-listed
firms during the period 1998-2002. Those studies find that CEO turnover was related to
firm accounting performance. Besides, mixed results of the correlation between
ownership structure and CEO turnover have been reported. For instance, Chang and
Wong (2009) found that ownership influenced CEO turnover but that this relationship
moved in opposite directions under state and private ownership. Especially, there are
some studies on the effects of political connection (Liao et al., 2009; Cao et al, 20ll)
and state ownership on CEO turnover (Wang, 2010). The reason for those studies is
regarding the transition of China in which there are a larger number of state-owned
enterprises (SOEs). However, these studies are few in comparison to the voluminous
literature which has arisen in developed countries. Hence, the picture of corporate
governance in transition economies is still unclear.
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1.3. RATIONALE OF'THE RESEARCH
The numerous studies of CEO turnover have indicated that there are a variety of factors
which could influence the decision-making of CEO dismissal such as ownership
structure, board composition, and CEO characteristics (Van Dalsem, 2010). For
example, firm performance is indicated as the main measurement for the decision of
CEO dismissal (Fredrickson, Hambrick and Baumrin, 1988; Boone eta1.,2007; Linck
et al., 2008). As a result, a CEO is responsible for his/her enterprise performance. It is
believed that poor firm performance increases the probabilify of CEO dismissal.
However, there are arguments raised around the link between firm performance and
CEO turnover under the effects of other factors, such as independence of board,
concentration of ownership, or CEO power. Regarding the large amount of literature on
CEO turnover, Vietnam is considered as an ideal case, since Vietnam is a transition
country in which the legal and regulatory framework, financial system and corporate
governance are still underdeveloped. Therefore, examining CEO turnover determinants
and the link between firm performance and CEO turnover is significant in order to bring
out a general picture of corporate governance mechanism and practise in Vietnam.
Further, it can bring an insight and review of the prior studies in researching the
determinants of CEO turnover.
With regard to the vital role of understanding CEO turnover, many studies have
documented that CEO turnover is a vital concept in the corporate governance literature
(Jensen and Murphy,1990; Kaplan, 1994; Sheilfer and Vishny,7997; Kato and Long,
2006;Barron et al., 2010).In fact, the effectiveness of corporate governance in spurring
the replacement of CEOs is well documented in developed countries with developed
markets (Weisbach, 1988; Murphy and Zimmerman,1993; Engel et a1.,2003; Bushman
et a1.,2004; Ertugrul and Krishnan,20ll). Nevertheless, the scholars seem to bring an
unclear picture of the efficiency and effectiveness of the corporate governance
mechanism implemented in transition and emerging economies, Especially, the
effectiveness and efficiency of corporate governance mechanisms and practices have
been questioned in economies which are influenced heavily by political factors, such as
China and Vietnam. As a result, these countries' economies comprise a larger amount of
state-owned enterprise (SOE) and 'young' private sector. Hence, an argument has arisen
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that SOEs, by pursuing multiple objectives which include political objectives, weaken
the effectiveness of market-based corporate governance mechanisms as well as ignoring
the alignment of corporate governance with fîrm performance. Referring to Vuong and
Tran (2010), the Vietnamese government, by using its powerful policies and budget,
intervenes directly the business operation of SOEs. Indeed, the conflict results were
found in a study of CEO turnover in China undertaken by Kato and Long (2006). This
study points out that there is a weak link between performance of companies and CEO
turnover in listed companies in which the larger shareholding belongs to the State.
Meanwhile, the sensitive of the link between performance of companies and CEO
turnover is stronger in other listed companies. Therefore, research on corporate
governance practices and their integration into the market-based economies in transition
economies has a vital role in the success of the economies (Bui and Nunoi, 2008; Vu,
2009; Chow,20l0).
Accordingto Steer and Sen (2010), Vietnam provides an appropriate empirical context
as a transition economy. In the past few decades, the Vietnamese economy has seen
significant economic growth and rapid poverty reduction. Along with the growth in the
economy, the unique corporate governance mechanism has been receiving more
attention. In fact, Vietnamese corporate governance mechanism has adapted from
mature markets. Vietnam has borrowed and applied both of the most effective corporate
governance structures in the world, which are the Anglo-American and the German
structures (Bui, 2006, LeMinh and Walker, 2008, Bui and Nunoi, 2008). It creates a
combination of the two models in the Vietnamese corporate governance mechanism
which include the Board of Management (BOM) and the Control Board. In the model,
two monitoring organs coexist, One is independent directors which was adapted from
the Anglo-American structure. The second is the Control Board which is found in the
German model. Practically, the Control Board in the Vietnamese system is unlike the
one in the German system. The Control Board in the Vietnamese system is not engaged
in daily operation management and is responsible for monitoring the behaviours of
executives and the BOM (Bui and Nunoi, 2008, LeMinh and Walker, 2008). Thus,
arguments are rising around the overlapping functions of these two monitoring organs
in the Vietnamese corporate govemance system. An intensive argument which has been
raised in discussion is the effectiveness of the structure of corporate governance. As a
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result, both the BOM and the Control Board holding almost the same responsibilities
might weaken the effectiveness of corporate governance (Bui and Nunoi, 2008).
Besides, Xiao et al. (2004) and Xi (2006) pointed out that the same argument is also
found in China where the corporate governance mechanism is similar to the Vietnamese
corporate govemance structure. Furthermore, prior studies on corporate governance
have indicated that board independence is an important factor in improving the
efficiency of board operation. Also, board independence has a strong influence on fìrm
performance and CEO turnover (Weisbach et al. 1988; Yermack, 1996; Hermalin and
Weisbach, 2003; Hwang and Kim, 2009; Masulis and Mobbs, 2009). Hence, studying
CEO turnover which is the result of corporate governance practices could provide ideas
for how Vietnam could improve its corporate governance systems.
In fact, Vietnam has also witnessed a number of enterprise scandals which are the
results of corporate governance malpractices. These scandals have included some of the
largest enterprises in Vietnam, including subsidiaries or affiliates of PetroVietnam
(Petroleum Technical Service Company), Vietsovpetro, Petechim, Vietnam Airlines
(Vinapco), Seaprodex, Incombank, Viet Hoa Bank, Saigon Beer, Minh Phung, and Epco
(Freeman and Nguyen, 2006). The reason for these scandals is weak internal corporate
governance in Vietnamese enterprises. Indeed, a weak internal corporate governance
system can be evaluated via the internal disciplinary mechanism that determines CEO
turnover (Cai and Chen2004; Kato and Long, 2006). When, there is a lack of effective
market for corporate governance, it weakens the internal corporate governance, Besides,
Vietnam still has weak investor protection and poorly-defined property rights,
especially for minority investors (Tran et aL,2007; Bui and Nunoi, 2008,). Thus, these
can lead to an agency problem in Vietnamese enterprises. Indeed, Volpin (2002)
documented the agency problem in Italy by studying turnover of top managers in the
absence of strong investor protection. Therefore, Vietnam is an appropriate case for a
research of internal corporate governance, especially the link between firm performance
and CEO tumover. As a result, it could evaluate the investor protection and agency
problems in a transition economy where the majority shareholders are commonly the
government with multiple and complex objectives.
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With the economic reform, named Doi Moi, which has been undertaken in Vietnam
from 1986, the private sector has been approved and developed. Besides, the appearance
of publicly-listed enterprises has created more attention on these enterprises' operation
and their corporate governance. In the beginning of market-oriented economic reform,
many SOEs have converted to joint stock companies and have listed enterprises (Bui
and Nunoi, 2008, Vu, 2009; Tran et a1.,2007\. Besides, the private sector is still young.
Therefore, Vietnamese-listed enterprises are conducted by a majority of converted
SOEs and private-listed enterprises. Indeed, the prior studies undertaken in China where
the corporate governance system is similar to Vietnam have showed a mixed result. For
instance, Tenev and Zhang (2002) and Firth et al., (2006) argue that the involvement of
party bureaucrats and the state in the appraisal process would reduce the probability of
CEO dismissals, even though firms experienced poor performance. In contrast, other
studies indicate that state controlled firms are not always considered as less efficient
than private controlled firms (Liao et a1.,2009; Wang, 2010; Hu and Leung, 2010)'
Hence, examining the corporate governance of listed enterprises in Vietnam is
significant in order to get a better understanding about corporate governance in
transition economies. Besides, it could bring a comparable result by evaluating the
efficiency of corporate governance in converted SOEs and private enterprises.
1.4. RESEARCH AIM AND OBJECTIVES
Following the motivation of the thesis, the research aim and objectives are indicated in
order to focus and gain the success ofthe study.
1.4.1. Research aim
Going deeper into the existing corporate governance practices in Vietnam, this study
aims to investigate the determinants of CEO turnover in order to evaluate the link
between CEO turnover and firm performance and achieve a better understanding of
CEO turnover process in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Also, the thesis would conclude
and analyse the research outcome to present the relation of firm performance with CEO
turnover as well as the determinants of CEO turnover in Vietnam. Furthermore, it
attempts to bring out an insight of corporate governance in Vietnamese-listed
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enterprises and the efficiency of the economic reform in Vietnam where the legal and
regulatory framework, financial system and corporate governance is underdeveloped.
1.4.2. Research objectives
Accordingly, the primary aim of this thesis is to investigate the determinants of CEO
turnover in order to evaluate the link between firm performance and CEO turnover.
Specifically, this study's objectives can be addressed as below:
To critically evaluate relevant literature on CEO turnover in order to develop a
conceptual framework that will help to understand CEO tumover in Vietnam.
To identify and test the factors which impact on the CEO turnover process in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
To evaluate the link between CEO turnover and firm performance in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
1.4.3. Research questions
In order to fulfil the aim and objectives of this study, a variety of questions has been
defined for this study.
What are the factors that impact the CEO turnover process in Vietnamese-listed
enterprises?
What is the relationship between firm performance and CEO turnover in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises?
How is the practice of disciplinary function in Vietnamese-listed enterprises
understood by exploring CEO turnover?
1.5. CONTRIBUTION
In this study, a unique aspect of corporate governance in Vietnam, which is the link
between firm performance and CEO turnover, is investigated. In addition, determinants
of CEO tumover are going to be examined. Particularly, the thesis explores how and
when owners decide to replace the incumbent CEO. This examination not only provides
the reason of CEO dismissal, it also reveals an important insight into how effectively a
a
a
a
a
a
a
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f,rrm resolves conflict of interests between the shareholders and CEO. By linking CEO
turnover to measures of firm performance, firms are more able to align the interests of
shareholders with CEOs. In fact, there are relatively few studies of CEO turnover
pertaining to transition economies, even though there is a voluminous literature using
the data from developed countries. This study could bring a contribution to the literature
on CEO turnover in transition countries. Since the characteristics of transition countries
are reported to have weak legal and regulatory framework, inefficient financial systems,
heavily relying on SOEs and underdeveloped private and foreign sectors, the corporate
governance in the countries is ineffective and inefficient. Especially, this study could
bring new research to Vietnam in which there is clearly a lack of studies focusing on
CEO turnover and corporate governance. Hence, this study not only contributes to the
existing literature on the determinants of CEO turnover but it also reveals the
differences in contrasts to the ideal case, Vietnam.
Practically, it is believed that a weak internal corporate governance system can be
evaluated via the internal disciplinary mechanism that determines CEO turnover (Cai
and Chen 2004; Kato and Long, 2006a). When, there is a lack of effective market for
corporate governance, it weakens the internal corporate governance. In fact, the
Vietnam economy lacks significant investor protection and a functioning capital market,
and is subject to expand the control and influence of the government (Bui and Nunoi,
2008, Tran et al., 2007). Thus, the agency problem might occur in Vietnamese
enterprises regarding these facts (Volpin, 2002). Hence, together with the evaluation of
the CEO turnover-performance link, this study discusses what the monitoring functions
are by examining the influence of a two-tier-board governance structure on CEO
turnover and the link between firm performance and CEO turnover. Moreover, it is
going to explore the ownership structure in Vietnamese enterprises in order to show the
influences of ownership structure on the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover. These debates would present the incumbent corporate governance practices in
Vietnam. Based on these evaluations, this study will provide new insights into how the
two types of agency problems play out in a transitional economy.
Additionally, researching the effects of CEO characteristics on the sensitivity of CEO
turnover to firm performance would present the conditions and characteristics of CEO
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in Vietnamese enterprises. The finding provides a better understanding to evaluate the
argument that CEOs in SOEs are appointed by the Vietnamese Government based on
political considerations or political connections rather than based on their ability in
gaining a better performance from firms.
Furthermore, this study attempts to evaluate CEO turnover decision and the
effectiveness of the corporate governance mechanism in Vietnam. Since Vietnam has
similar characteristics to other transition countries, it is lacks of full market competition
and democratisation. Besides, the Vietnamese Government still has strong influence on
the economy and the structure of corporate governance. Compared to developed
countries, the extemal capital market is considered as a driven factor which influences
corporate governance. Together with corporate governance, the previous studies
provided different insights of the influence of government on corporate governance. For
example, it is considered that governments usually pursue multiple objectives under
political views and therefore the involvement of government might damage the
operation of firms controlled by government. Besides, in these firms, the existence of
individual shareholders may be precluded and the government has more incentives to
monitor managers. On the other hand, other studies present the view that regulations or
the control of government can be considered as a "check-and-balance mechanism"
which would improve the efficiency of corporate governance. This role is more
necessary in an economy where lacks pro-market institutions and has a less-developed
environment (Shleifer and Vishny,1997; La Porta et a1.,2000). Therefore, this study
not only contributes to the existing literature on the influences of pressure of the
external capital market on Vietnamese corporate governance, but it also provides an
insight into the influence of govemment on corporate governance in a numerous
number of SOEs in Vietnam. In detail, this study examines an argument on the
influences of Vietnamese government on corporate governance practices on SOEs.
Lastly, with the development of globalisation and the increasing economy integration,
this study may offer a general picture to Vietnamese government and enterprises on
how to improve Vietnamese corporate governance mechanisms and corporate
governance practices in Vietnamese enterprises.
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1.6. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS
The remainder of this study is organised as follows. Chapter One provides an
introduction of the thesis, which includes research background, research motivation,
research aim and objectives, and contribution to knowledge of the thesis. The chapter
helps to provide an overview of the thesis.
Further, Chapter Two reviews the literature pertaining to the determinants of CEO
turnover, and the evidence that presented in intemational studies and in transition
economies. In detail, Chapter Two repofts the findings of prior studies on determinants
of CEO turnover following firm characteristics, board characteristics, CEO
characteristics and industry characteristics. Along with the findings from developed
countries, the results of previous studies in developing and transition countries are
reviewed.
Chapter Three presents a review of Vietnam as the host country of this study. In the
chapter, the characteristics of Vietnam, which are typical characteristics of a transition
country, are presented. Besides, the changes under the economic reform of Vietnam are
given. It helps to understand the role of government, financial system, and the
development of the legal framework in Vietnam following the economic reform.
Moreover, Chapter Three provides a review of governance structure and corporate
governance in Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
Following Chapter Two and Chapter Three, Chapter Four will develop the conceptual
framework of the thesis. Indeed, the conceptual framework is developed based on the
review of previous studies. Further, Chapter Four details the development of the
hypotheses concerning the linkage between CEO turnover and firm performance under
the effects of other factors adopted from literature and the facts in Vietnam.
Chapter Five is designed to provide the research design and research methodology of
the thesis. Firstly, it presents the adapted research philosophy and research approach.
Later, the methodology and designation which help to testthe hypotheses of the thesis
are presented. In fact, the chapter also explains the reason for choosing the methodology
and designation.
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Chapter Six and Chapter Seven report and provide discussion about the results from the
study. Particularly, Chapter Six presents the statistical description of collected data in
the thesis. Furthermore, correlation analysis and unvariate analysis are undertaken in
order to provide initial assessments related to the hypotheses of the thesis. Meanwhile,
Chapter Seven presents the results and discussions on the tested logistic regtession
models in the study. The chapter concludes with the summary and analysis of the results
oftested hypotheses.
Finally, Chapter Eight concludes with the empirical findings in the thesis. Moreover, the
contributions to theory, methodology and practice are demonstrated. Along with these,
the chapter addresses the limitation of the thesis and presents potential future areas of
research.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
Many studies have revealed that CEO turnover is important for the development of
corporations (Chang and Wong, 2009). Additionally, CEO turnover has influenced
many aspects of the corporation (Yang, 2007).In fact, CEO turnover may occur either
as a result of forced dismissal or because of the voluntary resignations of current CEOs.
Also, CEO turnover can be results of internal turnover and external turnover through
bankruptcy or takeover. For example, Martin and McConnell (1991) report that the
turnover rate for top management of a company is significantly higher following
completion of a takeover by another corporation. Besides, the result of this study shows
that the targets were under performing in their respective industries. Therefore, the
existence of a takeover market serves to increase the likelihood that poorly-performing
CEOs will be fired (Klock, Mansi, and Maxwell,2005).
Along with the reasons for CEO turnover, previous studies have pointed out several
determinants of CEO turnover which include firm performance, ownership structure,
firm size, characteristics and size of board, or political relationship (Van Dalsem, 2010).
Most prior studies researched on the relationship between firm performance and CEO
turnover and documented that CEOs are indeed more likely to be forced out of their
employment if their performance is poor, related to the industry average (Fredrickson,
Hambrick and Baumrin, 1988; Boone et a1.,2007; Linck et al., 2008). Hence, the CEO
plays a vital role in a company's operation and should be responsible for performance of
the company (Berry eta1,2006).
However, there are other studies which show the influences of other factors on CEO
turnover such as ownership structure, board independence or CEO turnover. For
instance, Kato and Long (2006) investigated the effects of ownership structure on CEO
turnover by using micro data from Chinese-listed companies. Besides, Chi and Wang
(2009) found that political relationship has impacts on CEO turnover. Together with
those studies, Barkema and Gomez-Mejia (1998), and Coles et al. (2008) mentioned
that characteristics, size or structure of the board also have an effect on CEO turnover
while, Nelson (2005) investigated that CEO characteristics have their influence on CEO
turnover. Similar to the study of Nelson (2005), Fredrickson et al. (1988), and Gibson
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(2003) also mentioned that members of a board draw on a wide range of cognitions of
firm characteristics, CEO characteristics, and characteristics of the industry, in
performing their jobs.
Consequently, the CEO turnover decision is not only depending on firm performance
but it is also about the effects of other factors such as firm characteristics, CEO
characteristics, board characteristics and industry characteristics. Therefore, Chapter
Two explains CEO turnover determinants which are adapted from prior studies of CEO
turnover. Besides, the thesis mainly concerns the board-driven internal turnover, since
the objectives of this research are to examine CEO turnover determinants and evaluate
the sensitivity of the link between firm performance and CEO turnover. Hence, the
chapter is firstly providing a review on the literature of the determinants of CEO
turnover. Particularly, the determinants of CEO turnover are to include firm
characteristics, board characteristics, CEO characteristics and industry characteristics.
Along with the direct influences of those characteristics, their effects on the sensitivity
of the CEO turnover-performance link are also presented via the findings of previous
studies. Further, a review of studies on CEO turnover undertaken in transition countries
is presented regarding the limitation of evidence on CEO turnover in transition
countries. The review will present the factors which were researched in transition
countries and influenced CEO turnover. The findings of those factors help to compare
and contrast to the findings in developed countries, and are useful to reference in
following chapters.
2.2. DETERMINANTS OF CEO TURNOVER
This section details the determinants of CEO turnover. The prior studies of the
determinants are critically discussed in order to reveal the effects of the determinants on
CEO turnover.
2.2.1. Firm characteristics
In terms of firm characteristics, firm performance, firm ownership structure, firm
leverage, frrm size and firm diversification are major characteristics. Therefore, a
review of those characteristics' influences on CEO turnover is presented in the section.
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2.2.1.1. Firm Pedormance
In fact, different definitions and measures of firm performance have also been provided
in the literature (Barney, 2002). For example, measures of financial performance such
as return on assets (ROA), profitability, capital employed and percentage of sales
resulting from new products (Selvarajan et a1.,2007; Hsu et a1.,2007). Also, net income
after tax (NIAT), earnings per share (EPS) and return on investment (ROI) are used to
measure financial performance of firms (Grossman, 2000). Meanwhile, accounting
performance which includes expenses divided by sales, sales return, inventory loss,
defects, total operating expenses divided by sales can be used instead of financial
performance (Wright et al., 2005). Further, Selvarajan et al. (2007) mentioned that firm
performance is able to be measured following 'perceived performance approach'.
However, financial, accounting or stock performances are major performances which
are used in researching on CEO turnover by previous studies.
It is clear that there is extensive literature on the managerial labour market as well as the
link between firm performance and CEO turnover. Many studies which researched CEO
turnover in developed countries such as the UK and the US pointed out an inverse
correlation of the probability of CEO turnover with performance of firm (Muravyev et
al., 2009). Those studies show that firm performance plays a crucial role in CEO
turnover research. It is unsurprising that firm performance is predicted as the clearest
determinant of CEO turnover. Coates and Kraakman (2010) stated that firm
performance is used as a measurement of CEO ability and effort. Besides, firm
performance presents a proxy for CEO's effort. Hence, the probability of CEO removal
is greater following performance decline or financial distress, Based on another point of
view, the correlation between firm performance and CEO turnover is considered as the
mirror of the efficiency of the corporation's governance mechanisms. It was supported
by prior studies which hypothesised the sensitivity of CEO turnover to frrm
performance (e.g. Kang and Shivdasani, 1995; Kaplan, 1994; Lausten, 2002;
Renneboog, 2000; Volpin, 2002).
Also, Bhagat and Bolton (2003) iterate the finding of previous studies which is that the
likelihood of CEO dismissal is increase following poor ftrm performance firms with
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effective corporate governance. For example, Denis and Denis (1995) indicate that a
significantly poor performance is the basic reason for disciplinary turnover. Meanwhile,
Huson, Parrino and Starks (2001), used the data of 1316 CEO turnovers for 8424 firm
years from 7971 to 1994, and found that the likelihood of forced CEO increases over
time and relates to frrm performance. Besides, Huson, Parino and Starks (2001)
evaluated that the most important determinant of forced CEO replacement is the firm
performance. In particular, a board of directors compares and judges the performance of
firm with previous performance or other firms. Moreover, Huson, Malatesta and Parrino
(2004) analyse an event study of the firm performance improvements around CEO
turnover events. The result of this study expressed that announcements of CEO turnover
are correlated to significantly positive average abnormal stock returns. In detail, the
changes in CEO positions are significantly positive correlated to subsequent changes in
performance of firms measured by accounting proxies.
In regard to Volpin (2002), there is an increased probability of CEO dismissal along
with the decrease of frrm performance. The poorer firm performances, the greater
likelihood of CEO turnover is. Furthermore, Kaplan and Minton (2006) found that poor
stock performance predicts internal turnover. It also is supported by the study of Jenter
and Kannan (2010). In the study, alarge sample of firms was taken to investigate the
influence of firm performance on the dismissal of CEOs. The study of Jenter and
Kanaan (2010) investigated that poor firm performance relates to the probability of
CEO dismissal based on the evidence from including the S&P 500, between 1993 and
2001. Similar to the study of Kaplan and Minton (2006), Jenter and Kanaan (2010)
found that either poor performance relates to a firm's industry competitors or industry-
wide shocks to share returns have effects on CEO turnover. In addition, Bushman, Dai
and Wang (2010) who researched the role of fìrm performance in CEO turnover
decision indicated that there is a strong relationship of firm performance with CEO
turnover regarding to several prior studies of Coughlan and Schmidt (1985), Warner,
Waffs, and Wruck (1988), Barro and Bano (1990), Kaplan (7994a, 1994b) and Brickley
and Van Hom (2002). Later, Kaplan and Minton (2012) confirmed a strong corelation
of forced CEO tumover to firm performance in U.S companies via measuring
performance of firm by stock performance. Particularly, they reported an increase in the
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turnover rate from their prior study and the stronger sensitivity of firm performance to
CEO turnover.
Besides, analysing a sample of the largest quoted firms in France between 1994 and
2001, Nguyen-Dang (2009) showed a result which, similar to prior studies by Weisbach
(198S) and Denis et al. (1997) with U.S. hrms, shows that French CEOs are effectively
sanctioned for poor performance. This study also pointed out that forced CEO turnovers
are negatively and significantly correlated to accounting and stock performance. In
another study undertaken in the UK, Dahya, McConnell and Travlos (2002) followed
the issuance of Cadbury Q992) code in analysing 460 UK industrials in the period of
1988-1996. The result of their study expressed that the inverse correlation between CEO
turnover and firm performance is concentrated and stronger among frrms that adopted
the code.
Moreover, using the data base and comparing between 150 US firms and 119 Japanese
firms for the period of 1980-1988, Kaplan (1994) suggested that the relation of CEO
turnover with firm performance is similar in those two countries. Together with this,
Taki (1994) analysed 142 Japanese companies and pointed out that poor income
performance increases CEO turnover probability. The same result as Taki (1994) was
found by Abe (1997) by examining the correlation of firm performance to CEO
turnover in Japanese companies. However, the relationships are different following
different measures of firm performance.
In other words, Hermalin and Weisbach (2003) bring out a substantial issue in most of
the studies that the influence of firm performance on the possibility of CEO dismissal is
the distinction between forced resignations and voluntary departures of CEOs
(Muravyev et aL,2009). Particularly, their study has shown that an inverse corelation
between CEO turnover and firm performance is still associated with poor performance,
even ignoring the differences occurring in the reasons of CEO turnover (e.g. voluntary
departure, forced resignation, and covering routine turnover). Moreover, Hermalin and
Weisbach (2003) argue that the relation of routine turnover with performance of firm is
weak and it seems to be far from why voluntary departures of CEOs are triggered by
poor performance. However, a consensus in CEO turnover literature is confirmed that
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the likelihood of CEO turnover is reflected by the inverse correlation of CEO turnover
with performance of firms (Muravyev et al., 2009).
2.2,1.2. OwnershipStructure
Regarding previous studies on CEO turnover, ownership structure is a substantial
indicator of CEO turnover. In terms of ownership structure, ownership type and
ownership concentration are the two major concepts which have influences on CEO
turnover. Indeed, He and Sommer (2011) reviewed the study of Brickley and Van Hom
(2002) on the correlation of ownership structure to CEO turnover, and indicated that
there are differences among firms with different ownership structure. Along with types
of shareholding, ownership concentration is a concept which represents the power of the
shareholder in a corporation. ln particular, the levels of concentration in management
rights that are normally belonging to large shareholders are reflected by ownership
concentration. Thus, the decisions of shareholders to have management rights directly
affect corporations. Regarding the two implications of ownership structure, the review
of literature on the relation of ownership structure and CEO turnover is guided clearly.
Thus, this section reports the findings of previous studies on CEO turnover regarding
the two major concepts.
Ownership tvnes
In considering the relations of ownership structure to other concepts, it is theoretically
leading to the implications of ownership structure. Jensen and Meckling(1976) suggest
considering the ownership types and ownership concentration under the term of
ownership structure. In terms of ownership types, there are differences of characteristics
among shareholding types. Hence, different types of shareholding lead to different
behaviours and influences on firms. As Zanjirdar and Kabiribalajadeh (2011) stated,
there are a variety of ownership types which compose the ownership structure of
corporations. Together, Nguyen-Dang (2009) reported that different ownership types
and compositions of owners have different influences on corporate governance and
performance.
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Considering the relation of ownership types to CEO turnover, Nguyen-Dang (2009)
reported that there are a numerous number of studies which paid attention to the
relationship. For example, state ownership and CEO ownership are two types of
ownership which have received more attention than other types. Especially, the relation
of state shareholding and CEO turnover is widely concerned in transition countries
where the number of SOEs is still large. Along with these shareholding types, the
influences of outside ownership on CEO turnover are considered in previous studies.
For instance, the role of 'active' investors and management turnover was investigated
by Denis and Serrano (1996). This study examined 98 unsuccessful control contests
between 1983 and 1989 in the US in order to determine whether turnover is
concentrated in firms where the outside shareholder has obtained an ownership stake.
By the period of observation, the study found 62 US firms had CEO turnover events
between contest initiation and for up to 2 years following the resolution of the control
contest. Besides, there was high incidence of CEO turnover which was concentrated in
poorly performing firms in which outside shareholders obtained an ownership stake
during or immediately following the control contest (Strivens, Espenlaub and Walker,
2008).
Together with the study above, Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997) found that CEO turnover
is positively associated with the effects of outside shareholding on firms by taking the
sample of 1394 US fîrms over the period 1985 to 1988. In another study, Denis and
Denis (1997) also document that the possibility of CEO dismissal positively related to
the presence ofoutside blockholders and negatively correlated to stakes held by officers
and directors. This study brings out an argument that ownership affects both internal
and external control mechanisms and the allocation of control. Together, Franks, Mayer
and Renneboog (2001) have taken a sample of 243 companies, which are randomly
selected from all the listed companies on the London Stock Exchange in 1988,
including real estate companies, financial institutions and insurance companies in order
to investigate the relationship between outside ownership and board turnover. This
study found that there is an active market in blocks of shares which correlates to major
board changes. However, the findings presented that there is a weak relationship
between outside ownership and board turnover when the firm experienced poor
performance.
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Along with the studies on the correlation between outside ownership and CEO turnover,
institutional ownership, which is one kind of outside shareholding, is widely examined.
As a result, Black (1992) and Pound (1992) contend that institutional shareholders also
perform a monitoring function similar to large blockholders. In fact, Parrino, Sias and
Starks (2003) have examined changes in equity ownership around forced CEO dismissal
in order to investigate whether institutional investors are relative to the likelihood of
CEO dismissal when dissatisfied with the firm's management. They have observed and
analysed 583 CEO dismissals from large firms in the period from 1982 to 1993. The
result has presented that the number of institutional investors and aggregate institutional
ownership decline in the previous year to CEO dismissal. Besides, the study has pointed
out that the measure of institutional investors related to the possibility of CEO
dismissal, although selling by institutions is far from universal. As a result, institutional
investors pay more attention to and are interested in prudent securities which are better
informed or are engaged in momentum trading. Meanwhile, there is a controversial
result found by Huson, Malatesta and Parrino (2004) in analysing an event study of the
firm performance improvements around CEO turnover events. Their study found that
the degree of improvement has positive relationship with the level of institutional
shareholdings following a CEO turnover event. Nevertheless, the study is unable to
determine whether the institutional investors increase the possibility of CEO turnover.
The result is similar to the study of Huson, Parrino and Starks (2001). By using the data
of 1316 CEO turnovers for 8424 firm years from 7971 to 1994, Huson et al. (2001)
have found that there was no relationship between institutional investors and CEO
turnover. Besides, Goyal and Park (2002) indicated that institutional investors do not
influence the CEO turnover-performance sensitivity by examining a sample of the
largest French-listed firms from 1994 to 2001.
Considering studies undertaken in the UK, Strivens, Espenlaub and Walker (2008) have
reviewed the literature on CEO turnover and the correlation of CEO turnover to firm
ownership structure in the UK, and indicated that the findings in the UK are mixed. For
example, institutional investors have a substantial positive influence on routine turnover
and a strong negative effect on non-routine turnover, which are the findings by Dahya,
Lonie and Power (1993). Meanwhile, Dahya and Power (1998) found no signifrcant
relation between institutional shareholdings and CEO turnover by using a l0%o dummy
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for larger institutional shareholdings. Their studies confirmed the hnding of Cosh and
Hughes that the institutional shareholders have no significant relationship with the
possibility of CEO turnover. Besides, Dahya, McConnell and Travlos (2002) followed
the issuance of Cadbury 0992) code in analysing 460 UK industrials in the period of
1983-1996. They have attempted to measure the impact of the code on the link between
CEO replacement and firm performance. The result of their studies is that CEO
replacement increased following issuance of the code. Nevertheless, no significant
correlation between institutional investors and CEO replacement was found. Similarly,
the impact of Cadbury (1992) was studied latterly by Dedman (2003), in order to
evaluate the influence of the code on CEO replacement. The study is similar to the
study of Dahya, McConnell and Travlos (2002), but the period of observation was
shorter, from 1990 to 1995. Even though the introduction of the Cadbury code is the
same as the prior study, the findings are contrary with the prior study. It was found that
institutional shareholdings had significant positive relationship with the likelihood of
CEO turnover (Strivens, Espenlaub and Walker, 2008).
Ownership concentration
Together with the correlation of ownership types and CEO turnover, the relation of
ownership concentration to CEO turnover is also considered. Nguyen-Dang (2009)
stated that the role of large shareholders is important in studying corporate governance.
It is argued that the appearance of large shareholders increases the level of ownership
concentration, and therefore it increases the efficiency of corporate governance in firms.
For example, Kaplan and Minton (1994) indicated that the existence of large
shareholding increases the probability of CEO and top management team's replacement
when firm performance is poor by examining Japanese firms. On the other hand, Franks
and Mayers (2001), who investigated German companies, found an inverse correlation
between the presence of large shareholders and CEO turnover. Besides, Goyal and Park
(2002) suggested that firms which have the presence of block-holders are less likely to
fire CEOs for poor performance. This is confirmed in a later study of Kaplan and
Minton (2012). They reported that large shareholder ownership slightly related to the
sensitivity of firm performance-CEO turnover. This indicates that the higher level of
ownership concentration, the more povr'er block-holders have. Consequently, high
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concentration of ownership might weaken the sensitivity of the CEO turnover-
performance link (Nguyen-Dang, 2009).
2.2.1.3. Firm leverage
Theoretically, there are not many studies considering the relationship between firm
leverage and CEO turnover. However, the effects of firm leverage on CEO turnover
could be presented by different approaches. In measuring firm performance, firm
leverage is one of the factors which could influence the measurement. As Adams and
Mansi (2009), and Chang and Wong (2009) stated, ftrm leverage, or the ratio of the
book value of long-term debt to the book value of total assets, is used to control for
differences in capital structures of firms. Hence, firm leverage has been taken as a
controllable factor in the researches of the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover. The evidence is found by looking at managerial turnovers and firm
performance. Particularly, Denis and Denis (1995) and Huson et al. (2004) presented
the result that leverage has been above normal for the previous year or two when a CEO
is fired. This finding is consistent with the idea that debt might have been accumulating
due to poor corporate performance. It also leads to the replacement of the CEO by the
board in hopes of improved performance. In addition, Huson et al. (2004) stated that
leverage is significantly elevated before forced CEO turnover and is usual after forced
turnover. Along with those studies, Berger et al. (1997) and Safieddine and Titman
(1999) debate that CEO turnover is related to subsequent increases in firm leverage
when they found the evidence consistent with operating and stock perforrnance
improvements.
Besides, leverage is concerned as a disciplinary power on CEOs by managing cash flow
and frnancial distress under their control. CEOs, therefore, may prefer lower leverage,
since they are more likely to be dismissed when fîrm leverage is high (Cohen, Hall and
Viceira, 2000). However, a high likelihood of CEO turnover may be a result of high
leverage in case firm leverage is high by implementation of riskier hnancial policy
(Coles, Daniel and Naveen,2006). Similarly, Gilson and Vetsuypens (1993) suggest
that high levels of financial leverage in financially distressed firms often lead to
managerial discipline. Franks et al. (2001) document higher tumover when firms are
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experiencing low performance and high leverage. Together with these studies, in order
to examine the influence of CEO on corporate financial policy, Cao and Mauer (2010)
found that the frequency of CEO turnover is much less when the firm never changes its
debt policy. Indeed, the study focuses on the significant changes in financial policy by
analysis of the changes on firms' debt policy from zero leverage to positive leverage or
from positive leverage to zero leverage. Besides, several determinants of capital
structure, corporate governance, and potential ofCEO turnover are used for controlling
the result of the study. Consequently, the finding confirms that there is a correlation
between the level of firm leverage and CEO turnover.
In fact, there are some studies which concern the direct effects of leverage on CEO
turnover, For example, Harrison et al. (1988) attempt to evaluate that CEO turnover is
higher in frrms that are more levered. As a result, it is expected that managers are more
tenuous in firms experiencing greater financial risk. Nevertheless, the findings of this
study fail to support this notion, since there is no significant relationship between the
capital structure of the firm and CEO turnover. Similarly, Frank and Goyal (2009)
found no evidence that firm leverage is different before and after CEO turnover.
Contrary to these studies, the results in Eriksson et al. (2001) are supportive. It
suggested that a low solvency rate is associated with a significantly higher probability
of CEO turnover. In other words, the CEO has a high likelihood of being dismissed
when firm leverage is higher and firm diversification is lower (Sponholtz, 2006).
Additionally, Dimopoulos and Wagner (2010) examined the data from 6,000 years CEO
over the period 1995-2005 in the UK and Germany, and found that firms with high
leverage in both countries, and with small boards in the UK, exhibit higher sensitivity of
turnover to performance. Moreover, Cheng, Li and Tong (2008) considered firm
leverage as an independent variable that has positive significant estimates in all the
turnover models. Their findings showed that the dismissal decision in SOEs depends
significantly on the ability of top managers in both financial and general expenses. This
finding supports the effectiveness in controlling debts and expenditure is important.
Consequently, those studies confirm that there are influences of firm leverage on CEO
turnover, which could directly or indirectly impact the likelihood of CEO turnover.
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2.2.1.4. Firm Size ündÍirm diversiJication
In researching firm characteristics, firm size is one of the elements correlated to CEO
turnover. In fact, Offenberg (2009) has tested the relationship between CEO turnover
and firm size and found that an increase in CEO discipline is consistent with the
increase in firm size. However, no evidence was found that smaller ftrms have higher
rates of CEO turnover than larger firms. Even though the findings of prior researches
are different, it cannot be denied that the top level executives in large firms are
dismissed more frequently than in small firms (Offenberg, 2009). For example,
Weisbach (1988) investigated that there is insignifrcant relation of firm size with CEO
turnover. Meanwhile, Cosh and Hughes (1997) assessed that the possibility of CEO
dismissals is higher in smaller size firms when firm performance is poor, However, a
large number of studies provided an inverse finding with those studies above. In fact,
several other studies documented that the probability of CEO dismissal is greater in
larger firms (Warner et al., 1988; Harrison et al., 1988; Parrino, 1997:' and Huson et al.,
2004).
According to Parrino (1997), the pool of qualified managers and the possibility of
forced CEO turnover decrease when firm size increases. The findings of this study
represent that large firms have more outsiders on their board of directors, have CEOs
with less fractional ownership, and are more complex organisations with greater
managerial depth. Beside, Pfeffer and Moore (1980) stated that large firms often replace
top level managers with insiders, whereas small firm more likely to appoint outsiders.
Together with this, large firms are less likely to take outsiders for replacing the CEO
position which could incur incentive costs (Dalton and Kesner, 1985). This factor
represents the difference in terms of firm size. As a result, large firms typically have a
larger internal pool of management talents. Thus, those factors influence the CEO
turnover and support the empirical hnding of a significantly positive relationship
between CEO tumover and firm size (Sponholtz, 2006). Furthermore, Parrino (1997)
indicates that there are more executive development plans in large than in small firms.
Therefore, these plans help larger f,rrms to be less willing to terminate a CEO having
poor performance. Similarly, Lausten (2002) and Eriksson et al. (2001) also found the
positive relationship between firm size and CEO turnover by using Danish data.
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Together with firm size, firm diversification also correlates to CEO turnover (Berry et
al., 2003). In general, large firms seem to have investments in different industries.
Therefore, firm diversification could be understood as another aspect of the increase in
firm size. It leads to firms facing hard decision in replacing the CEO and finding CEO
candidate in order to fulfil the complex nature of diversification and managerial ability
(Berry et al. 2006). Thus, firm size not only has an inverse correlation with the
probability of CEO turnover, but firm diversification also has a negative relationship
with CEO dismissal. For instance, Berry et al. (2003) examined the relationship
between the level of firm diversifrcation and CEO dismissal in order to test theories of
managerial entrenchment. The result of the study reveals a negative correlation between
CEO dismissal and firm diversification. Moreover, an additional finding is that
voluntary dismissal is associated with firm performance in diversif,ied firms.
In addition, Berry et al. (2003) found that diversified firms are likely to manage the
succession process more carefully because they require CEOs with greater ability. This
finding supports the finding of Parrino (1997) that larger ftrms usually have executive
development plans more than smaller firms. Besides, the degree of organisational
complexity and performance measures may be less informative in diversified firms. For
example, stock prices are generally unable to aggregate information for performance
measurement when the manager oversees a diverse set of projects (Paul,1992). Hence,
the CEO dismissal decision is more complex and is varied by the level of firm
diversification. In fact, many studies have argued theoretically about diversification in
terms of managerial entrenchment, In case CEOs diversify their firms in order to
entrench themselves, it would increase the costs of replacing them in the firms.
Furthermore, it would limit the supply of potential candidates for the CEO position
Berry et al, (2006), Thus, the percentage of forced turnover in focused firms is less than
in diversified firms (Sponholtz, 2006).
2.2.2. Board characteristics
Board composition, board size and leadership structure are major characteristics of a
board of directors. Hence, they are undertaken in various studies of CEO turnover
which are going to be represented during the section.
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2.2.2.1. BoardComposition
Previous research on CEO turnover has concentrated on board composition, especially
on the independence of the board. In fact, the board of directors represents the body of
shareholders in charge of monitoring managers and protecting the shareholder interests.
Hence, the board of directors responds to various strategic tasks such as business
strategy, appointment and dismissal of the CEO. If the board of directors performs a
good monitoring and counterweight to powerful CEOs, it will improve the quality of
management and firm performance. Starting from this point, the question how board
composition affects the quality of management and CEO turnover has been raised. In
terms of board composition, a board of directors could include insiders, outsiders or
grey directors. Outsiders are directors who neither work for the corporation nor have
extensive dealings with the company, while insiders are full-time employees of the firm.
Grey directors do not work for the corporation, but have extensive business dealings or
relationships with management (Fahlenbrach, et al., 2010).
Comprehensively, it has been argued in literature that insiders on boards have valuable
knowledge about the firm and that the advice they provide is valuable to the CEO and
the firm performance (Mace, 1986). Even though insiders do have elaborated
knowledge of the firm's operation, there is empirical evidence indicates that outsiders
are better at monitoring than insiders. The fìnding is clearer when the outsiders are truly
independent. As a result, outsiders are generally considered as having experience and
ability to conduct reviews for a range of firms. Importantly, these directors are seen as
independents since they are less involved in the activities related to firm operation and
their own self-interest in firm performance is less (Fredrickson, Hambrick, and
Baumrin, lgSS). As a key mechanism of corporate governance, independent directors
face fewer constraints in monitoring managers and may improve the firm's operation.
For instance, Rosenstein and Wyatt (1990) report that stock prices go up at the
announcement of outside director appointments. However, boards might not always be
independent, since directors are not chosen by shareholders but by the CEOs they are
supposed to monitor (Lorsch and Maclver 1990; Shivdasani and Yermack. 1999).
Moreover, outside directors are generally viewed as independent; however, it is
necessary to distinguish between the independence of those directors and grey directors
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who might be former employees or have any family relationship with the top
management or a business relationship with the firm.
In fact, prior studies measured board independence by the ratio of outside directors on
the board. Although outsiders are always concerned to exert more control on
management and to care more about shareholder value than inside directors, empirical
research reports mixed results. For example, Hermalin and Weisbach (1991), Klein
(1998), and Bhagat and Black (2000) found non-significant correlation between
accounting performance and the percentage of outside directors. Similarly, Kaplan and
Minton (2012) reported that the sensitivity of firm performance-CEO turnover is
modestly associated with the independence of the board which is created by the
presence of independent directors on it. In contrast, Hermalin and Weisbach (1988)
documented that the relation of CEO removal with firm performance is higher when the
board of directors is dominated by outsiders. Also, Brunello, Graziano, and Parigi
(2003) informed that a board consisting of more outsiders is more likely to dismiss a
poorly performing CEO.
Furthermore, Bushman, Dai and Wang (2010) stated that the sensitivity of CEO
turnover to performance is higher along with the increase of the percentage of outsiders
on the board. Besides, Hwang and Kim (2009) refine the notion of board independence
by defining an independent director as socially independent if he has no social ties with
the CEO. The findings of this study presented that there is a significantly lower level of
CEO compensation and a stronger relationship between CEO turnover and firm
performance in fîrms where boards are both socially and conventionally independent
than firms in which boards are only conventionally independent. Meanwhile, Masulis
and Mobbs (2009) evaluated the effect of independent board on managerial
entrenchment and agency cost, but this study differs from other studies by focusing on
the independence of inside directors. They documented that the independence of board
could reduce managerial entrenchment and lower agency costs. In their study, inside
directors who also hold outside directorships are viewed as directors who are less
dependent on the CEO.
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2.2.2.2. Board Size
In general, most empirical studies have raised the argument on the effects of board size
on firm performance. Along with those studies, the influence board size has on CEO
turnover has also been researched. For example, Jensen (1993) suggests that the optimal
size of a board may be about seven or eight. Panino and Weisback (1999) examined the
correlation of CEO dismissal to performance of firm and stated that the number of
directors (size of board) is important as a determinant in CEO turnover. As board size
increases, the board of directors seems to be less cohesive. For example, protracted
battles within a large board of directors could occur following issues which adversely
impact the CEO, especially if the CEO is involved in the appointment decision of the
board members (Fredrickson, Hambrick, and Baumrin, 1988). Hence, large boards may
not dismiss CEOs having poorly performing promptly. In the other words, small boards
are more effectively discipline poorly performing CEOs (Franks, Mayer, and
Renneboog, 2001).
Moreover, Yermack (1996) and Wu (2000) document that the possibility of CEO
turnover is increased for the firm which has a smaller board. In detail, analysing the data
from 452large firms between 1984 and 1991, Yermack (1996) report that CEOs are
more likely to be dismissed by smaller boards following periods of poor performance.
This result is similar to the results in the studies of Lipton and Lorsch (1992) and Jensen
(1993) which argue that agency costs and myopia increase with board size. Similarly,
Anderson et al. (2004) argue that limiting the size of the board of directors will improve
firm performance while additional directors could slow-down the decision-making
process even though they could help the firm to improve monitoring. In analysing the
impact of board size on the quality of the board's decision-making, Dahya, McConnell,
and Travlos (2002) found that a larger board worsens the coordination problems across
board members.
Furthermore, from the point of view that a board consisting of more outsiders has more
incentive to dismiss CEOs having poor performance, the board has become more
streamlined. However, previous studies report a decline in the number of board
members of large companies in their sample period (Bacon, 1990; Coles et al., 2008).
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In addition, Jensen (1993) and Yermack (1996) argue that the operation and monitoring
of the board are more effective and efhcient in a streamlined board. This argument
suggests that the inverse relationship of CEO turnover with firm performance is
expected to be strengthened by the reduction of board size. Additionally, complex firms
commonly have larger boards of directors, and need greater information for evaluating
the CEO's performance, whereas smaller boards are value maximizing for simpler firms
(Coles et al., 2008). Therefore, in a larger board, the decision of CEO dismissal requires
alarger number of votes, thus, it may limit the probability of CEO dismissal.
2.2.2.3. Leadership slructure
In concerning the board of directors' leadership structure, it is theoretically led by the
chairperson who monitors the CEO and is responsible for designing compensation
packages, setting goals, and evaluating performance of the CEO. Meanwhile, a CEO is
given authority to make decisions of investment and to manage the operation of the
firm. In terms of board structure, the literature reveals that there are two systems of
board structure which are the one-tier system and the two-tier system. The two-tier
system has a different person as the board chairman and is separate from the CEO,
while in the one-tier system, the CEO is also chairman of the board (Horner, 2010).
Theoretically, the principal-agent problem could occur when an individual plays both of
these roles. When an individual is holding both of the positions, this is one-tier system
and relates to the term of CEO duality. In fact, the section is focusing on CEO duality in
order to explore the influences of leadership structure of boards on the probability of
CEO dismissal.
Generally, it has been noted that the one-tier board structure type leads to leadership
facing the conflict of interest and agency problems (Bickley and Coles 1997).In fact,
the chairman of a board wields po\4/er to influence the board and the CEO (Lechem,
2002). Holding the power, the chairman responds to different views, ideas and
discussions to enable an effective and harmonious decision-making. Hence, the
effectiveness of the board is decided and relied on the chairman (Leighton and Thain,
1993). Therefore, it is assumed that if the CEO holds the position of board chair, the
role of the board in monitoring and evaluating performance of the top managers would
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be weakened (Coles and Hesterly, 2000). In contrast, Brickley et al. (1997), investigated
the separation of CEO-Chairman leadership structure, and documented that firms which
combine the duties perform no worse than those that do not combine them. However,
Jensen (1993) stated that the internal control system might fails if the CEO also holds
the chairman position of the board. In this case, the board ineffectively performs its key
functions which are the evaluating performance of CEOs and dismissing CEOs.
Together, Fama and Jensen (1983) suggest that the effectiveness of a board in
monitoring top managers is reduced when decision control and concentration of
decision management in one individual. Several corporate governance activists have
also expressed similar concerns about combining the CEO and chairman
responsibilities. Therefore, the decision of CEO removals might be affected in the one-
tier system.
Consistent with the study of Jensen (1993), Goyal and Park (2002) assess these two
competing views by focusing on how the leadership structure of a board impacts the
sensitivity of CEO turnover to firm performance. Since a board's decision to replace a
poorly performing CEO is a major internal control mechanism, CEO replacement
decisions provide a natural setting for examining if the concentration of decision control
and management exacerbates agency problems in firms. If the lack of independent
leadership in a firm with a single CEO-Chairman reduces monitoring by the board and
makes diffrculties for the board to dismiss a poorly performing CEO, the likelihood of
CEO dismissal is likely to be less sensitive to performance in a firm with a combined
CBO/chairman position than in firms with two separate positions.
2.2.3. CEO characteristics
In terms of CEO characteristics, CEO age, tenure, CEO ownership, CEO gender and
education received considerations by prior studies of CEO turnover. In the section, the
influences of the characteristics on the probability of CEO turnover in previous studies
are presented and discussed
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2.2.3.1. CEO age
It is believe d that a CEO's competence is able to rise by acquiring more experience with
time goes. However, the firm would find it beneficial to dismiss the current CEO if the
firm starts to doubt CEO's ability, even though the CEO's competence could increase.
In fact, Coates and Kraakman (2010) stated that CEO age has a correlation to firm
performance, and therefore it is considered to have influence on a CEO's competence.
In regard to Finkelstein and Hambrick (1990), CEOs' age has long been found to
influence corporations' outcomes and decision processes. Indeed, older CEOs tend to be
less likely to initiate strategic change and more conservative, while younger CEOs have
consistently been considered to be associated with risk taking and innovativeness
(Stevens, Beyer and Trice 1978; Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). Besides, the correlation
between a young CEO and firm growth has been reported (Child 1975;Hambrick and
Mason l9S4). Thus, younger CEOs are positively related to executives' propensity to
foster firm growth and initiate change. Additionally, older CEOs who are more
conservative normally choose a less risky approach than younger CEO. Therefore, firms
managed by older CEOs are less likely to have initiate change and foster firm growth.
Practically, it is difficult for firms to replace aged CEOs. Jensen and Murphy (1990)
stated that it is harder to replace older CEOs in their position because they are waiting
to retire. Hence, shareholders generally put in a retirement policy in order to dismiss
incompetent and aged CEOs (Fredrickson, Hambrick, and Baumrin, 1988).
Nevertheless, a retirement policy seems to reveal only a weak relationship between
CEO age and CEO turnover. In fact, the probability of management turnover grows and
is very high among managers aged between 60 and 65 years of age. The reason for
management turnover here is mainly a maîager's retirement and not company
performance (Coates and Kraakman, 2010). It is impossible to ignore that one potential
and natural reason of CEO turnover is retirement. Starting from this point of view, the
question is raised that there is a correlation between CEO age and forced CEO
departure. Indeed, Murphy and Zimmerman (1993) found a significant correlation of
CEO turnover and CEO age. In practice, retirement occurs at different ages, thus, it
opens a question to investigate the likelihood that CEO turnover will increase once the
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CEO reaches a certain age. Indeed, this has proven to be the case in studies that control
for this effect.
According to Warner, Watts and Wruck (1988), the median age of dismissed CEOs who
are reported by the firm to be retiring is 65.4 years. Meanwhile, CEOs who are replaced
without retirement announcement have a median age of 59 years. These differences are
significant and imply firms on average are truthful in retirement announcements. Also,
younger CEOs are more likely to be dismissed. These findings lead to the justification
which is that firms might find it less costly to retain a poorly performing CEO who is
near retirement than to force the resignation. Besides, Panino (1997) confirms that the
likelihood of forced retirement of CEOs increases when CEOs are older than 64 years.
In addition, the median age and tenure of CEOs following voluntary turnover arc 64
years old and 7.4 years. Meanwhile, the median age of a CEO being fired is 55 years
with a median tenure of 5.1 years. This difference possibly explains that the distinction
in ages of forced and voluntary turnovers is that the younger CEOs seem not qualified
following their first appointment. These findings are confirmed by the studies of Coates
and Kraakman (2010) in analysing 500 S&P companies. Likewise, Murphy (1999) finds
a 30Yo increase in the probability of experiencing turnover if a CEO is over the age of
64 compared to if he is younger. Moreover, Jensen and Murphy (1990) confirmed that
the possibility of CEO turnover as a result of poor company performance increases
among younger managers.
Furthermore, Huson et al. (2004) find that having a CEO above the age of 60 has a
significantly positive effect on the probability that the firm experiences turnover. In
detail, chronologic al age was highly significant, and negatively correlated to forced
replacement, as is CEO membership in one of the firm's founding families, while poor
performance is positively related to forced replacement. Similarly, Fisman, et al. (2005),
by using a two-stage model to predict CEO dismissals, reported that firms exhibit
superior performance when CEOs who performed poorly in the past are retained by
entrenched boards. In this case, the boards have powers to ignore the pressure of
shareholders to terminate the CEOs.
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2.2.3.2. CEO ownership
The effect of CEO ownership on executive turnover has opened a controversial question
as to whether it has a negative correlation to the likelihood of the dismissal of a CEO. In
fact, the separation of ownership and management of the firm creates potential conflicts
of interest between CEO and shareholders. Many corporations have tried to solve these
potential conflicts by appointing a CEO who holds their shares. In the situation when
CEOs have a significant ownership, the concern is that CEOs are more likely to act like
shareholders and attempt to maximize ftrm value (Core et at,1999). When CEOs are
themselves shareholders, it is argued that the potential for shareholder-manager goal
congruence could be improved and agency cost would be reduced. Hence, it is able to
consider that CEO shareholding negatively correlated to CEO turnover (Denis, Denis,
and Sarin, 1997). Similarly, Dahya, Lonie and Power (1998) point out that a CEO
holding hrm shares may lead to a better performance. Thus, the disciplinary action is
less likely to be used. However, there is an opposite view on CEO ownership which is
that equity ownership can insulate the CEO from the internal monitoring efforts by
increasing her/his power. By holding high level of ownership, CEOs are able to
entrench themselves and to reduce the threat of dismissal when they have poor
performing. Therefore, the removal of CEO decision seems to be difficult when CEO
ownership increases. As a result, CEOs may engage in excessive self-serving behaviour
and are less likely to support any moves to dismiss themselves (Morck, Shleifer, and
Vishny, 1988). Furthermore, it will be more costly to remove CEOs for the acquiring
firms.
The negative effect of ownership on the CEO turnover also has been found in studies by
Denis, Denis, and Sarin (1997) of US takeovers and Brunello et al. (2003) on the Italy
takeover market. In detail, Denis, et al., (1997) found that turnover was more sensitive
to performance when an outside blockholder held 5+o/o of a firm's shares, and less
sensitive to performance when managers and directors held a stake of 5+Yo. Moreover,
Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997) presented a substantial drop in the rate of non-routine
CEO turnover for managerial ownership levels in excess of fiYo of equity. The analysis
of this research reveals that CEO turnover is inversely correlated to performance of the
fîrm where the executive owns less than l%o of the firm's common stock. Nevertheless,
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this relationship becomes insignificant at higher levels of managerial ownership
(Dedman, 2003). Meanwhile, Dahya, Lonie and Power (1998) who researched in the
UK found that non-routine CEO turnover is less common in firms with large ownership
belonging to managers than in firms where CEO ownership is less than 1%. Along with
this finding, there is no incidence of a force-fired CEO where the manager's stake
exceeds l0% of equity. Consistently, Weisbach (1988) found that CEO ownership has
no significant impact on the probability of employment termination of CEOs.
Differently, Gilson (19S9) suggesting that equity ownership is unable to insulate
executive officers of US firms when performance is sufficiently poor. As a result, the
finding of this study is that the dismissed CEO held more than lÙYo of the firm's
common stock in 6olo of cases (Dedman,2003).
Related to the discussion above, many studies have revealed the increased risk of
managerial entrenchment when high levels of CEO ownership are found to result in
undesirably strong security of tenure for CEOs (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988;
19S9). Besides, the higher the percentage of equity CEO owned, the lower the
likelihood that managers will be dismissed. Hence, high levels of managerial ownership
are also found to diminish the sensitivity between turnover and performance (Denis and
Denis, 1994, 1995; Kang and Shivdasani, 1995). Furthermore, Ertugrul and Krishnan
(2011) stated that CEO ownership in the firm is negatively related to the propensity to
dismiss the CEO early. CEOs who have high ownership are able to keep the information
of their performance from the board. Thus, boards are more likely to obtain information
about CEO quality from the market and dismiss the CEO later (Ertugrul and Krishnan,
201 l).
2.2.3.3. CEO tenure
Theoretically, CEO tenure seems also to have a role as a proxy for management
entrenchment (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988). As a result, the shareholders and the
board of firms with long-serving CEOs seem to have the perception that the CEOs are
irreplaceable. Indeed, the perception is possible to explain based on matching theory
(Jovanovic, 7979a; b). Implying matching theory, Jovanovic (1984) pointed out that
CEOs with bad matches to firms is earlier to be dismissed than others with good
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matches. Therefore, the probability of CEO dismissal would increase when there is a
bad match between a firm and its CEO. Meanwhile, CEOs in good matches would have
a longer tenure since it is difficult to find a better match to replace the CEOs (Brookman
and Thistle, 2009).
Indeed, there are studies which have examined the implication of the theory. For
example, Allgood and Farrell (2003) documented that the hazard function for both
forced and unforced CEO turnover peaks at about five years then decreases. Additional
frnding of this study is that good matches (lasting more than 3 years) have better firm
performance than bad matches. Together with this study, Brookman and Thistle (2009)
use hazard function to test for the likelihood of CEO turnover and to determine when
threat of dismissal decreases. By using survival analysis, this study represents that the
threat of dismissal increase for CEOs having over thirteen years and it decrease slightly
after. However, only l8o/o of CEOs have tenure over thifteen years. Along with this,
they also find that CEO tenure has a positive corelation to compensation and
performance and negative relation with the board monitoring. Besides, the finding
consists with match theory, which is found in the study of Allgood and Farrell (2000).
By examining CEO turnover through match theory, it reveals that CEO turnover
increases until the fifth year of a CEO's tenure. In detail, CEOs who have 4-10 years of
tenure are less likely to be fired than are CEOs having l-3 years of tenure. Moreover,
the possibility of dismissal is decreased when CEOs are being in position over 10 years
(Coates and Kraakman, 2010). However, Allgood and Farrell (2003) also found a
consistent interaction between firm performance and the tenure-turnover relationship by
focusing exclusively on non-deal-related turnover.
Prior studies usually centre on the length of CEO tenure rather than on CEO turnover.
For instance, CEOs of owner-controlled firms were found to have tenures three times as
long as those of managers of other firms (Sponholtz,2006). Besides, arguments of the
effects of CEO tenure on CEO turnover have been raised. According to Denis, Denis,
and Sarin (1997), there is no statistically significant corelation between the possibility
of CEO turnover and tenure. In another research, Kim (1996) finds that turnover is less
likely in the first years as CEO and after l0 years of tenure as CEO after controlling for
firm performance and age. Hence, it is assumed that CEOs with longer tenure is not
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associated with effective corporate governance. However, since CEO age is not
controlled for, it seems likely that this result rejects the positive association between
voluntary turnover and CEO tenure found in Allgood and Farrell (2003). In contrast,
there are evidences which show the correlation between CEO turnover and executives'
tenure. Goyal and Park (2002) demonstrate that CEO tenure is inversely correlated to
the likelihood of CEO turnover. Meanwhile, Lausten (2002) finds a positive association
between tenure and CEO turnover.
Previous research about CEO tenure found positive effects of CEO power on tenure. It
is revealed that the more power a CEO has, the longer her/his tenure (Allen and Panian,
1982; Hambrick and Fukutomi, l99l; Ocasio, 1994).It is not hard to imagine a close
connection between CEO power and the tenure. Hermalin and Weisbach (1998) stated
that the negotiating power of a CEO increases with tenure because the board member
selection is influenced by the CEO. Thus, it is resulted in less diligent monitoring by the
board (Brookman and Thistle, 2009). Besides, power enables CEOs not only to increase
support for them, but also to reject threats to replace them. Thus, replacements of CEOs
are least likely to take place when CEO power is institutionalized (Hambrick and
Fukutomi, 1991). This implies that CEOs with longer tenure will have a lower threat of
dismissal. Additionally, Ocasio (1994) found that deinstitutionalization of CEO power
can be triggered by dynamic changes in organisational environment, which also leads to
CEO turnover.
2.2.3.4. CEO gender and education
CEO gender and education, which are two characteristics of CEO, have received little
attention in researching CEO turnover. However, some work has paid attention to those
characteristics. For example, CEO skills or education have been considered in the inputs
that the board of directors use to choose the new CEO. According to Kaplan et al.
(2008), leadership, interpersonal and motivational skills are considered by firms in
searching for new CEOs. Similarly, Eisfeldt et al. (2010) indicated that firms attempt to
find CEOs, who are better match with the firms, based on particular skills and
characteristics. Further, they found that the decision of CEO dismissal related to firm
performance regarding the required skills of CEOs in the industry of the firms. In
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addition, focusing deeply on the correlation of CEO education with CEO turnover,
Bhagat, Bolton and Subramanian (2010) attempted to describe the role of CEO
education in making decision CEO dismissal and in choosing a ne\ry CEO. This study
has taken a sample of over 2,600 CEO turnovers and more than 14,500 CEO-years from
1993-2007, and has measured the level of CEO education bythe attendance of CEO in
Top-20 undergraduate school or holding MBA certification or Top-20 program law
degrees. Then, findings reveal that CEO education plays a vital role in the choosing of
replacement CEOs. Moreover, there is a strong positive relationship between the
dismissed CEO and the education level of new CEOs, although the decision of a firm in
replacing its current CEO has less influenced by the level of education levels (Bhagat,
Bolton and Subramanian, 2010).
Similar to CEO education, the influence of gender on CEO replacement has received
comparatively little evidence. Becker-Blease, Susan and Stater (2010) examine the
conditions and frequency of CEO turnover from S&P 1500 firms and find that female
CEOs are more likely to leave their employment involuntarily and voluntarily in
controlling for firm performance, executive human capital and governance
characteristics. This finding is consistent with the study of Stroh et al. (1996) and is in
opposite direction with the study Lyness and Judiesch (2001) regarding the frequency of
female voluntary departure. Furthermore, Becker-Blease, Susan and Stater (2010) found
that females are more likely than males to be replaced when the number of male
directors on boards increases. An addition finding is that females are less likely than
males to depart voluntarily when board size decreases or firm size increases.
Meanwhile, focusing on the turnover differences in sexes at a variety of organisational
rank, Elvira and Cohen (2001) found that the number of managers in the firm who are
female has no influence on the replacement of female CEOs. Consequently, it seems to
present that no evidence support to the relationship between involuntary replacements
and gender (Becker-Blease, Susan and Stater,2010).
2.2.4. Industry Characteristics
In fact, characteristics of an industry could create different conditions and business
environment to other industries. Therefore, industry characteristics somehow have
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influences on CEO turnover. Based on this point of view, performance and stage of
industry, and competition in the industry are undertaken to reveal their effects on CEO
turnover
2,2.4.1. Industry performance and industry stage
According to Eisfeldt, Camelia and Kuhnen (2010), the previous studies on CEO
turnover document that CEOs are more likely to be terminated from their job if their
performance is poor relative to the industry average. Nevertheless, the empirical
evidence represents that when overall industry performance is poor the probability of
CEO dismissal is also high, even after accounting for the effect of relative performance.
Conversely, the CEO may be retained conditionally with poor relative performance
even though the industry is doing well. In order to explain this result, Jenter and Kanaan
(2010) stated that this puzzling result comes from the perspective of the theoretical
literature on relative performance evaluation. Based on this evaluation, Holmstrom
(1982) and Gibbons and Murphy (1990) suggest that industry, exogenous and shocks
should be filtered out of the dismissal of CEO decision.
Jenter and Kanaan (2010) reported that the probability of CEO dismissal increases after
bad market and bad industry performance. However, another finding of this study
argues that evaluation of relative performance cannot be the sole factor which
influences CEO turnover. Hence, there are two possible explanations for these findings
consistent with the empirical results. First, the performance of firms in bad times may
relatively reflect CEO ability than performance in good times. Second, boards of firms
may blame or credit poorly performance CEO with regard to the external influence
beyond their control, and commit systematic attribution to errors (Coates and
Kraakman, 2010). Thus, it leads to the dismissal decision to be complicated when it is
based on the correlation to industry performance.
2.2.4.2. Industry Competition
In general, the effects of industry conditions on CEO turnover have little supporting
evidence from the literature. Eisfeldt et al. (2010) explain the reason might be that the
empirical studies on CEO turnover have focused on the role of boards in monitoring
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CEOs and firms as well as their effectiveness in this role. Indeed, there are several
studies which have attempted to evaluate the impact of industry conditions on CEO
turnover. Parrino (1997) argues that performance measures are more precise and intra-
industry CEO appointments are less costly in homogeneous industries. Along with the
argument, this study's result reveals that the industry homogeneity increases the
probability of forced replacements and an intra-industry appointment. For example,
firms operating in or relating to homogenous industries, such as mining and air
transportation firms, seem to experience greater frequency of CEO turnover (Parrino
1997). As a result, corporate boards more easily recognise poorly performing CEOs
since other firms in the same industry provide more reliable measures of firm
performance and managerial ability of other firms' CEOs. Practically, a board of
directors not only looks at the prior performance of the firm to set its expectations, it
also incorporates the performance of competing firms (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny,
19S9). Thus, in industries, which have a wide variation in performance levels, boards of
firms would conclude that the CEO responds to major effect, and the low performing
CEO is likely to be dismissed. In contrast, in firms in multi-industries, board members
are required more superior in management in order to judge CEO performance, and they
seldom dismiss CEOs (Fredrickson, Hambrick, and Baumrin, 1988; Meindl and Ehrlich,
l9S5). Consequently, when the performance of a firm is appreciably under the average
performance of several competitors, the board will replace the CEO more'
Indeed, firm which are in high competition industries, consisting of large numbers of
homogeneous firms, may have more choice of candidates for CEO. As a result, low
competition industries have a smaller amount of appropriate CEO candidates than high
competition industries. Based on this statement, DeFond and Park (1999) stated that a
board of directors often view the current CEO of its firm as dispensable because
alternative candidates are readily available in a high competition industry. In addition,
DeFond and Park (1999) document that using relative performance evaluation, boards
of directors are able to improve their ability to identifli poorly performing CEOs. Also,
f,rrms in industry competition seem to enhance the usefulness of relative performance
evaluation. In contrast with the result of the majority of empirical studies, the outcome
of this study confirms that the rate of CEO replacement is smaller in less competitive
industries than in highly competitive industries. Especially, CEO replacement in low
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competition industries are less closely correlated to accounting-based performance
measures than in high competition industries. Therefore, it seems to reveal that in a
unique industry, the level of competition and industry conditions do have effects on the
dismissal CEO decision.
2.3. CEO TURNOVER IN TRANSITION COUNTRIES
Summarising the existing evidence, Chi and Wang (2009) document that CEO turnover
is widely researched in Westem countries, especially in developed countries. In regard
to Djankov and Murrell (2002), research on CEO turnover is an attempt to improve
enterprise performance in Western countries. However, corporate governance in
transition and emerging economies is still underdeveloped. Therefore, there is an
unclear picture of CEO turnover compared to developed countries. Practically, the
characteristics of transition and emerging economies, which are the intervention of the
state, underdeveloped financial market, and lacks of the protection of the property
rights, might lead to a weak CEO turnover-performance link or ignore the relation
(Muravyev, 2003b; Muravyev et al., 2009). Therefore, in this section, this paper is
going to present studies of CEO turnover in transition countries. Indeed, most of those
studies focused on the link between firm performance and CEO turnover, along with the
effects oftransition progress such as ownership structure in those countries' enterprises,
state ownership, political connection and privatization.
2.3.1. Firm performance and CEO turnover
It is considered that China is one of the transition and emerging economies. Along with
the development of economics, Cao et al. (2011) document that there are several studies
which have examined CEO turnover and its corelation to firm performance in China
(Groves et al., 1995; Aivazian et a1.,2005; Fan et a1.,2007; Cheng et al',2008; Chang
and Wong, 2009). An early study on CEO turnover was undertaken by Groves et al.
(1995). This study, which has taken a sample consisting of over 760 SOEs during the
period of 1980-1989, found that the reform of the Chinese economy led to the stronger
sensitivity of the CEO turnover-performance link in SOEs. Thus, CEOs could be and
were fired in response to poor performance (Chi and Wang, 2009).In contrast, Chang
and Long (2004), studying CEO dismissal in China in the period from 1995 and 2000,
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report that even though some evidence reveal the inverse relationship between CEO
dismissal and earning measures, there is no evidence of a correlation between stock
returns and CEO turnover. Similarly, Aivazian et al. (2005) have used the sample of
over 430 SOEs during the period of 1994-1999 and found that incorporation of SOEs
strengthens the link between CEO turnover and firm performance. Moreover, the
sensitivity of CEO turnover to firm performance is greater in incorporated SOEs than in
those never incorporated.
Other contemporary studies also focus on CEO turnover. Chen et al. (2005) although
indirectly revealing the relationship of CEO turnover with firm performance in
researching Chinese firms from 1999 to 2003, lhe study confirm the vital role of
corporate governance on CEO replacement by finding a significant increase of CEO
turnover following China Securities Regulatory Commission enforcement action.
Besides, Kato and Long (2006) analyse 638 Chinese-listed companies with 2181 firm-
year observations between 1999 and 2002 and report that CEO turnover is more
sensitive to stock retums in both state controlled enterprises and private enterprises.
This study also presents a negative relationship of CEO turnover with firm's hnancial
performance. Likewise, Conyon and He (2003) confirm the prior studies that CEOs and
chairman who have poor performance are more likely to be dismissed by examining
1,200 Chinese-listed firm during 1999-2006. Consistent with the agency model, this
study also reveals that the turnover ofboth types oftop off,rcial is inversely related to a
frrm's profitability. Furthermore, confîrming the finding of previous studies both in
Western countries and China, Hu and Leung (2010), by using a sample of 916 Chinese-
listed SOEs during the period of 2001-2005, report that the probability of CEO
dismissal is inversely correlated to performance of SOEs.
With regard to other transition countries, Gibson (2003) examines the correlation
between firm performance and CEO replacement by using a sample of over 1,000 firms
in eight emerging countries, which include Thailand, Taiwan, Malaysia, Mexico, Korea,
India, Chile, and Brazil. The finding reveals that the possibility of CEO replacement
increases along with the poor performance of firms. It also demonstrates that corporate
governance in these markets is not ineffective. Those findings confirmed by Lin and
Liu. (2004). Together, the evidence of the correlation between CEO turnover and firm
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performance is found in the study of Eriksson (2005) which examined CEO turnover in
Slovakia and the Czech. Examining CEO turnover in Czech firms, Fidrmuc and
Fidrmuc (2007) also found the similar conelation as Eriksson (2005). However, the
correlation is clear after three to four years of privatisation. Furthermore, Muravyev et
al. (2009) examined joint stock enterprises in the Ukraine during 2002-2006, and found
a statistically strong and inverse correlation between the probability of CEO turnover
and previous performance. Particularly, they examined return on assets and return on
sales to measure performance of fìrms. Meanwhile, size of the supervisory board and
ownership of managers have little influence on the link between CEO turnover and firm
performance.
Reviewing the research on CEO turnover in Russia, Abe and Iwasaki (2010) stated that
firm performance plays a role as a trigger of CEO dismissal. However, the majority of
studies provide unclear evidence that firm performance impacts the likelihood of CEO
dismissal, For instance, Kapelyushnikov (2001) and Dolgopyatova and Kuznetsov
(2004) point out that there is an extremely limited relationship between CEO turnover
and firm performance. Moreover, some evidence denied a significant correspondence
(Goltsman, 2000; Yasin,2004). Particularly, Rachinisky (2002) examined ll0 listed
companies and presented support to these mainstream views through this exhaustive
event study. In accordance to this study, the proportion of CEO replacements during the
period of 1997-2001 is only 19.5%. The reason for the changes in CEO position is
resignation to take responsibility for the worsening of their business result. Indeed, the
percentage of the CEO tumover is much lower than the changes in CEO position
following non-managerial reasons. Particularly, the non-managerial changes account for
51.3% in total. It includes changes following career changes, age-limit retirements, and
internal changes. Also, managerial reasons caused less change than other reasons
(24.8% in total) which are takeover and social conflicts. Based on the f,rndings above, it
can be assessed that CEO changes are less sensitive to the performance of hrms in
Russia. Moreover, it is hard to dismiss the CEO who is responsible for poor
performance, even when the firm is listed (Rachinsky, 2005).
Contrastingly, Muravyev (2003a) and Kapelyushnikov and Demina (2005), report that
poor frrm performance is positively correlated to CEO turnover. In detail, Muravyev
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(2003a\, who analysed,437 Russian frrms regressed CEO turnover on industry-adjusted
labour productivity during January 1999 to May 2000, and found the relationship
between turnover frequency and previous performance after controlling for board
composition, ownership structure, size of firms and other factors. Meanwhile,
Kapelyushnikov and Demina (2005) is the most recent study on managerial tumover in
Russia. As a result, alarger dataset is gathered by including many unlisted firms and ex-
SOEs. This study provided evidence supporting the correlation of CEO turnover to
performance of firms. Besides, the correlation has become a usual governance practice
in contemporary Russia. However, those studies are still in the minority, even though
they represent a clear statement that poor performance correlates to the increase of the
likelihood of CEO turnover. Regarding the study of Abe and lwasaki (2010), the
insignificant relationship between CEO turnover and bad performance in the prior
studies is possibly explained by using the assumption that there is the same manner of
managerial replacement between Russian and US firms and ignoring the collective
nature of the corporate governance system in Russian firms especially in the ex-socialist
firms.
2.3.2. Ownership structure and CEO turnover
In regard to the reforming progress in transition countries, privatisation is one of the
methods which create differences in ownership structure in those countries' enterprises.
Generally, there is an economic argument that government ownership is less efficient
than private ownership. Based on the argument, SOEs in transition countries have been
privatising in order to revitalise these enterprises. However, selling government
ownership to private hands does not necessarily improve the efficiency of the privatised
enterprises. As a result, the world's experience in privatisation suggests that the
economic consequences are more complex (Brown et a1.,2006\. Besides, Barberis et al.
(1996) and Gibson (2003) pointed out that the manner in which non-state ownerships
improve the efficiency of privatised enterprises is not exactly clear. In accordance with
Abe and Iwasaki (2007), prior studies of transitional economies have focused on the
role of different kinds of private shareholders such as investment funds, foreign
shareholders, and managers.
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In accordance \üith Lin and Liu (2004), the discipline of CEO is stronger in Taiwan
firms when there are the presence of outside shareholders which are institutions and
individuals. Besides, several studies of Chinese-listed enterprises examine the different
influences of state ownership and other large non-state ownership, such as Xu and
Wang (1999), Sun et al. (2002). Nevertheless, these studies fail to reveal the differences
among different types of state ownership (Chi and Wang, 2009). Meanwhile, there are
comparatively few studies on the effects of ownership structure on CEO turnover as
well as how it influences the sensitivity of the correlation between firm performance
and CEO turnover in transition countries, especially compared with the large number of
literature undertaken in developed countries (Kato and Long, 2006; Chi and Wang,
2009). With regard to other transition countries, Gibson (2003), by analysing emerging
markets, indicates that the existence of a large private shareholder, who is domestic
shareholders, is unable to improve corporate governance.
Although empirical results are mixed, many financial economists confirm the strong
influence of the governance mechanism and performance of firms on managerial
turnover in developed countries. Empirical evidence does exist concerning the close
relation between managerial turnover and ownership structure in Russia. For example,
several studies documented the critical influences of ownership structure on managerial
renewal (Frydman, Pistor, and Rapaczynski, 1996; Filatotchev, Wright, and Bleaney,
1999; Filatotchev et a1.,1999; Bevan et al., 2001). Particularly, Abe and Iwasaki (2010)
reported that the common finding of those studies reveals that outside shareholding is
statistically and highly positive associated with the frequency of CEO turnover.
Additionally, using a pooled cross-section data of over 630 Chinese-listed firms during
the period of 1998-2002,Kato and Long (2006b) found an inverse relationship between
CEO dismissal and performance of firms, measured either as retum on assets or
shareholder returns. Along with this finding, the influences of the private control of
f,rrms, ownership concentration and board governance on CEO dismissal are also found.
Especially, the link between CEO dismissal and f,trm performance is weaker for listed
firms controlled by the state and is stronger for firms with a majority of shareholders.
Moreover, in firms having a higher number of outside directors, the CEO turnover-
performance sensitivity is more negative. Together, Firth et al. (2006), by investigating
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CEO dismissal in Chinese firms during the period of 1998-2002, document a modest
influence for majority shareholding but not for the existence of independent directors.
Furthermore, Conyon and He (2008), using a sample of 1200 Chinese firms during
1999-2006, attempt to find out whether in firms, which have a major controlling
shareholder or are privately controlled, the sensitivity of the link between CEO turnover
and firm performance is higher. The result confirms that in these firms, the sensitivity of
CEO turnover to poor performance is higher. Furthermore, they found that the
sensitivity of CEO turnover-performance is also stronger in firms having a higher
percentage of independent board directors. Those findings contribute to prior findings
on CEO turnover in China (Chang et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2005; Kato and Long,2006a,
2006b; Firth et al. 2006).
Similarly, Chi and Wang (2009) demonstrate that the link between CEO turnover and
firm performance is curvilinear in ownership concentration, but that this correlation
moves in opposite directions under private and state ownership. Furthermore, using a
sample of Chinese frrms' CEO turnovers in a short period from 2000 to 2003, Cheng et
al. (200S) disaggregate firms' net-earnings into core, recurring non-core, and other non-
recurring components. By analysing these earnings components, the result shows that
the decisions of CEO dismissal in SOEs are only related inversely to recurring earnings
which consist of administrative, operating and financial expenses. Besides, leverage
also plays a significant role suggesting the concern that high debt levels may reduce the
impacts of the Chinese SOE reforms. Nonetheless, turnovers in private firms are
associated with poor core earnings, a result similar with profit maximizing firms in
developed economies.
Regarding the studies in Russia, Muravyev (2003a), who analysed over 400 privatised
firms in Russia in order to examine the indicator of CEO turnover, found that higher
rates of CEO turnover are associated with financial constraints, control changes, smaller
size of corporate boards, and outside shareholding. Similar findings are also found by
Kapelyushnikov and Demina (2005). They document that there are three main CEO
turnover determinants in Russia, which are financial performance, control changes, and
ownership structure. Moreover, analysing over 820 firms of the Russian Federation,
Abe and Iwasaki (2007) indicated that CEO dismissal in Russian enterprises is
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influenced by the presence of foreign investor or a dominant shareholder. Together, they
found that the large shareholding may also play a significant role to inspire dominant
shareholders to conduct intensive monitoring over management activities in companies
they own. Not simply removing company presidents in response to poor management
outcomes, dominant shareholders may also utilize human capital in their companies
more effectively than do minority shareholders, including foreign investors.
2.3.3. State ownership and CEO turnover
In general, most transition countries are reforming from the planned economy to market
economy such as Russia, China, Ukraine, Czech Republic, etc. Especially, the transition
in China is unique. Indeed, Chang and Wong (2009) reported that the existing literature
(e.g. Fredrickson et al., 1988; Shen and Cannella, 2002; Gtbelman and Gelman, 2002)
suggests that other factors, which are social and political factors, also have a vital role in
the decision-making of managerial dismissal in private firms. However, the influence of
state ownership on CEO turnover is still unclear. Besides, the large number of SOEs
and large proportion of share belonging to government in listed firms, including listed
SOEs, affract researchers to investigate the influence of different types of state
shareholdings on corporate governance rather than to compare difference between state
and private ownerships.
In fact, Sun and Tong (2003) evaluated the changes in performance of 634 SOEs listed
in Shenzhen and Shanghai stock exchanges during the period 1994-1998 and found a
negative influence of state ownership on performance. Nevertheless, the relationship is
not significant at the level of l0%. Besides, Firth et al. (2006) analysed over 2800 fìrm-
year observations of Chinese-listed firms between 1998 and 2002 and document that
chairman dismissal in the fîrms controlled by the state is less sensitive to performance
than in those controlled by legal entities. The influence of foreign ownership on either
turnover or the sensitivity of the link between firm performance and turnover is
insignificant. Moreover, Shen and Lin (2009) found that state shareholding negatively
impact on CEO turnover when profitabilþ is below target. However, there is no impact
of state ownership on CEO turnover when prohtability is above target. ln order to
distinguish the relationship between CEO turnover and different types of shareholders,
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Chi and Wang (2009) classified ownership by the types of shareholder and ownership
concentration. Within this framework, the most important finding of this study is that
the sensitivity of CEO turnover to performance is stronger in non-state firms than in
state-controlled firms, and is affected by different subtypes of private ownership. The
frnding is associated with the result of previous studies using Chinese data that state
ownership, especially direct government ownership, is consistent with weaker
disciplining of managers, which confirms the prediction of the agency theory (Groves et
al., 1995; Aivazian et a1.,2005; Firth et a1.,2006).
Besides, Wang (2010) took a sample of over 840 changes of CEO in Chinese firms
during 2000-2005, in order to compare the relative effectiveness of the Chinese
government attempting to improve the monitoring of listed firms. Particularly, the
Chinese government has tried to strengthen corporate governance via statutory
guidelines and regulations and has been shifting the state ownership from government
agencies (GAs) to the corporate form of SOEs. The results exhibiting the association
between frrm performance and CEO turnover vary among different types of
shareholders. In detail, the sensitivity of CEO turnover to poor firm performance in
firms controlled by GAs is lower than in those controlled by SOEs and large private
enterprises. Nevertheless, the presence of corporate governance mechanisms seems not
to impact the CEO tumover-performance sensitivity. Similarly, Hu and Leung (2010)
report that the negative correlation between CEO turnover and firm performance is
stronger when the SOE is held by a local government, or directly held by the Central
Government, or in a strategiclregulated industry. These findings reveal that poorly
performance CEOs in Chinese SOEs are dismissed following the implementation of
market-based mechanism into corporate governance. Furthermore, the findings support
that government control enables on to strengthen rather than weakens the governance
mechanism and the link between CEO turnover and firm performance. However, it
represents the argument with other studies such as Groves et al. (1995), Aivazian et al.
(2005) and Firth et al. (2006) which indicate that state ownership weaken the sensitivity
of the relationship between firm performance and CEO turnover.
In addition, Chang and Wong (2009) consider state shareholders as shareholders who
hold multiple objectives in order to investigate the relationship between firm
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performance and CEO turnover. Particularly, state shareholders are unlike the
shareholders of typical listed firms and are not real owners. They seem to be bureaucrats
running the firms on behalf of the government. Therefore, the influence and control of
government on the CEO's decision are implied via the agents. Further, the influenced
decision would be seeking to promote social and political objectives by using the firm's
resources (Shleifer and Vishny, 1994; Bai et al., 2000; Chang and Wong, 2004; Bai et
a1.,2006). Furthermore, the similar problem following agency theory could arise, since
the agents would possess multiple self-interests, such as job security, the accumulation
of personal wealth, and others (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997).
Based on a sample on CEO turnovers from listed Chinese firms during 1995-2007,
Chang and Wong (2009) provide two evidences on the link between firm performance
and CEO turnover. First, pre-turnover profitability significantly correlates to CEO
turnover when financial losses occur in firms. However, the correlation disappears in
observing firms in which performance is making prohts. The second finding shows that
profitability is significantly improved in the post-turnover period in loss-making firms,
but not in that of profit-making firms. Importantly, Chi and Wang (2009) point out that,
although the state shareholder may pursue multiple objectives, the government is still
putting pressure on SOEs in order to improve financial performance. Thus, it is argued
that CEOs in SOEs still have the probability of dismissal by state shareholders under all
circumstances (Chang and Wong, 2009).
On the other hand, the pressure from government on state shareholders is more likely to
increase when SOEs are experiencing financial losses (Chang and Wong, 2009). As a
result, Qian and Roland (199S) explained that loss-making firms are eventually bailed
out by the provision of low-cost loans and/or fiscal subsidies from government. Thus,
the shareholders of loss-making firms in this situation have to pursue the government's
objective in order to reduce the threat of dismissal in case they are failure to reach this
objective. Therefore, it reveals the complicated picture in SOEs which have many
objectives influenced by government.
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2.3.4. Political connection and CEO turnover
Unlike developed countries, the majority of enterprises in developing countries is SOts.
Hence, the connection between those enterprises and the state is still a matter of
concern, Practically, studies of the impacts of political connection in transition countries
are mostly in China. As a result, China has the largest number of SOEs in the world.
Moreover, political connection is a common phenomenon because, even though the
corporatisation and privatisation of SOEs since 1978 has resulted somewhat in the
decentralisation of authority, the state shareholder still controls personnel decisions.
Most particularly, either the central or local government has authority over the selection,
appointment, and dismissal of CEOs in SOEs. Although privately controlled firms, if
converted from former SOEs, are likely to build political connections or maintain
previous connections, because they provide preferential access to financial resources
like loans and help companies to avoid strict regulatory oversight (Dinc, 2005; Faccio et
al., 2006; Claessens et al., 2008). As China is also a transitional economy with weak
law enforcement and institutional constraints, many Chinese enterprises are involved
with the state, operate with low efficiency (Wei et al., 2005), and have poor corporate
governance (Firth et a1.,2006). Hence, these show that the linkage between performance
and CEO turnover still depends on the governance structure and environment.
Indeed, the function of political connection provides two different aspects, which are the
benefits of political connection and the costs of related rent seeking activities (Cao et
a1.,2011). In accordance with Faccio et al. (2006), Claessens et al. (2008), Chen et al.
(2011), political connection can help firms by relaxing tax regulation, enabling
preferential corporate bailouts and/or financing convenience, and facilitating rent
seeking. Those benefits also bring a positive effect on firm value and performance. In
contrast, other studies argue that politically connected firms must devote important
resources to their rent seeking activities, which might reduce the advantages of the
political connection (Fan et al, 2007; Faccio, 2010). These authors view political
connection as government intervention and a desire to satisfy the objectives of social
services. For example, Bai et al. (2000), Chang and Wong (2004), and Bai et al. (2006)
state that the pursuit of personal andlor political objectives normally lessens the profit of
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the firm, since state shareholders seem not have strong incentives to maximise frnancial
performance.
In researching the effects of political connection on corporate governance, Cao et al.
(2011) found that political connection can hurt corporate governance by aggravating
CEOs entrenchment. Indeed, they document that the CEO's political connection lowers
the likelihood of forced CEO turnover by about 20%o on average in Chinese-listed firms.
Meanwhile, the probability of forced CEO turnover in privately controlled firms is
stronger. Political connection also significantly lowers the sensitivity between CEO
turnover and firm performance, thereby weakening disciplinary mechanism to replace
poorly performing CEOs. Following forced CEO turnover in the presence of political
connection, firm performance improves. These findings provide strong evidence that
political connection does indeed lead to undesirable managerial entrenchment. Together
with this study, You and Du (2012), who examined a large number of Chinese-listed
firms in the period 2005-2008, reported that CEOs who have political connection are
less likely to be dismissed than others. Besides, the sensitivity of firm performance and
forced CEO turnover is weakened by political connections of CEOs. Consequently, it
reveals that political resources and connection have been used by CEOs in transition
countries as excuses for their poor performance. Based on this excuse, CEOs are able to
reduce the probability of dismissal.
In another point of view, Liao et al. (2009) investigate the effects of policy burdens on
CEO turnover in order to reveal another aspect of the effects of political connection on
CEO turnover as well as corporate governance in Chinese SOEs. In fact, SOEs incur
losses from bearing policy burdens. Actually, substantial policy burdens are normally
tended to bear in Chinese SOEs. For instance, the average labour redundancy of
Chinese SOEs was 23.5% during the period of 1993-1996 (Li and Xu, 2001). In
addition, the labour redundancy \ilas even higher, about 44Yo was reported by Dong and
Putterman (2003) during the period of 199l-1994. However, the information asymmetry
between SOE's CEO and the government makes the evaluation of SOEs' performance
more difficult. The government is hardly able to distinguish accurately between
operational losses and policy-induced losses. Therefore, the policy burdens can be used
as an excuse for poor fîrm performance. Even if the losses are due to managerial
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discretion, excuses are able to make the State accountable for these losses, (Lin et al.,
1998). Particularly, if CEOs have a good political connection they could hide or provide
information imperfectly to the State. Thus, when the government has to consider both
types of losses in evaluating the performance of CEOs and managers, it could reduce
the CEO turnover-firm performance sensitivity. However, the government is able to
better distinguish losses incurred by managerial discretion from the policy-induced
losses, if information is less asymmetrical. In the case, the CEO turnover-firm
performance sensitivity is less likely to be reduced under the influence of the policy
burdens.
2.4. SUMMARY
In summarising, CEO turnover reveals an important role on corporations' governance
system. In fact, empirical studies have provided voluminous literature in order to
document the factors influencing CEO turnover. Most studies point out that firm
performance is the first determinant of CEO turnover. As a result, the correlation
between CEO dismissal and firm performance is a good way of evaluating the
effectiveness of the corporate governance of firms. The inverse relationship of CEO
dismissal with performance reflects an efficient incentive mechanism in which CEOs
are terminated as a result of poor performance. Indeed, it is widely debated in the
literature (Weisbach, 1988; Banker and Datar, 1989; Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1991;
Murphy and Zimmerrnan, 1993; Engel et a1.,2003; Bushman et a1.,2004). Besides, it
shows that forced turnover is preceded by poor performance in the studies undertaken in
all developed countries such as the U.K. (Conyon and Florou, 2002), the U.S. (Huson et
a1.,2001), Japan (Kaplan,l994a), and Germany (Kaplan, 1994b).
In addition, the previous studies suggest that forced CEO turnover is significantly and
inversely conelated to firm accounting performance (Coughlan and Schmidt, 1985;
Weisbach, 1988; Morck, Shleifer and Vishny, 1989; Kaplan, 7994; Brickley, 2003).
Meanwhile, several studies indicate that CEO dismissal is associated with positive
abnormal stock performance (Dennis and Dennis 1995; Kaplan and Minton, 2006;
Nguyen-Dang,2009). Similarly, there are evidences which show that CEO turnover has
correlation with shareholder value and stock returns (e.g. Coughlan and Schmidt, 1985;
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Fee and Hadlock, 2000; Warner et al., 1988; Weisbach, 1988). Along with the clear
influences of firm performance on CEO turnover, leverage, firm size and firm
diversifrcation also play a role on CEO dismissal decision. However, the effects are not
signif,rcant. For example, firms which are diversifted and have large size may bring a
mass of information to the board of directors in the evaluation of CEOs' performance.
Nonetheless, this problem does not occur in a long-term evaluation (Sponholtz,2006).
Moreover, when and control are ownership separated, the agency problem seems to
occur easily. In regard to the separation, many studies have researched a variety of
factors influencing CEO tumover and the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover. Muravyev et al. (2009) concludes that the corelation of firm performance-
CEO turnover is influenced by ownership (Kang and Shivdasani 1995), board size
(Yermack 7996), and board composition (Weisbach 1988). An argument has been
raised around ownership that concentration in ownership decreases the sensitivity of the
link between firm performance and CEO turnover, while large outside shareholders
would improve the sensitivity. The argument relates to another argument on board
composition. It considers that the percentage of outsiders on the board will increase the
sensitivity of CEO turnover to performance (Brunello, Graziano, and Parigi, 2003;
Bushman, Dai and Wang, 2010). Indeed, the argument possibly explains that prior
studies try to distinguish the independence of boards on evaluation and monitoring
CEOs. For example, Hwang and Kim (2009) identifo an independent director as
director as socially independent if he has no social ties with the CEO, and find a
stronger relationship of CEO turnover with firm performance in firms whose boards are
both socially independent and conventionally than firms whose boards are only
conventionally independent. Meanwhile, Masulis and Mobbs (2009) differ from other
studies by focusing on the independence of inside directors and report that that the
independence of the board could reduce managerial entrenchment and lower agency
costs.
With regard to the studies on CEO characteristics and CEO turnover, it seems to be
concluded that the more power the CEO has, the less sensitivity of ftrm performance-
CEO turnover correlation is (Horner, 2010). The statement is evaluated by the
researches on CEO duality or leadership structure of the board (Brookman and Thistle,
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2009; Coates and Kraakman,2010), CEO ownership (Denis, Denis, and Sarin, 1997;
Goyal and Park, 2002;Brunello et a1.,2003), CEO age and CEO tenure (Huson et al.,
2004; Parcino, 1997). Besides, the influence of CEO gender and education does not
reveal a significant effect on CEO turnover, as a result of many prior studies that have
been undertaken (Eisfeldt, Camelia and Kuhnen, 2010).
Together with those factors, Eisfeldt, Camelia and Kuhnen (2010) stated that industry
condition has received little attention. Practically, prior studies do mention their
concerns on industry conditions such as industry performance and industry competition
(Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1989; Parrino, 1997; Coates and Kraakman, 2010)' The
industry condition in those studies plays a role in providing information for the decision
making on CEO dismissal when the board of directors evaluates the performance of the
firm to other firms in the same industry, or relative to market and industry benchmarks
(Coughlin and Schmidt, 1985; Dedman and Lin, 2002).
Yet although many studies have presented determinants of CEO turnover and the effects
of these determinants, there is little evidence of developing and transition countries. For
example, in Russia, the CzechRepublic and the Ukraine, Abe and Iwasaki (2007,2010)
and Muravyev (2009) report some evidences in the relationship of CEO dismissal with
performance of firm, and several studies have conidered about the effects of ownership
(Filatotchev, Wright, and Bleaney,1999; Filatotchev et a1.,1999 Bevan et al', 2001)'
Similarly, there is an unexplored picture of CEO turnover in China, although several
studies have been researched on the CEO dismissal process. For instance, Groves et al.
(1995) reported that replacement of managers in non-listed SOEs is inversely correlated
to performance. Together, several papers documented that CEO turnover is statistically
conelated to firm accounting performance (Firth, Fung and Rui, 2006; Kato and Long,
2006; Chang and Wong;2009; Chi and Wang, 2009). Besides, the ownership structure
has been researched. However, the frndings are mixed. For example, Chang and Wong
(2009) found that ownership influences CEO turnover, but this relationship moves in
opposite directions under the presence of private and state shareholding. Especially,
there are some studies on state ownership on CEO turnover (Kato and Long, 2003; Chi
and Wang, 2009; Wang, 2010) and the effects of political connection (Liao et a1.,2009;
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Cao et al, 2011, You and Du, 20L2). The reason for those studies is regarding the
transition of China in which there are a larger number of SOEs and the influence of the
State is stronger on SOEs and the economy than other countries. However, there is little
to compare with the voluminous literature that has arisen in developed countries.
Therefore, the picfure of corporate governance in transition and developing countries is
still unclear.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
In order to gain a better understanding on the environment in which this study is based,
this chapter presents an overview of Vietnam. Based on the review, a general picture of
the Vietnamese economy is exhibited. Moreover, the development of the economy is
considerable, since Vietnam is considered as a transition country. Besides, the influence
of globalisation on the development of the Vietnamese economy is represented. It
shows the reasons why Vietnam's government has adjusted its legal and regulatory
framework. Remarkably, the fall of the Soviet Union and Communist countries
inlluenced the decision of the Vietnamese government to integrate into the global
market. Also, international integration requires improvements in many areas in Vietnam
including economic, political and social changes. In fact, the improvement progress
have been beginning from 1986, namely "Doi Moi". Moreover, the characteristics of
transition countries are addressed. The characteristics provide an insight into the
economies, politics, and societies in transition countries to which Vietnam belongs.
Under the economic reform Doi Moi, there were mass changes in Vietnamese economy
and society. Firstly, the planned economy was transformed to a market-oriented
economy. In order to support the development of the new market-oriented economy, the
role of Vietnamese government and legal frameworks were changed. In this chapter, the
role of government shows how the Vietnamese government manages the new market-
oriented economy. Along with it, the financial system and the development of a legal
framework for corporate governance in Vietnam are presented. Furthermore, the
characteristics of Vietnam help in exploring the governance structure in listed
enterprises. Finally, a review of corporate governance in Vietnam is addressed, It draws
basic sights of corporate governance which help in understanding deeply the effÏciency
and effectiveness of corporate governance in Vietnam,
3.2. GLOBALISATION
In general, the term globalisation has been discussed for over several decades. However,
the effects of it are still considered, especially in transition countries. lndeed, Stiglitz
(2002) provides a definition of globalisation as the closer integration among countries in
the world. This integration has reduced transportation and communication costs by
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breaking down barriers between countries. It has created flows of products, services,
capital, technology, knowledge, and people across boundaries. Not only does
globalisation enforce the integration of economies, it also leads to political and social
interactions (Tabb, 1999\. It also can be understood as the multiplicity of
interconnection and linkages (McGrew, 1996). Thereby, there are many changes which
are the result of globalisation (Porter, 2004).
In fact, the trend of globalisation started in the 1970s when developed and developing
countries adopted strategies to expand their economies and to improve their global
competitive ability (Mittelman, 2000). At the time, the ideology in international
relations was reduced among countries. In addition, there was a movement from power
competition to economic competition between countries in the world (Nguyen-Phuong,
2001). Under the movement, global capital, technology and workforces became subjects
for promoting international trade and liberalising investment. Even though globalisation
is neither a new term nor a new wave in developed or Western countries, it gained more
attention from the Vietnamese government after the fall of the Soviet Union. Indeed, the
fall of the Soviet Union and other Communist countries created a mass of changes in
politics, societies and economies. According to Peng and Heath (1996), political
systems, regulations and financial markets \ryere destroyed following the falls.
Moreover, either the fallen Communist countries or the rest of Communist countries,
such as Vietnam and China, realised the need to implement market-based economies.
Thus, a new market formation was created in order to strengthen the economies of those
countries (Healey, 1994).
According to Jenkins (2006), international integration in Vietnam began along with the
economic reform "Doi Moi" in 1986. From the Vietnamese perspective, globalisation
seems to be referred to the term "internationalisation". As mentioned above, the fall of
the Soviet Union had cut down the support for the Vietnamese centrally-planned
economy. It led the Vietnamese government to adjust policies in order to encourage
intemational trade, to adopt new technologies and to improve its competitive ability in
the global market. Indeed, "internationalisation" has brought many changes in Vietnam.
The first change is the movement from a centrally-planned economy to market economy
with the control of the state. By implementing the new market economy, domestic
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private and foreign sectors have been encouraged to develop. Indeed, the
encouragement is represented by various regulations and policies made from year to
year, such as 2000, 2005 and 2006. Along with the integration, new products,
technologies and knowledge were raised and adopted. The adaptations are not only in
macroeconomic terms but they are also in microeconomic terms. For instance, the term
of corporate governance has been adopted, along with the appearance of new types of
business institutions, in order to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of both state
and private enterprises in Vietnam.
Furthermore, the requirements for improvement in economy, policies and society are
increased, since Vietnam became a member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) on
1 lth January ,2007 .In fact, as a member of WTO, Vietnam has to take down the barriers
in order to encourage global liberalisation. Hence, the Vietnamese government has to
face the matter of its legal and regulatory framework in order to adjust, following the
legal frameworks of WTO's members. Furthermore, the entries of multinational
corporations which have strong financial capacity, wide distribution networks, and high
managerial levels, can create threats to Vietnamese enterprises. Consequently, it
becomes necessary for The Vietnamese government to refonn its economy and to
enforce legal, regulatory and financial systems, in order to compete in the global
economy. Also, the efficiency and effectiveness of management in Vietnamese
enterprises need to improve, since the enterprises have to deal with challenges, either in
international trade or competition in the domestic market.
3.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF' TRANSITION COUNTRIES
In this section, a definition and characteristics of transition countries have been
presented in order 
.to provide a general insight of economies in transition countries.
Furthermore, it goes deeper into the characteristics of enterprises in transition countries.
3.3.1. Definition and Characteristics of Transition Countries
In general, the terms of emerging country and transition country, are sometimes used
interchangeably. However, Hoskisson et al. (2000) indicated that transition countries are
a part of emerging countries. As a result, both emerging and transition countries attempt
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to increase economic liberalisation and to accept a free-market system. Nevertheless,
depending on conditions, such as the rate of economic development or government
policies, a country is considered as an emerging or a transition country (Hoskisson et
al., 2000). As a result, both emerging and transition countries suffer similar stages and
conditions, such as a deficit of skilled labour, inefficient capital market and political
volatility (Hoskisson et aL,2005). Furthermore, Khanna and Palepu (1997) stated that
flexibility and inefficient regulation systems in those countries weaken corporate
governance. Besides, disclosure of information and reports are commonly weak in the
f,rnancial markets of these countries (Khanna and Palepu, 2000). Furthermore,
governments in these countries lack the ability to control enterprises and protecting
property rights (Djankov and Murrell, 2002; Hoskisson et al., 2005). Also, inflation in
transition countries is common, and it, thereby, decreases a country's attractiveness for
high investment risk (Golub et a1.,2003; Luthans et a1.,2006).
Regarding the similar characteristics of emerging and transition countries, some studies
have tried to distinguish the difference between the two types of countries. In following
the classifìcation of Hoskisson et al. (2000), transition countries includes 13 countries
which belonging to the former Soviet Union, whereas other developing countries in the
world are regarded as emerging countries. Meanwhile, Sachs and Warner (1995)
suggested that countries in which private venture, liberalising and stabilising are
supported and market mechanisms are reinforced, are considered transition economies.
Especially, in those countries, improving the efficiency of SOEs is the main goal.
Besides, Golub et al. (2003) reported that restructuring enterprises is the main concern,
since there is limitation of capital available in transition countries. Additionally, Peng
(2001) reported that the private sector in transition countries is small and
underdeveloped. Also, foreign investors are cautions in investing into transition
countries as a result of an embryonic banking system (Golub et al., 2003). Hence,
transition countries generally attempt to adjust and improve their legal and regulatory
frameworks in order to protect property rights and to enhance the market economy
(Svejnar, 2002). Consequently, Vietnam is appropriately considered as a transition
country.
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3.3.2, Characteristics of enterprises in transition countries
According to Kornai (1992), enterprises in a transition country are commonly
developed from SOEs and they, therefore, are macro inefficient. Furthermore, lack of
private ownership among enterprises in transition countries leads to little inducement
for improving performance of enterprises (Meyer and Peng, 2005). Regarding the large
number of SOEs in the market, there is an old thought which is that pursuing quantity is
still considered by SOEs to be more important than providing a better quality of
products or customer service (Meyer,200l). As a result, SOEs normally try to fulfil
either economic or social objectives, and they, hence, face difficult in operating
efficiently (Djankov and Murrell, 2002). Along with those problems, SOEs are less
likely to face loss-making, since a policy of refinancing the loss-making enterprises is
still applied in transition countries by governments. Hence, Djankov and Murrell (2002)
assessed that enterprises in transition countries are less worried about profitability.
Besides, state and large enterprises might unofhcially avoid the requirements of
regulatory, currency, or reporting mechanisms (Eilat and Zinnes, 2002). Moreover,
there is a lack of management skills in transition countries (Luthans et al., 2006). This
creates opportunities for managers and state officials to gain private benefits because of
the underdeveloped legal and regulatory frameworks (Peng, 2001).
In addition, Peng and Heath (1996) suggested that enterprises in transition countries
commonly lack direction in order to obtain and distribute resources as a result of the
relying on governments. Especially, the lack of management in SOEs resulted in
inefflrciency in using resources although they had support from states. Thus, the
enterprises have little experience in compared to enterprises in developed countries.
Together, these factors lead to inefficient implementation of technologies and
ineffective workforce training, which weakens their global competitive ability (Meyer,
2001). Not only international competitive abilities are weakened, but domestic
competitive abilities of transition countries' enterprises also are limited, since they are
producing uncompetitive products (Uhlenbruck et al., 2003).
Furthermore, new ownership appeared among enterprises in transition countries along
with mass privatisation progress. However, underdeveloped bond and stock market, and
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the banking system are the problems of the financial market. Besides, these lead to an
important doubt in corporate governance in transition countries. As a result, the
efficiency and effectiveness of corporate governance are addressed following the
development of a legal and regulatory framework, financial market, attractiveness of
foreign investment and the transformation to market-based economy (Babic, 2000). For
example, shareholders are less aware of their roles, rights and responsibilities in
enhancing corporate governance in transition countries' enterprises. They seem to wait
for the paying of dividends rather than to enforce managers of enterprises to increase the
value of shareholders (Babic, 2003).It also weakened the role of monitoring managers
in the enterprises.
3.4. ECONOMIC REFORM IN VIETNAM
Being a transition economy, Vietnamese economic reform is an important process
which leads to the increase in various aspects of the economy such as ownership
structure, lawsuit, management systems as well as corporate governance in Vietnamese
enterprises. Hence, the thesis, in general, attempts to present the economic reform
process in Vietnam.
3.4.1. Economic reform of Doi Moi
In 1986, an economic reform process called Doi Moi was initiated by the Vietnamese
government. Before Doi Moi reform started in 1986, the Vietnamese economy was
identified as a centrally planned economy. The traits of the economy were economic
bureaucratism, inefficiencies, and overwhelming institutional rigidity. Besides, the
economy was operated without a functional market and market price system. Private
properfy rights, especially productive physical assets, were not formally recognised by
laws and regulations (ILO, 2004). Since the Vietnamese economy had inefficiencies,
Vietnam remained as a member of the Least Developed Countries (LDCs) even a
decade after Doi Moi. Indeed, the Vietnamese national economy was in severe financial
straits, with a backward distribution system and relying heavily on Soviet-bloc financial
assistance and aids in kind.
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According to Thompson and Prater (2004), Doi Moi reform includes six major
economic policy changes as below:
¡ The government undertook the decentralisation of state economic management
which give more autonomy to state industries.
. In order to solve and control inflation, the administrative measures based on
planned economy were replaced by a market orientated monetary policy.
. Responding to an outward orientated policies in external economic relations, the
government allowed interest rates and exchange rates to respond to the market.
¡ Agricultural policies 'were changed to give greater freedom to buy market
products and inputs, and allow for long term land use rights.
¡ Private sector is accepted and encouraged along with economic growth.
o Creating more opportunity for getting foreign investment. Both state and private
enterprise could deal directly with foreign markets for investment purposes or
exporlimport.
Those changes show that the Vietnamese government decided to implement a market-
based economy. The new economic system was far away from the old Stalinist
economic system which strongly focuses on total collectivization of agriculture and the
development of heavy industry (Le, 2005). Market forces came in place and the
economy gradually abolished the old styled centrally planned economy, which had
previously operated based on the principles of bureaucratic orders, financial and
physical subsidies from the state and the Soviet vertical pricing system. At this point, a
shift to a market economy had already been determined by political leaders and
advocated by major economic scholars and local governmental policy-makers.
According to Vuong (2004a), Doi Moi started with a fairly radical epistemological
advance of recognizing legitimate rights of private properties and the private economic
sector. Simultaneously, the requirement of reducing economic inefficiencies, rigidity
and dysfunctional market and distribution systems became apparent and imperative.
Therefore, Doi Moi became a milestone in Vietnam's political and economic
development.
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Besides, adoption of the lessons from China's successful market-oriented reforms in
1978, the structure for a market economy was quickly inaugurated. For example, the
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Law 'was announced in 1987. Later, the Law
announced several amendments in 1990, 1992, 1996, 2000 and 2005 which are
considered as the primary cornerstones of the legal framework and progressive steps
towards the development of the Vietnamese economy. In addition, the FDI legislation
created chances to provide international market access and altract new investments for
Vietnam's economic development (ADB, 2007). Together, the amendment of the
Constitution of Vietnam in 1992 created more favourable conditions to attract FDI
inflows into the newborn market economy of Vietnam (Riedel, 1997; Vuong,2004(a);
Pham, Vuong and Tran 2003). Furthermore, many steps have been undertaken by the
Vietnamese government in order to integrate with the global economy. Vietnamese
market-based legal frameworks and economic policies have been completed and
reviewed in order to support the international integration.
Table 3-1: Investment by ownership in Vietnam
Of which Of which
Total Non-
State
Foreign
invested
sector
Total Non-
State
Foreign
invested
sector
State State
Year
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
200'7
2008
Prel.2009
87394
108370
117134
t3t17t
151 183
170496
200145
239246
290927
343135
404712
s32093
616735
708826
22700
30300
24300
22671
27172
3001 1
34795
38300
41342
51102
65604
129399
190670
181183
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
26.0
28.0
20.8
17.3
18.0
17.6
l7.4
16.0
14.2
14.9
16.2
24.3
30.9
25.5
Billion VND
42894 21800
53570 24500
65034 27800
76958 31542
89417 34594
101973 38512
114738 50612
126558 74388
139831 109754
161635 130398
185r02 1s400ó
197989 204705
209031 217034
287534 240109
Structure(%)
49.1 24.9
49.4 22.6
55.5 23.7
58.7 24.0
59.1 229
59.8 22.6
57.3 253
52.9 31.1
48.1 37.7
47.1 38,0
45.7 3 8.1
37.2 38.5
33.9 3s.2
40.6 33.9
(Source: General Statistic Offrce of Vietnam, 2009)
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In the years following Doi Moi, the economic conditions have improved significantly,
due largely to a substantial economic expansion under the open-door policy (Nghiep
and Quy, 1999). Since the private sector is accepted, it has developed along with the
development of the foreign sector in the Vietnamese economy. In addition, Doi Moi
creates a balance in the Vietnamese economy. Instead of depending strongly on heavy
industry, agriculture and services have received more investment and have brought
more value to the total Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of Vietnam (Table 3-2).
Table 3-2: GDP at current prices by economic sector
Of which Ofwhich
Total Agriculture,
forestry and
fishing
Industry
constructi Service
Agriculture
, forestry
and fishing
Industry
construc Service
Total
and
on
and
tion
I 990
1991
1992
r993
1994
1995
1996
1997
l 998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Prel.
2009
41955
76707
tt0532
140258
178534
228892
272036
313623
361017
399942
441646
481295
535762
613443
715307
839211
974266
tt437l5
I 485038
r6190
27397
42884
s7828
78026
I 00853
115646
132202
1 50645
160260
171070
185922
206182
233032
271699
3 I 9003
370771
436706
563544
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
3 8.59
35.72
38.80
41.23
43.70
44.06
42.s1
42.15
41.73
40.07
38.74
38.63
38.48
37.99
37.98
38.01
3 8.06
38.18
37.95
Bìllíon VND
16252 9513
31058 18252
37513 30135
41895 40s35
48968 51540
62219 6s820
7s514 80876
80826 100595
93073 117299
101723 137959
108356 162220
1 il858 1 83515
123383 206197
138285 242126
tss992 287616
t75984 344224
198798 404697
232586 474423
329886 s91608
Structure (o/o)
38.74 22.67
40.49 23.79
33.94 27.26
29.87 28.90
27.43 28.87
27.18 28.76
27.76 29.73
25.77 32.08
25.78 32.49
25.43 34.50
24.53 36.73
23.24 38.13
23.03 38.49
22.54 39.47
21.81 40.21
20.97 4r.02
20.40 41.s4
20.34 41.48
22.2t 39.84
16s8389 346786 667323 644280 100.00 20.91 40.24 38.85
(Source: General Statistic Office of Vietnam, 2009)
Following Doi Moi, the Vietnamese economy has substantially expanded. As shown in
Figure 3-1, GDP is computed inUS dollars duringthe period 1990-2009. The surge in
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real GDP led to a continuous increase in per capita GDP, which induces more capital
formation within the populace for future economic activities such as entrepreneurship
and financial investments. The economic impacts of the extensive reform in the national
economy have been profound and indisputable. However, there have been emerging
issues with low economic efficiency, high Incremental Capital Output Ratio (ICOR),
prevalent rent-seeking, oversized state-owned industries, capital-hungry private
enterprises and structural problems of allocating financial and physical assets to
different sectors of the economy (Vuong, 1997(a), 1997(b); Vuong and Nguyen, 2000;
Vuong and Tran, 2009a,b).
Figure 3-1: Vietnam's GDP (1990-2009)
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Source: Vuong, Tran and Nguyen (2010).
Indeed, Vietnam has taken nearly 14 years to double its per capita GDP from a low
level of around US$200 in 1986. In accordance to Pham and Vuong (2009), the total
GDP of Vietnam in dollar terms was only approximately US$ll billion in 1986.
Nevertheless, by the end of 2007, the fast-moving economy of Vietnam had an
opportunity to double the per capita GDP in 2000, taking only half the time for the
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1986-level to double, It was expected that the figure was likely to attain US$1,200 in
2010 (Pham and Vuong, 2009).
Practically, along with the development of the Vietnamese economy, the privatisation
process in Vietnam is one of the important processes in order to improve the efficiency
of SOEs. Particularly, the privatisation process was launched in 1992 under the decision
of the Prime Minister (Decision 202-CTITTCP). Under the decision, SOEs were given
an opportunity to privatise. Besides, employees of equitized SOEs are allowed to buy
their enterprise's shares in advance. Moreover, SOEs which are profitable and small-
medium size are allowed to launch the privatisation. However, strategic firms among
those SOEs were still out of the process. Being a pilot scheme, the privatisation process,
therefore, was launched slowly in a small way. As Truong et al (2006) reported, there
were only 5 SOEs equitized during 1992-1996. Nevertheless, the improvement of firm
performance in equitized SOEs has led the Vietnamese government to enforce the
privatisation process. Indeed, Truong et al. (2006) reported that the privatisation process
has increased efficiency of privatised SOEs. For example, profitability and sale revenue
increased along with the raise of employee income. Also, they reported that the
improvement of SOEs' performance resulted from residual state ownership and listing
on the stock market. Besides, corporate governance has become important and has been
considered as a key factor in order to improve firm performance. Regarding the
efficiency of the privatisation process, it is reported that around 2,000 of the 6,300
SOEs had been privatised by the end of 1994. Those SOEs accounted for nearly half of
the SOE sector's employment (Sjoholm, 2006).
In fact, the opening of stock markets has accelerated the speed of the privatisation
process. As reported, there were 3,400 SOEs were privatised by the end of 2000 and
were small and medium enterprises, along with the opening of the HoChiMinh
Securities Exchange Centre. Furthermore, the presences of the Hanoi Securities
Exchange Centre, and several regulation and legal frameworks have increased the
number of equitized SOEs. In the period of 2007-2010, there were 1,500 SOEs being
equitized. Consequently, the privatisation process has created diversification in the
Vietnamese economy and a new market environment under a market-oriented economy.
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3.4.2. The Role of Government
Along with the Doi Moi economic reform, it is important to understand the state role in
the Vietnamese economy. Indeed, this is different from other countries undergoing the
transformation to a market-based economy. The market-based economy in Vietnam is
different because of the orientation of the Vietnamese government. This market
economy is called market-oriented economy. In fact, over 25 years from the beginning
of Doi Moi, the respective roles of Vietnamese government have been adjusted. In fact,
the Congress VIII of the Vietnamese Government has pointed out that the government
holds an important role in determining economic, political, cultural and social
developments. Thereby, government directly invests in some areas along with setting
and enhancing the legal and regulatory framework for the developments. The actions
ensure a reduction in the negative restriction of a market economy.
Similar to other transition countries, the Vietnamese Government plays a vital role in
liberalising and encouraging the development of the private sector along with improving
the efficiency of SOEs. In order to fulfil the objectives, the government has provided
several policies to support private enterprises. Along with those policies, integration
policies and attractive foreign investment policies had established in order to gain the
investment and the presence of foreign enterprises in Vietnamese economy. The
encouragement of the developing private sector is clearly presented via the Companies
Law 1990, the Enterprises Law 1999 and 2005, and the Securities Law 2006. However,
SOEs still have an important role in the Vietnamese economy, since SOEs are
considered as a tool of Vietnamese Government in orienting the market. According to
Kokko and Sjöholm (2000), private enterprises are unable to generate sustainable
growth unless the government demonstrates a variety of rights and responsibilities in
the economy. Besides, Vietnam puts its controls into the financial and capital markets
via the state banks and large SOEs. As a result, there are general and special
corporations which are large and have significant influences in the important industries
of the Vietnamese economy (Kokko and Sjöholm, 2000). Therefore, understanding the
governance structure of SOEs could reveal the role of the Vietnamese Government
along with its role in improving and creating institutional, legal and regulatory
frameworks.
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Figure 3-2: Governance structure of SOEs in Vietnam
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In fact, the Vietnamese Government has realised the important task of improving the
efficiency of management in SOEs following the process of SOE privatisation.
Nevertheless, the government is still holding directly or indirectly the largest proportion
of shareholding in privatised SOEs. For instance, the government holds all or the largest
proportion of shares in general corporations, whereas the proportion of shares in
members SOEs are held by the general corporation, central supervisory ministries, the
state ownership management institution or local government, which manage SOEs on
behalf of the government and have responsibilities for the profitability of SOEs. Also,
either general corporations or SOEs are supervised by central specialist ministries such
as Financial, Planning and Investment, Natural Resources and Technologies Ministries,
etc. The ministries have regulatory relationship with SOEs in order to observe and
provide suggestions to the government for making regulations.
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3.4.3. Financial system in Vietnam
Along with the economic reform process of Doi Moi, the financial system of Vietnam
has also been reformed. According to Anwar and Nguyen-Phi (2011), the reform of the
financial system in Vietnam from single-tier bank system to two-tier bank system began
in the early 1990s. In detail, a single-tier bank system in the prior period was operated
by the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) which was acting as the Vietnamese Government's
budget tool (Ngo, 2012). In this period, SBV played a vital role in providing all
domestic banking services through a numerous number of its branches. The
infrastructure and trading functions were given to two specialist banks, which were the
bank for foreign trade of Vietnam (VCB) and the bank for investment and development
of Vietnam (BIDV). Particularly, VCB was responsible for foreign trades including
finance and foreign exchange transactions. Meanwhile, BIDV held functions such as
purchasing materials, equipment for SOEs, managing public expenditure and
infrastructure projects. Since the planned economy was transformed to a market-
oriented economy, the financial system and banking system also were transformed.
Under the economic reform, the development of private sector and foreign investment
led the Vietnamese Government to reform the banking system by providing several
legal and regulatory frameworks and policies. Remarkably, the two Decrees on SBV
and on banks, credit cooperatives and fînancial institutions created a new environment
for the banking system in Vietnam. This led to a rapid increase in the number of banks,
financial institutions and insurance companies. As Ngo (2012) reported, there were 87
private commercial banks, including five banks which were foreign fully owned, and
there were 40 foreign banks' branches in Vietnam at the end of 2009. Indeed, not only
by adjusting the function of SBV to state-owned commercial banks (SOCBs), the
appearance of private, foreign and mixed ownership banks had helped to improve the
financial services and system in Vietnam. Furthermore, credit funds and cooperative
institutions, and financial and insurance institutions have developed along with the two
securities exchange centres in Hanoi and HoChiMinh. Overall, the financial system in
Vietnam is a bank-based system which is based on the controlling of SBV. In the
system, SBV concentrates on providing monetary policies and controlling their
implementation as a modem centre bank (Anwar and Nguyen-Phi, 2011).
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Figure 3-3: Financial system in Vietnam
According to Ngo (2012), in the new financial system, SBV is acting as a central bank,
whereby it allocates other functions, such as commercial, infrastructure and social to
state-owned commercial banks (SOCBs) and state-owned policies and social banks. In
particular, there are four SOCBs and three state-owned policies and social banks. In
fact, state-owned policies and social banks are responsible for practising the social
policies of SBV, whereas SOCBs are playing a vital role in commercial and
infrastructure functions. As a result, SOCBs hold the largest percentage of total bank
assets, which are over half of the total bank assets in Vietnam. Besides, SOCBs are still
playing a role in financing and refinancing SOEs. Since there is a large number of SOEs
in Vietnamese economy, the influences of SOCBs on the economy are important
(Duflrues, 2003).
On the other hand, private, foreign and mixed-ownership banks have little influence on
the financial markets. As a result, those banks are small and have weak connection to
either SOEs or private enterprises in order to expand their loans. In Vietnam, foreign
banks commonly involve specialised areas of trade finance. Mostly, they make their
lending via Vietnamese banks to large SOEs. Meanwhile, private and joint-stock banks
pay more attention to individual loans rather than lending to enterprises, since non-state
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are underdeveloped situations in finance and insurance institutions, and credit funds and
cooperatives. Furthermore, the stock and bond markets are still young and
underdeveloped although the first securities exchange centre was established in
HoChiMinh in 2000. The market is still a field for large enterprises rather than small
and medium enterprises (Anwar and Nguyen-Phi, 2011).
Overall, the financial system in Vietnam reveals a weak structure and less competition,
since it relies heavily on the state and SOCBs. Non-state banks and financial institution
are still embryonic. Furthermore, banks can mobilise mainly shorl-term deposits, while
the mid-term and long-term are still inefficient. This is the result of lack of management
skills in Vietnamese banks (Ngo, 2012). Therefore, this leaves room for the informal
financial system to expand. In fact, the informal financial system in Vietnam does exist
and seems common to small enterprises although its size and efficiency are difficult to
measure exactly. Besides, information disclosure is low quality which reduces the
abilify of credit risk managements in Vietnamese banks. Together, there is very little
investor protection since relative legal and regulatory frameworks are weak in defining
and enforcing property rights, collateral and bankruptcy.
3.4.4. The development of a legal framework for corporate governance
The development of a legal framework under the Doi Moi policy has created numerous
changes in Vietnam. Many laws and regulations were promulgated after 1986, such as
the FDI Laws in Vietnam 1987,the Company Law 1990, the Private Enterprise Law
1990, the Law on Encouragement of Domestic Investment 1994, the State Owned
Enterprises Law 1996 and the Law on Cooperatives 1996 (LeMinh and Walker, 2008).
Especially, the Constitution 1992 is a notable regulation under the Doi Moi process,
which created business freedom rights and a multi-sectored market economy in Vietnam
(Bui, 2006). Therefore, a multi-sectored market economy provides many opportunities
for both domestic and foreign investors to operate a business. Investors are able to
operate their business under a variety of forms such as limited liability companies
(LLCs), shareholding companies (SC) following the Company Law 1990. Besides,
other kinds of investment such as proprietors, private enterprises, partnerships, joint
venture or cooperatives companies diversified the Vietnamese economy (CIEM, 1998).
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Indeed, the Company Law 1990 had a significant role in creating the re-emergence of
company law and business freedom in Vietnam (Gates, 2000). Holvever, the law, in its
first regulations to open a market economy in Vietnam, had shortcomings, For example,
there is a lack of business freedom, limited corporate govemance rule and several
weaknesses in administration. Therefore, the new law was needed to enhance and solve
those shortcomings. Particularly, the Enterprises Law which provide in 1999 replaced
the Company Law 1990 and the Private Enterprise Law 1990.
According to Bui (2006), the Enterprises Law 1999 was an adoption by the Vietnamese
Government of the legal framework of Western countries, especially Anglo-American
law. This law also was adjusted following the prior statutes of Vietnamese enterprises.
Hence, it provided for the formation of various types of business organisations. For
example, the Enterprises Law 1999 provided two more business organisation forms
which are one-organisation owned LLCs and partnerships. Furthermore, this law
created a compulsory governance structure for multiple shareholder LLCs (MLLCs) and
SC. In detail, MLLC had to include a members' council (MC) including all company
shareholders, a chairman of the MC, a managing director (MD) and a board of
supervisors. Meanwhile, SCs were required to have similar corporate governance rule.
Instead of MC, SC had a shareholders' meeting which included all shareholders who
have voting rights. Moreover, a board of management, a chairman of board of
management, a CEO and a board of supervisors were required in the corporate structure
of a SC in Vietnam. In addition, the board of supervisors in both LLC and SC form
were required to have more than eleven (11) shareholders (LeMinh and Walker, 2008).
In fact, the CIEM, GTZ and UNDP Vietnam (2004) evaluated the effrciency of the
Enterprises Law 1999 and pointed out that this law still needed adjustments for its
shortcomings. As a result, this law provided an inflexible corporate governance
structure. Besides, the MC and board of management had unclear functions in both
MLLCs and SCs. There is also a lack of investors' protection in SCs (CIEM and GTZ,
2006). Hence, it is believed that in attempting to create a favourable business
environment for investors and to support the economic integration in Vietnam, the
Vietnamese Government needs to enact the incumbent Enterprises Law (Bui and
Walker, 2005). Indeed, the new Enterprises Law was provided in 2005 in order to adjust
the shortcomings of the Enterprises Law 1999.
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In accordance to Bui (2006), the Enterprises Law 2005 improved the law on business
organisation. It creates more opportunities for individuals or organisations to set up
companies under common law. It shows that the Vietnamese Government had reduced
the discriminations between economic sectors, domestic and foreign investors. As a
result, both Vietnamese and foreigners are able to open their own business following
simplified procedures. Furthermore, SOEs are forced to convert to company forms
under the Enterprise Law 2005, regardless of ownership types. Hence, all business
organisations which are set up in Vietnam are operated as one of the companies defined
in this law. Besides, the law provides four forms of company which are single member
limited liability company (SLLC), multiple member limited liability company (MLLC),
shareholding company (SC), and partnership company. Among these company forms,
MLLC and SC are common forms which are undertaken by many business
organisations in Vietnam (LeMinh and Walker, 2008).
Figure 3-4: Management structure of a Multiple-shareholder limited liability
company
Members
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Members'Council
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Source: LeMinh and Walker (2008)
According to Article 46 in the Enterprises Law 2005, MLLCs' management structure
must include a MC consisting of all members, a Chairman of the MC who is appointed
by the MC, a Director or General who is appointed by the MC, and a Control Board
when there are more than eleven (l l) members in a MLLC (Figure 3-4).
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Under the Enterprises Law 2005, a MLLC is a business organisation that is a separate
legal entity and has no more than 50 members whose liability is limited to the amount
they undertake to contribute to the company's share capital. Additionally, MLLCs have
no right to issue shares to the public. Hence, both MLLCs and SLLCs are regarded as
private companies in Vietnam (Bui and Nunoi, 2008)
In contrast, the public companies in Vietnam perform in the form of SCs. In regard to
the Article 95 in the Enterprises Law 2005, the management structure of a SC must
have a GMS consisting of all shareholders who have the right to vote, a Board of
Management (BOM) consisting of between 3 to 11 persons appointed by the GMS, a
Chairman of the BOM appointed either by the GMS or BOM, a General Director (CEO)
appointed by the BOM, and a Control Board in case a SC has over l1 individual
shareholders or has a corporate shareholder holding over 50olo shaïe (Figure 3-5).
Figure 3-5: The management structure of a Stock Company
Source: LeMinh and Walker (2008)
Following the Enterprise Law 2005, a SC is a business organisation which is a separate
legal entity and has at least three shareholders whose liability is limited to the amount
contributed to the company's share capital. Besides, the share capital of a SC is divided
into equal parts as shares (Bui and Nunoi, 2008). Especially, SCs have a right to issue
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securities to the public as long as these SCs fulhl the requirements following the
Securities Law 2006 and their subordinate legislation (LeMinh and Walker, 2008).
In fact, additional regulation or rules governing companies are applied to business
organisations which are operating in special areas such as banking, auditing, insurance
and securities. For example, additional corporate governance rules are provided for
these organisations which are the l,aw on Credit Organisation 1997, the Law in
Insurance Business 2000, the Law on Accounting 2003, and the Securities Law 2006.
Hor{ever, the Enterprises Law 2005 still is the first step and has a vital role in the
Vietnamese corporate governance system even though it is in the early stages of
development. Also, it provides a fundamental framework for corporate governance in
Vietnamese-listed companies which have received a great deal of interest from
investors. As a result, the Vietnamese Government has privatised SOEs in order to
improve the efficiency of SOEs as well as corporate governance in these companies.
3.5. GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE IN LISTED ENTERPRISES
Practically, Vietnamese-listed enterprises are regarded as one of the aspects of the Doi
Moi reform. It could be understood as the result of the privatization of SOEs and the
diversifrcation in increasing economic sectors in the Vietnamese economy (Vu, 2009).
Therefore, it is important to take a look at Vietnamese-listed enterprises in order to
distinguish their corporate governance. Furthermore, listed enterprises are companies
which have received affention from all sectors of an economy and have been influenced
by many factors of economy such as lawsuit, regulations, economic environment. Thus,
corporate governance in listed companies is seen as the adjustment between internal
governance and external influences. It also could help to draw a general picture of
corporate governance in Vietnam later.
3.5.1. Internal governance structure of listed enterprise
The internal governance structure of listed enterprises is defined as SCs under the
provisions of the Enterprises Law 2005. Besides, listed enterprises are public
companies, thus, they must abide by the provisions of the Securities Law 2006.
Together with these laws, listed enterprises must implement the charter following the
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decision of the Finance Minister which is called the Model Charter 2007. Furthernore,
in order to ensure a stable development of the stock market and a transparent economy
in Vietnam the Ministry of Finance of Vietnam issued the Code of Corporate
Governance for Listed Companies (The Code 2007). This Code was developed under
the Enterprises Law 2005 and the Securities Law 2006. lt is, in fact, a piece of
subordinate legislation and is different from a voluntary code of corporate governance
in advanced economies such as the OECD Principles of Corporate Govemance, the
Chinese Code of Corporate Govemance, and the German Corporate Governance Code
for Listed Companies (LeMinh and Walker, 2008).
Figure 3-6: Internal Governance Structure of a Listed Company
Notes: AppointmentandRemoval:+ Supervision: -------->
Source: LeMinh and Walker (2008)
According to the Code of corporate govemance for listed companies, the internal
structure of Vietnamese-listed company includes a general meeting of shareholder
(GMS), a Board of Management @OM), a Director/General Director (CEO) and a
Control Board. In contrast to SCs, listed enterprises have two additional sections in their
corporate governance structure which are sub-committees and secretary. In detail, sub-
commiffees are set up by a listed enterprise's BOM in order to assist the BOM's
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activities such as development policy, human resources, internal audit, salary and
bonus. Together, the BOM is also required to appoint at least one person to act as a
company secretary (the Model Charter 2007).
3.5.2. General Meeting of Shareholders (GMS)
According to the laws and regulations which define corporate governance for listed
enterprises, a GMS includes all shareholders who have voting shares. The GMS is the
highest management body of a listed enterprise. Under the Enterprises Law 2005, the
GMS must hold a meeting at least once a year. In addition, the GSM is required to hold
an annual meeting. The meeting is to be held within the time-limit, which is within four
months from the end of the fiscal year. However, the time limitation for the meeting can
be extended within six months from the end of the fiscal year following the request of
the BOM. Furthermore, the BOM of listed enterprises can convene extraordinary
meetings in certain prescribed circumstances (Bui and Nunoi, 2008).
In the regular meeting of the GMS, the report of the BOM, the report of the Control
Board, and annual financial statements are presented, in order to review the efficiency
of the company as well as the efficiency in the management of the BOM and the CEO.
Besides, the proportion of dividends payable on classes of share and other matters
within GSM's authority are considered (LeMinh and Walker, 2008). Particularly, the
GSM votes in order to resolve on certain matters related to the charter, the development
direction, and reorganisation or dissolution of the company, the operation of the BOM
and the Control Board, and other important matters.
3.5.3. The Board of Management (BOM) and members of BOM
Indeed, the duties and powers of the BOM are specifically regulated by laws,
regulations and as agreed by the parties in the charter. Under the Enterprises Law 2005
and other regulations, The BOM is the body managing a listed enterprise. According to
the Code, the BOM is accountable to shareholders for the company's activities. The role
of the BOM is ensuring its obligations in compliance with the law and the company
Charter. Besides, it has full authority to make decisions in the name of listed enterprises
excluding issues which fall within the authority of the GMS. Additionally, the BOM
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exercises the rights and discharges the obligations of the listed enterprises (LeMinh and
Walker, 2008). Hence, the BOM has the right to make a decision on or approve the
issues below:
Medium term development strategies and annual business plans of the listed
enterprise
Marketing, technology transfer; loan agreements and contracts for sale of assets
valued at 50 per cent or more of the total assets
Appointment and dismissal of the General Director (CEO) and other key
managers
Due to certain specified matters, the BOM can make recommendation to the
listed company.
Therefore, it shows that the BOM holds a more direct role in the operations of the
company which seems to be understood as daily management rather than the
supervisory board in comparing to the German two-tier board structure. Besides, the
BOM decisions are operated similarly to those of GSM that are made by voting at a
meeting. The ordinary BOM meetings are held at least once per quarter. Extraordinary
meetings are convened if the Control Board, the General Director (CEO), five other
management personnel or more than half of the BOM members request these in order to
solve certain issues in the enterprise. The decision must be approved by the majority of
members attending the meetings (Bui and Nunoi, 2008).
The members of the BOM are appointed and dismissed by the GSM of a SC. The size
of the BOM is comprised from 3 to 11 members. The members of the BOM might
include members who do not hold shares in the enterprise. Furthermore, members of the
BOM are unable to be concurrently members of BOMs in more than five other
enterprises. Together with this requirement, the numbers of BOM members who are
concurrently holding other positions in the managerial apparatus of the listed enterprise
is limited. Moreover, following the Enterprises Law 2005, members of the BOM of
listed enterprises must include one third of the members being non-executive
independent members. These help listed enterprises ensure a separation between the
supervisory and managerial roles of the company (Kim, Nam and Tran, 2010). Besides,
a
a
a
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the chairman is the leader of the BOM, who is appointed by the GSM or the BOM
following the charter of a listed enterprise. The chairman can also be the CEO of the
company. The duties of chairman are inter alia, convening and chairing meetings and
monitoring the execution of BOM resolutions (LeMinh and Walker, 2008).
3.5.4. The Control Board
In accordance with the Enterprises Law 2005, a Control Board is required to establish in
a SC in case the company has over 11 natural shareholders or has an organisation or
organisations owning over fifty percent of the total shares of the company. The main
function of the Control Board is to supervise the BOM and the CEO in managing and
running the enterprise. For example, the Control Board inspects the reasonableness and
prudence in the management and administration of business activities. Also, the Control
Board have right to access and request all information of the enterprise. As a result, its
function is required to evaluate and review all reports from the BOM and departments
in the listed enterprise in order to recommend to the BOM or the GMS (Kim, Nam and
Tran, 2010). The recommendations of the Control Board are included in its reports to
the GSM. The reports include activities of the Control Board, and the result of the
supervision of activities and financial status of the company, the BOM, the CEO
(LeMinh and Walker, 2008).
The number of Control Board's members is from 3 to 5 members per a term of the
Control Board. Similar to the BOM, the Control Board term is under five years and the
Control Board's members can be re-appointed for additional terms. In addition, the
Control Board is elected by shareholders and distinct from the BOM. The members of
the Control Board are persons who are not company managers' relatives, hold
managerial positions of the company, and are unnecessary being a shareholder or an
employee of the company (The Enterprise Law, 2005). Among the members of the
Control Board, there is at least one member who has specialized accounting
qualifications in order to work as an independent accountant or auditor. These
requirements are following the Code to ensure that members of the Control Board are
independent in their activities, and implement their duties in accordance with the law
and the company Charter (Bui and Nunoi, 2008).
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3.5.5. General I)irector or Director
This section will explain who can be considered as CEOs in Vietnamese enterprises,
and will present how the appointment and dismissal of CEO in the enterprises are
decided. Those terms are also critically discussed with appropriate reference to related
studies.
3.5.5.1. CEOs as General Direclors or Directors in Vietnamese enterprises
Unlike developed countries, the CEO is seen as a new concept and recently some
enterprises have started to use the title, In fact, Vietnamese firms have historically used
"General Director" (Tong giam doc) or Director (Giam doc) as the titles for their top
executives. Following the development of economic and legal framework, General
Director has become a common title in Vietnamese enterprises, especially in listed
enterprises. However, there are a few facts which complicate the matter and suggest that
the designation of "General Director" as the top executive in Vietnam may not be
always correct. First, the Enterprise Law 2005 in Vietnam stipulates that the General
Director acts as the legal representative of a listed firm, unless the firm specially
appointed the Chairman of the BOM as the legal representative of the firm. Second, the
chairman of the BOM is appointed by the largest shareholder in most of listed firms in
Vietnam (Bui and Nunoi, 200S). Along with the high concentration in ownership
structure of Vietnamese-listed ftrms, the chairman tends to have more power
involvements in the daily decision-making of the firm even without holding
simultaneously the General Director position. Furthermore, it is commonly understood
that when both the General Director and the chairman are responsible for the daily
operation of the firm, the chairman is more powerful than the General Director (Tran et
a1.,2007). Therefore, it is important to define who is a CEO in Vietnamese-listed firms
in order to examine CEO turnover.
In fact, the matter of defining who is a CEO in a company also occurred in other
countries such as Japan and China. For instance, Kaplan (1994b) who studied the CEO
turnover in Japan had to deal with the task of defining CEO turnover in Japanese
enterprises. Particularly, the first set of analyses which compares the Japanese president
to the U.S. CEO is not always appropriate, since Japanese chairmen commonly have
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CEO-type powers. Based on this reason, the second set of the study compares the top
several executives in both countries by defining top executives as composed of
representative directors. Furthermore, it seems plausible that turnover and performance
will be more strongly related in Japan at the level of the top group of executives rather
than the individual top executive (Kaplan, 1994b).In contrast, matters of defining CEO
were also found in the studies of CEO turnover in the largest transition country, China.
Indeed, the top executives of a company in China are chairman and general manager.
Similar to Vietnam, CEO is a new concept which is borrowed from Westem countries.
Besides, there is a difficulty to distinguish clearly when implementing the CEO concept.
The role of neither the chairman nor the general manager in the company is the same as
that of the CEO in the US and other developed countries.
In order to solve the problems, the prior studies of CEO turnover in China have defined
CEO in various ways. For example, Firth et al. (2006) define the chairman as the CEO
of the firm, whereas Chen and Wang (2004), and Fan, Wong, and Zhang (2007) regard
the general manager of a listed firm as the CEO. According to Fan et al. (2007) the
general manager is actually responsible for the firm's dayto-day operations.
Meanwhile, Kato and Long (2006b) defîne the CEO based on the information in the
payroll. Thus, the chairman is defined as the CEO if he is on the payroll of the
company; otherwise, the general manager is the CEO.
With regard to the fact that there is a majority of Vietnamese-listed enterprises which
are SOEs and where the level of ownership concentration is high, the chairman is
actually the representative of a governmental agency (Bui and Nunoi, 2008). Therefore
the appointment and termination of chairmen seems to be less dependent on firm
performance. In this case, the firm performance seems not to be appropriate to evaluate
the chairman of the listed enterprises. Therefore, the general director of a Vietnamese-
listed enterprise is more likely to play the role of a CEO. Furthermore, if chairmen are
defined as CEOs in Vietnamese-listed enterprises, the hypothesis of CEO duality seems
to fail since the role of general director is ignored. Consequently, the general director is
defined as the CEO in this study.
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3.5.5.2. CEO appoinlment and dismíssøl
According to the Enterprises Law 2005, a CEO is selected by the BOM of a listed
enterprise. Moreover, a person selected as CEO of a listed enterprise cannot be CEO in
other companies. CEOS are responsible forthe daily operations of the listed enterprise.
Regarding the roles of the CEO which are implementation of the decision of the BOM
and responsibility for the daily operation of the company, they have statutory powers to
manage and decide on matters such as selecting officers and managers who are not
under the power of the BOM (Bui and Nunoi, 2008).
Concerning the conditions of appointment of a CEO in Vietnamese-listed enterprises
under the Enterprises Law 2005, LeMinh and Walker (2008) stated that individuals who
are state officials and employees, working in military and police forces, leading officers,
managers of SOEs, minors and incapable persons, and people prohibited from
conducting business pursuant to a court order, are unable to be a CEO. Furthermore, the
CEO of a listed enterprise has to satisf, other conditions in certain cases. For example,
the CEO of a subsidiary company may not be a relative to a manager, who is authorised
representative of the State owned capital portion in or of the parent company.
In fact, the Enterprise Law 2005 fails to present the circumstances in which a CEO can
be dismissed. It also does not state whether the CEO can be removed with or without a
cause. Particularly, CEOs are required to have a service contract with their companies.
Hence, it could be understood that CEO dismissal is according to the Enterprise Law
2005 and the Labour Code 1994 in terms of employment contract (LeMinh and Walker,
2008). It raises the question as to under what circumstances a CEO can be dismissed.
Besides, it is believed that there are very few opportunities for an enterprise to dismiss
the CEO before the expiration of the service contract. When a problem occurs, and
companies find a cause, the obligation of advance notice of at least 30 or 45 days
applies to all employees under the Labour Code 1994. Moreover, the company must pay
damages to the employee.
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3.6. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN VIETNAM
In fact, corporate governance is still a new term in Vietnamese enterprises. According to
Freeman and Nguyen (2006), the concept of corporate governance seems to be not yet
established in Vietnam. However, the development of the economy, the increase of
administration requirements in Vietnamese enterprise and the development of a legal
framework have been gathering the lessons and concepts which relate to corporate
governance. For example, the Enterprises Law 2005, the Securities Law 206 and the
Code have brought some basic concepts in terms of corporate governance even though
they still have shortcomings. To be honest, the Vietnamese enterprises understand the
term of corporate governance under the translation as "Quån tri công ty" which is
broadly similar to "Administration". The term is confusing and has yet to take hold as a
popular term (Kim, Nam and Tran, 2010). Similarly, Bui (2006) stated that "Quån tri
công ty" literally is understood as company management, controlling and managing a
company, or business management. These terms seem to refer only to administration
and narrow the conception of corporate governance, However, Freeman (2005) argued
that corporate governance can be roughly translated into Vietnamese as "Quån tri công
t¡/" even though the translation can also be considered as administration of an enterprise.
Practically, Vietnamese enterprises have tried to implement elements of good corporate
governance. Nevertheless, the result of the practices revealthat corporate governance in
Vietnam is at the rudimentary stage and ripe for improvement. In Vietnamese
enterprises, the basic points of corporate governance are implemented while a deeper
knowledge of corporate governance is lacking (McGee, 2010). Indeed, the lacking of
awareness on corporate governance is the result of the inflexible implementation in
Vietnamese enterprises. Corporate governance practice in Vietnamese enterprises seems
to be deeply based on regulatory requirements rather than commitment to a better
practice of governance (Bui and Nunoi, 2008). In fact, there are several reasons which
explain why the corporate governance in Vietnam has not been a significant topic. For
example, in the legal system's view, enterprise law re-emerged only in 1990 after a long
period of absence. The private sector in Vietnamese economy is still young and
relatively modest. Moreover, the finance markets are underdeveloped. These reasons
also reveal the significant role of understanding the concept of corporate governance.
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As a result, a better understanding about corporate governance is a vital factor in
upgradingthe law ofcorporate governance and encouraging good corporate governance
to support the economic development and international integration process in Vietnam
(Bui, 2006). Therefore, this section is trying to present a general picture of corporate
governance in Vietnam in order to reveal the shortcomings of corporate governance
practices in Vietnamese enterprises.
3.6.1. The concept of shareholder rights
Along with the development of the economy in Vietnam, the practice of shareholder
right has been improving. Shareholders have exercised their rights in complying with
the Enterprise Law and other relevant laws. In regard to a numerous number of SOEs in
Vietnam, the shareholder rights in the enterprises still have shortcomings. For instance,
there are a variety of state bodies which respond to the rights of the state shareholder in
SOEs. Hence, there is an inconsistency in practising the rights of the state shareholder.
Besides, the separation between ownership, business management and business
supervision in practising the rights of shareholders is lacking (Tran et a1.,2007). Since
the representatives of state shareholder always are individuals who are hard to consider
as shareholders, the supervision function seems to be weakened.
Moreover, there is the absence of a mechanism for implementing the rights of state
shareholders as well as the specific tools for measuring the performance of
representative individuals of state shareholders. Therefore, it shows that the efficiency
of appointed representatives is hard to evaluate. Besides, the representatives, who are
considered as state shareholding agents, might have their self-interests that might
conflict with the interests of the State. As a result, it might be difficult to prevent state
shareholding agents from availing themselves of making their self-interests if the
suffrcient supervision in firms is weak (Freeman and Nguyen,2006).
3.6.2. The role of a Board of Management
According to the laws and regulations, the BOM is a management body of an enterprtse
in Vietnam. It is entitled to act on behalf of its enterprise and attempt to protect the
interest of shareholders. However, performance of BOMs in Vietnamese enterprises, in
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fact, is still inefficient. As a result, a BOM's performance is affected by various factors.
For example, a majority of members of a BOM act as a manager. Additionally, most
chairmen of BOMs are concunently holding CEO positions. Thus, it reveals that the
distinction between supervision of the BOM and the performance of CEO is unclear.
Besides, the corporate structure of Vietnamese enterprises is unlike other countries,
which has an additional board acting as a supervision function, i.e. the Control Board
(Bui and Nunoi, 2008). Furthermore, BOM members as managers of the company
seem not to be independent.
Indeed, the authority of the BOM is relied on the chairman who is also the CEO of the
firm. Authority is concentrated in the BOM and the BOM can dominate the shareholder
meetings and directors. Hence, the internal supervision cost is bale to be minimised by
blurred distinction between management and ownership. Nevertheless, BOMs in
Vietnamese enterprises seem to pay less attention to long-term development strategy,
because they are focusing on day-to-day business management (Tran et al., 2007).
Also, the BOM fails to keep its vital role in balancing authority between executive
managers and shareholders. Since the probability of abusing power by the BOM and
CEO increased, supervision from outsiders such as state shareholder or minority
shareholders will be inadequate.
3.6.3. Weakness of internal supervision
From the legal point of view, the Enterprises Law 2005, the corporate governance
structure of MLLCs and SCs is adequate by having a Control Board which holds the
supervision function. In fact, the Control Board is responsible for supervising the BOM
and other managers in an enterprise (LeMinh and Walker, 2008). However, activities of
the Control Board are rarely based on requests made by shareholders, especially
minority shareholders (Tran, 2012). Members of a Control Board are workers in their
enterprise and seem to work on a part-time basis. Therefore, the members might pay
more attention to their main job rather than supervising the performance of people
having high positions in their enterprises. It can be understood that members of a
Control Board might depend on the members of BOM and CEO. Thus, the
independence of the Control Board is weak (Tran and Koufopoulos, 2012). Besides,
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Control Board members seem to have lower positions than members of the BOM even
though all of them are elected by shareholders. As a result, most members of a BOM are
often majority shareholders who will elect members of the Control Board (Bui and
Nunoi, 2008). Hence, it shows that the distinction between ownership and management
is unclear. Furthermore, this unclear distinction has weakened the establishment and
operation of the Control Board.
To conclude, the current structure of the Control Board creates difficulties in fulfilling
successfully its tasks. Indeed, the operation of the Control Boards in Vietnamese
enterprises seems to be more formalistic and operating as a department where the
decisions of the BOM and CEO are legalised (Tran and Koufopoulos, 2012). The
dependence of the Control Board has weakened its function in supervising the BOM
and CEO in order to protect the interests of shareholders.
3.7. SUMMARY
In summary, the requirements of international integration following the globalisation
trend and the fall of the Soviet Union and Communist countries led Vietnamese's
government to make important changes in the development of the country. The
remarkable change was started under the Doi Moi economic reform. Under the
economic reform, the Vietnamese economy was transformed from a planned economy
to a market-oriented economy. Indeed, the reform has created large improvements in the
Vietnamese economy. However, there are shortcomings as in other transition countries.
In particular, the restructuring of enterprises is the biggest concern, since Vietnam has
processed the privatisation in SOEs. Besides, the private sector and foreign sector are
still small and have little influence on the economy compared to SOEs. Furthermore, the
Vietnamese financial system is reported that as having a weak structure and relies
heavily on SOCBs. Besides, information disclosure is low quality which reduces the
ability of credit risk managements in Vietnamese banks. Together, property rights,
collateral and bankruptcy are weakly defined under the legal and regulatory framework,
which reduces the attractions of foreign investors (Golub et al., 2003).
Realising the weakness in the legal and regulatory framework, the Vietnamese
Government plays a vital role as do the governments in other transition countries in
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improving the framework. Along with legal and regulatory adjustment, the government
provided several integration policies and attractive foreign investment policies in order
to gain the investment and the presence of foreign enterprises in the Vietnamese
economy. It is presented via important laws such as the FDI Law, Companies Law
1990, the Enterprises Law 1999 and2005, and the Securities Law 2006. Nevertheless,
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of SOEs is still an important task, since
SOEs are considered as the key factor of the Vietnamese economy. Indeed, the
privatisation of SOEs has been processed in order to gain a diversification in the
ownership of SOEs and to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of SOEs. However,
the progress is still incomplete. Both private and foreign enterprises are still
underdeveloped as a result of the lack management skills (Ngo, 2012). This is similar to
assessment in other transition countries of Luthans et al. (2006). Therefore, the conflict
of interests between principal and agents would occur, since managers and state
off,rcials are able to gain private benefits because of the underdeveloped legal and
regulatory frameworks (Peng, 2001). Thereby, it can be assessed that corporate
governance in Vietnamese enterprises is still inefficient.
Indeed, the corporate governance in Vietnamese-listed enterprises is affected by the
governance structure following an incomplete legal framework. Parlicularly,
Vietnamese-listed enterprises are applying two-tier board structure which includes a
BOM and a Control Board. However, the BOM is able to dominate the shareholder
meeting and director, and it, therefore, weakens distinction between ownership and
management and the internal supervision. Also, the BOM fails to play a vital role in
balancing authority between executive managers and shareholders. Since the probability
of abusing power by the BOM and CEO is increased, the supervision from outsiders
such as state shareholders or minority shareholders will be inadequate. The Control
Board lacks independence, since its members are normally concurrent employees. The
lack of independence in a Control Board reveals inefficiency and ineffectiveness of the
board in supervising the BOM and CEOs (Tran et a1.,2007).
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
In order to fulfil the aim and objectives of this study, the hypotheses are developed
based on the literature and practice in Vietnam. Firstly, this study attempts to evaluate
the internal disciplinary mechanism which determines CEO turnover in order to
examine the internal corporate governance system. Indeed, the weak internal corporate
governance system can be presented through the efhciency of the disciplinary
mechanism (Cai and Chen2004 Kato and Long, 2006). Hence, Chapter Three reviews
the literature on CEO turnover in order to distinguish the determinants of CEO turnover.
Based on the review on Chapter Two, the chapter has built up the conceptual framework
for the study. In fact, the conceptual framework plays a significant role in guiding the
research to success. In detail, the framework covers various important factors that have
been researched in previous studies including firm performance, ownership structure,
state ownership, firm leverage, firm size, board composition, board size, leadership of
board, CEO ownership, CEO tenure, and CEO age.
Based on the conceptual framework and practices in Vietnamese-listed enterprises the
hypotheses are developed for the research. Particularly, the hypotheses are divided into
four groups. The first three groups include the hypotheses related to CEO turnover
determinants. The hypotheses help to examine several factors that influence the CEO
turnover decisions in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Besides, the hypotheses present the
supposed effects of each factor on CEO tumover. Meanwhile, the fourth group of
hypotheses includes hypotheses which help to evaluate the link between firm
performance and CEO turnover. The hypotheses are going to be developed based on the
examination of the effects of important factors on the link between firm performance
and CEO turnover. These factors are ownership structure, board composition, and CEO
ownership. In detail, the hypotheses present the research questions which result in
showing the sensitivity of CEO turnover to firm performance.
4.2. CONCEPTUAL FRÄMEWORI(
Developing on the literature reviewed in Section 2.2,this thesis relies on the argument
that follows the determinants of CEO turnover in order to build up the conceptual
framework. Since CEO turnover could reveal the efficiency of the corporate governance
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mechanism and practices, many researchers have paid attention to the principal function
of corporate boards in managing CEOs. Practically, the nature of CEO dismissal
decisions is based on fîrm performance which presents the result, efforts and ability of
CEOs (Coates and Kraakman, 2010). Since CEOS are responsible for poor f,trm
performance, they have to deal with the probability of dismissal. Nevertheless, the
literature shows that firm performance is not the only factor influencing CEO turnover,
but it also includes other factors such as ownership structure, board composition and
CEO ownership which have some impacts on CEO turnover (Bushman, Dai and Wang,
2010). Thereby, the conceptual framework which is based on literature of CEO turnover
has been built in order to fulfrl the aim of this study as shown in the Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-1: Conceptual framework
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In Figure 4-1, the proposed associations which are going to be examined by the thesis
are presented. In fact, the concepts in the framework illustrate the suggested
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associations which have effects on CEO turnover. Especially, the main proposed
association is the relationship between firm performance and CEO turnover.
Meanwhile, other concepts of firm characteristics, board characteristics, and CEO
characteristics surround the main correlation and impact CEO turnover. Indeed, the
model is based on the model of CEO dismissal from the study of Fredrickson, Hambrick
and Baumrin (1988). Besides, the conceptual framework of this study includes various
factors which have been examined in previous studies about their impact on CEO
turnover. Particularly, previous studies indicated that firm performance is the main
factor influences CEO turnover. Together, other factors related to firm characteristics
which are ownership structure, firm leverage and firm size have received attention on
their influences on CEO turnover.
Considering the relationship of ownership structure to CEO turnover, ownership types
and ownership concentration are examined in prior studies. In fact, the majority of prior
studies in developed countries have focused on the role of blockholder and its impacts
on CEO turnover (Hambrick and Finkelstein, 1995; Denis, Denis and Sarin, 1997;
Dahya, Lonie and Power 1998; Franks, Mayers and Renneboog,200l). Besides, other
studies have considered the effects of institutional ownership playing on the probability
of CEO turnover (Dahya et a1.,1998:' Dahya and Power, 1998; Parrino, Sias and Starks,
2003; Strivens, Espenlaub and Walker, 2008). In addition, the effects of concentration
of ownership are evaluated by Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997), and Parrino, Sias and
Starks (2003). Meanwhile, the studies in developing countries and transition economies
have not only focused on the large shareholder or blockholder, but they have also
concerned the concentration ofownership and outsider shareholders.
Regarding the characteristic of the transition economies, the firms commonly are
controlled by large shareholders who hold a large proportion of frrms' shares. Taking
China as an example, the large shareholder in listed companies is usually the state (Chi
and Wang, 2009). Regarding the level of concentration in ownership structure of
Chinese enterprises, few studies have attempted to distinguish its effects on CEO
turnover (Chen et al., 2006, Ding, et al., 2009). Along with those studies, there are
several studies concerning the close relationship between managerial turnover and
ownership structure in Russia (Frydman, Pistor, and Rapaczynski, 1996; Filatotchev,
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Wright, and Bleaney, 1999; Filatotchev et al., 1999; Bevan et al., 2001; Muravyev,
2003a; Abe and Iwasaki,20l0).
One of a firm's characteristics, firm leverage, is the factor which represents the
influencing the firm performance measurement and therefore it affects the decision of
CEO dismissal (Denis and Denis, 1995; Huson et al., 2004). Prior studies mentioned
that the more complex and diversified a firm is, the more difficult is the CEO turnover
decision. As a result, this hrm gets more difficult in judgement of CEO efforts and firm
performance (Parrino (1997; Berry et al. 2006). In addition, the complexity and
diversification of a firm are possibly representing via firm size. Hence, frm leverage
and firm size are added in the framework.
Furthermore, the role of the board of directors on CEO turnover cannot be denied.
Especially, the independence of the board plays a vital role in CEO turnover. As
referred in prior studies, independence of the board increases the sensitivity of the link
between firm performance and CEO turnover (Hwang and Kim, 2009; Masulis and
Mobbs, 2009).In fact, the independence of the board of directors is demonstrated by
how board composition is created through the number of outside directors who pay
more attention to the efficiency of CEOs in operating their firms and are considered as
independents since they have less self-interest in firm performance (Fredrickson,
Hambrick, and Baumrin, 1988). Besides, board size is considered as an influencing
factor to the CEO turnover process in corporations. Meanwhile, the leadership structure
of a corporate board influences the board of directors operates and the polùer of the
CEO when a CEO also holds the chairman position.
Regarding CEO characteristics, the factors which consist of CEO ownership, tenure,
age, education and gender are listed in the framework. These factors could explore the
po\'/er of the CEO which does impact on CEO turnover and the sensitivity of CEO
turnover to firm performance. Among these factors, CEO ownership is indicated as a
notable indicator of CEO turnover in CEO characteristics. Even though there is an
argument that a CEO holding corporate shares could be motivated in operating the
corporation (Denis, Denis, and Sarin, 1997), other studies suggest that CEO ownership
weakens the link between CEO turnover and firm performance (Morck et al., 1988;
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Denis and Denis, 1994) or has negative correlation to CEO turnover (Ertugrul and
Krishnan, 2011). In addition, the power of CEO would be represented by CEO age and
CEO. For example, long tenure may be an indicator of a CEO's entrenchment
(Fredrickson et al. 1988; Mallette and Fowler 1992). In addition, previous research
about CEO tenure found that the more power a CEO has, the longer her/his tenure
(Allen and Panian, 1982; Hambrick and Fukutomi, 1991; Ocasio, 1994). While, the
retirement police of a firm which is a factor influencing CEO replacement is reflected
via the age of CEOs. On the other hand, CEO education and gender have received less
attention than other factors (Eisfeldt and Kuhnen, 2010). Bhagat, Bolton and
Subramanian (2010) stated that CEO education has insignificant role on making
decision by a firm to remove its current CEO. Thus, CEO education is not considered as
a determinant of CEO turnover in the study. Similarly, the effects of CEO gender are
ignored. As a result, Becker-Blease, Susan and Stater (2010) stated that there is no
evidence to show the relation of gender with involuntary dismissals.
As mentioned in Chapter Two, there is little attention given to industry characteristic
which consist of industry competition, industry performance and the stage of the
industry. Furthermore, the effects of industry characteristics on CEO turnover are
unclear. For example, CEOs might be dismissed if their firm performance is lower or
higher than industry average. In addition, the nature of the accounting measurement of
firm performance could reveal the indirect effects of industry competition and industry
performance in order to evaluate CEOs. Hence, the industry characteristics are not
included in the framework of the study. Similarly, the framework hides the political
connection which has been researched in several studies in regard to the majority of
SOEs in the economy such as in China. The political connection would be represented
via the ownership structure of firms. The differences between the firms which have state
shareholders and others will be discussed. The influences of political connection would
be evaluated via the effects of state ownership on CEO turnover.
4.3. HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
In this section, the hypotheses of the study which are based on the conceptual
framework will be developed in order to fulfil the aim and objectives of this study,
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4.3.1. Determinants of CEO turnover in Vietnam
According to the discussion in Chapter Two, the CEO turnover decision not only
depends on firm performance but it is also influenced by other factors such as firm
characteristics, CEO characteristics, board characteristics and industry characteristics.
As noted by Van Dalsem (2010), prior studies have pointed out several determinants of
CEO turnover which include firm performance, ownership structure, firm size,
characteristics and size of board, or political relationship. Since the aim of this study is
to explore the determinants of CEO turnover in Vietnamese enterprises, several
hypotheses are developed to fulfil the aim.
4.3.1.1. Firm performance
In accordance to a huge number of studies on CEO turnover in developed countries,
firm performance is a key determinant of CEO turnover. There is no doubt that firm
performance is considered as the clearest determinant of CEO turnover. Since firm
performance could be measured by financial performance, accounting performance,
stock performance or other measurements, the efforts of CEOs can be judged. Indeed,
financial performance includes a variety of measurements such as earnings per share
(EPS), return on investment (ROI) and net income after tax (NIAT) (Grossman, 2000),
return on assets (ROA), profitability, capital employed and the percentage of sales
resulting from new products (Selvarajan et al., 2007; Hsu et al., 2007). Meanwhile,
accounting performance includes expenses divided by sales, inventory loss, defects,
sales return, total operating expenses divided by sales (Wright et al., 2005). Based on
those measurements, the CEO's efforts can be evaluated.
Regarding the important role of firm performaîce, a notable study of Denis and Denis
(1995) suggested that significantly poor operating performance is a basic reason of CEO
turnover. Meanwhile, Huson, Parrino and Starks (2001), used the data of 1316 CEO
turnovers for 8424 firm years from 1971 to 1994, and found that the likelihood of
outside succession and the frequency of forced CEO dismissal increase over time.
Besides, Huson, Parino and Starks (2001) evaluated that the most important
determinant of forced CEO turnover is the firm performance in compared to the firm's
previous performances or other firms and with the expectations of the board. On the
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other hand, the relationship between CEO turnover and firm performance is considered
as the mirror of the efficiency of the corporation's governance mechanisms. It was
supported by prior studies which hypothesized the fìrm performance-CEO turnover
sensitivity (e.g. Kang and Shivdasani, 1995; Kaplan, 1994; Lausten,2002; Renneboog,
2000; Volpin,2002; Kaplan and Minton,2006; Jenter and Kanaan,2070; Kaplan and
Minton, 2012). Also, Bhagat and Bolton (2008) iterate the findings of previous studies
that firms, which have effective corporate governance, have a higher sensitivity of CEO
turnover to poor ftrm performance.
In line with studies in developed countries, a similar result is found. For example, a
cross countries study of Gibson (2003)t represented the likelihood of CEO turnover
increases along with the poor performance of firms. Meanwhile, Eriksson (2005) found
thata higher probability of CEO turnover followed the poor firm performances in the
Czech Republic and Slovakia. Along with those studies, Abe and Iwasaki (2010)
researched the CEO turnover in Russia and stated that firm performance plays a role as
a trigger of CEO dismissal. Nevertheless, the majority of studies provide unclear
evidence that firm performance affects the probability of CEO turnover. There is some
evidence which denied a significant correspondence between CEO turnover and firm
performance (Kapelyushnikov, 2001; Dolgopyatova and Kuznetsov, 2004; Goltsman,
2000; Yasin, 2004; Rachinsky, 2005). Contrastingly, Muravyev (2003a) and
Kapelyushnikov and Demina (2005) documented that poor firm performance is
positively correlated to CEO turnover. Although, these studies represent a clear
statement that poor performance correlates to the increase of the likelihood of CEO
turnover, they are still in the minority.
With regard to China, which is one of the transition and emerging economies and has
similar corporate governance systems to Vietnam, there are several studies which have
examined CEO turnover and its correlation to firm performance in China (Groves et al.,
1995; Aivazian et al., 2005; Fan et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 2008; Chang and Wong,
2009). Even though there is a limitation of studies on CEO turnover, the frndings
confirm that CEO turnover correlates to firm performance (Groves et al., 1995; Kato
t Gibson (2003) used a sample of over 1,000 hrms in eight emerging markets, which include Thailand,
Taiwan, Malaysia, Mexico, Korea, India, Chile, and Brazil.
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and Long,2005; Chi and Wang, 2009). For example, Kato and Long (2006) analyse 638
Chinese-listed companies with 2181 firm-year observations between 1999 and2002 and
reporl that CEO dismissal is more sensitive to performance of firms. Likewise, Conyon
and He (2008) by examining 7,200 Chinese-listed ltrms during 1999-2006 confirm the
prior studies that CEOs and chairmen who have poor performance are more likely to be
dismissed. Furthermore, confirming the finding of previous studies both in Western
countries and China, Hu and Leung (20 10) report that the likelihood of CEO turnover is
negative associated with firm performance by using a sample of Chinese-listed SOEs
during the period of 2001-2005. Therefore, it is able to predict that CEO turnover in
Vietnam is under the influence of ftrm performance.
Hypothesis la: There is a significant negative coruelation between CEO turnover and
firm perþrmance in Vietnamese -liste d e nterprise s.
4.3.1.2. Firm charscteristics
In terms of firm characteristics, firm size, f,rrm leverage, institution ownership structure
and state ownership are the main factors which are used to develop the hypotheses of
this study.
Firm size
Theoretically, the literature presents that the findings of studies on the correlation of
firm size to CEO turnover seems to be not unified. For example, Weisbach (1988)
investigated that there is no strong relationship between CEO turnover and firm size,
meanwhile, several other studies documented that the probability of CEO turnover is
higher in larger firms (Warner et al., 1988; Harrison et al., 1988; Parrino, 1997; and
Huson et a1.,2004). According to Offenberg (2009), an increase on CEO turnover is the
result of firm size increase. No evidence was found that smaller firms have higher rates
of CEO turnover than larger firms. As a result, larger firms seem to be more diversified
than smaller firms. It leads firms to find it hard to make decisions in replacing CEO and
finding CEO candidates in order to fulfil the complex nature of diversification and
managerial ability (Parrino (1997; Berry et al. 2006). Hence, focused firms may
experience more forced turnover compared to diversified firms (Sponholtz, 2006).
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Although the findings of prior researches are different, it cannot be denied that the top
level executives in large fìrms are dismissed more frequently than in small firms
(Offenberg, 2009). As a result, large firms typically have a larger internal pool of
management talents. Therefore, those factors influence the CEO turnover and support
the empirical finding of a significantly positive relationship between CEO turnover and
firm size (Sponholtz, 2006). Similarly, Lausten (2002) and Eriksson et al. (2001) also
found the positive relationship between firm size and CEO turnover by using Danish
data. In regard to a transition economy like the Vietnamese economy, the diversification
in Vietnamese enterprises is small, therefore the assumption is that the level of
diversifrcation in Vietnamese enterprises is ignored. It is assumed that the level of firm
size is the factor impacting CEO turnover.
Hypothesis tb; There is a positive relationship between CEO turnover andfirm size in
Vie lname s e - li st e d e nt e rpr is e s.
Firm leverage
Based on the literature of CEO turnover, the relationship between firm leverage and
CEO turnover has received little attention. According to Adams and Mansi (2009), firm
leverage is used to control for differences in the capital structures of firms, and therefore
its effect on CEO turnover could be presented by different approaches. For instance,
firm leverage is one of the factors influencing the firm performance measurement.
Particularly, leverage has been above normal for the previous year or two when a CEO
is dismissed (Denis and Denis, 1995; Huson et al., 2004). Together with those studies,
in order to examine the impact of the CEO on corporate f,rnancial policy, Cao and
Mauer (2010) who used firm leverage as a measurement, found that the frequency of
CEO turnover is much less when the firm never changes its debt policy which is
leveraged or unleveraged. The finding confirms that there is a conelation between the
level of firm leverage and CEO turnover. In other words, leverage is another aspect of
firm performance. As a result, it has been used as a control factor in the researches of
the link between CEO turnover and hrm performance. The evidence is found by looking
at managerial turnovers and firm performance (Franks, Meyer and Renneboog,200l;
Gilson and Vetsuypens, 1993). The similar result was found in the studies of Berger et
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al. (1997) and Safieddine and Titman (1999), which presented that CEO turnover is
associated with subsequent increases in firm leverage when they found the evidence
consistent with operating and stock performance improvements. Thus, the firm leverage
can lead to the replacement of the CEO by the board in hopes of improved performance.
On the other hand, leverage is considered as a disciplinary power on CEOs by managing
cash flow and financial performance under their control. CEOs, therefore, may prefer
lower leverage because they are more likely to be dismissed when firm leverage is high
(Cohen, Hall and Viceira, 2000). However, a high likelihood of CEO turnover may be a
result of high leverage when this is high by the implementation of riskier financial
policy (Coles, Daniel and Naveen, 2006). Therefore, it is assumed that high leverage
positively correlates to CEO turnover.
Hypothesis lc: There is a positive correlation betweenfirm leverage and CEO turnover
in Vie tname se -lis te d e nte rpr i s e s.
Ownership structure
Indeed, ownership structure has played avital role in CEO turnover decisions. There ls
an abundance of international empirical evidence on the role of large shareholders
which is one aspect of ownership structure (Nguyen-Dang,2009). In terms of
ownership structure, types of ownership are studied to examine their relationship to
CEO turnover. Together, the level of concentration in ownership is considered as a
factor which correlates to CEO turnover.
First of all, state shareholding and its effects have become important to studies tn
transition countries. In regard to China which is one of the transition and emerging
economies and has similar corporate governance systems to Vietnam, there are several
studies which evaluated the influence of state ownership on CEO turnover. For
example, Sun and Tong (2003), by evaluating the changes in performance of SOEs
listed in Shenzhen and Shanghai stock exchanges during the period 1994-1998, found a
negative influence of state ownership on CEO tumover. Additionally, using the data of
634 Chinese-listed firms during the period of 1998-2002,Kato and Long (2006b) found
that the linkage between CEO dismissal and performance of firm is weaker for listed
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firms controlled by the state. Besides, Chi and Wang (2009) classifies ownership by the
type of olilner and the concentration of ownership, and fînds that the sensitivity of CEO
turnover to performance is weaker in state-controlled firms than in non-state frrms. The
finding is consistent with the result of previous studies using Chinese data that state
shareholding, especially direct government shareholding, weakens disciplining of
managers (Groves et al., 1995; Aivazian et a1.,2005; Firth et al., 2006). In fact, there are
a huge number of SOEs in the Vietnamese economy as well as in Vietnamese stock
markets. Therefore, the following hypothesis is posited.
Hypothesis Id: The state ownership has negative relation to CEO turnover in
Vie tname s e -l iste d e nt e rpr is e s.
Along with state shareholding, outside ownership has been reported to have a
coruelation with CEO turnover. A notable finding from the study of Denis, Denis and
Sarin (1997) also documents the likelihood of CEO turnover is positively related to the
existence of an outside blockholder. In regard to the reforming progress in transition
countries, privatisation is one of the methods, which creates differences in ownership
structure in those countries' enterprises. Along with the increase of diversification in
ownership, the effects of ownership structure have become important to understand.
However, there are comparatively few studies on the effects of ownership structure on
CEO turnover in transition countries, especially compared with the large number of
studied undertaken in developed countries. For example, there are several studies
concerning the close relationship between managerial turnover and ownership structure
in Russia (Frydman, Pistor, and Rapaczynski, 1996; Filatotchev, Wright, and Bleaney,
1999; Filatotchev et a1.,1999; Bevan et al., 2001). Particularly, Abe and Iwasaki (2007)
reported that the common finding of those studies reveals that outside ownership is
statistically high and positively associated with the frequency of CEO turnover. Along
with the statement, Muravyev (2003a) investigates over 400 Russian-privatised hrms
and finds that higher rates of CEO turnover are associated with outside ownership.
Indeed, institutional ownership, which is one fype of outside ownership, has received
more attention than others. For instance, Parrino, Sias and Starks (2003) have been
interested in the role of institutional investors playing on the probability of CEO
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turnover and have examined changes in equity ownership around forced CEO turnover.
By observing and analysing 583 CEO turnovers from large firms in the period from
1982 to 1993, the findings revealed that the number of institutional investors and
aggregate institutional ownership decline in the previous year to forced CEO turnover.
As a result, institutional investors are more concerned and interested in prudent
securities which are better informed or are engaged in momentum trading. Practically,
Strivens, Espenlaub and Walker (2008) have reviewed the literature on the relationship
between CEO turnover and f,rrm ownership structure in the UK, and indicated that the
findings in the UK are mixed. For example, institutional investors have a significant
positive influence on routine turnover and a significant negative effect to non-routine
turnover, which are the findings by Dahya, Lonie and Power (1998). Meanwhile, Dahya
and Power (1998) found no significant relationship between institutional shareholdings
and CEO turnover by using a 70o/o dummy for large institutional shareholdings.
Even though the findings of prior studies on the relationship of institutional ownership
to CEO turnover are mixed, it is expected that shareholding of institution is able to
bring beneficial influences on corporate governance of firms in transition countries.
Therefore, a CEO is more likely to be fired for poor performance. It leads to a
hypothesis that is;
Hypothesis Ie; The presence of institutional shareholders increases the likelihood of
CEO turnover in listed enterprises.
Compared with institutional ownership and state ownership, the influences of
shareholding of individuals (excluding CEOs) on CEO turnover seem limit or are be
clearly distinct in previous studies. In fact, the influences of individual ownership are
normally considered in the studies related to family firms. However, it is arguable that
individual shareholding has a relation to CEO turnover. Particularly, the studies on the
relation of outside ownership or large shareholders to CEO turnover may include
individual shareholding. Therefore, this study proposes a hypothesis relating to the
relationship between individual ownership and CEO turnover as below;
Hypothesis tf: Individual shareholding except CEO ownership has a correlation with
CEO turnover
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Together with ownership types, ownership concentration has been examined to reveal
its correlation with CEO turnover. In accordance to Nguyen-Dang (2009), the power of
large shareholders could be represented by the level of ownership concentration. It is
arguable that the presence of more shareholders exhibits a lower level of ownership
concentration than other firms. Therefore, a firm with a small number large of
shareholders has higher level in ownership concentration. However, the findings of
prior studies are mixed. For instance, Kaplan and Minton (1994) indicated that the
existence of large shareholders increases the probability of CEO and top management
team's replacement when firm performance is poor, by examining Japanese firms.
Meanwhile, Franks and Mayers (2001) found an inverse correlation between the
presence of large shareholders and CEO turnover. Besides, Goyal and Park (2002)
found that firms having the presence of block-holders are less likely to fire CEOs for
poor performance. Similarly, a negative coruelation between the presence of large
shareholders and CEO turnover was found by examining the collected data from
German firms (Franks, Mayers and Renneboog, 2001).
Considering the situation in transition countries, ownership concentration is still high
such as in China and Vietnam (Truong et a1.,2009). Regarding this fact, Kato and Long
(2006a,2006b) and Conyon and He (2008) have attempted to find out whether CEO
turnover is more sensitive to firm performance in firms with a major controlling
shareholder. They have documented that a CEO is more likely to be removed in firms
which have a major controlling shareholder.
Based on those studies' findings above, it seems to reveal that the large shareholding
reduces the CEO turnover rate in those companies. In other word, the concentration in
ownership negatively correlates to CEO turnover. The next hypothesis is proposed as;
Hypothesis lg: Ownership concentration positively relate to CEO turnover in
Vie tname s e -l iste d e nl e rpr is e s.
4.3.1.3, Board chsrøcleristics
In the section, the following hypotheses are developed based on the factors including
board size, board composition and leadership structure of board.
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Board size
Although few studies in transition countries have paid attention to the impact of board
size on CEO turnover, some studies found that there is no signifrcant relationship
between board size and CEO turnover (Kato and Long, 2006; Muravyev et a1.,2009).
However, previous studies in developed countries suggested that board size is
considered as a determinant of CEO turnover (Fredrickson et al., 1988; Parrino and
Weisback, 1999). For example, Franks, Mayer, and Renneboog (2001) indicated that
large boards may not dismiss poorly performing CEOs promptly. As a result, the board
of directors might become less cohesive when size of the board increases, while the
possibility of CEO turnover is increased for firms having smaller boards (Wu, 2000).
Furthermore, Jensen (1993) confirms that having a bigger sized team may lead to an
ineffectively functioning board. Similar to those studies, Lipton and Lorsch (1992)
addressed that agency costs and myopia increase with board size. Meanwhile, Yermack
(1996), by using a sample of over 450 large US enterprises, finds that there are a higher
probability of CEO turnover following poor performance and a greater profitability in
the enterprises with smaller boards. The finding supports Jensen's theory. Furthermore,
Coles et al. (2003) documented that a larger board seems to be optimal for more
complex firms and need greater information requirement for evaluating the CEO's
performance. Therefore, in a larger board, the decision of CEO dismissal requires a
larger number of votes, thus, it may limit the probability of CEO turnover.
With regard to the findings in the developed countries, this study assumes that the size
of boards has influence on evaluating the efficiency of boards in Vietnamese enterprise.
Thus, the impacts of board size on CEO turnover will be examined in order to evaluate
the efhciency and effectiveness ofboard operation. Therefore, it is expected that:
Hypothesis 2a: Board size has a negative relationship with CEO turnover in
Vietname se enterprise s.
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Board composition
Previous research on CEO turnover has concentrated on board composition, especially
on the independence ofthe board. It is believed that the independence ofthe board leads
to better corporate governance and reduces the agency cost (Masulis and Mobbs, 2009;
Ertugrul and Krishnan,20ll). Particularly, the independence of the board is considered
by the number of outside directors who is considered as more independent than insider
directors. Indeed, there are empirical evidences that indicate that outsiders are better at
monitoring than insiders, since the outsiders are generally considered to have experience
in conducting reviews for firms' operation. Besides, outside directors are seen as
independents because they are less likely to be involved in the operational activities of
firms (Fredrickson et al., 1988). Based on this point of view, Brunello, Graziano, and
Parigi (2003) documented that a board of directors consisting of more outsiders is more
intensively to dismiss a poorly performing CEO.
Regarding the incumbent situation in Vietnamese enterprises, it has been addressed that
there is weak of internal control in the enterprises (Tran, 2012). The reason for the
problem is the lack of independence of board members. Generally, members of a
Control Board are workers in their enterprise and seem to work in a part-time task of
supervising the CEO and the operation of the BOM. Thus, the members seem to pay
more attention to their main job rather than supervising the performance of other people.
Besides, members of Control Board might depend on the members of the BOM and the
CEO. As a reason, most members of the BOM are usually large shareholders who will
elect members of the Control Board. Hence, Control Board members have lower
positions than members of the BOM, although both of them are elected by shareholders
(Bui and Nunoi, 2003). Therefore, it is diffrcult for members of the Control Board to
supervise the people who have higher positions than them. In fact, the reform of
corporate governance in Vietnamese firms requires listed frrms to introduce independent
directors to their BOM, who are not subject to the influence of management and are
supposed to carry their duties independently. If such arrangements are effective, it is
expected that:
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Hypothesis 2b: The number of independent directors on the board increases the
likelihood of CEO turnover in Vietnamese enterprises.
Leadership structure of board
Basically, the leadership structure of a board presents the role of chairman as leading
the board of directors. Particularly, the chairman is responsible for managing the CEO
by designing compensation packages, setting goals, and evaluating CEO performance.
However, the leadership structure of a board, in fact, is divided into two types which are
the one-tier system and the two-tier system. In the two-tier system, there is a different
person as the board chairman who is separated from the CEO, while the one-tier system,
the CEO is concurrently the chairman of the board (Horner, 2010). On the other
approach, the one-tier system can be understood via the term of CEO duality. Based on
the literature, the principal-agent problem may occur if a single individual plays both of
these roles in a firm (Brickley, Coles and Jarrell, 1997).
According to Lechem (2002), the chairman of a board of directors wields power to
influence the board, the CEO and other managers, thus the chairman responds to
assemble different views, ideas and discussions to enable an effective and harmonious
decision-making. When the CEO and chairman is the same person, the roles of board in
monitoring and evaluating the performance of the top managers would be weakened
(Coles and Hesterly, 2000). Similarly, other studies documented that the effectiveness
of a board in monitoring top managers is reduced by the concentration of decision
control and decision management in one person (Fama and Jensen, 1983; Jensen,1993;
Goyal and Park, 2002). As reduced the monitoring of top managers, the concentration
of decision control might exacerbate agency problems and influence the CEO dismissal
decision. Hence, when the lack of independent leadership in a firm with a single CEO-
Chairman reduces monitoring by the board and makes it difficult for the board to
remove a poorly performing CEO, the probability of CEO turnover is likely to be less
sensitive to performance in a hrm with a combined CEO/chairman position than in
firms with two separate positions.
In the Vietnamese case, authority is concentrated in the BOM and the BOM are enable
one to dominate the shareholder and director meetings. However, authority of the BOM
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is relied on the chairman who commonly is concurrently CEO of the firm. Since the
probability of abusing power by the BOM and CEO increased, the supervision from
outsiders such as state shareholder or minority shareholder will be inadequate.
Therefore, it is supposed that CEO duality weakens the likelihood of CEO turnover.
Hypothesis 2c; The likelihood of CEO turnover is decreased by CEO duality in
Vie tname s e - I i s te d e nte rpr is e s.
4.3.1.4. CEO characteristics
Along with those factors above, CEO age, CEO tenure and CEO ownership which are
factors of CEO characteristics are considered to develop the following hypotheses.
CEO aee
Even though the competence of a CEO can increase by acquiring more experience with
time, the firm would find it beneficial to dismiss the current CEO if the f,rrm starts to
doubt the ability of the CEO (Coates and Kraakman, 2010). It seems to show that firms
avoid dismissing aged CEOs. In accordance to Jensen and Murphy (1990), it is harder
to replace older CEOs in their position because they are waiting to retire. Hence,
shareholders generally adopt retirement policy in order to dismiss aged and'incompetent
CEOs (Fredrickson, Hambrick, and Baumrin, 1988).
However, retirement policy seems to reveal only a weak relationship of CEO age with
CEO turnover. In order to distinguish the relation between forced CEO turnover and
CEO age, Murphy and Zimmerman (1993) reported a significant correlation between
CEOs' age and CEO turnover. A notable study of Warner, Watts and Wruck (1988)
presented that the median age of dismissed CEOs who are reported by the firm to be
retiring is 65.4 years, while CEOs who are replaced without retirement announcement
from firms have a median age of 59 years. Thereby, these findings lead to the
justification which is that firms might find it less costly to retain a poorly performing
CEO who is near retirement than to force the resignation, while younger CEOs are more
likely to be dismissed. Moreover, Jensen and Murphy (1990) confirmed that the
possibility of CEO turnover following the result of poor company performance
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increases among younger managers. Therefore, the effects of CEO age on CEO turnover
is developed as one ofthe study's hypotheses
Hypothesis 3a: The likelihood of CEO turnover is higher in Vietnamese-listed firms
having younger CEOs.
CEO tenure
Theoretically, CEO tenure seems to have a similar role to CEO ownership as a proxy
for management entrenchment (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988). Practically, CEOs
seem to create the perception that they are irreplaceable to the shareholders and board of
directors by having long-service ((Jovanovic, 1979). Based on the matching theory, it
suggests that there is the risk of termination which could rise as bad CEO-firm matches.
Hence, CEOs in good matches are more likely to have longer tenure (Brookman and
Thistle, 2009). Together, Denis, Denis, and Sarin (1997) documented there is
statistically insignificant correlation between tenure and the probability of CEO
dismissal.
Nevertheless, there are studies representing the relationship of CEO turnover with CEO
tenure. For instance, Lausten (2002) finds a positive association between tenure and
CEO turnover. In contrast, there are evidences informing the correlation between CEO
turnover and executives'tenure (Goyal and Park, 2002). Indeed, CEO tenure represents
the CEO po\iler and therefore the more power a CEO has, the longer her/his tenure
(Allen and Panian, 1982; Hermalin and Weisbach, 1998; Hambrick and Fukutomi,
l99l; Ocasio,1994). Furthermore, power enables CEOs not only to increase support for
them, but also it counters threats to replace CEOs. Thus, replacements of CEOs are less
likely to take place when CEO power is institutionalized (Hambrick and Fukutomi,
l99l). Based on those statements, the following hypothesis is posited.
Hypothesis 3b; CEO tenure has negative relation to CEO turnover in Vietnamese-listed
enterprises.
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CEO ownershin
Along with CEO duality, CEO ownership is a concept that could reveal the power of
CEOs. However, the literature on CEO ownership has created a controversial question
as to whether it has a negative correlation to the likelihood of dismissals of CEOs. For
example, Core et al. (1999) stated that CEOs are more likely to act like shareholders and
attempt to maximise firm value if they are holding a significant amount of their firm
shares. In this case, the shareholder-manager goal congruence in the firm is improved
and the firm less needs for disciplinary action (Denis, Denis, and Sarin, 1997;Dahya,
Lonie and Power, 1998). Hence, it can be assumed that CEO shareholding may be
inversely correlated to CEO turnover. In contrast, CEO ownership can insulate the CEO
from internal monitoring efforts by increasing her/his power. CEOs with large
shareholding could entrench themselves and seem to engage in excessive self-serving
behaviour. Therefore, they are less likely to support any decision to terminate their own
employment (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988). This fìnding confirms the correlation
that CEO ownership weakens the likelihood of executives' turnover (Denis, Denis, and
Sarin, 1997; Brunello et a1.,2003). Since most CEOs in Vietnamese-listed enterprises
are chairmen of boards, therefore it can be understood that they are holding shares of
their enterprises. In this situation, it is expected that;
Hypothesis 3c: CEO ownership has negative correlation to CEO turnover in
Vietnamese enterprise s.
4.3.2. The effect of other factors on the link CEO turnover-performance
In fact, it is believed that CEO turnover is mainly dependent on ftrm performance.
Nevertheless, the literature suggests that the link between CEO turnover and firm
performance is influenced by other factors such as the structure of ownership, board
composition, CEO ownership and political connection (state ownership). Therefore,
additional hypotheses are developed in order to distinguish the effects of those factors
on the link between firm performance and CEO turnover.
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4.3.2.1. The influence oÍState ownership
According to Vuong and Tran (2010), SOEs in Vietnam are completely and directly
controlled by the State. Hence, with regard to the vast number of SOEs in the
Vietnamese economy, the effects of political connection on corporate governance
practice and especially on CEO turnover have received more attention. Particularly, the
political connection is presented via the amount of shares which are held by the State.
As mentioned above, state ownership is assumed to have influences on CEO turnover.
Last but not least, several studies have reported the effects of state ownership or
political connection on the link between CEO turnover and firm performance. For
example, Shen and Lin (2009) reported that state shareholding has a negative effect on
CEO dismissal when profitability is below target, even though there is no effect of state
shareholder on CEO dismissal when profitability is above target'
In fact, state shareholders are unlikely to be considered as real owners. They are seen as
bureaucrats or agents who are responsible for operating the firms and acting on behalf
of the government (Chang and Wong, 2009). Since those shareholders are considered as
agents of the government, the decisions made by CEOs are believed to be influenced
and controlled by the government. Particularly, these unique shareholders are
attempting to use the resources of their firms to promote political and social objectives
(Shleifer and Vishny,7994; Bai et a1.,2000; Chang and Wong, 2004;Bai et al., 2006).
Therefore, this can lead to agency problem. The conflict of interests may occur
following multiple personal interests of state shareholders, such as job security, the
accumulation of personal wealth, and others (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997).
According to Chang and Wong (2009), state shareholders generally seem not to have a
great incentive to maximise financial performance. For instance, Bai et al. (2000),
Chang and Wong (2004), Bai et al. (2006) argued that firm profit is often lessened by
state shareholders as the result of the pursuit of personal and/or political objectives.
Besides, the political connection provides some excuse to CEOs for their poor
performance (Lin et al., l99S). Consequently, those facts lead to an assessment that
state shareholders who represent for state shareholding in firms may reduce the
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probability of CEO dismissal. In other words, CEOs are less likely to be terminated in
firms which have state shareholding.
By researching the effects of political connection on corporate governance, Cao et al.
(201 1) found that political connection can hurt corporate governance by aggravating
CEOs entrenchment. Indeed, they document that a CEO's political connection lowers
the likelihood of forced CEO turnover by about 20Yo on average in Chinese-listed firms.
Meanwhile, the probability of forced CEO turnover in privately controlled firm is
stronger. Political connection also significantly lowers the sensitivity between CEO
turnover and firm performance, thereby weakening the disciplinary mechanism to
replace poorly performing CEOs (You and Du,2012). Based on those findings above, it
is expected that state ownership has negative effects on the link between firm
performance and CEO turnover.
Hypothesis 4a: State ownership negatively coruelates to the sensitivity of the link
betweenfirm perþrmance and CEO turnover.
4,3,2.2. The impacls of non-state ownership
In order to capture and evaluate the effects of ownership structure on CEO turnover and
to distinguish the differences between non-state and state ownership in impacting the
sensitivity of the probability of CEO dismissals to firm performance, it is necessary to
consider shareholdings of institutions and individuals.
As mentioned, institutional ownership has a correlation with CEO turnover (Dahya,
Lonie and Power, 1998; Parrino, Sias and Starks, 2003; Strivens, Espenlaub and
Walker, 2003). The correlation confirmed the positive effects of institutional ownership
on corporate governance. In fact, the literature on corporate governance has pointed out
that institutional investors have common incentive to monitor either frrm or managers
Shleifer and Vishny, 1986). Besides, managers have more pressure to improve firm
performance when institutions are larger shareholders (McConnell and Servaes, 1990).
Hence, it reveals that managers have more threat of dismissal for poor performance.
Based on the discussion, CEOs are one of the managers in firms and therefore they are
expected to have more responsibility for firm performance than other managers in ftrms.
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Therefore, CEOs in firms with large institutional shareholding have a higher probability
of replacement for poor performance than others. It is also able to be understood that
institutions that normally put pressure on CEOs to improve good performance would
terminate a poor performance CEO. It leads to a hypothesis as;
Hypothesis 4b: The sensitivity of the link between Jìrm perþrmance and CEO turnover
is strengthened by the presence of institutions as large shareholders in Vietnamese-
listed enterprises.
Although the influences of individual shareholding on CEO turnover are unclear, it is
argued to have a corelation with CEO turnover when individual shareholders are large
or outside shareholder. When individuals play a role as a large shareholder they are able
to influence the decision on firing CEOs for poor performance. As a result they have
voting rights and direct impact on corporate governance and firm performance.
Especially, the power is increased when the largest shareholder is an individual. In this
case, the likelihood of CEO turnover is increase when CEOs fail to fulfil the firm's
requirements and cause poor performance. Therefore, it proposes a hypothesis that is;
Hypothesis 4c: Large individual shareholding strengthens the sensitiveness between
firm perþrmance and CEO turnover in listed enterprises.
4.3.2,3. The effects of ownership concenlration
According to Kaplan and Minton (1994), on examining Japanese firms, they found that
the existence of large shareholders increases the possibility of CEO and top
management team's replacement when firm performance is poor. Furthermore, Conyon
and He (2008) attempt to find out whether CEO turnover is more sensitive to firm
performance in in firms with a major controlling shareholder. Consequently, the result
conf,rrms that the sensitivity of CEO turnover to poor performance is greater in f,trms
that have a majority of shareholders. Additionally, Kato and Long (2006b), by using a
data of 634 Chinese-listed firms during the period of 1998-2002, found that the linkage
of CEO turnover with performance is strengthened in firms having a majority of
shareholders. This reveals that CEO turnover is more sensitive to f,rrm performance in
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firms where the lower level of ownership concentration allocates. Hence, the hypothesis
of interest is;
Hypothesis 4d: The level of concentration in ownership strengthens the sensitivity of
CEO turnover tofirm performance.
4.3.2.4. The influence of board composition
Along with the effects of board composition on CEO turnover, the correlation between
board composition and the sensitivity of CEO tumover to firm performance has been
considered. In fact, some studies report that there is no significant correlation between
the percentage of outside directors and accounting performance (Hermalin and
Weisbach, 1991; Klein, 1998; Bhagat and Black, 2000; Kaplan and Minton, 2012).
However, an earlier study of Hermalin and Weisbach (1988) documented that the
relationship of CEO turnover with firm performance is higher when the board of
directors is dominated by outsiders. Meanwhile, refining the independence of board
following a detailed definition, Hwang and Kim (2009) found that the relationship of
CEO turnover with firm performance in firms whose boards are more independent is
stronger. The similar finding was found in the study of Nguyen-Dang (2009). Besides,
Bushman, Dai and Wang (2010) reported that an increase of the number of outsiders on
the board has influence on strengthening the sensitivity of CEO dismissal to firm
performance. Hence, it is expected that the greater percentage of outside directors, the
CEO turnover-performance sensitivity is more negative.
Hypothesis 4e; The percentage of outside directors will strengthen the sensitivity of
CEO turnover tofirm perþrmance.
4.3.2.5. The impøct of CEO ownership
Indeed, equity ownership is a tool for CEOs to enhance their power. As discussed
above, CEO ownership negatively correlates to CEO turnover. Furthermore, there are
several studies focused on the effect of CEO ownership on the sensitivity of CEO
turnover to firm performance. In accordance to Dahya, Lonie and Power (1998) who
researched in the UK, found that non-routine CEO turnover is less common in firms
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with larger managerial stakes than in firms where CEO ownership is less than 1olo,.
Along Ì\,ith this hnding, Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997) presented that CEO turnover is
inversely correlated to performance of a firms where the CEOs own less than lYo of the
firm's common stock. Additional f,rnding shows that managerial shareholding reduces
the rate of non-routine CEO turnover when it levels in excess of l0% of equity.
Consistently, Dedman (2003) documented that the relation of CEO replacement with
firm performance becomes insignificant at higher levels of managerial ownership.
Besides, there are only 6%o of cases in which the dismissed CEO held more than 10% of
the firm's common stock.
Related to the discussion above, many studies have revealed the increased risk of
managerial entrenchment when high levels of CEO ownership are found to result in
undesirably strong security of tenure for CEOs (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988;
1989). Besides, the higher the percentage of equity CEO owned, the lower the
likelihood thatmanagers will be dismissed. Hence, high levels of managerial ownership
are also found to diminish the sensitivity between turnover and performance (Denis and
Denis, 1994,1995 Kang and Shivdasani, 1995). In detail, Denis, et al., (1997) find that
CEO turnover is more sensitive to firm performance when an outside shareholder hold
5+%o of a firm's shares, and is less sensitive to firm performance when directors hold a
stake of 5+o/0. Thus, the decision to remove CEO seems to be difficult when CEO
ownership increases. Thereby, this study developed the additional hypothesis;
Hypothesis 4f: CEO turnover-performance sensitivities are weaker þr listed enterprises
in which CEOs are holding common stock of these enterprises.
4.4. SUMMARY
On the basis of the wide coverage of literature reviewed in the area of CEO turnover
and the determinants of CEO turnover from both developed countries and transitional
countries in the preceding chapter, the conceptual framework of this study is proposed.
The conceptual framework includes major factors that have been evaluated and
researched in prior studies. In brief, these factors are divided into three groups which
are firm characteristics, board characteristics and CEO characteristics. Especially, the
link between CEO tumover and firm performance is defined as the main linkage of the
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framework. In fact, based on literature on CEO tumover, the framework has ignored
insignificant or unclear factors such as CEO gender, CEO education, and industry
characteristic.
Figure 4-2: Summary of Hypotheses
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In accordance to the framework, the hypotheses have been developed. Particularly, the
developed hypotheses are divided into main groups which are determinants of CEO
turnover and the effects of other factors on the sensitivities of link firm performance-
CEO turnover. In the flrrst three groups, the hypotheses are built up based on the effects
of firm performance, ownership structure, firm leverage, firm size, board composition,
board size, leadership structure of board, CEO ownership, CEO age, and CEO tenure.
Meanwhile, the fourth group of hypotheses include the hypotheses proposed by the
impacts of ownership structure, board composition, and CEO ownership on the link
between CEO tumover and firm performance. Particularly, the correlations of the
hypotheses are presented in the Figure 4-2 above. In this ftgure, the relationships
between factors are presented. Besides, it represents the hypotheses which are
developed based on the correlation between the factors. In fact, it plays an important
lole in guiding the research to design and develop the methodology in the following
chapter.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
Starting from defining the philosophical view of this study, this chapter introduces the
research philosophy background which presents a cognisance ofthe philosophy ofthe
researcher. Since research philosophy can influence research approaches and further
impact on research methodology, it is necessaryto provide an overview of the adapted
philosophy of this study and a discussion of the ways in which this might influence the
research and measures that have been taken to counter this. By comparing the
differences among research philosophies, an appropriate research paradigm is defined.
In particular, based on the large amount of existing literature on CEO turnover, the
adapted research philosophy of this study is positivism. Moreover, this chapter presents
an approach which is consistent with the research philosophy and can help the
researcher conduct this study and fulfil the purpose of the research. Particularly, the
research approach is a deductive approach.
Following the deductive approach, this study applies the experimental methodology
which comprises the examination of the variables and the research framework in order
to fulfil the aim of this study. In order to implement this methodology, the research
models and variables of the models are defined and given the measures. Furthermore,
the analysis procedure is represented in order to analyse the research models and to
examine the defîned variables in the models. By going deeper, not only does the chapter
talk about the operationalization, measurement of the variables, and analytic procedure
methods but it also discusses the data collection procedure and the sampling used in this
research.
5.2. RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY
According to Saunders et al. (2007), a philosophical framework influences the
understanding of researchers and perception of all social phenomenon and behaviour.
The effects of the philosophical framework can be seen on research topics, designing
and methodology. Besides, the selection of methodology, which arises from the
researcher's own ontological and epistemological positions, affects the way in which
the research is conducted and the expected output format. As a result, choices of
methods and techniques are also dependent on epistemological assumptions (Hughes
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and Sharrock, 7997). Furthermore, Saunders et al. (2007) suggested that research
philosophy promotes consideration as to how knowledge should be developed in order
to answer the research question. Additionally, Kvale (1996) pointed out that a review of
research philosophy has an important role, as it helps researchers minimise
methodological error. The understanding of research philosophy can benefit the
research design by clariSring research designs, selecting appropriate research designs
and identifling or even creating and adapting new designs (Easterby-Smith et a1.,2002).
Therefore, by presenting the background of research philosophy, this section is going to
explain the rationale of choosing an appropriate approach and methodology for this
study. Besides, the research philosophy of this study is going to be explained in further
texts.
5.2.1. Research philosophy background
In order to find out which research paradigm is appropriate to this study, it is necessary
to take a review of research philosophy. Following Saunders et al. (2007) "onion"
model, a clear framework for the most appropriate research methodology of this study
can be addressed. As the first layer of the research 'onion', it includes positivism,
realism, interpretivism, objectivism, subjectivism, pragmatism, functionalist,
interpretive, radical humanist and radical structuralist. Indeed, those paradigms share
some common features. For example, the functionalist paradigm is also labelled as the
positivism paradigm by many researchers (Collis and Hussey,2003; Fisher, 2004;
Saunders et a1.,2003). Together, functionalist would be labelled by positivism, whereas
interpretive is varied by interpretivism (Burrell and Morgan, 1979).
However the most important role of the paradigms of research philosophies presented in
the fìrst layer of the "onion" model help to define the way researchers thinking about
the development of knowledge (Saunders et al., 2003). For instance, Carson et al.
(2001) suggested that the positivism paradigm starts from critical theory to
phenomenology, whereas interpretivism begins from phenomenology to critical theory
(Figure 5-1). In detail, the positivism paradigm presents the development of knowledge
which is based on theories and builds up the structure to gain knowledge. On the other
hand, interpretivism paradigm develops knowledge and theories from observation and
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the examination of phenomena. By defining a paradigm of research philosophies,
researchers are able to identify their research approach, research methodology, research
data and the methods for examination of collected data.
Figure 5-1: Continuum of research philosophies
Source: Carson et al. (2001)
In according to Carson et al. (2001), the most common philosophical paradigm used in
business research is a continuum between positivist (scientific) and interpretivist
(relativist) philosophies. Besides, Hughes (1990) suggested that positivism and
interpretivism are two contrasting research paradigms which are used for researching on
business and management. As the two main paradigms of the social science study, the
positivism and the interpretivism paradigms are contrasted in different ways. Robson
(1993) argued that the positivistic approach is usually regarded as starting with theory.
Positivistic researchers generalise what they are looking for from theory and previous
research; they have specific hypotheses to test in order to confirm or reject their
assumptions of the research subject. The interpretive approach, however, involves the
collection of data before inducing theories and concepts. It is 'hypothesis generating'
rather than 'hypothesis testing' (Robson, 1993).
POSITIVISM
Humanism
INTERPRETIVISM
Phenomen-
0 ogy
Constructivism
Hermaneutics
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Natural
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5.2.2. The Paradigm Adopted in This Study
In accordance to Saunders et al. (2003), selecting an appropriate paradigm to implement
depends on the research questions and the research assumptions. Particularly, the
selected paradigm needs to fulfrl the tasks which help to answer the research questions
and test the assumptions, Following the discussion above, a positivism paradigm is
adopted in order to study the determinants of CEO turnover, and the link between CEO
turnover and firm performance. The reason for this can be explained by considering the
properties of the paradigm. In terms of positivism, a research is designed and evaluated
using the criteria of the natural science model of research which comprises research
question, pre-defined hypotheses, controlled observations; controlled deductions and
generalizability (Lee 1989; Yin 1994; Rowley 2002). Furthermore, interpretivism
paradigm seems to be implemented when researchers study new research topics or
where little literature exists (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2005; Saunders et al., 2003).
However, there is a large amount of literature readily available on CEO turnover.
Moreover, a series of theories and prior study have already been developed which can
be used to generate specific hypotheses. Also, the testing of these hypotheses helps to
frll the gap between the literature and evidence in transition economies, especially in the
Vietnam case. Hence, positivism paradigm is more appropriate than other paradigms.
In fact, under different paradigms, the elements are different. Figure 5-2, adopted from
the study of Hay (2002), shows the logical and directional relationship between the key
components of research. Therefore, the choice and understanding of research methods is
more than a technical exercise but is concerned with understanding how the researcher
views the world (Cohen et al, 2000). Understanding the paradigms plays a vital role on
clarifying specific assumptions for this study. Besides, it helps to select appropriate
approaches to examine these assumptions and answer the research questions. Realizing
the important role of understanding the elements of the research paradigm, this section
is going to present the elements of positivism paradigm adopted in this study'
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X'igure 5-2: The interrelationship between the building blocks of research
Source: Adopted from Hay (2002,p.64)
Practically, Perry et al. (1999) and Saunders et al (2007) suggest that researchers, in
terms of research philosophy, need to concern the three elements of a paradigm which
comprise ontology, epistemology and methodology. In detail, ontology is the "reality"
that researchers investigate, and is the starting point of all researches, Following
ontology, epistemology is the relationship between the researcher and reality, and shows
the possible ways of gaining knowledge (Blaikie, 2000). Indeed, epistemology focuses
on the process of knowledge gathering and is about developing new knowledge.
Meanwhile, methodology is the technique used by the researcher to investigate that
reality. It deals with how researchers gain knowledge about the world.
5.2.2.1. Ontology
According to Burrell and Morgan (1979), ontology considers assumptions about the
nature of the phenomena under investigation. In the context of positivism paradigm,
social scientists accept that the 'reality'to be investigated is external to the individual. It
is not a product of individual consciousness or of one's mind; it exists independently
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and objectively in the world. In other \ryords, reality is real and apprehensible and exists
independently of the subjects being studied (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008).
Particularly, CEO turnover is a reality which is composed under the effects of various
factors such as f,rrm performance, ownership structure, CEO ownership or others. These
factors have different impacts on CEO turnover. For example, a CEO may be dismissed
by leading the frrm performance to poor result. Meanwhile, CEO ownership reflects a
CEO's po\ryer and the CEO, therefore, can reduce the probability of dismissal from
his/her position. On the other hand, the differences in ownership structure of the firm
which are defined by prior studies affect the decision of CEO dismissal. All of these
suggest that CEO turnover is objective and is affected by its determinants.
Consequently, assumptions associated with ontology of the positivism paradigm are
appropriate for this study.
5.2.2.2. Epistemology
In terms of epistemology, assumptions are about the essence of 'knowledge' which
presents how researchers understand social reality (Burrell and Morgan, 1979) and what
attitudes they hold to view what they are studying (Hussey and Hussey,1997). Under
the positivism paradigm, researchers obtain the knowledge of a phenomenon through a
series of empirical tests based on a large data sample in order to answer 'true' or 'false'
. 
questions. Since this study attempts to examine a variety of hypotheses in order to
discover the determinants of CEO turnover and the prior studies suggest examining the
effects of CEO turnover's determinants with large data samples, it is appropriate to
implement the epistemological nature under positivism paradigm. Furthermore, a series
of hypotheses is developed in orderto ans\ilerthesetypical'true'or'false'questions. It
is believed that this study is going to be objective and is finding the truth by answering
the research questions. Therefore, an empirical study which follows the approach
applied by a large sample statistical analysis rather than small sample experiments is
regarded as appropriate in this study.
5.2.2.3. Melhodologt
Within the context of a positivism paradigm, a methodology for the natural science to
explore associations or causality is generally adopted. This is usually achieved by
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launching statistical models and involving a large amount of data. In this study, under
the positivism paradigm, it is appropriate to conduct a series of statistical techniques to
explain and predict determinants of CEO turnover and their effects on CEO turnover in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises, This is conducted by analysing the accuracy of CEO
turnover's probabilities in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. The purpose of this
methodology is to describe associations and to explain the effects of the determinants of
CEO turnover. Hence, applying research methodologies in positivist views is
appropriate. Besides, positivism methodologies afe influenced by the logic of
experimental designs derived from natural science. Therefore, the use of statistical
analysis and measures of association and the development of measurement models are
significant in this approach.
5.3. RESEARCH APPROACH
According to Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005), the research approach belongs to the social
level of the research paradigm, which comprises the use, construction and verification
of theories. Since it is important to identiff the research approach of this study, the
section describes a rational explanation for the choice of research approach. Also, it
presents the selected research approach in further texts.
5.3.1. A rational explanation for choice of research approach
In general, inductive and deductive approaches are the two approaches which are
commonly adopted in social research. Among the two approaches, inductive approach is
frequently used by researchers who attempt to build a theory based on the data
collected. In other words, the researchers try to explain a social reality from personal
observations and subjective views. Regarding Saunders et al., (2003), induction
emphasises the insight into how individuals interpret their social world and the meaning
they attach to events. Therefore, an inductive approach will be particularly considered
with the context in which certain events are taking place and may therefore discover
different cause-effect links. Following inductive approach, qualitative methods and
small samples are commonly used. In addition, the research process starts with data,
goes from observations to findings and ends up at theory building. Hence, the theory
generating process is composed by using personal views and subjective judgements of
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researchers (Bryman and Bell, 2003; Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2005) Furthermore, the
inductive approach is likely to be associated with interpretivism paradigm rather than
positivism paradigm (Saunders et al., 2003).
In comparison, deductive approach is implemented by researchers who start their
research from a generalised theory and clear research questions (Burell and Morgan,
1979; Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2005). It is argued that the deductive approach is
appropriate when a large body of well- established literature on the research topic is
available. Researchers adopting the deductive approach seek research opportunities or
gaps by carefully examining existing knowledge in the literature. In this case, it is
presented that there is a large amount of literature readily available on CEO turnover,
and many theories have already been developed. Therefore, a type of 'true' or 'false'
questions is often deduced from the exploration of research questions and related
theories (Creswell, 1994; Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2005). Besides, in terms of deductive
approach, Robson (1993) suggested researchers would involve a progression through
five stages which comprise deducing a hypothesis, expressing the hypothesis,
suggesting a relationship between two specific variables, testing the operational
hypothesis and subsequent examination of the outcome. Additionally, researchers can
modifo the hypothesis based on the outcomes in case it is necessary. Therefore, this
approach helps researchers to explain the causal relationships between the variables as
well as to develop the hypothesis. Moreover, this approach is commonly associated with
quantitative data along with a highly-structured methodology in order to allow testing
the hypothesis. Consequently, the research approach of this study is a deductive rather
than an inductive approach.
5.3.2. Deductive approach
Following the adopted research paradigm and research approach, this section expresses
the research design framework of this study. By deductive research approach, theories
and hypotheses are firstly generated from the existing knowledge which could be
adopted from the literature and prior studies (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2005). Based on the
literature and theories, hypotheses are supposed to identifu the relationship between two
or more events or concepts. The concepts adopted in this deductive research should be
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highly relevant to the research topic under study (Robson, 1993). Following this stage,
the process of testing those hypotheses is developed in order to gain the results of the
tests which may accept or reject those hypotheses. In detail, the process is on account of
explaining or predicting social phenomena so as to provide new evidence for the theory
(Hussey and Hussey, 1997; Saunders et al., 2003). In order to test hypotheses, the
important step is expressing hypotheses, which is called 'operationalization' (Robson
1993). The purpose of this step is to help researchers to define how the variables are to
be measured and to describe the relationship between two specific variables. Then, the
operational hypotheses are tested by experiments or other types of empirical inquiries in
order to reveal the result of testing hypotheses. However, it is suggested that the theory
proved from the empirical analysis is only based upon the validity of a limited sample
and therefore those hypotheses could be modified if it is necessary.
In this study, CEO turnover has been explored in a large amount of studies. Although
the literature in transition economies is conducted by a small number of studies, the
determinants of CEO turnover are researched. Hence, the hypotheses of this study are
developed based upon the previous studies. Moreover, this study attempts to examine
and explain determinants of CEO turnover and their effects by using the evidence from
Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Also, the link between CEO turnover and firm
performance is evaluated in this study. Indeed, it is trying to explain relationships
between variables such as, firm performance, ownership structure, board composition,
CEO ownership, state ownership and CEO turnover. Following, an operationalization
process is undertaken to transfer concepts into measurable variables in a quantitative
way. In fact, most determinants of CEO turnover are able to be directly used in the
statistical models. However, an appropriate method is needed to ensure the efficiency of
measure. Based on the deductive approach, it requires sufficient numerical data and
assumes that researchers are independent from what is being observed. In this study, a
large dataset from Vietnamese stock markets is gathered. Based on the data, a highly
structured methodology which is comprised by statistical methods to control and test
hypotheses is able to facilitate replication and generalisation of the study. In addition,
the data implemented to conduct standard empirical tests are collected independently by
the researcher. Notably, in case the results of these tests are not consistent with the
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hypotheses, the hypotheses may be modified. Consequently, it can be present clearly by
the research design framework in Figure 5-3 below.
Figure 5-3: The research design framework
In fact, the research design framework is adapted following the five stages of Robson
(1993). By combining with the research philosophy and research approach, the
framework provides a clear guide to follow each stage in order to fulfil the aim of this
study.
5.4. RESEARCH MODEL
Following the research approach, the quantitative methodology is defined as appropriate
methodology. Furthermore, to examine the determinants of CEO turnover, an
experimental design is necessary. Since it is important to define research models in
order to test the hypotheses, this section is to express the rational explanation of the
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choice of research model, and to present the adopted research model which is applied
and developed to examine the determinants of CEO turnover in this study'
5.4.1. Choosing appropriate research models
In pursuing the objectives of this study, the tasks are to measure turnover rates of CEO,
and to identiff the determinants of CEO turnover in Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
Firstly, to measure turnover rates of CEO, this study is going to collect all the changes
in CEO position which occurred during the research period. For each enterprise, the
researcher is going to examine the names of CEOs, their tenure including the beginning
and ending date, and note any CEO replacement over the years. However, this study
unfortunately cannot distinguish the differences of CEO turnover between those which
are forced turnover or voluntary turnover. Since Denis and Denis (1995), Warner,
Watts, and Wruck (1988), and Weisbach (1988) suggested that frrms often do not
specifically state that a CEO has been fired or ousted even when this is the case the
CEO was dismissed. Furthermore, the prior studies in transition countries suggested that
distinguishing between forced and voluntary turnovers based on public information is
hard because the press is unlikely to explicitly mention whether the CEO turnover was
forced or not (Cao et al., 20010). The reason might be that in order to "save-face" for
fired CEOs by being allowed to have their contract expire or change job or resign. With
regard to Freeman and Nguyen (2006), public information has unclear parts from listed
ente¡prises, and therefore, it seems to be difficult to classify types of CEO turnover in
the case of Vietnam. Besides, it is difficult to observe a large proportion of listed
enterprises which are SOEs. Since the condition of SOEs in China is similar to
Vietnamese SOEs (Vu, 2009), following the study of Chi and Wang (2009) on CEO
turnover in China, involuntary turnover may be more difficult to observe in SOEs than
in other enterprises. Consequently, this study ignores the type of CEO turnover in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
In order to examine the determinants of CEO turnover, research models need to be
estimated. Practically, there are a large number of prior studies which suggest using
logistic regression models in order to examine the determinants of CEO turnover
(Coughlan and Schmidt; 1985; Kang and Shivdasani, 1995; DeFond and Park, 1999;
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Goyal and Park, 2002; Dahya et al, 2002; Gibson, 2003). Regarding the studies
undertaken in transition countries and similar to Vietnam, previous studies of CEO
turnover in China are good samples. Indeed, the studies also suggest to employ logistic
regression models which are seen as appropriate models to examine the determinants of
CEO turnover (Firth et a1.,2006 Kato and Long, 2006a; Cheng et al, 2008; Chang and
Wong, 2009; Shen and Lin; 2009). In fact, a logistic regression model is usually
developed and implemented for the general cases in which there are more than two
possible values for the response variable (Agresti, 1996). Besides, Hosmer and
Lemeshow (1989) suggest data analysis should apply logistic regression when the
explanatory variables are categorical variables. In this study, CEO turnover is dependent
variable and it is traced whether firms experienced changes in CEO position during the
observation period. Therefore, the variable is able to define as a simple category which
is having changes or no changes in CEO position. In this case, Maddala (1991) states
that logistic regression analysis is the appropriate procedure. Consequently, logistic
regression is implemented in this study in order to examine the determinants of CEO
turnover in Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
5.4.2. Implementation of Logistic regression
As discussed above, logistic regression has been chosen in order to examine the
determinants of CEO turnover. Thereby, this section is going to implement and develop
particular logistic models for the research. Especially, it is consistent with the prior
studies such as, Firth et al. (2006), Kato and Long (2006a), Shen and Lin (2009), and
Chang and Wong (2009). In the logistic models of this study, the probability function of
CEO turnover can be expressed as:
Pr(tumover lx) : f (x) (1)
In the model (1), a collection of both independent variables and control variables is
denoted by a vector x (x1, x2, x3,..., xn). Besides, according to Hosmer and Lemeshow
(1989), logistic regressions are more consistent with odds than proportions. Particularly,
the ratio of the proportions for the two possible outcomes is the odds. When the
proportion for one outcome is defined as p, the proportion for the second ones is I - p.
Hence, implied to this study, p reflects the proportion of CEO turnover occurred during
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the observation period, whereas 1-p is the proportion of non-CEO turnover observed.
Therefore, the odds of CEO turnover in this study can be measured as;
Simpliffing notation, it is used zr(x) : Pr(turnover) to represent the conditional mean of
turnover given x. The, it can represent the logistic regression model as;
Logit fPr(turnover:r l*)] : l"g(ffi): Po * Þrxr * þzv.z+ Þ:x¡ +
(z)
Using log odds for the transformation, the model for logistic regression is expressed as
below;
+ p"x" (3)
Regarding the conditional distribution of the outcome variable, Hosmer and Lemeshow
(1939) suggested considering the eror which is a deviation of observations from the
conditional mean. Since the outcome variable of this study is a dichotomous variable,
the observation's deviation e is added to the model (2). Consequently, the model (3) can
be expressed as;
Turnoveri = Þo * Êrxri * þzxzi* p¡xri +... * pnxi+ € (4)
In the model (4), xl, þ, x3,..., xn reflect for independent and control variables which are
going to be def,rned in further section. Meanwhile, Po, Þr, þ2, þ2,..., Pn are the
coefficients on the independent and control variables to be estimated, and e is the
disturbance term. Additionally, the lth of observation is presented by i, with : I ,. . . , N.
5.5. VARIABLE DEFINITION AI\D MEASUREMENT
In order to implement and examine the research models, definition and measurements of
variables are necessary. Hence, the section affempts to present the definition and
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measures of each variable which are included in the research models. In order to reveal
the appropriateness of the chosen method and rational reason of choosing, the definition
and measures of variables are also described in accordance with the previous related
studies.
5.5.1. Dependent variable
CEO tumover is the primary dependent variable in the research models. As discussed
above in Section 5.4.1, it is necessary to consider the construction of the dependent
variable. However, this study unfortunately cannot distinguish between involuntary
replacement (arising from termination, forced dismissal etc.) and voluntary replacement
(arising from retirements, resignations, job-moves etc.). Even though some studies have
attempted to distinguish the two kinds of CEO turnover, the methodologies are
conservative. Besides, the results pointed out that the number of forced CEO turnover is
small. For instance, Chang and Wong's (2004), who examined CEO turnover in
Chinese firm during the period 7995-2000, reported that there was only about 4%o of
CEO turnovers \ilere dismissals, and there was over 50% of CEO tumovers \ilere
changes of job and contract expiration. Firth et al (2006) also identified a small
percentage of the cases as forced replacement. Meanwhile, Kato and Long (2006a)
ignored the difference between voluntary and involuntary CEO turnover. With regard to
Vietnamese enterprises, Freeman and Nguyen (2006) suggested that the disclosure of
information by listed firms in Vietnam to public is slow and incomplete.
Based on those points, this study excludes the distinction between voluntary and
involuntary CEO turnover. Thus, CEO turnover is measured by changes in CEO
positions in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Consequently, defining general directors as
CEOs in Vietnamese-listed enterprises, the dependent variable (TURNOVER) is a
dummy variable equal to one if there is a replacement in the general director (CEO)
position during the fiscal year and zero otherwise. It is suitable to implement the logistic
regression models in order to measure the determinants of CEO turnover.
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5.5.2. Independent variables
In pursuit of the aim of this study, defining and measuring independent variables rs
important. Those steps help to examine the determinants of CEO turnover. Therefore,
this section attempts to express how independent variables in this study are defined and
measured.
5.5.2.1. Firmperþrmance
As discussed above, firm performance is a key determinant of CEO turnover. Since firm
performance could be presented and measured by frnancial performance, accounting
performance, stock performance or others measurements, measurement of firm
performance has a vital role in the research, Indeed, the previous studies had used
various measurements of firm performance in researching the effects of firm
performance on CEO turnover. Besides, it is suggested that there is no single general
measure of fìrm performance in studying CEO replacement (Lausten, 2002).
In a notable study of Denis and Denis (1995), it was suggested that CEO turnover was
basically the result of significantly poor operating performance. Meanwhile, accounting
performance includes expenses divided by sales, inventory loss, defects, sales return
and total operating expenses divided by sales (Wright et al., 2005). However, financial
measures seem to be the common measurement of firm performance. Most empirical
examinations of the impact of fîrm performance on CEO turnover have traditionally
used various financial measures: Tobin's Q or its proxy (Yermack, 1996), return on
assets, profitability, capital employed, and percentage of sales resulting from new
products (Selvarajan et al., 2007; Hsu et al., 2007), sales revenue, return on equity,
stock returns (Bhagat et al., 1999), earnings per share, return on investment and net
income after tax (Grossman, 2000). Indeed, the measures implemented in the prior
studies are able to be classified into two groups which are market based measures and
accounting based measures. According to Kapopoulos and Lazatetou (2007), the
implementation of the measures is different following authors. For instance, Tobin's Q,
which is one of market based measures, is based on the perception of investors. Hence,
it is influenced by the psychology of investors and the predictions of future events such
as manipulation, herd behaviour etc. On the other hand, measures following accounting-
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based are considered to reflect a backward looking and accounting standards in a
country (Kapopoulo s and Lazaretou, 2007).
With regard to those measures above, it leads to choose a measure which would reliably
capture f,rrm performance's essential aspects. However, this task has become more
important in transition economies regarding the characteristics of these economies. For
instance, underdeveloped stock market and poor accounting standards lead the
implementation of performance measures based on assets, capital stock or equity to be
less emphasis (Bevan et a1.,2001; Muravyev et a1.,2009). On the other hand, Yermack
(1996) suggested that the implementation of Tobin's Q, which is considered as a
traditional measure, is to represent expected performance of firm in long-term run.
However, the implementation of Tobin's Q seems to be virtually ruled out, since there
is an absence or very limited role of the stock market in transition countries. Besides,
the reliability of the capital stock data is reduced by several problems related to the
characteristics of transition countries (Muravyev et a1.,2009). Regarding this limitation
in transition countries, accounting measures seem more appropriate. Moreover, Kaplan
(1994a, b) pointed out that accounting measure have been used more frequently in the
literature on CEO turnover.
In order to overcome the absence and limitation of the role of the stock market in
transition countries, the share of exports in sales is suggested by Bevan et al. (2001) as a
useful measure of firm performance. Meanwhile, Gibson (2003) advised using
accounting-based measures such as earnings before taxes and interest scaled by assets,
growth in sales, and the change in earnings scaled by lagged assets. In another study,
Earle (1998) and Kouznetsov and Muravyev (2001) stated that labour productivity
might be the most suitable performance measure. Nevertheless, this measure is only
suitable for analysis in short-term, since it is based on the assumption that there is no
change in the level of capital (Muravyev et a1.,2009). Hence, in studying CEO turnover
in the Ukraine Muravyev et al. (2009) used a variety of proxies to measure performance
such as return on assets, return on sales, and labour productivity. Similarly, the
measures based on accounting ratios are commonly implemented in the previous studies
in China on CEO turnover (Firth et al. 2006; Kato and Long, 2006a,b; Chi and Wang,
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2009; Liao et al., 2009; Wang, 2010) in compared to a few studies which consider
market-based measures such as Firth et al. (2006) and Kato and Long (2006a,b).
According to previous research, firm performance (PERFORMANCE) therefore rs
measured by using three often used accounting measures, which are return on asset
(ROA), profit margin (MARGIN), and earning per share (EPS). According to Kato and
Long (2006a), firm performance in the literature of CEO replacement can be measured
by either current or previous period. Besides, it is suggested that the implementation of
current or pervious period to measure firm performance depends on the occurring time
and decision of replacement. In Vietnamese firms, CEO replacements might occur in
the first quarter of the fiscal year, even though the decision of CEO dismissal could be
made at the end of the previous year. Moreover, Vietnamese-listed firms in which the
shareholder meeting is normally held at the beginning of the fiscal year and therefore in
when the official decision of replacement may be announced. Along with those
situations, firms which experience CEO turnover in the second half of this fiscal year
could be accounting for the power and frequency of BOM's meetings. In this type of
frrms, the decisions of CEO dismissal are more likely to be made if CEOs are
responsible for poor performance. Based on the facts in Vietnamese firms, firm
performance in this study is designed to be a measure based on the curent period by
three proxies which are EPS, ROA and MARGIN. The strategy is consistent with the
measures undertaken in studies of Huson et al. (2001), Firth et al. (2006), Chang and
Wong (2009), Liao et al. (2009), and You and Du (2012).
Furthermore, Kato and Long (2006a) advised to adjust firm performance in order to
across differences between firms in different industries. It is believed that f,rrm
performance is more accurate by implementing industry adjustment. It is also able to
mitigate econometric problems and to minimize the effect outside of a CEO's
responsibilify (Firth et a1.,2006). Following this advice, the study will, therefore, apply
industry adjustment to the three proxies of firm performance. The adjusted values are
calculated as below;
ADJEPS = sign(EPS- IDMe)- y'/(EPS-lDMe)/
ADIROA = sign(ROA- IDMr) * y'/(ROA- IDMr)/
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ADJMARGIN = sign(MARGIN - IDMm) * y'/vlenClN - IDMm)/
In those equations above, IDM', IDM, and IDM. are the median values of industries for
ROA, MARGIN and EPS. Additionally, the median values of each industry are
calculated based on the data of observed firms in same industry. The reason for using
median values instead of mean values is suggested by Kang and Shivdasani (1995),
Murphy (1999), Firth et al. (2006), and Kato and Long (2006a), You and Du (2012). As
a result, mean value might be affected by normal distribution of the data which leads the
data description to be distorted. Therefore, implementation of median value helps to
provide relative values for analysis of the research. Consequently, the industry-adjusted
values which are ADJEPS, ADJROA, and ADJMARGIN are used instead of the three
proxies EPS, ROA, and MARGIN in this study.
Along with those proxies above, three other proxies which are computed based on the
three accounting performance proxies (EPS, ROA and MARGIN) are the average
values of EPS, ROA and MARGIN. Particularly, the average values are AEPS, AROA,
and AMARGIN, which are calculated by the mean of the current and period year after
implementing industry adjustment. Indeed, the group of proxies are designed to
examine CEO turnover when a CEO is responsible for both current and previous years.
It is also able to explain the replacement which occurs in the first half of a fiscal year.
5.5.2.2. OwnershipVariables
The section is designated to identify and present how to measure the relation of
ownership structure to CEO turnover in Vietnamese enterprises. It is to ensure that the
effects of variables under ownership structure concept are addressed and are
measureable. As mentioned in Chapter Two and Chapter Four, ownership types and
ownership concentration are considered to distinguish the influences of ownership
structure on CEO turnover. In fact, there are a variety of studies which have paid
attention to the role of ownership structure related to its effects either on CEO turnover
or firm performance. Also, those studies have provided various measures of ownership
structure in researching its effects on CEO turnover. Particularly, they suggested a
variety of ways to classifi, the types of ownership and measure the level of
concentration in ownership. However, it is necessary to consider the voting rights of
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shareholders before looking at classifications of ownership types and measurement
methods of ownership concentration.
In fact, it is hard to gather the proportion of small shareholders in listed companies.
Besides, it is necessary to realise the role of large shareholders who have rights to vote
in listed enterprises. Indeed, there is the difference between shareholding and voting
rights. Particularly, the size of shareholdings is not only considered as a proxy for the
owner's motivation but it also indicates the power and impact of owners. Besides, the
fact shows that in corporate governance, there are certain shareholder groups which
might hold voting rights that are disproportionate to their stakes. Hence, data on voting
rights must be considered. Especially, ownership data needs to distinguish the voting
rights and not the mere level of shareholdings and therefore the ownership concentration
needs to be measured. Regarding the voting rights, Reneboog (2000) and Holderness
(2003) suggested that the shareholders who owned more than 5%o of company's shares
are considered as block-holders. Furthermore, corporate governance disclosure rules,
including the ones imposed on companies by the Securities Law 2006, usually stipulate
that those shareholdings that exceed the 5%o threshold be disclosed. The data of those
shareholders is easier to collect and is helpful to measure the effects of ownership
structure in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Hence, the shareholders or shareholding
percentages to be used in this study are based on the information of shareholders who
owned at least 5% threshold of company's share.
Considering the methods of classification of ownership types, Reneboog (2000)
suggested classif,ring ownership into eight classes which are holding companies, banks,
investment companies, insurance companies, commercial and industrial companies,
families and individual investors, regional or federal authorities, and realty investment
companies. Similarly, Franks, Mayer and Renneboog (2001) classified shareholders into
the followingT categories: company, institutional investor, founder or family member,
government, board member, individual, and CEO (but not founder or founding family
member). Meanwhile, an early study on ownership in China by Sun and Tong (2003)
classified the ownership structure of the Chinese-listed firms into three primary groups:
state shares, legal entity shares and public shares. These categories are based on the
common fact in China that the majority of listed companies are SOE. In particular, the
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state is commonly holding about 1/3 of the total shares in orderto enable influences of
the government over the listed firms, while, legal entity shares represent about 1/4 of
the total shares. On the other hand, public shares are tradable on the stock market and
represent about l/3 of the total shares.Later, Firth et al, (2006) who have studied CEO
turnover in China have applied three variables to measure ownership which are
government, legal entity share ownership and foreign shareholders, However, those
variables fail to distinguish large shareholders who are individuals in listed companies.
Along with those studies, Chen et al. (2006) defined ownership classes including
government, legal entities, individual and foreign. As time goes, the kinds of ownership
in China are diversified. Thus, a later study of Shen and Lin (2009) suggested a
category of ownership variable includes the total percentage of shares owned by
different kinds of owners, the percentage of shares owned by the largest owner and the
largest owner of a company. Together, Chi and Wang (2009) used two groups of
owners which are state and non-state groups, In detail, the state group includes direct
ownership by the Chinese Ministry of Finance and State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission (SASAC), ownership of state corporations and public
institutes, whereas the non-state group includes private companies, family or individual,
and foreign shareholders.
In Vietnam, there are similar classes of owner with the classes in China. Particularly,
the largest shareholders in listed enterprises are state ownership including direct
investment of the Ministry of Finance and state corporations. Also, there are individuals
or family acting as large shareholders in privately controlled listed enterprises. Further,
large shareholders may be private companies such as limited liability companies or
multiple member limited liability companies. Meanwhile, there are a small proportion
of foreign investors in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. One of the objectives in this study
is to examine the impact of non-state institutions and individuals on CEO turnover.
Thus, the classification of ownership types is to distinguish these ownership types. In
fact, there are three major types of shareholding exist in the Vietnamese stock market.
The largest shareholding type is the state shareholding which includes ownerships
belonging to the local and central governments, and SOEs. Besides, the legal entities
which are normally controlled by the government are considered as the second
shareholding type. The third shareholding type is non-state shareholdings which include
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individual investors and private institutions. Therefore, this paper uses the category of
ownership including three kinds of ownership which are state, non-state institutions and
individual.
As mentioned above, it is difficult to gather the information of shareholders who own
firm shares under 5olo. Besides, the information of the proportion of institutional or
individual shareholding is not reported in all frrms' annual reports. Therefore, the
ownership variables are designed as dummy variables. In detail, state ownership
(STATE) equals one if there is at least one state shareholder holding 20Yo threshold of
firm shares, and equals zero otherwise. In addition, the proportions of state shareholding
include both direct and indirect investment of Vietnamese Governments, investment of
the Ministry of Finance, state corporations and other state institutes. Meanwhile, non-
state institutional ownership (INST) is a dummy variable equal to one if there is a non-
state institution or private company which owns 200lo threshold of firm shares and
equals zero otherwise. Similarly, individual shareholding variable is zero if there is no
individual holding 20%o threshold of firm shares and is equal to one otherwise. The
reason for choosing 20% threshold as the cutting point to measure influences of
ownership types is that it follows the suggestion of corporate control literature. For
instance, Cornett et al. (2009) and Dinç (2005) pointed out that a shareholder holding
20o/o threshold is considered to have sufficient influences on firm performance as well
as the corporate govemance system of a firm. Hence, the cutting point is able to define
the effects of ownership types on CEO turnover.
Regarding ownership concentration, the prior studies provide two different measures
which are implementation of dummy variables and Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (HHI).
For example, Chi and Wang (2009) set up four types of listed enterprises in order to
measure the effects of both ownership types and ownership concentration. In detail, they
defined state and non-state listed enterprises and divided each type following the
shareholding percentage. The used cuffing point is 25o/o threshold of shares and
therefore enterprises which have a shareholder owning at least 25%o threshold of shares
are considered as having a high level of concentration in ownership. Comparing to the
study of Chi and Wang (2009), Kato and Long (2006b) also employed a dummy
variable to present ownership concentration. However, they identify that enterprises
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which have a shareholder owning over 50olo threshold of shares have a high level of
concentration in ownership. Differing from those studies, other studies which
considered the effects of ownership concentration applied HHI index such as, Reneboog
(2000), Chen et al. (2006) and Ding et al. (2009). The difference among the studies
which applied HHI index is the number of shareholders which were used to calculate. In
particular, Reneboog (2000) calculated the HHI index based on the 3 largest
shareholders according to the category of owner. Meanwhile, Chen et al. (2006) and
Ding et al. (2009) use HHI to evaluate the concentration of shares held by the top l0
stockholders, excluding the controlling one. In comparing between the two methods, it
seems to reveal that the HHI index is able to capture and present the level of ownership
concentration more clearly than implementation of dummy variables. Hence, this study
decided to employ the HHI index to measure ownership concentration in Vietnamese
enterprise.
Based on the discussion above, a variable (CONC) is designated to measure ownership
concentration in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. As Le-Minh and Walker (2008)
suggested, in Vietnamese-listed enterprises the number of shareholders holding more
than 5Yo of a company's shares is around 5. Thus, this study is going to use the five
largest shareholders in Vietnamese-listed enterprises to calculate the HHI index.
Consequently, the measure of concentration implemented in this study is the HHI,
which is defined as follows:
n
HHI =
where St is the shareholding proportion of a blockholder i in a given ftrm, and n is the
top 5 shareholders having more than 5o/o of votes. In general terms, a value of HHI
ranges from 0 to 10,000 and reflects the level of ownership concentration. Particularly,
the higher value of HHI represents the higher level of ownership concentration is.
5.5.2.3. Boørdcomposition
The previous studies on the relation of board composition with CEO tumover,'focused
on the effects of board independence on CEO tumover. In other words, it can be
I'r
í=L
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understood that outside directors who are concerned as independent directors on a board
increase the likelihood of CEO turnover (Hermalin and Weisbach, 1988; Beasley, 1996;
Brunello, Graziano, and Parigi, 2003; Hwang and Kim, 2009; Fahlenbrach et a1.,2010;
Ertugrul and Krishnan, 2011). These studies which pointed out the effects of outside
directors on CEO turnover, have researched on developed countries. Meanwhile, there
are a limited number of studies, which focused on the effects of board independence on
CEO tumover, were undertaken in transition economies. However, Kato and Long
(2006a) presented a statement that the percentage of independent directors has positive
correlation to CEO turnover. Therefore, in terms of board composition, this paper
focuses on defining and measuring the percentage of independent directors on the board
of Vietnamese-listed enterprises. It is clearly to define that the percentage of
independent directors (OUTSIDER) can be measured by the ratio of independent
directors on board to the total number of directors.
Together with measuring the number of independent directors on boards, it is important
to define which directors are independent. In an early study on the impacts of
independent directors on CEO turnover, Hermalin and Weisbach (1988) classified each
director following his principal occupation. Particularly, full-time employees of the
corporation were designated as insiders. Directors who did not work full-time for the
corporation were classified as outsiders. In order to distinguish clearly the independence
of outsiders, Hermalin and Weisbach (1988) classified the third kind of directors who
are closely associated with the firm as "grey" directors. In detail, grey directors who
were classified as grey because of business dealings were often lawyers, bankers,
consultants, or investment bankers. Since there is a conflict of interest, problems
inherent in having investment bankers on the board (Mace, l97l), investment bankers
were always designated as greys (Hermalin and Weisbach, 1988). Similar to Hermalin
and Weisbach (1988), later studies also define independent directors as outsiders who
are not currently employed by the firm (Beasley, 1996; Fahlenbrach et al., 2010;
Ertugrul and Krishnan, 201l).
In a notable study of Hwang and Kim (2009), independent directors are classified in
detail. In particular, they used two classifrcations of director independence, which are a
new measure and a conventional measure. Indeed, the conventional measure is similar
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to the prior studies which designates the independent directors are not former or current
employees either of the firm or of the firm's subsidiaries, a managers' relative, a
supplier or customer of the firm, a recipient of charitable funds, or a provider of
professional services. Meanwhile, the new measure defines an independent director is
classifred as a person who is both socially and conventionally independent. In detail,
directors are considered as socially independent unless they have something in common
with the CEO, such as having been in military service, or studied in the same university,
or being born in the same region, or sharing a third-party connection via other directors,
or having the primary employment in the same industry, or having the same academic
discipline (Hwang and Kim, 2009).
Following the discussion above, it indicated that prior studies commonly classifo
independent directors as outsiders who are not current or former employees, and are not
closely associated with the firm, It is believed that the classification is appropriate to
this study. Besides, the disclosure of information regarding the Vietnamese case is
limited and therefore it is hard to gather the information according to the new measure
of independent directors defined by Hwang and Kim (2009). Besides, Vietnamese-listed
enterprises follow the two-tier board structure. In the two-tier board structure, there are
two boards which are the BOM and the Control Board. Hence, it is necessary to def,rne
which board is similar to the board of director in the one-tier system. In fact, the BOM
is more similar to board of directors in the one-tier system. As a result, it is responsible
for the daily operation of the firm and monitoring a CEO. Meanwhile, the Control
Board monitors the behaviour of the board and executives. In addition, the members of
the Control Board usually are former or current employees of the fìrm (Bui and Nuino,
2003). Indeed, the operation of the Control Boards in Vietnamese enterprises seems to
be more formalistic and operating as a department where the decisions of the BOM and
CEO are legalised. Hence, it seems to be more appropriate to consider the BOM in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises as the board of directors in one-tier board structure.
Consequently, this study defines the independent director variable as the percentage of
independent directors on the BOM. In addition, independent directors are designated as
outsiders who are not current or former employees of the firm, and not closely
associated with the firm by having business dealing with the firm such as, lawyers,
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bankers, consultants, or investment bankers. This measure is similar to the studies of
Hermalin and Weisbach (1988), Beasley (1996), Brunello, Grcziano, and Parigi (2003),
Fahlenbrach et al., (2010) and Ertugrul and Krishnan (201l).
5.5.2.4. CEO ownership
In accordance to Bhagat et al. (1999), the appropriate measure of director shareholding,
which is identified in the most literature on director shareholding and corporate
performance, is the shareholding percentage of directors. In this case, regarding CEO
ownership as director ownership could be inappropriate. Since the aim of this study is
trying to reveal the effects of CEO ownership on CEO turnover, the measure of CEO
ownership is required to express the power of the CEO and its effects on CEO turnover.
According to literature, CEO ownership weakens the likelihood of CEO turnover
(Denis, Denis, and Sarin, 1997;Dahya, Lonie and Power, 1998; Brunello et a1.,2003).
Indeed, the prior studies have tried to measure CEO ownership in order to defrne
whether a CEO is concerned as a shareholder in a firm. For example, Brunello et al.,
(2003) defined the CEO ownership variable as a dummy variable which will take value
of one when the CEO is a member of the controlling family or a controlling
shareholder, and zero otherwise. Meanwhile, Dedman (2003) designate two dummy
variables to measure CEO ownership and indicate a reduction in the protection from
dismissal offered to CEOs by share ownership. The first indicator variable, which is
designated based on the study of Salancik and Pfeffer (1980), is a dummy variable
taking the value of one if the CEO holds at least 4Yo firm shares. Following the
ownership limit implemented by Dahya et al. (1998), Dedman (2003) defined the
second variable is an indicator variable which will take the value of one if the CEO
holds at least l%o of the firm shares. On the other hand, Kim and Lu (201l) measure the
percentage stock ownership held by a CEO in order to express the voting right of a
CEO. As a result, voting right plays a vital role on expressing the power of CEOs. It
reveals CEOs' ability to make decisions or the level of entrenchment.
Following the measures of CEO ownership in the prior studies, this study designates the
CEO ownership variable (CEOWN) as a dummy variable which will take a value of one
if the CEO holds more than 5%o of firm's shares, and zero otherwise. This measurement
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is similar to the measurements undertaken by Dedman (2003) and Brunello et al.
(2003). In comparison to the measurement applied by Dedman (2003), this study
implements only one indicator variable. Meanwhile, this measure differs to the measure
of Brunello et al. (2003) by using the threshold of CEO ownership at 5Yo of firm's
shares. In this study, an individual who is holding 5o/o or more is considered as a
blockholder. In fact, a CEO being a block-holder will have more power by having a
voting right (Kim and Lu, 2011). Therefore, he or she could reduce the likelihood of
CEO turnover. It is argued that a CEO who is acting as a large shareholder may attempt
to maximise firm value if he or she holds a significant amount of his or her firm shares.
Also, the CEO ownership would improve the shareholder-manager goal congruence and
reduce the need of disciplinary action (Denis, Denis, and Sarin, 1997;Dahya, Lonie and
Power, 1998).
5.5.3. Controlvariable
Following Chapter Four, there are six other factors which also have impact on CEO
turnover. These factors in this study are considered as control variables in the logistics
regression model. Hence, this section represents and discusses the measures of the
variables with appropriate reference to related prior studies.
5.5.3.1. Firm leverage
Even though the effects of leverage on CEO turnover have received little attention tn
previous studies, its effects have been approved. Since firm leverage is considered as a
control variable, the measure of firm leverage needs to be designated. Simply, leverage
is understood and measured by the ratio of the book value of long-term debt to the book
value of total assets (Adams and Mansi, 2009).In the studies of CEO turnover, leverage
is also normally measured in the same way (Denis and Sarin, 1999; Cheng et al., 2008;
Claessensa et al., 2008; Adams and Mansi, 2009). Meanwhile, some studies have used
the mean leverage as another proxy to measure the effects of leverage on CEO turnover
(Mikkelson and Partch, 1997; Denis and Sarin, 1999; Franks et al., 2001). However, the
additional proxy is unnecessary and therefore firm leverage (LEVERAGE) in this study
is designated to measure the ratio of the book value of long-term debt to the book value
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of total assets. The variable is calculated for each year of observed firms by collecting
data from listed enterprises in Vietnam.
5.5.3.2. Firm size
In order to measure the effects of firm size on CEO turnover, this paper designates a
variable (FSIZE) as a control variable in the regression models. In accordance with the
finding of Boone et al. (2007), the operation of firm which have large size is usually
complex. Furthermore, firm size has been observed as a control variable in several
studies of CEO turnover (Parrino, 1997; Lausten, 2002; Eriksson et al., 2001; Kato and
Long, 2006b), However, the measure of fîrm size is different, For example, the most
two common proxies of firm size implemented in previous studies are number of
employees and sales revenue (Muth and Donaldson, 1998), In fact, several studies
implemented the logarithm of sales as a proxy for firm size (e.g., Yermack, 1996;
Brickley et al., 1997; Denis et al., 1997; Bhagat and Black, 1999; Shen and Cannella,
2002;Dedman,2003; Aivazianetal.,2005; Sponholtz,2006). Meanwhile, afew studies
measured firm size by the number of the employees (e.g., Farrell and Whidbee, 2003;
Aivazian et a1.,2005; Kato and Long, 2006b).
On the other hand, Brookman and Thistle (2009) suggested that many previous studies
measure frrm size as the book value of assets and the measure is theoretically more
appropriate (Gadhoum, 1998; Gedajlovic and Shapiro, 1998; Bloom and Milkovich,
1998; Barnhart and Rosenstein, l99S). Indeed, Liao et al. (2009) indicated that both
total assets and total sales are proxies for firm size and they can be interchanged. In fact,
there are many studies have measured firm size via the natural log of total assets
(Conyon, 1997;Xu and Wang, 1999;Farrell and Whidbee,2003; Aivazianetal.,2005;
Berry et al., 2006; Firth et al, 2006; Wang, 20 10). Therefore, this study will implement
the natural log of total assets for measuring firm size.
5.5.3.3. Board sìze
According to Parrino and Weisback (1999), board size is considered as a determinant of
CEO turnover. Particularly, larger boards are less likely to dismiss poorly performing
CEOs, while the likelihood of CEO turnover is increased for firms having smaller
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boards (Yermack, 1996; Wu, 2000). Regarding the size of board, prior studres
commonly measure board size by the total number of board directors (Yermach, 1996;
Bhagat and Black, 2002; Adam and Mehran, 2003; Coles et al., 2008; Ertugrul and
Krishnan, 20ll). Horilever, those studies are undertaken in a one-tier system of board in
which there is an only board of directors. Regarding the Vietnamese case, there are two
boards which are BOM and Control Board. It is called the two-tier board system and is
similarly implemented in German or Chinese companies. Therefore, it is important to
define which board or both of the boards are used to measure the number of directors on
board.
In accordance to the studies of CEO turnover undertaken in the two tier boards system,
there is no distinction or comparison between the two-tier board system and one-tier
system, For example, Kaplan (1994) fails to distinguish the differences between the
corporate governance of German companies and U.S companies and ignores the
differences on effects of the board size on CEO turnover. Meanwhile, there are few
studies which have focused on the effects of board size on CEO turnover in China. They
seem to consider the BOM (board of directors in some studies) similar to the board of
directors on a one-tier board structure. Thus, the measure of board size is the number of
directors on the BOM (Shen and Lin, 2009; Wang 2010). As discussed above, there is
similar a situation in Vietnam. Additionally, the board of management is considered
more appropriate2. Finally, the board size (BSIZE) variable in this study is designated to
measure the number of directors on the BOM in Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
5.5.3.4. CEO age
Theoretically, CEO age enables one to distinguish the difference between forced
turnover and natural turnover. Kato and Long (2006a) stated that to control for CEO age
is particularly important since the researcher is unable to separate CEO turnover due to
normal retirement from disciplinary turnover. Based on the previous studies already
mentioned and which measured the effects of CEO age on CEO turnover, there are two
major designations for CEO age variable which are a dummy variable (e.g. Huson et al.,
2001; Goyal and Park, 2002; Berry et al., 2006; Coles et al., 2008) and the age of CEO
2 See fufiher in Section 4.5.2.3
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at the observed time (e.g. DeFond and Park, 2001; Bhagatand Bolton, 2008; Ertugrul
and Krishnan,20ll). Particularly, the studies which implemented a dummy variable
had tried to distinguish natural turnover and forced turnover (Huson et al., 2001). For
example, Berry et al, (2006) implement a dummy variable to measure CEO age. The
dummy variable takes the value of I if departing CEO was between 64 and 66, and
equals 0 otherwise. Indeed, DeFond and Park (1999) stated that mandatory retirement at
the age of 65 is considered as an important reason for CEO dimissal. Similarly, Goyal
and Park (2002) suggest using a dummy variable when the reported reasons for CEO
departures are often not reliable. Besides, previous studies typically assume that
turnover of CEOs around age 65 are more likely due to normal retirements than to
forced departures. However, a dummy variable seems to be unable to reveal the
voluntary turnover when a CEO passed the age of normal retirement. With regard to
Weisbach (1988), voluntary resignations are more likely when the CEO is between 64
and 66 years of age. Besides, a dummy variable is difficult to show the effects of CEO
age on CEO turnover since it implements a cut-off age.
In fact, several prior studies have implemented both a dummy variable and the age of
CEO in order to capture the effects of CEO age on CEO turnover. For example, Murphy
and Zimmerman (1993) indicated two CEO-age-related variables are which includes the
age of the CEO and a dummy variable indicating whether the CEO is age 64 or 65.
Similarly, Farrell and Whidbee (2003) and Linck et al. (2008) implemented CEO age to
proxy for the length of time to retirement, as well as an indicator variable for CEOs who
are older than 60. In fact, using both proxies for CEO age helps those researchers to
express the effects of CEO age in different types of CEO turnover. Inasmuch as those
studies had classified types of CEO turnover. In comparison, this study does not attempt
to distinguish the different types of CEO turnover, since the reasons of turnovers are not
collected. Moreover, the literature suggested that younger CEOs are more likely to be
dismissed than older CEOs (Warner et al., 1988; Jensen and Murphy, 1990). Therefore,
the required measure of CEO age has to reveal the effects of age on the likelihood of
CEO turnover. Also, there are very few companies in Vietnam, which are privately
controlled, have retirement policies. Consequently, CEO age (AGE) variable is
measured by the age of CEO at the observed time.
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5.5.3.5. CEO dualiry and CEO tenure
In accordance with the literature reviewed in the Chapter Two, CEO duality presents the
leadership structure of board. Furthermore, CEO duality is able to represent the power
of a CEO. Basically, CEO duality refers to a situation when a single individual holds
concurrently CEO position and the chairman of the board. Simply, CEO duality variable
is commonly designated following prior studies as a dummy variable which equals I if
the CEO and the chairman is the same individual and 0 if otherwise (Fan et aL,2007).
Therefore, CEO duality (DUALITY) variable in this study is a dummy variable which
takes the value of I if a CEO is currently chairman of the BOM in listed enterprises and
takes the value of 0 otherwise,
Theoretically, CEO tenure seems to have a similar role to CEO ownership as a proxy
for management entrenchment (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988). Besides, CEO
tenure reflects the CEO power and therefore the more power a CEO has, the longer
her/his tenure (Allen and Panian, 1982; Hermalin and Weisbach, 1998; Hambrick and
Fukutomi, 1991; Ocasio,1994). According to Shen and Cannella (2002), CEO tenure is
designated as a as a dummy variable which equals 1 if the CEO is dismissed in early
years of tenure and equals 0 otherwise. The tenure is designated a cut-off by selected
five years of tenure. Holever, this measure is inappropriate to distinguish the effects of
CEO tenure on CEO turnover. Indeed, this paper attempts to examine the relationship
between the length of tenure and CEO turnover. As Goyal and Park (2002) suggested,
the length of being CEO can reveal its effects on CEO turnover either positively or
negatively. Particularly, when long tenure is a clue that the CEO is closer to retirement,
the relationship between CEO turnover and CEO tenure seems to be positive.
Nevertheless, CEOs having longer tenure are able to have established a power base over
time. Thus, it is suggested that CEO turnover is negatively related to CEO tenure
(Salancik and Meindl, 1984). Hence, the proxy of CEO tenure needs to be expressed in
the length of tenure. Based on the prior studies, thus measuring the effects of CEO
tenure on CEO turnover, the time the CEO has been in position is a proxy for the CEO
tenure (TENURE) variable in this study. This follows the measure in the studies of
Goyal and Park (2002), Bhagat and Bolton (2008), and Chang and Wang (2009),
Bushman et al. (2010).
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5.6. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Following the defînition of research model and variables, this section represents the
analysis procedure of this study in order to examine the determinants of CEO turnover.
Firstly, the development of logistic regression is presented. It points out the
development process of the regression models in this study in order to test the
hypotheses. Lastly, the rest of this section describes analysis methods which are
implemented to analyse the collected data.
5.6.1. The development of logistic regression models
Based on Section 4.5 above, it is clear that variables which are applied in the research
model are defined. Therefore, the defined research model (4) in Section 4.4.2 can be
expressed as;
(5) TURNOVERi: Þo + PTPERFORMANCEi+ B2STATE¡+ p3INSTi+ P4INDVi+
BsFORi + poCONCi + PTOUTSIDER¡ + pICEOWN¡ * þsZi+E
In the model (5), PERFORMANCE is firm performance; STATE, INST, INDV are
dummy variables which present the presence of state, non-state and individual
shareholding; CONC is the measure of concentrated ownership; OUTSIDER measures
the percentage of independent in the BOM; CEOWN presents the proportion of shares
holding by CEOs; and Z exhibits the control variables which include firm leverage, firm
size, board size, CEO age, CEO tenure, and CEO duality. Indeed, the model (5) above is
considered as the benchmark model and is able to test the first group of hypotheses
which are Hypotheses la-g, 2a-c, 3a-c. Those hypotheses are defined to examine the
determinants of CEO turnover.
Moving to the hypotheses outlined in Section 3.3.2,the task is to measure the sensitivity
of various factors on the CEO turnover-performance link. Those factors include state
ownership, non-state institutional ownership, individual ownership, the level of
concentrated ownership, the percentage of independent on board, and CEO ownership.
Practically, to test Hypothesis 4c, it is augmented the benchmark model (5) is
augmented by CONC, the concentrated ownership, and an interaction term involving
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CONC and PERFORMANCE. Particularly, the estimated coefficient on the interaction
term PERFORMANCE*CONCE will help to test the Hypothesis 4e, or whether CEO
turnover becomes less sensitive to performance when the level of concentration in
ownership structure is high. Similarly, to test the Hypothesis 4d, the interaction term
PERFORMANCE*OUTSIDER is added to augment the benchmark model. It would
present the effects of the percentage of independent directors on boards on the link
between firm performance and CEO turnover. Together, to measure the impacts of CEO
ownership on the link, another interaction, PERFORMANCE*CEOWN, is added'
Besides, the interaction PERFORMANCETSTATE expresses the effects of state
ownership. Meanwhile, the influence of non-state ownership including non-state
institutions and individuals on the link between CEO turnover and firm performance is
presented by the interactions which are PERFORMANCE*INST and
PERFORMANCE*INDV. Consequently, the benchmark model is augmented and
developed to new model below;
(6) TURNOVERi: Fo + PTPERFORMANCEi + P2STATEi+ p3INST¡+ P4INDVì+
psCONCi + BoOUTSIDER¡ + BzCEOWN¡ +
PePERFORMANCE¡ * STATE¡ + P1 r PERFORMANCET * INSTi +
p I oPERFORMANCE¡ * INDVi + B r r PERFORMANCEi * CONCi +
p I 2PERFORMANCEi * OUTSIDERi +
Br 3PERFORMANCEi*CEOWNi t þeZ¡ * e
Finally, the model (6) enables one to draw a comprehensive picture of CEO turnover in
Vietnamese-listed enterprise. Also, it is helpful for analysing the coefficient of the
determinants of CEO turnover through collected data.
5.6.2. Analysis methods
This section briefly describes the analysis methods used in the following chapters. In
fact, in an experimental study, there is a variety of statistical techniques which are able
to be implemented. First of all, descriptive statistical figures such as, the mean and
standard deviation of subjects responding 'yes'/'no' to particular questions can be used.
However, previous studies on CEO turnover suggest applying t-statistics and z-statistics
to test the turnover rates among observed firms (DeFond and Park, 1999; Goyal and
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Park, 2002; Firth et al., 2006; Kato and Long, 2006q' Chang and Wong, 2009). In
particular, DeFond and Park (1999) advised that the t-statistics is referring to t-tests
comparing the means, whereas the Z-statistics refer to Wilcoxon 2-sample tests
comparing the central tendency of the two samples. In the study of Firth et al. (2006), t-
statistics and Z-statistics are used to test for equality between the highest and lowest
quartiles based on firm performance. Similarly, Chang and Wong (2009) also use t-
statistics to analyse the relationship of firm performance with CEO turnover. Therefore,
this study follows suggestions from prior studies and is employing t-statistics and z-
statistics in order to analyse the effects of each determinants of CEO turnover. Along
with the suggested statistics, this study is going to apply Pearson correlation tests which
help to indicate the linear correlation between two variables. Hence, these correlation
tests are able to examine the correlation between variables designed in this study.
On the other hand, the strongest analysis method which is applied is the logistic
regression model. Actually, the model (5) enables one to estimate the likelihood of CEO
turnover given a set of repressors. Kato and Long (2006a) suggested implying the
maximum likelihood for estimating the coefficients of variables on research models. It
is believed that after regressing CEO turnover with the independent and control
variables, the group of Hypotheses 1,2, and 3 are able to be tested. Similarly, based on
the model (6) the group of Hypotheses 4a-f can be tested by employing the maximum
likelihood method. In another study, Chang and Wong (2009) implemented the Huber
(1964) and White (19S0) transformation method to estimate the model with adjustment
for within-cluster correlations for each CEO. Additionally, a Pearson correlation is
employed to test and find the corelations among the variables. This method was also
used by DeFond and Park (1999), and Goyal and Park (2002). Therefore, realizing there
are different methods to estimate and analyse the logistic regression model, it is
necessary to define the appropriate method for this study.
In fact, Hosmer and Lemeshow (1989) suggested that implementing the maximum
likelihood method for a single variable is not costly computational or a difficult task.
Nevertheless, when a research analysing large data sets with many variables, researches
should consider to implement the maximum likelihood estimates (Hosmer and
Lemeshow, 1989). However, employing maximum likelihood is useful for examining
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the frt of the logistic regression model in this study. Therefore, it is necessary to
implement this analysis. Consequently, this study employs a variety of analysis tools
which are maximum likelihood (Kato and Long, 2006a; Firth et al, 2006) and the
Pearson correlation method to find the correlation between variables (DeFond and Park,
1999; and Goyal and Park, 2002).
5.7. RESEARCH DATA
The section provides data sources which are used to collect data in order to examine the
determinants of CEO turnover in this study. Besides, the sampling method is presented
and further, the sample size of this study is indicated. Following those sub-sections, the
last sub-section is data gathering which exhibits the way of data collection in this
research.
5.7.1. Data sources
Since this study focuses on listed enterprises in Vietnam, some of the data sources
which can be used for collecting data are public. According to Article 104 of the
Securities Law 2006, listed enterprises have to publish their information about
accounting information and the replacement of a member of the BOM or the Board of
Members, the (General) Director or the Deputy (General) Director of their enterprises.
Also, the Law states that:
" ...the publication of information shall be conducted via the mass media
or printed matters of the publishing organisation or company or the
communication media of the Securities Trading Centre or Stock
Exchange."
(Clause 4, Article 100, the Securities Law,2006:52)
Following the Law, the two Securities Trading Centres in HoChiMinh and Hanoi can be
used as data sources for this study. Indeed, the necessary data was acquired from the
annual financial reports of listed enterprises that were disclosed on the Web pages of the
Ho Chi Minh Securities Exchange and the Hanoi Securities Exchange3. Up to the end of
2010, there were 277 enterprises listed on the HoChiMinh Securities Exchange and 368
3 http ://www.hsx.vn, http ://www.hastc.org.vn
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enterprises listed on the Hanoi Securities Exchange. Hence, the total listed enterprises
on the two centres are 646 enterprises including both private control enterprises and
SOEs. The necessary information relates to accounting information, stock information
and changes in the CEO position of listed enterprises.
Practically, in order to gain the information of CEO turnover, this study uses the
databases of HoChiMinh and Hanoi Securities Exchange Centres to identiSz for each
listed enterprise in each year whether CEO turnover \ryas experienced and whether the
CEO position and the Chairmanship are served by the same individual. Those databases
provide data on the starting year of each CEO's current term as well as the changes in
the position. Together, employing those databases, the information about the Board of
Management for each enterprise is gained. In accordance to the Securities Law 2006, if
there is any change of members of the BOM, the change will be published and
announced in the websites of listed enterprises as well as the web pages of those
centres.
On the other hand, regarding availability of accounting information from listed
enterprises' annual reports, the process of information discloser is slow in Vietnam, and
therefore publication of the reports might be late on the websites of the Securities
centres. Normally, the annual reports of previous years are available in the middle of the
following years. Due to this matter, other data sources, which can be implemented
instead of centres, are the enterprises' websites or the State Securities Commission.
Nevertheless, the same problem can occur when accessing the enterprises' websites. Hence,
accessing the data base of the State Securities Commission with hard copies enables one to
gain necessary information. Along with those data sources, the annual survey of
enterprises conducted by Vietnam's General Statistical Office (GSO) is another
comprehensive source of data. The combination of those data sources produces a more
pertinent and complete data set on Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Also, it allows
examining the determinants of CEO turnover in Vietnam.
5.7.2. Sampling method
In pursuit of the aim of this study to examine the determinants of CEO turnover, this
study measures the changes in CEO position, and evaluates the effects of CEO turnover
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determinants. Hence, the unit of observation in this study's analysis is the firm-year.
Using listed enterprises on Vietnamese Securities Exchange Centres, there are 646
enterprises counted at the end of 2010. If this study employs all of those enterprises
from the open time of the stock market to 2010, the number of observations conducted
from the eleven year observations would seem to be an overload for this study. Hence,
this section is designated to estimate the sample size and sampling method which are
appropriate to implement in order to examine the determinants of CEO turnover.
Particularly, the sample size that is needed to test the Hypotheses of this study is
estimated. Furthermore, the sampling method which reveals the sample of this study is
presented.
5.7.2,1. Reasonsfor the choice of the methodfor sample size determinalion
According to Dell, Holleran, and Ramakrishnan (2002), there are many statistics books
which have tables which help to compute sample size. Besides, recent statistical
programs also yield sample size when size of difference, significance level and power to
be detected are entered. However, it is required to define which statistical method is
suitable for this study. With regard to the implementation of logistic regression models
in this study, a variety of statistical methods to estimate sample size are considered. In
fact, Kelly and Maxwell (2003) suggest that when employing the logistic regression
model, testing null hypothesis has a vital role. Besides, researchers are able to gain a
better understanding of the phenomenon by understanding the likely range of the
parameter value rather than simply inferring the statistical significance of the parameter.
As one of the statistical methods, power analytic perspective can be used to estimate
sample size (Kelly and Maxwell, 2003). This method is often employed to make the
obtaining parameter estimates ate more reasonable probability and statistically
significant. However, point estimates for null hypotheses are seldom exactly true in
nature, even with po\iler analysis (PA) becoming more common (Cohen, 1994). Hence,
a given domain of research would have misleading results (Sedlmeier and Gigerenzer,
1989; Rossi,1990; Muller and Benignus,7992).
Following Hsieh, Bloch and Larsen (1998), researchers applied multiple logistic
regression attempts to test the effect of a specific covariate, possibly in the presence of
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other covariates, on the binary response variable. Thus, in order to test those, Alam, Rao
and Cheng (2010) reported that there are some common approaches of sample size used
in multiple regression analysis following Whittemore (1981), Hsieh et al. (1998), Self
and Mauritsen (1988) and Self et al. (1992). In particular, Self and Mauritsen (1988)
and Self et al. (1992) used generalized linear models and the score tests to estimate the
sample size through an iterative procedure. However, the approach is complicated and
iterative without an explicit formula (Hsieh et al, 1998; Alam et al,2010), and therefore
it is inappropriate for use in this study.
On the other approaches, Whittemore (1981) and Hsieh et al. (1998) have proposed
different methods for determining sample size in the context of testing the significance
of a slope parameter in logistic regression. Their sample size formulae have been
incorporated in some statistical software packages. Following Whittemore (1981), a
formula for small response probabilities which derived from the information matrix is
proposed (Alam et al, 2010). In particular, Whittemore (1981) presented an approximate
expression for Fisher's information matrix based on the moment generating function of
the distribution of the covariates. Indeed, Whittemore's formula is based on the
resulting asymptotic variance of the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters
(Shieh, 2001). Besides, an additional assumption which is implemented is that the
overall response probability is small. Considering the approaches following Hsieh et al
(1998), the critical idea is that the logistic regression problem can be viewed as a two-
sample problem. Based on this point of view, Hsieh et al (1998) provided a formula for
the approximate sizes of the sample required for simple logistic regression which is
used for comparing two means or for comparing two proportions. In order to calculate
the sample size for multiple logistic regressions, this formula is adjusted by a variance
inflation factor. Nevertheless, the calculations fail badly when the covariate is a discrete
probability distribution (Alam et aL,2010). Furthermore, both Whittemore (1981) and
Hsieh et al. (1998) formulas do not seem to meet the nominal levels of power for a
certain range of parameter values (Shieh, 2001).
Although the approach following Whittemore (19S1) incurs error in the nominal levels
of power, the approach is employed more frequently than the Hsieh et al (1998)
approach. It is modified in order to discover alternative methods of sample size
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estimation. For example, Hsieh (1989), Hsieh et al (1998), Shieh (2001) and Alam et al
(2010) have provided explicit formulae for determining the sample size based on the
approach of Whittemore (1981). Besides, the approach is based on the maximum
likelihood of logistic regression models for determining the sample size. Thus, it might
increase the robustness of the research models by examining the 'fitting of the models'
via the maximum likelihood. Therefore, the approach of Whittemore (1981) is applied
to estimate the needed sample size of this study.
5.7.2.2. Sample size estimation
Based on the logistic regression model, Whittemore (1981) made a variation to estimate
the needed sample size. As represented above, the logistic regression model can be
given as equation (7)
ef$)
n(x): @ (7)
In equation (7), Whittemore (1981) considered f(x) in a simple form as f(x) : To * Trx.
Hence, the equation (7) is presented as;
oyj + yLxn(x)=#* (B)
Further, the maximum likelihood is implied. To apply this method, it is necessary to
construct a likelihood function which represents the probability of the observed data as
a function of the unknown parameters. Following Hosmer and Lemeshow (2000),
estimating T0, T1 in the equation (09) is the principle of maximum likelihood.
eYo + Ytx
YT t-Yi
L(y) = ln[(y)] = 7I + eYo+YLx + eYo+YLx
N
n
í=L
(0e)
Based on the equation (09), Whittemore (1981) provided a formula to calculate sample
size N, which is;
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5A2
1+(1*Az)e-T
1[= 1+ z"Yo * (10)
eloA2 1+ 2e
Indeed, Whittemore (1981) employed two assumptions in order to measure the sample
size N. The first one assumes that yo is known and second one is eto*''/] = 1. Besides,
in typical sample size calculation, three ingredients are essential: size (o,), power (1 - P),
and specific alternative value of the parameter of interest (yl : A).
Following the equation (10), this study calculates the approximately N observations are
needed to detect an odds ratio of e5: 1.65 with o:.05 significance and I - P:.95
power. The result is approximately N : 582 observations (V/hittemore, 1981).
5.7.2.3. Sample recruitment
With regard to the limitation of this study, it is believed that observation of all listed
enterprises in the Vietnamese Securities Exchange Centres is difficult. Hence, this study
identified the sample size which ensures the efficiency of the experiment presented
above. According to Saunders (2007) non-probability sampling which means that all
units do not have the same chance to be selected. Under the judgemental sampling
method, researchers select units to be sampled based on their knowledge and
professional judgement. Particularly, the selection of sampling units is based on
knowledge of the condition or feature under investigation and on professional
judgement. It reveals that judgemental sampling is distinguished from probability-based
sampling in which inferences are not following statistical scientific theory. This method
is most commonly employed with small samples. For example, a case study has to be
particularly informative. Therefore, the target population is limited and depends entirely
on the accuracy and validþ of professional judgement. Aczel and Sounderpandian
(2003) argued that nonprobability sampling methods provide no objective way of
evaluating how far away from the population parameter our estimate may be. In
addition, recruited sample following judgemental method provide results that may be
biased. Besides, Saunders (2007) stated that probabilistic statements about parameters
(r"* "+ro)
*.
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are not possible. Thus, the recruited sample may not be a true representative of the
population of interest.
In comparison, probability sampling methods include simple random sampling,
systematic sampling, cluster sampling, and stratified random sampling (Saunders,
2007). Following these methods, the target population has a known and the member of
the population has non-zero chance of being selected into the sample. For example,
random sampling enables one to pick up samples randomly among population.
Meanwhile, a sample, which recruited according to stratified random sampling, is based
on comprising different groups where elements in each group are similar to one another
in some way (Aczel and Sounderpandian, 2008). Therefore, it is considered that those
methods are inappropriate to implement in this study. Corbetta (2003) suggested that a
judgemental method can produce effective sampling for a defensive decision by using in
conjunction with other sampling design, although the method has limitations.
Consequently, it leads this study to employ a non-probability sampling method which is
judgemental sampling,
In this study, the judgemental method is implemented under the purpose of estimation
of the observation time. As discussed above with the promulgation of the Enterprise
Law 2005 and the Securities Law 2006, the legal documents have created a charter for
listed enterprises in order to implement corporate governance systems. It is important to
this study, since this study examines the effects of various factors related to corporate
governance. Furthermore, the report systems and corporate governance systems have
been following a united system under the Laws. Thus, the collection and analysis based
on the corporate systems and reports of Vietnamese-listed enterprises are consistent.
Therefore, it is believed that the 2006 year is appropriate for the research to start
observation. Besides, the research conducts the data in f,rve (5) years period in order to
examine the effects of determinants of CEO turnover. Consequently, the observation
period is starting from 2006 to 2010.
Based on the defined observation period, from 2006 to 2010, it found that the number of
listed enterprises has increased year by year. This number reached 646 enterprises
listed in Hanoi and HoChiMinh Securities Exchange Centres by the end of December
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2010. When conducting the 646 enterprise to sample, the firm-year unit will be 1783
observations which are considered as an overload for this study. Regarding this
limitation, the judgemental method is applied in order to define an appropriate sample
to research. Indeed, to capture the change of CEO positions, and the effects of
determinants on CEO turnover decision such as, firm performance, ownership structure,
the percentage of independent directors, it is necessary to take continuous observations.
Hence, the recruited enterprises are expected to provide continuous data in order to
fulfil this aim. It means that recruited enterprises have to be observed in the period
2006-20t0.
Furthermore, the availability of information, corporate system and reports' system need
to be consistent. Therefore, it is arguable that the enterprises which listed after the year
2006 might provide differences in corporate governance and report system without the
Securities Law 2006 requirement. Based on this fact, it is believed that the enterprises
listed in the end of 2006 are able to fulfil the above requirements. Consequently, this
study applies all enterprises listed at the end of December 2006 in order to define the
sample size of the research. The number of the listed enterprises is 156 and the number
of firm-year observation is 780. In comparison to the estimated sample size, the number
of observation is over 582and can detect an odds ratio which ensures the 'frtting of the
logistic regression model'.
5.7.3. Datagathering
By choosing 156 Vietnamese-listed enterprises on the Securities Exchange Centres by
the end of December 2006, the data of those enterprises will be collected. Firstly,
accounting and financial information from 2006 to 2010 is gathered from the
enterprises' annual reports submitted to the two Securities Exchange Centres. Besides,
the number of employees in the enterprises is collected via the annual reports in order to
measure the size of enterprises. In fact, the annual reports are able to download on the
websites of the two Centres. Together, the information of curent CEOs in the
enterprises is gathered from the registration of the enterprises. Based on the
registrations, information of CEO age, CEO duality, and CEO tenure is collected. Also,
the information on ownership structure can be gathered via the registration. Similarly,
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the number of members and information on members on the BOMs are provided
through the registration.
In order to collect the changes in CEO positions, ownership structure and BOM
members, the information can be gathered by the announcements of those enterprises.
Indeed, the enterprises have to publish any major change related to ownership structure,
CEO ownership and member of BOM under the Securities Law 2006. However, the
information could be published via various ways such as, on the websites of Securities
Exchange Centres or enterprises' website or reports handed to the State Securities
Commission. Hence, depending on the availability of information, the information on
changes of ownership structure, CEO position and BOM are gathered via different data
sources. Notably, full profile of each member of BOM is needed. Since this study
attempts to measure the effect of independent directors on boards, it needs to follow a
variety of condition in order to define which member on board is independent.
Therefore, accessing the State Securities Commission's data base is necessary to gain
the information of members on BOMs.
5.8. SUMMARY
In summary, the research philosophy of this study is positivism. Besides, this study
implements a deductive approach. In particular, it is following the five stages as Robson
(1993) which are;
To comprise deducing a hypothesis
Expressing the hypothesis
Suggesting a relationship between two specific variables
Testing the operational hypothesis and subsequent examination of the outcome.
To modify the hypothesis based on the outcomes in case it is necessary'
Based on a series of hypotheses which are constructed to answer the research questions
in depth, this study will employ a logistics regression model in order to test the
hypotheses. Furthermore, the definition and the measures of the variables are defined.
The variables can be summarised as in the Table 5-l below.
a
a
a
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Table 5-l: Measures of Variables
Variables
Further, the development of the logistic regression model provides two models which
are implemented to test the hypotheses of this study. Also, the analysis procedure which
helps to analyse the collected data is presented (Figure 5-4).
Measure
Dependent Variable
CEO turnover (TURNOVER) A equal to one if there is a change in general
director during the fiscal yeæ and zero otherwise.
Independent Variables
Firm p erforma n ce ( PE RFO RMA NC E) Measured by industry adjusted return on æset (ADJROA), industry
adjusted profit margin (ADJMARGIN), and industry adjusted
eamings per share (ADJEPS). Besides, firm performance is also
meæured by average values of the three proxies (AROA, AEPS,
AMARGIN)
Ownershìp slruclure varißbles Including state ownership (STATE), non-state institutions and
private companies (INST), individual shareholders (INDV), and
concentrated ownership (CONC)
STATE, INST, INDV are dummy væiables equal to one if there is a
shareholder held20% threshold of firm share who is STATE, INST,
INDV, and equal zero otherwise.
CONC is measure by FIHI index.
Board composition (OUTSIDER) The percentage of independent directors measured by the ratio of
independent directors on the to the total number ofBOM directors
CEO ownership (CEOIW) is a dummy variable which will take a value of one if CEO holding
more than 5% of firm's shares, and zero otherwise.
Control Variables
Firm leverage (FLEVERAGE) is designated to measure by the ratio
debt to tlìe book value oftotal assets.
value oflong-term
Fìrm Size (FSTZE) the natural log oftotal assets
Board size (BSIZE) the number of directors on the BOM
CEO age (AGE) the age ofCEO in the observed yeæ
CEO duality (DUALITY) a dummy variable which takes the value of I if a CEO ts currently
chairman of Board of Management
CEO tenure (TENURE) is the time the CEO hæ been in the position
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Figure 5-4: Analysis procedure
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In order to ensure the effrciency of the process of experiment, the research data sources
are defined. By carefully considering the availability of required information, a variety
of data bases have been chosen for this study so that data will not be missed. The major
data bases comprise the data bases of HoChiMinh and Hanoi Securities Exchange
Centres, the State Securities Commission, the websites of listed enterprises and
Vietnam's General Statistical Office. Along with the research data source, the sampling
of this study is built based on indicating the needed sample size according to
Whittemore (1998) formula and judgmental sampling method. Indeed, Whittemore's
formula helps to estimate the approximate sample size for logistic regression models.
Meanwhile, the judgemental sampling method enables to define the observation period
and observed enterprises on Vietnamese stock markets. In detail, 156 listed enterprises
are selected with 780 firm-years observations. Consequently, the chapter provides a
comprehensive guide for the next chapter in order to analyse the collected data, It
ensures to provide good empirical findings for this study.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the collected data, which follows the designation indicated in Chapter
Five, is analysed. Firstly, descriptive statistics are performed in order to present and
descriptively analyse the data collected from Vietnamese-listed firms. In particular,
sample description generally represents the data of employed firms in this study's
sample. Furthermore, CEO turnover, firm characteristics, board characteristics, and
CEO characteristics are descriptively analysed. Indeed, the data description will bring
out basic observations of listed firms in Vietnam.
Together with data description, the chapter is going to examine the correlation between
variables defined in this study. This step provides a deeper analysis on the correlation
between variables. The correlation analysis is concentrated in the correlations between
firm characteristics, board characteristics, CEO characteristics and CEO turnover. Based
on the correlation analysis, the correlations among variables in this study are indicated.
As a result, it is important to understand how a variable correlates to other variables. For
example, the correlation analysis is able to provide how characteristics of CEOs in
Vietnamese-listed firms are differed by firm characteristics or board characteristics,
Moreover, the relationship of firm performance with the presence of large shareholders
exhibits the differences among different types of listed firm.
Along with this analysis, univariate analysis is also implemented in order to exhibit an
initial assessment of the hypotheses in this study. Moreover, it helps to check the
robustness of results from logistics regression models in the following chapter.
6.2. DATA DESCRIPTION
This section presents the descriptive statistic of the employed sample of this study. In
detail, it provides a sample description along with other data descriptions about
employed firms such as, CEO turnover, firm characteristics, board characteristics, and
CEO characteristics. Overall, this description stage attempts to provide basic
information about the research sample.
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6.2,1. Sample Description
As mentioned in Chapter Five, the sample of this study is conducted on 156 listed firms
to the end of December, 2006 in two Securities Exchange Centres which are in Hanoi
and HoChiMinh. The observation period for the 156 listed firms is from 2006 to 2010.
In this period of five years, the total number of observations in this study is 780 firm-
year observations. In detail, there are 77 firms listed in Hanoi Centre and 79 firms listed
in HoChiMinh Centre. Besides, the listed years of them are different among the 156
firms. Particularly, most of the observed firms are listed in 2006, though there were a
few firms listed in 2000. Especially, the number increased sharply in the second half of
year 2006. Indeed, the reason for the increase in number of listed firms is the
promulgation of the Enterprise Law 2005 and the Securities Law 2006. Under the
promulgation of these laws, companies in Vietnam adjusted and gained opportunity to
list their stock on the stock market.
Figure 6-1: Number of firms listing by year
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Based on the information of observed firms, there are 113 firms listed in the last six
months of 2006, whereas there are only 5 firms listed in 2000,3 firms in200l andT
firms in 2002. It confirms that the number of firms joining the stock market was
increasing because of the change in the legal systems of Vietnam which are the
Enterprise Law 2005 and the Securities Law 2006. Besides, the 'Doi moi' economic
reform is another factor which has influenced the increase of listed enterprises. As a
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result, there were over 3,000 SOEs which had been privatized. The privatized SOEs
include large and important enterprises. Additionally, most of them have been operating
in construction, manufacturing and transportation (Truong et al', 2006).
Table 6-l: Industries of observed firms
No Industries Number of firms
I
2
J
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
t2
l3
t4
Agribusiness
Aquaculture
Construction/Real Estate
Energy
Finance/B anki ngllnvestment
Food and beverage
Manufacturin g/ Materi al products
Mining
Pharmaceutical
Printi nglPubl isher/Educational equipment
Technologies/Telecommunication
Textile/Garment
Tradingl Service
Transpoftation
J
3
32
t3
6
ll
47
5
2
l0
4
2
7
ll
In this study, the sample firms are operating in a variety of economic sectors. Besides,
some of them are operating in two economic sectors such as real estate and
construction. Regarding multi-industries firms, the study indicated fourteen industries
(Table 6-l) based on the industry classification of the State Securities Commission. In
particular, construction/real estate and manufacturing/material products are two sectors
which have the most number of firms in this study's sample. The proportion of listed
firms is the result of economic reform which led many SOEs in manufacturing and
construction to become joint stock companies and being listed in the stock market. By
comparison, the number of observed firms in the textile/garment and pharmaceutical
industry is only 2. Meanwhile, the number of firms in energy, food and beverage,
printing/publisher/education equipment, and transportation sectors are around l0 firms
in the research sample. Together with those industries, the sample of this study includes
6 hrms operating in the frnancial and banking sector, 7 frrms in the trading and services
industry, and 5 firms in the mining industry. Besides, there are only 2 firms in
agribusiness and 2 firms in aquaculture sectors which have been observed in this study.
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In general, the number of listed frrms in this study's sample arguably covers most
economic sectors in the Vietnamese economy.
6.2.2. CEO Turnover
In considering CEO turnover, descriptive analysis provides that there were 88 turnovers
in CEO position by observing 156 Vietnamese-listed enterprises from 2006 to 2010.
Among the 88 CEO replacements, 46 replacements occurued in firms listed in
HoChiMinh Centre, and 44 replacements occurred in firms listing in Hanoi Centre.
Besides, over 57%o of CEOs were replaced in the second half of the fiscal year. For the
rest of CEO replacement, turnover in the end of the first quarter of fiscal year was l7%o,
whereas 26% of CEO replacements were observed at the end of second quarter of fiscal
year. Overall, the percentage of CEO turnover was 11.28% of 780 observations.
Particularly, there were 7 turnovers in 2006, 18 turnovers in 2007, 22 turnovers in 2008,
24 turnovers in 2009, and 17 turnovers in 2010.
Table 6-2: Description of CEO turnover
lndustries 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total
Agribusiness
Aquaculture
Construction/Real Estate
Energy
F inance/B anking/Investment
Food and beverage
Manufacturing/ Material products
Mining
Pharmaceutical
Printing/PublisherÆducational equipment
Technologies/Telecommunication
Textile/Garment
Tradingl Service
Transportation
Total
Especially, most of industry experienced CEO turnover in 2009, excepting firms in the
trading and service sector, pharmaceutical and agriculture industries. On the other hand,
0
0
J
3
1
I
7
0
0
0
I
t
0
0
t7
0
1
I
2
I
2
l0
I
0
J
I
I
0
I
24
I
0
5
I
I
4
5
I
0
I
I
0
0
2
22
0
0
4
I
I
0
8
0
0
I
0
0
1
2
l8
0
0
4
I
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
7
30
I
I
t7
8
4
8
2
0
5
J
2
I
6
88
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there were only four industries experienced CEO turnover in 2006 which were
construction, energy, food and beverage, and transportation. Among those industries,
the construction and real estate industry had 4 CEO replacements in 2006.
From the Table 6-2,the largest number of changes in CEO position is identified in firms
operating in the business sector of manufacturing and material products. Moreover, the
business sector had the most changes in CEO positions from2007 to 2010. Especially,
there were 10 firms experiencing CEO turnover in 2009. It might be explained for the
highest number of CEO replacements in the sector is the number of firms which are
observed in this study's sample, 47 firms. Similarly, the construction and real estate
sector provided 32 firms to the research sample and experienced 17 changes in CEO
position. However, the number of changes in CEO position in construction and real
estate sector is smaller than in the manufacturing sector in the period of 2007-2010. In
comparing the two business sectors, firms having business in trading and service, textile
and garment, mining, aquaculture and agribusiness have the smaller replacements in
CEO position, less than 3 times during the observed period. Besides, these industries
have smaller proportions of firms in the sample of this study.
Figure 6-2: Number of firms and CEO Turnover
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Other industries such as energy, food and beverage, and transportation have from 6 to 8
CEO replacements occurring in the observed period. Particularly, the energy sector is
similar to the construction and real estate sector in which there is at least one
replacement occurring each year. Together with the sectors above, firms in education
equipment and the financial sector experienced CEO turnover. There were 5 and 4
replacements over the observation period respectively. In contrast to most of industries
in the research sample, the pharmaceutical sector is the only sector which had no
replacement during 2006-2010.Indeed, the total observation of firms in the sector was
only 10 firm-years observation conducted by 2 firms. Therefore, it seems to show that
the more observations are undertaken in a business sector, the more CEO turnovers are
observed.
6.2.3. Firm Characteristics
This section is going to present descriptive analysis of firm characteristics of firms
employed in this study. As a result, there are important concepts in terms of firm
characteristics such as firm performance and ownership structure. This section provides
three separate sub sections in order to represent a better descriptive analysis of the
important concepts along with other concepts in terms of firm characteristics.
6.2.3.1. Firm Performance
Firm performance is considered as the foremost factor which can show a CEO
performance in managing his/her company. Regarding its important role, there are a
variety of ways to measure performance which have been indicated in literature. In this
study, the proxies for measuring frrm performance are return on assets, earnings per
share, and profit margin. Moreover, literature on CEO dismissal argues that CEOs are
responsible for the firm performance in the previous year. Hence, the previous values of
these proxies are also calculated. Besides, those accounting-based measures are adjusted
by industry's median value. Consequently, the data of this study includes three values
for each accounting-based measure, which are the values in running years (ROA, EPS,
and MARGIN), the value in previous year (ROA1-1, EPSI-1, and MARGINT-r), and the
adjusted value performance of both current and previous year (ADJROA, ADJEPS, and
ADJMARGIN). Along with those ratios, the average values of both curent and
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previous years of fìrm performance (AEPS, AROA, and AMARGIN) are taken into the
descriptive analysis. Even though the values of those accounting-based measures in
current years and previous years are not implied in the regression analysis, the section is
going to present descriptive analysis including all of the values in order to provide a
general picture of firm performance from employed firms in this study.
Figure 6-3: Firm performance computed by ROA' MARGIN and EPS
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In order to compare the firm performance of employed firms in the research sample, thts
study implies median value of each ratio. In the Figure 6-3, firm performance is
computed by ROA, MARGIN and EPS. The figure shows that the highest fìrm
performance of Vietnamese-listed firms is in 2006 following ROA ratio (7.38%),
whereas their performance reached the highest value in 2009 following MARGIN ratio
(754%). Besides, the performance of Vietnamese-listed firms is reported by similar
results in2007 and 2010 by those ratios. In comparing those ratios, the highest firm
performance computed by EPS was in 2008, 3,500 VND per share. On the other hand,
all of three ratios present the lowest performance in 2008. It leads to the assumption that
there might be a higher number of firms in which CEO turnover occurred, when the
firms' CEOs have to respond to their firm performance in year 2008. Indeed, the
descriptive analysis of CEO turnover has revealed that there were higher turnovers in
2008 and 2009. It can be explained that a CEO who was responsible for firm
performance in 2008 could be replaced in 2008 or later in 2009.
In following differences among industries, this study observed the performance of
employed firms in a classification of industries in which the employed firms are
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operating. Following measurement of ROA, ftrm performance in agribusiness and
pharmaceutical sectors is the highest, whereas firms in fìnancial and banking sector
have the lowest ROA. Along with the financial and banking sector, the performance of
firms in technology and telecommunication is the second lowest with ROA equalling
4.2%. Besides, there are similar ROAs in firms in manufacturing, educational
equipment, food and beverage, textile and garment, and transportation sectors. The
ROA values of those sectors are around 8%o. Meanwhile, ROAs of trading and services,
and mining sectors are equal at l0%o.
Figure 6-4: Firm performance by industries
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Based on the Figure 6-4, it shows that EPS-based performance of firms in different
sectors seems to be the same as the differences found under ROA ratios. Particularly,
the pharmaceutical sector has the highest median value of EPS which is over 6,500
VND per share, whereas the same ratio of fînancial and banking sector is in the lowest
groups with 3,000 VND per share. Meanwhile, other sectors have similar EPS ratios
within the range of 2,500 to 4,000 VND per share.
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On the other hand, the differences of f,rrm performance among industries in applying a
profit margin (MARGIN) differed from ROA and EPS ratios. For instance, the highest
profìt margin is found in the financial and banking sector, although its ROA is the
smallest. It can be understood that firms in the financial and banking sector normally
have a larger total of assets than other sectors and therefore it leads to smaller value in
ROA ratio.
Table 6-3: Descriptive Statistics of Firm Performance
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance
EPS
EPSt_,
ADJEPS
ADPS
ROA
ROAr_r
ADJROA
AROA
MARGIN
MARGINT-I
ADJMARGIN
AMARGIN
Valid N (listwise)
780
780
780
780
780
780
780
780
780
780
780
780
780
-l 9038.32
-19038.32
-t47.tt
-88.73
-44.11
-44.11
-7.15
-5.78
-469.59
-277.82
-21.79
-13.43
25563
98991
151.83
l83.ll
50.1
s0. I
6.56
5.51
190.55
155.94
13,59
12.93
3709.1045
3849.6665
5.249t
5.9521
7.6616
7.9343
0.1486
0.1792
8.6531
9.3548
0.4148
0.4367
3875.94225
5223.0556s
47.97488
4t.42921
8.27373
8.1 3 829
2.24834
1.92594
27.92155
19.81301
3.08509
2.6s789
15022928.33
27280310.35
2301.589
1716.379
68,455
66.232
5.055
3.709
779.613
392.5ss
9.518
7.064
Regarding the observation above, it is necessary to employ a statistical analysis in order
to reveal a better understanding on frrm performance in the research sample. Indeed, a
descriptive analysis which provides minimum and maximum, mean and standard
deviation is able to present a statistical insight of firm performance. Indeed, descriptive
analysis shows that minimum values of EPS and EPSt-r are equal to -19038.32, by
observing on ratios relating to earning per share on Table 6-3. However, the maximum
values of those ratios are quite different. Particularly, maximum value of EPS, 25563, is
smaller than EPSt-l's value, 98991. Moreover, the standard deviation and variation of
the two ratios reveal that performance of firm following the ratios are huge dispersion.
Indeed, differences among employed firms regarding the number of common stock on
market and the net income after taxes have created the dispersion. Therefore, industry
adjustment values have been computed. From Table 6-3, all values belonging to
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ADJEPS are smaller than EPS and EPSt-r. The dispersion among employed firms is
reduced, which is presented by the values of standard deviation, 47. 97488. The
reduction also can be seen in comparing between AEPS to EPS and EPSt-r.
Table 6-3 also shows that either minimum or maximum of ROA and ROAt-rvalues are
equal, -44.11% and 50.1%o. Besides, the differences between mean, standard deviation
and variance of ROA and ROAt-r are small. For instance, mean values of those ratios
are 7 .6616 and 7 .9343.In comparing those ratios, the value of return on assets adjusted
by the industry's media value provides smaller values than unadjusted values, Minimum
value of ADJROA is -7.15%o and maximum value is 6.57Y'.It is believed that ADJROA
values are better to represent the firm performance after making the industry adjustment
which reduces the outside influences. As showing in Table 6-3, the standard deviation
and variance of ADJROA are smaller than the values of ROA and ROAI-1, 2.24834 and
5.055. Furthermore, the values belonging to AROA are the smallest. They represent the
smallest degree of dispersion among firms across industries. Its variance is 3.709 and
standard deviation is 1.92594.
Together with those ratios above, descriptive analysis of profit margin values are
presented. It shows differences between MARGIN and MARGINT-l ratios. Especially,
there is a larger dispersion in the performance of observed firms in this study following
the measure of MARGIN ratio. The dispersion is revealed by the standard deviation,
27.92155, which is far from the mean value, 8.6531. Similar to MARGIN ratio, firm
performance computed by MARGINT-l disperses among observed firms in the research
sample. The variance value of MARGINT-1 which is779.613 presents alarge distance
from the maximum value to minimum values of firm performance computed by the
ratio. Meanwhile, adjusted and average values of profit margin ratios, ADJMARGIN
and AMARGIN, are smaller and have smaller dispersion than unadjusted values. The
differences between adjusted values of firm performance computed by return on assets
and profit margin's ratios, and other values are presented clearly by the Figure 6-5 and
Figure 6-6 below.
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Figure 6-6: Comparing firm performance based
on profit margin's ratios
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Consequently, it can be understood that firms operating in different industries are able
to create the dispersion among the research sample. Therefore, implementation of
industry-adjusted ratios is likely to provide a better relative measure of performance
than unadjusted ratios.
Figure 6-7: Adjusted firm performance by industries
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As shown in Figure 6-7, ftrm performance in industries are less dispersive and more
relativity. Besides, all measures seem to present relative and similar variances between
industries. For example, the pharmaceutical sector is defined as the sector having the
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highest performance by all ratios. Its ADJROA and ADJMARGIN are 3,71 and3.4l,
whereas its EPS is 88.70. Those figures might account for non-turnover occurring in the
sector during the observed period. Similar to that sector, agribusiness, aquaculture, and
the trading and service sector are sectors which have experienced only 1 CEO
replacement in the observed period and had better performance than other sectors such
as food and beverage, textile and garment, and transportation.
6,2.3.2. Ownership Slructure
As defined in Chapter Five, ownership structure's variables in this study include state
shareholding, non-state institutions and companies' shareholding, and individual
shareholding. Moreover, those types of shareholdings are measured by dummy
variables which indicate whether a firm has at least one of the three types of ownership
holding 20% threshold of firm's share. Based on the collected data from Vietnamese-
listed firms, descriptive analysis presents that there are 63.5%o of employed firms in the
research sample which have the presence of state shareholding as a large shareholder by
holding 20o/o threshold of firm shares. Meanwhile, the proportion of large shareholders,
which are non-state institutions and companies, is 16.2 %. Besides, the proportion of
large individual shareholding in employed firms is very small, 3.1% (Table 6-4).
Table 6-4: Frequencies Table for Ownership structure
STATE INST INDV
Valid <20% threshold
>:20Yo threshold
Total
Frequency
285
495
780
Percent
36.s
63.5
100.0
Frequency
654
126
780
Percent
83.8
16.2
100.0
Frequency
756
Percent
96.9
3.1
100.0
24
780
Based on the frequencies of ownership's variables, it reveals that state shareholding is
still the largest type of ownership in listed firms in Vietnam, whereas the percentage of
an individual shareholder holding 20o/o threshold of ftrm's shares still is small in
comparison to state shareholding. In addition, the presence of non-state institutions and
companies as large shareholders in Vietnamese-listed firms is in a minority, because the
development of non-state enterprises is smaller than state enterprises'
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In order to gain a better understanding on o\ilnership structure of employed firms in the
research sample, this section descriptively analyses other concepts in terms of
ownership such as the level of ownership concentration, and the proportion of
shareholding belonging to the five largest shareholders.
Table 6-5: Descriptive Statistics of Ownership variables
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
CONC
I st shareholder
2nd Shareholder
3rd Shareholder
4th Shareholder
5th Shareholder
780
780
780
780
780
780
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.72
85.00
38.92
2t.89
12,81
10.30
.1826
37.0442
5.6671
2.3008
.9944
.3482
.l4l l5
18.481 l5
7.05901
3.93062
2.57206
1.55082
Accordingto the result of the descriptive analysis represented on Table 6-5, it indicates
that the level of ownership concentration in observed firms is moderate concentration.
As a result, the mean value of ownership concentration is 0.183 which is within the
range from 0.15 to 0.254. However, there is uneven distribution among Vietnamese-
listed firms, because the standard deviation is large, 0.13816. It reveals that there are
firms in which the level of ownership dispersion is very high, whereas other firms are
highly concentrated in ownership. Those are presented via the minimum and maximum
of CONC variable which are 0.00 and 0.72.
Table 6-6: Descriptive analysis of ownership concentration
Presence of large shareholder Mean Median Number of firms
STATE
INST
INDV
No 20% threshold Shareholder
STATE and INST
INST and INDV
0.26
0.17
0.l3
0.02
0.29
0.r5
495
126
24
171
25
l1
0.22
0.23
0.19
0.03
0.26
0.24
Furthermore, Table 6-6 leads to an observation that firms which have the presence of
large state shareholding have the highest level of ownership concentration. Together,
a See Curry and George (19S3); Dahya et al. (199S); and Renneboog (2000) for a discussion on
concentration level.
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firms in which there are presences of non-state institutions and companies as large
shareholders have moderate concentration in ownership. Besides, the level of ownership
concentration in firms which have presences of large individual shareholder is more
dispersed. On the other hand, the lowest level of concentration in ownership is found in
firms which have no shareholder holding 20%o threshold of firm shares (mean 0.03;
median 0.02). Along with those observations, there are 25 firms in which shareholders
holding 20%o threshold firm shares include both state and non-state institutions
shareholders. In this type of firm, the mean and median values of CONC variable are
0.26 and 0.29 which indicates high concentration in ownership. Meanwhile, in firms in
which the large shareholders are non-state institutions, companies and individuals have
moderate concentrated ownership (mean 0.24; median 0.15). Especially, there is no
f,rrm in which either state or individual was the majority shareholding.
Figure 6-8: Ownership concentration of industries
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In considering the level of ownership concentration based on the industries of employed
firms in this study, it shows that firms in agribusiness, aquaculture, financial and
banking, mining, technologies and telecommunication, textile and garment, and trading
and service sectors have the lowest level of concentrated ownership (Figure 6-8). The
median values of those sectors are below 0.10. On the other hand, the ownership
concentration in construction, manufacturing, educational equipment and transportation
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is moderate concentration (median values \ryithin the range of 0.15-0.25). Among the
industries in this study, firms which operate in the energy sector have the highest
concentration level, 0.26. The reason for this is that most firms in energy sector are
SOEs.
Together with ownership concentration, descriptive analysis in this section also
provides an analysis on the five largest shareholders. Indeed, the five largest
shareholders are defined based on the information of blockshareholders holding 5%
threshold of firm shares. In the Table 6-6 above, the largest proportion of shareholding
which belongs to the first largest shareholder is 85% and the biggest percentage of
shares belonging to the fifth largest shareholder is 12.58o/". Besides, the mean value of
shareholding percentage owned by the first largest shareholder is 36.66Yo, whereas the
mean value of shareholding percentage belonging to the fifth largest shareholder is
around 035%. Moreover, the mean values of the second and the third largest
shareholders are around 5.57 and 2.31. Based on the mean value of the largest
shareholders, it reveals that the largest proportion of shares in Vietnamese-listed firms is
normally concentrated on only one large shareholder. Actually, it can be seen clearly in
presenting the five largest shareholders in different industries (Figure 6-9).
Figure 6-9: The five largest shareholders in industries
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Based on the Figure 6-9, the first largest shareholder holds almost the majority of firm
shares in most industries, excepting the agribusiness and aquaculture sectors. It also
explains the differences in the level of ownership concentration between different
industries.
6.2.3.3. Firm Size and Firm Leverage
In considering the leverage ratios of employed firms in this study, it show that the ratios
are small. The minimum value is 0,00 and the maximum value is only 0.67 (Table 6-8).
In accordance to the book value of long-term debt, the minimum value of long-term
debt in this study's sample is also zero. The maximum is 41,307.59 billion VND. The
value is small in compared to the maximum book value of total assets (total liabilities),
205,103 billion 'trND. Hence, it can be seen that the debts in Vietnamese-listed firms are
controlled at a low level ofleverage ratios.
Table 6-7: Descriptive Statistics of Firm size and Firm Leverage
FSIZE
FLEVERAGE
Total of Assets
Long-term Debt
Valid N (listwise)
Minimum
2.78
.00
16.12
.00
Maximum
12.23
.67
205103.00
41307.s9
Mean
5.8163
.1 054
2060.3459
263.4255
Std. Deviation
1.46142
.13931
13060.12762
2045.t4s01
N
780
780
780
780
780
Regarding the sizes of Vietnamese-listed frrms, descriptive statistics reveal that there is
a large distance between the biggest and the smallest sizes. It is presented by the
maximum and minimum value of FSIZE variable, 12.23 and2.78.In following the book
value of total assets, maximum value is 205,103 billion VND and minimum value is just
16.12 billion \-/ND.
In particular, the size of firms in educational equipment, and textiles and garment
sectors are the smallest, whereas the size of ftrms in financial and banking sector is the
biggest (Figure 6-10). Besides, firms which operate in industries such as aquaculture,
energy, construction and real estate, food and beverage have similar sizes, within the
range of from 6.03 to 6.61. Meanwhile, the size of firms in agribusiness, manufacturing,
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mining, technologies and telecommunication, trading and service, and transportation
sectors is medium in comparison to other sectors. As a result, their median values of
firm sizes are around 5.48 which are close to the mean value of FSIZE variable in this
study, 5.8163 (Table 6-7).
Figure 6-10: Size of firms in different industries
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6.2.4. Board Characteristics
In terms of board characteristics, this study considers the two important concepts which
are the number of directors on Board of Management (BOM) and the percentage of
independent directors on BOM. The descriptive statistics for board characteristics
presented on Table 6-8 shows that the maximum number of independent directors on
BOM is 10 and the minimum is zero. Besides, the average number of independent
directors on BOM is two, which is indicated by its mean value,2.16.
Table 6-8: Descriptive Statistics of Board Characteristics
N Minimu Maximum Mean srd.
Deviation
Variance
m
Number ofindependent
directors
BSIZE
OUTSIDER
Valid N (listwise)
780 0 l0 2.16 1.440 2.074
J 5.65
0.3832
L338
0.23374
1.791
0.546342
780
780
780
.00
t2
1.00
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In addition, Table 6-8 presents that the average size of BOM is around 5 to 6 directors,
because the mean value of BSIZE variable is demonstrated as equal to 5.65. Moreover,
the minimum size of BOM in Vietnamese-listed hrms is 3 directors. Additionally, the
number of directors on BOM reaches to the maximum with 12 members. Based on the
statistics, it shows that the size of Vietnamese-listed firms is smaller than listed firms in
the U.K (Coles et al., 2008; Dimopoulos and Wagne, 2010), U'S (Jensen,1993; Hwang
and Kim, 2009; Fahlenbrach et aL,2010), Germany (Dimopoulos and Wagne, 2010)
and in China (Kato and Long, 2006a, b). In considering the percentage of independent
directors on board, the descriptive statistics indicate that the mean value is 0.3832 which
means the average percentage of independent directors on board is 38.32%. However,
the histogram of OUTSIDER variable in Figure 6-11 shows that the highest frequency
of the percentage of independent directors in Vietnamese-listed firms is 2.16 equalling
to 0.40 under the statistics of OUTSIDER variable. Besides, the highest frequency of
the number of directors on the BOM is 5 members. Those statistics reveal that a
Vietnamese-listed firm's BOM includes normally 5 members, and nearly 40%o of
members are independent directors.
Figure 6-11: Histogram of Board Characteristicsf variables
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Furthermore, among employed firms in this study, firms in agribusiness and food and
beverage sectors are reported to have the highest number of independent directors on
their BOM. Meanwhile, the BOMs of mining and pharmaceutical sectors normally
É
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include only I independent director. Together, other sectors normally appoint 2
independent directors on their BOM. However, it is arguable that the numbers of
independent directors are unable to show the percentage ofoutsiders on BOM because
of the differences of board size. Regarding this fact, Figure 6-12 shows that the food
and beverage sector has the highest percentage of outsiders on board with the median
value equalling 0.58. Besides, the percentage of independent directors on the board of a
firm in agribusiness is 0.42, although it has normally 3 independent directors on board.
Along with those sectors, the percentage of independent directors on firm's BOM in
textile and garment is 0.45 even though there are frequently 2 independent directors.
Meanwhile, mining and pharmaceutical sectors have the lowest proportion of outsiders
on their BOMs, under 0.28. The rest of employed firms in other sectors such as
aquaculture, construction, energy sectors, etc., have the proportions of outsiders at
around 0.40.
Figure 6-12: Number of independent directors in industries
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With regard to the differences in defining independent directors, it seems inappropriate
to compare the percentage of outsiders on board in VietnameseJisted firms with listed
firms in other countries. However, it is generally understood that the percentage of
independent directors on a board is normal.
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6.2.5. CEO Characteristics
As mentioned in Chapter Five, there are four variables designed in terms of CEO
characteristics, which are CEO age (AGE), CEO tenure (TENURE), CEO ownership
(CEOWN) and CEO duality (DUALITY). Among these four variables, AGE and
TENURE are continuous variables, whereas CEOWN and DUALITY are dummy
variables.
Tabte 6-9: Descriptive Statistics of CEO characteristics
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
AGE
TENURE
780
780
30 69
24
49.87
4.s6
6.868
3.419
In considering the ages of CEOs in Vietnamese-listed tìrms, descriptive statistics report
that the youngest CEO is 30 years old, whereas the oldest CEO is 69 years old. Besides,
the mean value of AGE variable is 49.87, which represents that the average age of
CEOs in Vietnamese-listed firms is 50 years old. It is also shown via the histogram of
CEO's age in Figure 6-13.
Figure 6-13: Histogram of CEO's Age and Tenure
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Compared to other studies in other countries, CEOs in Vietnamese enterprises are
younger than CEOs in the U.K (Coles et al. 2008) and the U.S (Bhagat and Bolton,
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2008; Brookman and Thistle, 2009). Meanwhile, it is found similar to the ages of CEOs
in China according to the report of Liao et al. (2009), but is older than the figure from
the study of Chi and Wang (2009).
Along with the CEO age, the average tenure of CEOs in Vietnamese-listed firm is 4.56
years. Especially, there is a firm in which its CEO has been in the position for 24 years.
However, this happens infrequently overall in the observed firms. As a result,
descriptive statistics reports the frequency of CEO having 24 years of tenure is only
0.lo/o.In addition, the percentage of CEOs having tenure over 11 years is statistically
indicated at 5Yo. Meanwhile, CEO tenure within the range 1-5 years is reported with
72.3yo.It is confirmed the mean value of TENURE variable is 4.56. Also, it reflects the
normal tenure in Vietnamese enterprises is 5 years. Therefore, it can be seen that CEO
tenure of CEOs in Vietnamese firms seems longer than Chinese CEOs according the
reports of Kato and Long (2006a), and You and Du (2012), whereas it is shorter in
accordance to the study of Chi and Wang (2009). Compared to other countries, it shows
that the average tenure of a Vietnamese CEO is shorter than the U.K (Coles et al. 2008)
and the U.S (Hwang and Kim, 2009; Brookman and Thistle, 2009).
Table 6-10: Frequency statistics of CEO Duality
Frequency Percentage Valid
Percentage
65. I
34.9
t 00.0
Cumulative
Percentage
65. I
100.0
Valid 6s.t
34.9
100.0
CEO is not chairman
CEO is Chairman
Total
508
272
780
Regarding the duality of CEO which it is argued reflects the power of CEO on the board
of directors, descriptive statistics show that 34.9% of CEOs in this study's sample are
also chairmen of their firms. This figure is smaller in compared to the study of Bhagat
and Bolton (2008) which reported that 77.56% of CEOs holds chair position. In other
words, the percentages of CEO duality which are reported in the studies of Kato and
Long (2006a), Chang and Wong (2009) , and Chi and Wang (2009)are smaller than in
Vietnamese firms. These differences are the results of differences in sample size. The
compared studies have generally large size of sample than this study and it, therefore,
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might affect the mean value of CEO duality in their studies. Overall, it can be seen that
the duality in Vietnam is modestly high. As a result, CEO and chair position are
normally one person in a firm having a majority of shareholding belonging to one
shareholder such as SOEs or private enterprises.
Table 6-11: Frequency statistics of CEO Ownership
Frequency Percentage Valid
Percentage
84. I
l5.9
Cumulative
Percentage
84. I
100.0
Valid CEO owns <5% threshold
CEO owns >=5%o
th¡eshold
Total
656
124
84. l
15.9
780 100.0 100.0
Together with CEO characteristics' variables above, CEO ownership is the last one to
be considered. In particular, the percentage of CEOs holding 5% threshold of shares in
Vietnamese-listed firms is small, 15.9%. Also, this figure shows that CEOs in
Vietnamese firms normally hold under 5olo threshold of firm shares. The fact is that in
Vietnam CEOs have less chance to get firm shares. As a result, the private economic
sector is still young and therefore CEOs who are holding more than 5%o of firm shares
are normally founders. Meanwhile, CEOs in SOEs have less ability to purchase firm
shares than others in private enterprises, even though they could buy their firm shares
with favoured prices. This is also a common occurrence which is found in other studies
in different countries such as China, the U.K or the U.S. For example, Bhagat and
Bolton (200S) reported that CEOs in U.S firms are holding around 2.92% of firm shares
in average, whereas, Coles et al. (2008) provided that the percentage of shares owned by
CEOs in UK firms are around 1.85%.
6.3. CORRELATION ANALYSIS
In order to examine the correlation between variables, this section is designed to
perform and to present the Pearson correlation test ofvariables in this study. In fact, not
all of coruelations between variables in this study are examined and presented.
Particularly, the correlation between variables which are most concerned is the
relationship between other variables to the dependent variable, CEO turnover.
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Furthermore, correlations CEO characteristics and other variables are considered in
order to gain a beffer understanding of CEO characteristics in different types of listed
firms. Besides, the correlations to firm performance of ownership structure's variables,
board and CEO characteristics' variables are examined.
6.3.1. Correlations between CEO turnover and other variables
As mentioned in Chapter Five, this study has designed two groups for measuring firm
performance. Hence, both of these groups will be examined by the Pearson corelation
tests in order to distinguish their correlations with the dependent variable, CEO
turnover, in this study, In particular, the fîrst group measuring firm performance of
Vietnamese-listed enterprises includes industry-adjusted values of earnings per share
(ADJEPS), return on assets (ADJROA), and profit margin (ADJMARGIN). Based on
the Pearson correlation test, it reveals that ADJEPS has a negative significant
correlation to CEO turnover, r:-0.143, p<0.001. Similarly, firm performance measured
by ADJROA has a significant negative relationship with CEO replacements, r=-0.140,
p<0.001. In contrast, ADJMARGIN has an inverse relationship with CEO tumover.
However, this relationship is significant at 5o/o level. Together with the first group of
firm performance, the second group includes industry-adjusted average values of
earnings per share (AEPS), return on assets (AROA), and profit margin (AMARGIN).
In fact, the similar direction as the hrst group of measures is also found. In particular,
AEPS and AROA are shown to have significant correlation to CEO turnover. These
correlations are signif,rcant at l%o level. Meanwhile, the negative relationship between
AMARGIN and CEO turnover is only significant at SYolevel (Table 6-12)'
Table 6-12z Correlations between CEO turnover and firm performance
ADJEPS ADJROA ADJMARGIN AEPS
CEO Turnover -.143" -.140" -.0E4' '.099-
(.000) (.000) (,020) (,006)
Conelation is signifîcant al + the 0.05 level +* the 0.01 level (2ìailed).
P-value is in parentheæs
AROA
-,101"
(.oos)
AII{ARGIN
-.071 '
(.04E)
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Along with firm performance's proxies, ownership structure's variables, firm size and
fîrm leverage are examined by the Pearson correlation test.
Table 6-13: Correlations between CEO turnover and Ownership structure, Firm
size and firm leverage
STATE INST IND\/ CONC TLE\¡ERAGE
CEOTurnover -.016 .075' .007 '0.006 .036
(.6ós) (.03Ð (.E48) (0.Eó0) (.320)
Correlation is significant at + the 0 05 level ++ the 0.0 I level (?-tailed).
P-value is in parentheses
FSITE
.026
(.462)
According to the results of the Pearson correlation test (Table 6-13), the presence of
state shareholding and ownership concentration reveal negative relationships with CEO
replacement, but these relationships are insignificant, p>0.1. In addition, the presence of
large individual shareholder has an insignificant positive correlation to CEO turnover,
p>0.l.On the other hand, non-state institutions and companies are only one variable of
ownership structure which has a significant correlation to CEO turnover. This
correlation is positive to the percentage of CEO replacement at the 5o/o level. It leads to
an initial observation that the presence of non-state institutions and companies may
increase the probability of CEO turnover in Vietnamese-listed firms.
Along with correlation examination tests of firm characteristics to the percentage of
CEO turnover, variables under CEO characteristics are also examined. In detail, CEO
ownership and tenure of CEOs are found to have insignificant correlation to CEO
turnover rate. The correlation tests' results of these variables represent r values being
insignificant even at 10% level (Table 6-14). On the other hand, ages of CEOs are
reported to have a significant positive correlation to CEO turnover. It explains that the
rate of CEO replacement in firms having older CEO is higher than other firms in which
CEOs are young. Besides, the CEO replacement rate is low in firms where CEOs are
also chairmen. This observation is supported by the result of the correlation test
between CEO duality and CEO turnover. Particularly, DUALITY variable has negative
relationship with the rate of CEO turnover. This relationship is signifìcant at 5%o level
with r:-0.74.
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Table 6-14: Correlations of Board and CEO characteristics to CEO turnover
BSIiLE OUTSIDER CEOWN AGE TENT]RE DUALITY
cEo -.004 .l18" -.055 ,101"
Turnover (.e12) (.ool) (.123) (.005)
Correlation is significant at r the 0-05 level ++ the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
P-value is in parenúbeses
.04E
(.1 E4)
-.07 4'
(.03e)
In examining the correlation of board characteristics and CEO turnover, the Pearson
correlation tests' result indicate that size of board insignificantly correlates to CEO
turnover rate (r:-0.004, p>0.1). It reveals that size of board seems not to have influence
on the percentage of observed CEO replacements in this study's sample. Meanwhile,
firms in which there are a greater percentage of outsiders on BOM have higher CEO
turnover rate. As shown in Table 6-14, Pearson's result presents that the relationship
between OUTSIDER and CEO turnover variables is significant at lYo level with
r:0. I 18.
6.3.2. Firm performance and other variables
The foremost concern on the coruelation between designed variables in this study and
firm performance is how CEO ownership correlates to the CEO turnover rate. In fact,
the CEOWN variable is measured as a dummy variable which is equal to I if CEO
owns 5olo threshold of firm shares and is equal to zero otherwise.
Table 6-15: Correlations between firm performance and CEO characteristics
ADJEPS ADJROA ADJMARGIN AEPS
cEowN .038 .005 -,019 .031(.2E5) (.E82) (.ó03) (.3E7)
AGE .019 ,010 -,014 .033(.606) (.77t) (.6e2) (.3sE)
TENLTRE -.007 -.020 .038 ,019(.s4e) (.5E4) (,2e1) (.5e7)
DLTALTTY -.028 .057 -,05ó -.003
(.43e) (,1ls) (.121) (.e33)
Correlationis significant at r the 0.05 level +* the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
AROA
-.015
(.6Eó)
.020
(.s83)
-.010
(.784)
,070'
(.0s0)
AMARGIN
-.037
(.307)
-.01I
(.7s7)
.047
(.1e2)
-.062
(.083)
P-value is io
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The correlation test result in Table 6-15 represents that CEO ownership insignificantly
correlates to firm performance measured by either industry-adjusted profit margin
(ADJMARGIN) or the average value of profit margin (AMARGIN). These correlations
are reported to have negative influence. However, they are insignificant atlevel lï%u
Together with the proxies related to earnings per share, the correlations between CEO
ownership and proxies of retum on assets (ADJROA, AROA) and earnings per share
(ADJEPS, AEPS) are insignificant at 10% level. Overall, the correlations of CEO
ownership and frrm performance are insignificant at l0 Yo level. The reason for this is
that the proportion of shareholding belonging to a CEO in Vietnamese-listed firms is
normally smaller than 5Vo and hence CEOs have less power and motivation to give their
efforts to firm performance.
Along with CEO ownership, CEO age and tenure are also found to have insignificant
relationship with firm performance measured by all proxies (p>0.1).Hence, the age of
CEOs and the length of CEO position can indicate CEO experience, but seem not to
present a signihcant relation with firm performance. Meanwhile, CEO duality is found
to have a significant positive correlation to firm performance measured by AROA
(r:0.070, p<0.05). However, this variable insignificantly correlates to other proxies of
firm performance at 10% level.
In contrast, large non-state shareholding which includes non-state institutions and
companies, and individual shareholdings are reported to have a negative relationship
with frrm performance. In particular, the presence of large shareholding of non-state
institutions and companies has significant negative correlations to firm performance
measured by all proxies at the 1% level. Meanwhile, large individual shareholders who
hold 20% threshold negatively correlate to firm performance. These negative
correlations are significant at the l%o level when firm performance is measured by
ADJEPS, ADJROA and AEPS, whereas the correlation is significant at 5% following
AROA proxy (Table 6-16). On the other hand, large individual ownership has
insignificant relationship with firm performance measured by profit margin's proxies at
the 5o/o level (ADJMARGIN, p>0.05; AMARGIN, p>0.1). Based on the outcome of
those correlation tests, it can be seen that non-state shareholding seems to weaken firm
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performance of listed enterprises. As a result, the private sector in the Vietnamese
economy has been poorly developed, and it therefore has not enough experience and
ability to manage firms.
Table 6-16: Correlations of ownership structure to firm performance
STATE
INST
IND'I¡
ADJEPS
.l54"
(.ooo)
-.t44"
(.ooo)
-.171"
ADJROA
.I38"
(.ooo)
-.1 34"
(.000)
-.1 1 2"
AEPS
.I54"
(.000)
-. I 5E-
(.000)
-.167'
AROA
.t27"
(.ooo)
-.1 36"
(.ooo)
-.090'
(.012)
AIIÍARGIN
.043
(.22e)
-. I 19"
(.oor)
-.056
(. 12 1)
ÂDJMARGIN
.041
(.2s7)
-. I 08"
(.002)
-.070(.ooo) (.002) (.050) (.ooo)
Correlatiør is sigrificant at r the 0.05 level ++ the 0-0 1 level (2-tailed).
P-value is in parentùeses
In considering the correlation between ownership structure and firm performance, Table
6-16 shows that the presence of large state shareholding positively correlates to firm
performance. The positive correlations are significant at 7Yo in measuring firm
performance by earnings per share and return on assets' proxies (ADJEPS, ADJROA,
AEPS and AROA). However, the correlations to firm performance measured by profit
margin's proxies (ADJMARGIN and AMARGIN) are insignificant at the 10% level.
The result exhibits that listed firms which have large state shareholding seem to pursue
a better performance on controlling their assets and shares rather than increasing
revenue
In examining correlations between board characteristics and firm performance, Table 6-
17 shows that board size has no significant correlations to all firm performance's
proxies atthe 5Vo level. However, board size is reported to have a negative relationship
with firm performance measured by proxies of earnings per share at the l0% level.
Along with board size, the percentage of outsider is reported as having an inverse result
with board size. Coruelation tests indicated that the percentage of outsider have strong
correlations to firm performance computed by all proxies. Furthermore, these
correlations are negative and significant at the lYo level following profit margin ratios.
Meanwhile, correlations between the percentage of outsider and firm performance are
significant and negative at the l%o level. Based on the result, it shows that independent
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directors on BOM pay more attention to profit and loss ratios rather than earnings per
share and return on assets' ratios. Hence, they have positive influence on firm
performance measured by profit margin's proxies, and have negative effects on other
proxies.
Regarding the differences in size of fîrms, the corelation of firm size to firm
performance is examined. By applying the Pearson correlation test, the result shows
significant positive correlations between firm size and firm performance measured by
profit margin's proxies. These correlations are significant at the lo/olevel (see Table 6-
l7). Besides, firm size has a significant negative relationship with firm performance
measured by AROA (r:-0.096, p<0.01). Also, a negative relationship between firm size
and firm performance computed by ADJROA is found but it is only significant at the
5%o level. On the other hand, firm performance measured by earnings per share's
proxies and firm size have an insignihcant relationship. In fact, size of firm in this study
is measured by the natural logarithm of the book value of total assets and therefore the
differences in size might not have effects on earnings per share which is relying on the
amount of common stock in the market. ln considering the negative relationship of firm
size and return on assets' proxies, it can be understood that the increase of size have
direct effect on the ratios, since the total of assets increases along with firm size.
Table 6-17: Correlation between firm performance and other variables
ADJEPS ADJROA ADJM.A.RGIN AEPS
-.066
(.06ó)
-. I E0"
(.ooo)
-.069
(,0s6)
.025
(.4e1)
-.051
(.1 s 8)
-, I 36"
(.000)
-.202"
(.ooo)
-.0E2'
(.022)
-.002
(.eóo)
.093"
(.olo)
(.ool)
.l2E"
(.ooo)
-.062
(.0E2)
-, 1 81"
(.ooo)
(.olo)
.040
(.2ó5)
ARO.A,
-.040
(.270)
-.t44"
(.000)
-.237"
(.ooo)
-.096"
(.007)
AMARGIN
-.010
(.774)
.109"
(,002)
.135"
(.000)
.147"
(,000)
BSIZE
OUTSIDER
FIR]\I
LE\iERAGE
FIR]I'T SIZE
120" -,093"
Correlation is significant at t the 0.05 level ++ the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
P-value is in
Together with firm size, firm leverage is reported to have significant positive correlation
to firm performance measured by profit margin's proxies and strong negative
correlation to return on assets' proxies. These correlations are signif,rcant at the 1% level
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(see Table 6-17). Besides, firm leverage signif,icantly correlates to AEPS (r--0.093,
p<0.01), whereas it insignificantly relates to ADJEPS (r:-0.069, p>0.1).
6.3.3. Correlations between CEO characteristics and other variables
In order to gain a better understanding about characteristics of CEOs in Vietnamese-
listed firms, correlations between CEO characteristics and other variables such as state
shareholding, non-state institutional shareholding, individual shareholding, board size
and the percentage of outsiders on board are examined. In fact, the result of correlation
tests presented in Table 6-18 provides statistics which help to indicate the correlations
between those variables.
First of all, it is reported that CEOs in firms which have the presence of large state
ownership seem to o'\^/n a smaller proportion of shares than in other firms. As a result,
correlation of large state shareholding to CEO ownership is significant negative, r:-
0.202, p<0.01. Similarly, the presence of large state ownership negatively corelates to
tenure and duality of CEO. Those correlations are significant atthe l% level. Based on
the results, it reveals that the tenures of CEOs in firms having alarge state shareholding
are shorter than in other firms. Besides, the frequency of CEO duality in firms having
large state ownership is less than other firms. As a result, SOEs normally separate CEO
and chairman positions to define the person who is the legal firm's representative. In
contrast, the inverse situation is found in firms having large shareholding belonging to
individuals. In particular, the number of CEO who owned 5% threshold increases along
with the presence of large individual shareholding. The correlation tests show that CEO
ownership significantly correlates to the presence of large individual ownership,
r:0.288, p<0.01. Together, the length in CEO position and the percentage of CEO
holding chairman position in a firm where an individual owns 20%o threshold is greater
than in other firms. Meanwhile, both the presence of large state and individual
shareholding positively correlate to the ages of CEOs.
In comparing the two types of ownerships, the presence of large non-state institutions
and companies is reported to have insignificant relationship with CEO ownership and
tenure. On the other hand, large non-state institutional shareholders are more likely to
decrease the chance of CEO holding both CEO and chairman positions (r:-0.08,
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p<0.05). Besides, firms in which non-state institutions and companies are large
shareholders have younger CEOs. As a result, the correlation result presents that CEO
age negatively correlates to the presence of large institutional shareholding, r:-0.081,
p<0.05.
Table 6-18: Correlation between CEO characteristics and other variables
CEOWN AGE TENURE DUALTTY
STATE -.202" .12E" -.165" -.138"
(.ooo) (.ooo) (.ooo) (.ooo)
rNsT .047 -.081' -.006 -.080'
(.187) (.023) (.E66) (.02ó)
rND\¡ .2EE" .l 15" .1 19" .166"
(.000) (.ool) (.001) (.000)
BSIZE .006 -.031 .079' .loE"
(.813) (.3E4) (.02E) (.002)
ouTsrDER -,012 -.100" -.074' -.224"
(,742) (.oos) (.040) (.ooo)
Correlatimis sigrrificant at + the 0.05 level ** the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
P-value is in parentbeæs
In considering the correlation between board and CEO characteristics, the Pearson
correlation test reported that board size has insignificant relations with either the rate of
CEO owned 5% threshold or CEO age. Meanwhile, size of board positively relates to
the length of CEO in position, r:0.079, p<0.05. Moreover, the number of CEO holding
chairman position is higher in firms which have a larger board size (r=0.108, p<0.01).
On the other hand, the percentage of outsider is found to have negative correlation with
CEO age, tenure and duality. Those correlations are significant at the 1% level
excepting correlation of outsider to CEO tenure (p<0.05). The correlation between the
percentage of outsider and the percentage of CEO holding 5% threshold is insignif,rcant
(Table 6-18). Consequently, it can be deduced that CEOs in firms having a higher
percentage of outsider on board and a smaller size of board, the CEO has a shorter time
in position and is younger than in other firms. Furthermore, CEO and chairman
positions are more likely to be separated in this type of firm. However, board
characteristics have no significant relationship with the presence of CEO holding 5%
threshold of firm shares in Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
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6.3.4. Correlations among ownership structure's variables
Along with the correlations between firm performance and other variables, the
correlations among these ownership variables are estimated. In detail, there are strong
inverse relationships of state ownership with both large shareholdings belonging to non-
state institutions and companies (r:-0.398, p<0.01), and individuals (r:-0.235, p<0.01).
These relationships represent the fact that in Vietnamese enterprises the private
investors, including either institutional or individual investors, are less likely to become
large shareholder of firms in which state shareholding is the majority. It also confirms
the result found in descriptive analysis that a small number of observed firms have both
state and non-state institutions as large shareholder and none of employed firms in this
study's sample having state and individual shareholders holding 20% threshold.
Table 6-19: Correlations among ownership structure variables
STATE
INST
IND\.'
STATE
I
-.398"
(.ooo)
-.235"
(.000)
INST
-.398"
(.ooo)
I
.144"
(.ooo)
INDv
-.23 5"
(.ooo)
.t44"
(.ooo)
I
Correlation is significant at * the 0.05 level *+ the 0.0 1 level (2-tailed).
P-value is in parentheses
In comparing the correlations between large state shareholding and other types of large
shareholdings in the employed firms of this study, the correlation between large
ownership held by non-state institutions and companies, and large individual ownership
are positive significant, r:0.144, p<0.01. It exhibits the fact of ownership structure in
Vietnamese-listed firms that firm in which either individuals or non-state institutions
and companies are large shareholders holding 20%o threshold, have a higher rate of the
presence of other non-state shareholders than in f,rrms having large state ownership.
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6.4. UNIVARIATE AI\ALYSIS
In fact, univariate analysis is undertaken in this section in order to provide initial
assessments of the hypotheses of this study. In particular, CEO turnover is compared
across a variety of subsamples based on the sample of this study. For example, firm
performance is going to be divided in four quartiles for examining the differences
between the level of firm performance and CEO replacement rate. Furthermore, the
differences of CEO turnover rate are compared between firms having and without types
of large shareholding, the percentage of outsider and CEO ownership. In order to do
these examinations, t-statistics and z-statistics are performed.
6.4.1. CEO turnover and Firm Performance
In general, firm performance has been considered as the most important factor which
reflects the effects of CEO and indicates the probability of replacement in CEO
position. Hence, it is expected that the percentage of CEO replacement in firms which
experience poor performance is higher than firms having a good performance.
Regarding this expectation, data on firm performance in this study is divided into four
quartiles as subsamples in order to compare CEO turnover rate in different levels of
firm performance. To examine the differences, t-statistics and z-statistics are
implemented to examine equality from the bottom quartile to the top quartile of firm
performance.
As shown in Table 6-20,the results of t-statistics and z-statistics lead to an assessment
that CEO turnover is significant higher for f,rrms with poor ADJEPS, ADJROA, AEPS,
and AROA. Meanwhile, both proxies of profit margin are reported that they
insignificantly correlate with the differences in CEO turnover rate. The insignificant
ADJMARGIN and AMARGIN imply that profrt margin's proxies are not considered as
a good reflection of CEO's ability. Since the level of expenditure and business
operating are different among firms, the profit margin ratios are considered as a weak
proxy for measuring CEO's ability. Meanwhile, the assessment that firm performance
measured by return on assets' proxies increases the CEO turnover rate is supported by
the studies of Denis and Denis (1995), Huson et al. (2001), Kato and Long (2006a,b)
and Firth et al. (2006).
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Table 6-20: CEO turnover rate at different levels of firm performance
Flrm peúormrnce p rosies
ADJEPS ADJROA ADJTIARGD{ AEPS AROA AILA'RGN
The top quanile 0.0769 0.0E25 0.0913 0,0871 0.0974 0.0821
The second quartile 0,083î 0.09{: 0,099J 0.0Eil 0,0811 0.1333
The third quarlile 0.0904 0.0854 0.1055 0.0913 0.0913 0.1015
Thebotlom quartile 0,1000 0.189? 0.1538 0.181ó 0.1795 0'133-3
Sample size 780 780 780 780 7E0 7E0
t-statistics -,1,6)lt+* -1.996+tt -l.E.tot -l.6r9t+* -1.399t* -1.1-17
z-statistics 4.4ó3rri 3.939{+* 2.131 3.óó4*+* 3.433r*i' 1.913
t-statisticandz-slatistictbrequalitvbenveenthetopandbottomquatliles+ +*.and+*rdenotesignificanceat010.
0 05. and 0 01 lelels
Although t-statistics and z-statistics indicate the differences on CEO turnover rate
between the bottom quartile and the top quartile, differences between the first three
quartiles are small (see Table 6-20). For example, the CEO turnover rate of the top
quartile is smaller than the second quartile, only 0.68%, and is smaller by 1.35%o than
the third quartile following firm performance measure of ADJEPS. Since the reasons for
CEO replacements are excluded in this study, the small differences on CEO turnover
rate among the first three quartiles are explained by the fact that CEOs having good
performance are promoted or move to other companies.
6.4.2. CEO turnover and Ownership Structure
In considering the relationship between ownership structure and CEO turnover rate
based on the sample of this study, both t-statistics and z-statistics provide that there is
no difference between having or without large state and individual shareholders.
Meanwhile, the number of CEO replacements increases in firms where non-state
institutions or companies hold 20Yothreshold of firm shares. However, the difference is
significant atthe5o/o level by z-statistics and is moderately significant atthe 10% level
by t-statistics (Table 6-21). The results confrrm the correlation tests above that the
presence of large shareholders weakly influence CEO turnover.
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Table 6-21: CEO turnover rate and Ownership Structure
Orvnersbip variables
ST.{TE I}-ST IID\'
:'=1000 Tluesltold 0.1091 0.1óó1 0.1:50
.::100ô Tlileshold Lt,l l9l 0,1011 0,1lll
Sanrple size 780 ?60 7E0
t-statisrics 0,+lS -l,8ll* -0,1E:
z-statislics 0.{-1-3 1.086t* 0.191
t-statistic ancl z-stalistic tor eqrurlitr tretrveen the top and botlLrnì qualliles + ii
and *ri deuote signitìcauce at t-l 1(). (j i¡-s and 0 0l let els respet'tir elr
As the literature suggested, it is expected that the presence of large shareholders have
effects on the link between firm perforrnance and CEO turnover. Hence, this section
applies z-statistics in order to examine the relationship between CEO turnover rate and
o\¡/nership structure in different levels of firm performance. In fact, the rate of CEO
replacement is defined for each quartile of firm performance in Table 6-22 and Table 6-
23. Besides, the percentages of CEO turnover are separated between firms having or
without the presence of each type of large shareholders. Moreover, Table 6-22 presents
the results based on adjusted values of f,rrm performance's proxies (ADJEPS, ADJROA,
and ADJMARGIN), whereas Table 6-23 exhibits statistics results based on average
proxies of firm performance (AEPS, AROA, and AMARGIN).
According to the statistical results on Table 6-22, there are differences between the top
quartile and the bottom quartile in all employed firms following ADJEPS. Especially,
there is no turnover at the first three quartiles in firms where an individual shareholder
is a large shareholder. However, larger differences between the top quartile and the
bottom quartile are found in firms which are without the presence of large state
shareholder or with the presence of large shareholding belonging to non-state
institutions or companies. Meanwhile, the CEO turnover rates among firms in the
bottom quartile have small difference, whether individual shareholding is large or small.
Along with those assessments, the differences between the top, the second and the third
quartiles are found to be small.
In following the ADJMARGIN proxy, CEO turnover rates are increasing at the top of
quartile in firms without large state shareholding, or having the presence of large non-
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state shareholding (including institution, companies and individuals). Those differences
are significant under z-statistics. Meanwhile, there are small differences between the
levels of firm performance among other firms.
Table 6-22: CF',O turnover rate and Ownership structure at different levels of firm
performance (adj usted values)
Orvnenhþ stnrcture's teriables
srATE (o) srAlE (l) INST (0) INST (1) BfDv (0) INDV (1)
AIIJEPS
1.r quartile
2"d quartile
3d quaftile
4t quartile
z-stati¡tice
Sample size
AI'JROA
1 
'r quartile
2u çartile
3'a quartile
4ù quaftile
z-statistics
Saryte size
AD.'TIARGIN
1rr quartile
2od quartile
3a quartile
4u quafile
z-stati¡tic¡
Saryle size
0.0847
0_0500
0.o724
0.2165
3_694r*t
2E5
0.0938
0.0677
0.0625
0.23t7
3.7 69+++
285
0.0882
0-1000
0.0606
0.2099
3.060.ú
285
0.073s
0.0992
0.1000
0.1 83 7
2.760r+
495
0..0763
0.1060
0.1 008
0-1593
2.115
495
0_0945
0-0991
o.t27E
0.1140
0.954
.t95
0.0760
0.0E33
0.0872
0.1748
3-248+t
654
0.0833
0.0E69
0.1111
0.2692
2.606+
126
0.0800
0.1250
0. I 000
o2766
2.5 E8+
t26
0_0901
0-1071
0.08E2
0-3095
3.050*+
126
0.0769
0.0E0E
0.0938
0.2010
4.254+.+
756
0.0829
0.0963
0.0885
0.r848
3.595 *++
756
0.0947
0.1032
0.1077
0. I 444
t-646
756
0.0814
0.0E98
0.082E
0.1621
2.735+
654
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.2143
t.564
24
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.2727
2.0t3
24
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.3 75
2.6t9+
z4
o.0924
0.0969
0.1091
0.1111
0.650
654
r. rr. ard r" dcaote signi6cance u 0.10, 0-05. ¡nd 0.01 lcvds røpcctivdy-
Similar to ADJEPS proxy, CEO replacement rate differs in the top and bottom quartiles
of ADJROA by the presence of large state shareholder. In particular, among firms
without the presence of state shareholder, the bottom quartile firms have a higher CEO
replacement percentage than firms in other quartiles. Meanwhile, the middle quartiles
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are reported to have the smallest turnover rate. On the other hand, these differences in
CEO turnover rate are found in firms having the presence of large state shareholding.
However, the significance of the difference between quartiles is weak, over l0ol0.
Together with the presence of large state shareholding, an inverse result is found in
firms having the presence of large non-state institutional shareholding. The differences
on CEO turnover rate are strengthened in firms having larger non-state institutional
shareholding, However, CEO dismissal rate in the top three quartiles have small
differences. This result is also shown in examining the differences by the presence of
large individual shareholder. Nevertheless, the differences among firm performance
quartiles are significant only in firms without the presence of large individual
shareholding.
In the same designation as the firm performance measures by adjusted values above, the
percentage of CEO dismissals is examined across different types of large shareholders
and different levels of hrm performance following measures based on average proxies.
In particular, there are significant differences in CEO dismissal rate between firm
performance's quartiles in firms without the presence of large shareholders in
measuring firm performance by AEPS. Moreover, CEO turnover rate in the bottom
quartile of firms having the presence of state shareholding is higher than other firms,
whereas an inverse direction is found in firms having the presence of large shareholding
belonging to shareholding. However, the differences are reported insignif,rcant by z-
statistics. Meanwhile, the same results as reported in adjusted proxies are found. It is
reported that there are little differences among the middle quartiles.
In accordance to AROA's measurement, there are insignificant differences between
firms under the influence of large state shareholding or individual shareholding, even
though CEO turnover rate increased in the bottom quartile. However, the differences in
the bottom quartile under the influence of an individual large shareholder are
significant, whereas the results of state shareholding are insignifrcant at the 5% level
following z-statistics. Besides, the result of z-statistics reveals that CEO dismissal rate
is significantly different in firms without the presence of non-state institutional
shareholding. In fact, the rate of CEO dismissal in the hrst quartile of firms having
institutional ownership is similar, whereas the two bottom quartiles have little
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difference in CEO dismissal rate. Holever, z-statistics of the differences is
insignificant, although the different rate between the two top and the two bottom
quartiles is double. Together with AROA proxy, z-statistics reports that there are
insignificant different in CEO turnover rate in different levels of firm performance by
AMARGIN and the presence of large state and institutional shareholders. A significant
difference in CEO tumover rate is found in firms which an individual shareholder holds
20% threshold of firm shares.
Table 6-23: CEO turnover rate and Ownership structure at different levels of firm
performance (average values)
Orvnershþ structu re's v¡ri¡blcs
STATE (0) STATE 0) INST (0) INST (r) I¡IDV (0) INDV (l)
AEPS
1rt quartile 0-0714 0.0935 0-1028 0'0500
2oa quartile 0.0781 0.0916 0-0814 0-1304
3.d guartile O.OSO0 0.1000 0-0E59 0.1250
4ù quafile 0 2111 0-1619 0-1597 0'2550
z-statl¡tics 3.252't 1.968 2-5E5r 23t2
Sarnple size 285 495 654 126
AROA
1,r quartile 0.1017 0-0956 0-0952 0.1111
2aa guar:tile 0.0597 0.0938 0-0809 0.0909
3rd quartile 0.1205 0.0714 0-0'Ì23 0-2067
4t quartile 0.1842 0.1765 0-1701 0'20E3
z-statistics 2.343 2j85+ 3.149'+ l'564
Saryle size 285 495 654 126
A1\IÀRGIN
I'r quartile 0.0794 0.0833 0-0805 0.0952
rod qualile O 1408 0.1290 0.1317 0-1429
3a guartile 0.0685 O.l22O 0-0994 0-1176
4rr quartile 0.1795 0.1026 0.0987 0.2558
z-etatístics 2.199 1.304 1-585 l'983
Sample size 285 495 654 126
', 
tt. ¡¡d 'rt dcoote signi6caacc at 0.10. 0-05. a¡d 0.01 leyds respectivdy'
0.0872
0_0E85
0.0957
0. I 823
3.425+t.
156
0 0990
0.0838
0.0973
0.t702
2.938 t+
756
0.0851
0.1368
0.1058
0.12 I 7
1.669
756
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1250
1.565
24
0-0000
0.0000
0-0000
0.42E6
2.886**
24
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5000
3.207+r
z4
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Consequently, CEO replacement rate is reported to increase at the bottom level in all
firms. However, the significance of those differences is affected by the presence of a
large shareholder. Moreover, difference in CEO turnover rate is insignificant between
the first three quartiles. This is the reason that the result oft-statistics and z-statistics for
relationship between CEO turnover and the existence of large shareholders is only
significant for firms having large non-state institutional ownership. Overall, it is
expected that the influence of large shareholders on CEO turnover is clearer when firms
experience poor performance.
Together with ownership type, the sample is divided into two groups in order to
distinguish the differences between CEO turnover rate and ownership concentration.
Indeed, firms having beyond 0.25 are considered as highly concentrated in ownership.
Therefore, it is used to create the subsample by applying t-statistics and z-statistics'
Also, this step is able to examine the difference in CEO replacement rate by ownership
concentration in different levels of firm performance'
Table 6-242 Ownership concentration and CEO turnover
The level of omtel'slú¡r conceutr'¡rtior¡
<0:5
:==0 I5
CEO Tut'noter
0ll5l
0 1i 
'l
Sarrtple size
,r60
_r l0
t-statistics 0.:53
z-statistics 0 0ó-l
t-statistic and z-statistic for equalitv behveen the top and bottom qualiles +. +'t. and ++* denote
sigrihcance at 0.10. 0 05 a¡d 0 0l levels respectiselv
By employing t-statistics and z-statistics, the results in Table 6-24 show that there are
no differences in CEO turnover rate following the different levels of ownership
concentration. Hence, it seems to show that ownership concentration has no relationship
with the probability of CEO turnover. Besides, the z-statistics which examined CEO
turnover rate and ownership concentration in different levels of frrm performance
reported insignificant differences between high and low concentrated ownership firms at
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different levels of frrm performances. Thereby, it leads to an assessment that the
differences among ownership concentration do not influence the CEO replacement rate
following different quartiles of fîrm performance. In other words, ownership
concentration has less effect on the relation of firm performance with CEO turnover
rate.
6.4.3. CEO turnover and the percentage of outsider
After the correlation test of the relationship between the percentage of outsider on board
and CEO turnover, z-statistics and t-statistics are implied in order to examine CEO
turnover rates in different percentage ofoutsider on board. Indeed, a cutting point is set
up in order to implementthose tests. By using 0.40 as the cutting point, the result of t-
statistics and z-statistics exhibit that CEO turnover rate in firms having the percentage
of outsider under 0.40 are quite smaller than firms having the percentage of outsider
over 0.40. Particularly, percentage of CEO dismissals in firms having the percentage of
outsider over 0.40 is 13.91%o, whereas the percentage is only 7.5o/o in firms having
under 0.40. Moreover, the difference is significant at the l% level for both statistics
tests (Table 6-25).
Table 6-25: The percentage of outsider and CEO turnover
fte ¡relcent:t ge of Orttsidel'
CEO Tulnover
>=0.40 0.1391
,10,10 0 0150
Sample size 780
t-statistics -l 4l 
' 
***
z-statislics l'764***
t-statisric urd z-statistic tbr equalitl'lretrr-een the rop a¡rd botto¡n quutiles '. i'. a¡td "'r deuote signitìcance at 0 10.
0 05. a¡rd 0 01 ler els tespectivell
Furthermore, it is expected that the difference in the percentage of outsider is able to
affect the CEO replacement rate in different levels of firm performance. Therefore, z-
statistics are implemented in order to distinguish the relationship between CEO turnover
s See Table App-l in Appendix
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and the percentage of outsider in different levels of firm performance. In fact, Table 6-
25 presents the z-statistics which provides a statistical result for the relationship. In fact,
the percentage of CEO turnover increases in firms having the percentage of outsider
beyond 0.40 by implementing all firm performance proxies. The statistics results are
significant at the 5%o level excepting firm performance measured by AMARGIN. The
differences in CEO replacement rate between the top and the bottom quartiles are large.
Besides, the percentage of CEO replacement in the top quartile is higher than the third
quartile of firm performance. It leads to an assessment that firms having the percentage
of outsider over 0.40 on board are more likely to dismiss the CEO than firms in the top
quartile. Meanwhile, differences between the levels of firm performance in hrms having
the percentage of outsider under 0.40 are statistically insignificant.
Table 6-262 CF,O replacement and the percentage of outsider in different levels of
firm performance
Flrm performrnce prorles
åDJEPS .{DJRO.{ .q,DJì, TRGTN .[EPS -{ROA .d\f{RGIN
Panel A: OL'TSIITER >= 0.40
The top quartile 0.0495 0 081 1 0.09ó3 0.0918 0 1l:6 0.0901
The second quartile 0 l:61 0.1 ll2 0.107E 0.0893 0.0847 0 1454
The third quartile 0.1000 0.1207 0.1i08 0.1180 0.1196 0.1181
Tbe bottooqualile 0.2619 0.2283 0.:414 0-2302 0.2109 0.1E70
Sarnple size 460 160 460 +60 ,t60 460
z-statistics 4.943+rt 3.534t** 3.156+t 3.593+r+ 2.951++ 2.246
Panel B: OL'TSIDER {. 0.40
Tbe top quafile 0.1064 0.0E33 0.0E33 0.0816 0.0674 0.0645
The second quarlile 0 0341 0.0706 0.0899 0.0E43 0.0779 0.1176
The third quartile 0.0725 0.0361 0.07ó1 0.0286 0.0460 0.0693
Thebottonquartile 00869 0.117ó 0.0506 01014 0.09:0 00417
Sample size 320 320 320 320 320 310
z-statistics 1.899 1 913 1.011 1.743 1 145 I 878
z-statistic for equalit¡'bets'ecn the top and bottom quaniles ', t', a¡d trr denote signific¡¡ce at 0. I 0, 0.0j, and 0.01
levels respectively
It is reported that CEO tumover rate is lowest in firms having the percentage of outsider
under 0.40 at the bottom quartile of firm performance measured by profit margin's
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proxies, Meanwhile, the lowest percentage of CEO replacement is found in the third
quartile of firm performance measured by ADJROA, ADJMARGIN and AEPS when
the percentage of outsider is under 0.40. Furthermore, the CEO dismissal rate at the
bottom quartile of firm performance in firms having the percentage of outsider under
0.40 is lower than fîrms having the percentage above 0.40. Therefore, it is argued that
the percentage of outsiders has a strong effect on the increase of CEO replacement rate.
6.4.4. CEO turnover and CEO ownership
Based on the correlation analysis in the prior section, CEO ownership is reported to
have a statistically insignificant correlation to CEO turnover. Besides, it is implied in
the Mann-Whitney test and z-statistics6 which reported insignificant relations between
the percentage of CEO tumover and either CEO holding over or less than 5%o threshold
of firm shares. Hence, it leads to an assessment that CEO ownership has less influence
on CEO turnover.
On the other hand, it is expected that CEO ownership would have effects on the link
between CEO turnover and firm performance. In order to examine this expectation, it is
necessary to apply z-statistics in order to show the relation between CEO ownership and
CEO replacement in different levels of firm performance. In fact, the result of z-
statistics reveals that firm performance in the bottom quartile have higher CEO turnover
rate than firms in the top three quartiles. In addition, the differences are significant at
the l%o level following ADJEPS, ADJROA, AEPS, and AROA. Meanwhile the
differences are statistically insignificant in measuring firm performance by profit
margin's proxies. Furthermore, firms in which CEO owns less than 5% threshold of
firm shares have a higher percentage of CEO turnover than firms which have a CEO
owning 5% threshold of firm shares at the three bottom quartile level of firm
performance.
6 See Table App-2 in Appendix
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Table 6-272 Cf,O turnover rate and CEO turnover in different levels of firm
performance
Flrm performrnce prorles
.{-DJEPS .{,DJRO.{ ADJIL{RGIN 
-{EPS .{ROA [\[{RGIN
Panel A: CEOlll{ (0)
The lop quanile
The second quartile
The third quafile
The bottom quartile
Sample size
z-statistics
Ponel B: CEO (1)
The top quartile
The second quartile
The thi¡d quarile
The bottom quartile
Sample size
z-statistics
0.0617
0.0E98
0.0983
o 2327
ó5ó
5.096t++
0.1316
0.041 7
0.0384
0 0556
t24
I 106
0 0861
0.0903
0.101 2
0.2063
656
3.960*+r
0.0606
0 1100
0.0000
0 1 1-t3
124
1.058
0.098:
0.0970
0. I 065
0.1 824
656
2.773+
0.0625
0.1154
0- I 000
0.0t 78
t24
1 411
0.0801
0.0920
0 104?
0.207 5
656
3.939 +r+
0 0976
0.08 t9
0.11 11
0.1 950
656
3..flg+*.
0.0864
0.1337
0.1 09 I
0 1529
656
1.953
0 0606
0.1304
0.0667
0.05:6
124
r.:06
0.t2t2
0 0615
0.0000
0 08ll
124
I 752
0-0968
0.081l
0.000
01111
114
1.920
e:t¡aliåfiç. for equalitv bets'een the top and bottom quartiles '. r I, ard 3tr denote sisniûcance at 0 10, 0.0-5, and 0,01
levds respcctivelv.
Along with those results, the differences of CEO turnover rate in frrms where CEOs
hold 5% threshold of firm share are reported as insignificant. Moreover, the percentages
of CEO replacement in the top quartile of firm performance measured by earning per
shares' proxies are higher than other quartiles. Other quartiles have similar CEO
replacement rates. It can be explained that CEOs would be promoted or move to other
companies. Also, it is the reason for the same situation based on other firm
perfonnance's proxies in similar results. The results indicate that there are differences in
the percentage of CEO replacement at different levels of firm performance in firms
where CEOs owns less than 5%o threshold. Meanwhile, there is a lack of evidence to
deduce that CEO turnover is different following levels of frrm performance in frrms
where CEOs own 5o/o threshold of firm shares.
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6.5. SUMMARY
In summary, the observations of this study are conducted based upon 156 listed firms on
Hanoi and HoChiMinh Securities Centres. The l56listed firms are operating in fourteen
industries following the industry classification of the State Securities Commission. The
sample for this study is based on these firms with 780 firm-year observations. Among
these observations, there are 88 (11 .28%) replacements in CEO position during the
period of 2006-2010. Additionally, the replacements of CEOs normally occured in the
second half of fiscal years. In particular, over 57Yo of CEOs were replaced in the second
half of the fiscal year. Moreover, the CEO turnover rate increased in the last 3 years of
the observation period. The increase of CEO replacement rate is explained by the data
description related firm performance which shows that the lowest performance was in
2008. Hence, it is argued that CEOs would have to respond to their firm performance in
year 2008 and therefore would be dismissed in 2008 or later in2009. Along with this,
the evidence on CEO turnover shows that the highest CEO replacement rates are found
in 2008 and 2009. Together, the data related to fìrm performance reveals that
implementation of industry-adjusted ratios is likely to provide a better relative measure
of performance than unadjusted ratios. This implementation is help to overcome the
dispersion in firm performance among different industries.
In considering the ownership structure in Vietnamese-listed firms, the data exhibits that
the largest shareholder is commonly state ownership. Meanwhile, the presence of large
individual shareholder in Vietnamese-listed firms is small. Comparing to these types of
ownership, the presence of non-state institutions and companies as large shareholders in
Vietnamese-listed firms is in the minority, since the development of non-state
enterprises is smaller than state enterprises. Furthermore, both data description and
correlation analysis reveal that the presence of large state shareholding decreases the
presence of non-state shareholding in Vietnamese-listed firms. Together with the type
of ownership, it is reported that there is uneven in the level of ownership concentration
among Vietnamese-listed frrms. In addition, the level of ownership concentration is
highest in firms which have the presence of large state shareholding. Meanwhile, the
level of ownership concentration is decreasing by the presences of large non-state
institutional and individual shareholder. In fact, the lowest level of ownership
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concentration is found in which have no shareholder holding 20%o tbreshold of firm
shares. Regarding ownership concentration in different industries, the data also reveals
that most industry has median value of ownership concentration within the range of
0.10-0.25. The highest concentration level in ownership is found in the energy industry
which has the highest concentration level, 0.26. The reason of the highest level is that
most of the firms in the energy sector are SOEs.
Regarding the characteristics of board, data description indicated that the average size
of BOM inVietnamese-listed firms is around 5 to 6 directors, This board size is smaller
compared to listed firm in the U.K, the U.S, and China. Besides, the percentage of
independent directors on BOM is 0,40. Together with board characteristics, descriptive
statistics reports that the average age of CEOs in Vietnamese-listed firms is 50 years old
and the normal tenure in Vietnamese enterprises is 5 years. Compared to other
countries, CEO tenure in Vietnamese firms is shorter than firms in the U.K and the U.S.
However, the percentage of CEO duality is reported to be higher than in Chinese firms.
Since CEO and chair position are normally one person in a firm which has a majority of
shareholding belonging to one shareholder such as SOEs or private enterprises, the
percentage of duality in Vietnamese firms is high. Among CEO characteristics, CEO
ownership is the most important characteristic. In the sample of this study, the
percentage of CEO owned 5% threshold is small, 15.9%. Hence, it can be seen that
CEOs in Vietnamese-listed firms normally hold under 5o/o firm shares. This situation is
the same as in other countries reported by previous studies. For instance, Bhagat and
Bolton (2008) reported that CEOs in U.S firms are holding around 2.92% of firm shares
on average, whereas Coles et al. (2008) provided that the percentage of shares owned by
CEOs in UK firms are around 1.85%.
In accordance with the result of Pearson correlation tests, most of firm performance's
proxies significantly correlate to CEO turnover, excepting the proxies of profit margin.
Besides, the presence of large institutional ownership is significant positive correlation
to CEO turnover, whereas the presence of large state or individual ownership and
ownership concentration are found statistically to have insignificant correlations to CEO
turnover. Along with this result, the percentage of outsider reveals a strong positive
relationship with CEO turnover. Meanwhile, size of board, firm size and firm leverage
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have a statistically weak relationship \ /ith CEO turnover, The insignificant correlations
of CEO ownership and tenure to CEO turnover are also reported. However, CEO
duality and CEO age are reported to have strong relationships with CEO turnover.
In considering the correlation between firm performance and other variables, most CEO
characteristics have a weak relationship with fTrm performance measured by all proxies.
Among CEO characteristics, CEO duality is the only variable which has a significant
positive correlation to firm performance measured by AROA. Besides, the presence of
large state ownership positively relates to firm performance. Meanwhile, non-state
shareholders seem to weaken firm performance of listed enterprises since the correlation
between those variables and firm performance is negative. Together, the correlation
between board size and profit margin's proxies is negative, whereas board size has no
significant correlation to other firm performance measures. Furthermore, the percentage
of outsider is found to have significant relationships with all proxies of firm
performance. However the relationships have different effects according to different
proxies of firm performance.
Based on the correlation between CEO characteristics and other variables, there are
several assessments which provide a general picture of Vietnamese-listed firms. For
instance, the proportion of shares held by CEOs and the percentage of CEO holding
chairman position in firms which have the presence of a large state shareholder is
smaller. Besides, the tenure of CEO is this type of firms is shorter than in other firms.
On the other hand, inverse situations are found in firms where individual shareholders
are holding 20%o threshold of firm shares. In comparing the two types of ownerships,
CEO ownership and tenure are only slightly affected by the presence of large
shareholding belonging to non-state institutions and companies. Moreover, large
institutional shareholders are likely to appoint young CEO and to create separation
between CEO and chairman positions. In addition, the same correlation is found
between the percentage of outsider, and CEO duality and tenure. Besides, CEOs in
firms which have a higher percentage of outsiders on board and smaller size of board,
the CEO has a shorter time in position and is younger than in other firms. Nevertheless,
board characteristics have no signifìcant relationship with the presence of CEO holding
5% threshold of firm shares in Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
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According to univariate analysis, it leads to an assessment that firm performance
measured by return on assets' proxies increases the CEO turnover rate which is
supported by the studies of Denis and Denis (1995), Huson et al. (2001), Kato and Long
(2006a, b) and Firth et al. (2006). However, t-statistics and z-statistics provide a result
that there is no difference in CEO turnover rate created by the presence of large state
and individual shareholders. Meanwhile, the number of replacements in CEO position
increases in firms where non-state institutions or companies are holding20% threshold
of firm shares. This confirms the result found by correlation tests. Overall, the
percentage of CEO dismissals increases in firms at the bottom level of firm
performance. Additionally, the significance of these differences is affected by the
existence of a large shareholding. Together with the examinations above, univariate
analysis exhibits that the percentage of CEO replacements in firms having the
percentage of outsider over 0.40 is l3.9lYo, whereas the percentage is only 7.5Yo in
fîrms having under 0.40. Especially, the CEO turnover rate is higher in firms which are
at the bottom level of f,rrm performance and have the percentage of outsider beyond
0.40. Besides, univariate analysis reported that there are differences in the percentage of
CEO replacement at different levels of firm performance in firms where CEOs own less
than 5o/o threshold. Meanwhile, there is a lack of evidence to deduce that CEO turnover
is different following levels of firm performance in firms where CEOs own 5olo
threshold of firm shares. Hence, it can be assessed that CEO ownership has less
influence on CEO turnover.
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7.1. INTRODUCTION
To examine the developed hypotheses of this study, this chapter is going to perform the
most important analysis which is logistics regression analysis. In fact, the descriptive
statistics in the prior chapter has provides several initial assessments for testing the
developed hypotheses of this study. For example, firm performance and the percentage
outsiders by which have a significant relationship with the increase of CEO turnover
rate, Meanwhile, large institutional shareholding is the only type of shareholder has
effects on the percentage of CEO replacement. Similarly, CEO ownership has a weak
relation with CEO turnover rate. However, it is believed that logistics regression models
would provide accurate and reliable results in order to distinguish the abilities of
variables in predicting the probability of CEO turnover in Vietnamese-listed firms. In
particular, the logistics regression models which are developed in Chapter Five are
applied to test the hypotheses of this study. Furthermore, the results of hypotheses are
analysed in order to gain a better understanding on the decision of CEO dismissals in
Vietnamese-listed firms.
7.2. LOGISTICS REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In order to test the developed hypotheses of this study, this section provides the results
and analysis of logistics regression models' implementation. Particularly, the
determinants of CEO turnover are firstly tested. Further, the sensitive analysis is
performed in regarding the assessments of the influence of ownership types, the
percentage outsider and CEO ownership on the link between CEO turnover and firm
performance.
7.2.1. Determinants of CEO turnover
To test the first three groups of hypotheses in this study, this section is going to analyse
the contribution of variables in predicting the probability of CEO turnover in employed
firms. Particularly, the analysis of CEO turnover's determinants is revealed by the
development and analysis of logistics regression models.
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With regard to the concern on the effects of firm characteristics on the likelihood of
CEO turnover, logistics regression models which include firm performance, firm size
and firm leverage are used. The results of the logistics regressions are presented in
Table 7-1. In detail, firm performance measured by all proxies has negative influences
and is statistically significant. Among these significant negative effects, firm
performance measured by profit margin's proxies is signifrcant at the 5Yolevel, whereas
other proxies are significant at the 1% level. These statistical results give a right
direction as is the expectation on the hypothesis la. On the other hand, firm size and
firm leverage are reported to have statistical insignificant influence to the probability of
CEO turnover, although they have positive signs in predicting CEO turnover. Moreover,
the Nagelkerke R2 values of the regression models are small. The maximum Nagelkerke
R2 values is 0.044 by measuring firm performance by ADJEPS and the minimum values
is 0.015 by AMARGIN proxy. Besides, models following adjusted proxies are stronger
in explaining the likelihood of CEO dismissals than average values. Together, models
based on ADJEPS and ADJROA result in the largest Nagelkerke R2 values.
Table 7-1: Logistics estimation of the sensitivities of firm performance and CEO
turnover
Firm performance's pt'ories
AD.IEPS AD.IROA AD.T\LA.RGN AEPS AROA A\ÍARGN,Í
PERIOR\I|\CE -O OIO+*r -0 'O'+** -0 086*+ -0.008t++ -0.168r++ -0 09ó**
(0,003 ) (0 051) (0 015) (0 00-r) (0 061) (0.011)
Control l'oriobles
FSTZE 0.051 0.031 0 058 (0.080) 0 056 0.01i 0.061(0.081) (0 081) (0.079) (0 080) (0 080)
FLEÏERTGE t) 
-rES 0 I jl 0 8-l: (0 r9l ) 0100 0 196 (Ì 861
(0.195 ) (0 r99) (0 i9i ¡ (0.805 ) (0 ,93)
.Sanple size 780 -I80 780 780 780 780
NagelkerkeBr 001-1 00-10 00ls Oc)l-l 0011 0015
Chì-sqmre 17 ó3-s+** ls 8-{7+*+ 716l* 9 0-S0+* 8 414++ 6.116
Standarderrotsarereptrrtedinparentheses t, ++- and*t+ denotesignitìcanceat010 () 0-\ and() 01
levels respectitelr
After testing the probability of firm performance, fîrm size and hrm leverage, the
logistics regression models above are argued to add ownership structure' variables in
order to examine the influences of firm characteristics on the likelihood of CEO
replacements. Indeed, the Nagelkerke R2 values and Chi-square values of these models
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are increase in compared to prior models. It is believed that those models are better tn
predicting the likelihood of CEO dismissals.
Table 7-2zLogistics estimation of CEO turnover by firm characteristics
Flrm pcrformtnce's prolies
PERFORT\ÍA¡\CE
ST.{TE
DfST
ADJEPS
_0.010r++
(0.003)
0.400
(0.315)
0.67Er+
(0.335)
ADJROA
-0.201r*r
(0.055)
0.400
(0.31E)
0.688*+
(0.335)
ADJMARGIN
-0.0E5rr
(0.035)
0 :79 (0.1 1t)
0.716 ++
(0.330)
AEPS
-0-008++
(0.003)
0.361
(0 311)
0.6E9rt
(0.330)
AROA
-0-l ó2*+
(0.065)
0 346
(0 l14)
0.696+t
(0.33 I )
A\4ARGIN
-0.092t+
(0.044)
0.169
(0 31 1)
0.700**
(0 330)
NDl' -0.ló6 -0 197 -0.084 (0 671) -0 151 -0.073 -0.047
(0 667) (0.677) (0 663) (0 668) (0 670)
colc -t.228 -1.202 -1.203 (1.026) -t.229 -1.193 -1.194(1.030) (r.022) (t.024) (1.020) (1.024)
Conlrol Va¡lables
FSrTF 0.063 0-043 0.062 (0.0E3) 0.063 0.042 0-065(0.083) (0.0E4) (0.082) (0.082) (0.082)
FLEïERAGE 0.469 0 18.{ 0.979 (0.810) 0 496 0.175 0.984(0.8:0) (0 83:) (0.817) (0.837) (0.8:3)
Sa,irpl¿ slze 780 7E0 780 780 780 780
,\agelkerkeRr 0.055 0.051 0.030 0.034 0.031 0 017Chl-square 22-O5O*++ 20.195+*1 12.048i 13.517+t 12.868f 10.770
Sta¡da¡d errors are reported in parentheses *- +t. aûd +++ denote signifrcance at 0.10. 0 05. and 0.01
lesels respectivel\'
Along with the prediction abilities of the models above, the coefficient of variables are
represented. In particular, firm performance is still reported to have negative significant
relationship with the probability of CEO turnover on all models. The power of f,trm
perfonnance is significant at the lYo level under ADJEPS and ADJROA proxies.
Meanwhile, its power is decreased to the 5%olevel following other firm performance's
proxies. Together, firm size and firm leverage are still insignificant in all the models
even though their signs are positive to the likelihood of CEO turnover. Interestingly, the
presence of large state shareholding is found to have positive correlation to CEO
turnover. This result is in inverse direction with the expectation defined in its hypothesis
and the result of correlation test. However, the relationship is insignificant. Similarly,
the presence of large individual shareholders in firms has insignificant negative
correlation to the probabilþ of CEO turnover. Again, the result is in opposite direction
with the correlation test which indicated insignificant positive relationship between the
presence of large individual shareholders and CEO tumover.
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Among the types of large shareholder, large shareholdings belonging to non-state
institutions and companies are found to have significant relationships with the
likelihood of CEO turnover in observed firms. Their relationships are positive
significant at the 5%o level following all proxies of firm performance. It confirmed the
result of the correlation test that the presence of large non-state institutional shareholder
positively correlates to CEO turnover. Together with the presence of large shareholders,
the sensitivify of ownership concentration to CEO turnover is found statistically
insignificant since CONC variable has p-value>O.1 in all augmented regression models.
Hence, the hypothesis 1g lacks of evidence to conclude that firms with a higher level of
ownership concentration have higher probability of CEO dismissal, although the sign is
reported negative to the likelihood of CEO turnover in the augmented models. Overall,
the hypotheses la and le give evidence to support, whereas the hypotheses lb, lc, ld,
1f and I g lack support from the results of those regression models above.
In order to test the hypotheses related to board characteristics, OUTSIDER and BSIZE
are added into the regression models. Based on the results of logistics regressions from
Table 7-3, it confirms the important role of firm performance in making the decision of
CEO dismissal. As a result, PERFORMANCE is reported to have negative significant
correlation to the probability of CEO turnover following all measures of firm
performance. Additionally, the correlations are significant at the lVo level in measuring
firm performance by industry-adjusted proxies, whereas they are significant at the 5%o
level following average proxies. Moreover, the presence of large state and individual
shareholding, firm size and firm leverage is found to have same signs and the
significance of correlations is as in the regression models before adding board
characteristics' variables. Nevertheless, the signifìcance of correlations between the
presence of large institutional shareholding and the likelihood of CEO replacement are
decreased in the augmented regression models. Especially, the influences of large non-
state institutional shareholders decreased from significant at the 5% level to
insignificant at the l0% level. It is argued that the existence of outsiders on the board
reduces the effects of large non-state institutional shareholders to CEO turnover. As a
result, the coefficient of OUTSIDER is estimated with strong positive relationship with
CEO turnover at the 5Yo level in all examined logistics regression models. It is
consistent with the correlation result and univariate test on the relationship between the
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percentage of outsider and CEO turnover. Moreover, it provides an evidence to confirm
the hypothesis 2b. Along with the percentage of outsider on board, board size is
reported to have statistical insignificant relationship with the likelihood of CEO
turnover. Although the sign of BSIZE in examined models is found negative to CEO
turnover, it is argued that the hypothesis 2alacks of evidence to confirm this.
Table 7-3: Logistics estimation of the sensitivities of firm and board characteristics
to CEO turnover
ADJEPS
Flrm performrnce's prorles
ADTROA ADJN,ÍARGIN AEPS AROA AMARGIN
PERTOR,\fÀ\iCE
ST.{TE
n¡sT
f\Dï
coNc
OIITSIDER
Cotlîol Va¡iabl¿s
FSITF
FLEl'ERAGE
BSrTF
Samplc she
Nagelkerke R:
CfrI-squre
_0.010*r+
(0.003)
0.287
(0.3r6)
0-440
(0.360)
-0 307
(0,6 75 )
-1_1 50
(1.0e5)
I 00:**
(0.537)
0.064
(0 091 )
0.316
(0.E20)
-0 071
(0.107)
780
0 06,s
26.259r+r
_0.1 92 +rr
(0.056)
0 :91
(0.131)
0.402
(0.363)
-0.:24
(0.683 )
-1.065
(l.0el )
1.146*+
(0 5l 7)
0.040
(0.091 )
0.032
(0.830)
-0.016
(0105)
7E0
0.0ó3
25. l40t+r
_0.094***
(0.035)
0 170 (0.3 jle)
0.352 (0 360)
-0.141 (0 680)
-r.039 (1.097)
1 450+++
lô 5151
0.050 (0 090)
0.813 (0.8r9)
-0 038 (0 l0l)
7E0
0,049
19.776r*
-0.007{t
(0.003)
0.:46
(0.125 )
0.427
(0.355)
-01?0
(0 6ó8 )
- 1.088
(r.090)
I .094 +*
(0.53?)
0 056
(0 090)
0_348
(0.E l6)
-0 05{
(0105)
780
0,046
18.201rr
-0.151 r+
(0.065)
0.t43
(0.3:8 )
0.401
(0.358)
-0 096
(0.673)
-l.036
( l .0EE)
I .l0l *+
(0 5l1l
0.01l
(0.090)
0.131
(0.843)
-0 037
(0. l 04)
7E0
0.04ó
l8_243r+
-0.106r+
(0.044)
0.15ó
(0.3:6)
0.330
(0.35e)
-0.1 10
(0.680)
- 1.042
(1.0e4)
1 457+f
(0.535 )
0 056
(0 091 )
0.830
(0.8?3)
-0.043
(0.r03)
7E0
0.047
18.628*r
Standarderrorsarerepoledinparenths5g5.t *t.¿¡1d+t+denotesignificanceat0l0.005.and0.01
levels respectivelv
After testing several logistics regression models to find the evidence for the first two
groups of hypotheses in this study, the full model indicated in Chapter 5i which includes
all variables from firm, board and CEO characteristics are examined.
7 The model (5) indicated in Chapter Five, Section 5.6.1
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Firstly, the Nagelkerke R2 ad Chi-square values of logistics regression models based on
the model (5) are greater than the prior examined models (Table 7-4). Hence, it is
believed that the prediction abilities of variables in the models are increased. In
particular, the variables which are added in the prior regression models such as
PERFORMANCE, INST, INDV, FLEVERAGE, FSIZE and BSIZE are reported with
similar signs and significant as estimated. In detail, PERFORMANCE is found to
significant negative coruelate to the likelihood of CEO replacements. It is significant at
the l%o level following industry-adjusted proxies and is significant at the 5% level
according to average proxies. Thus, it gives more evidence to support the hypothesis la.
However, the hypotheses related to the presence of non-state institutional shareholder,
firm leverage, firm size and board size are lack of supports even though their signs in
the models are the same as expected from the hypotheses. As a result, their relationships
with the probability of CEO dismissals are reported statistically insignificant. Similar to
these variables, the presence of large individual shareholders is statistically insignificant
in predicting the likelihood of CEO turnover, although it has positive sign to CEO
turnover. Hence, it could only be concluded that the presence of large individual
shareholders has insignificant positive relationship with the possibility of CEO turnover.
Also, the hypothesis 1e related to INST variables is lack of evidence to confirm.
Along with the coefficient results of these variables, coefficient estimations of STATE
are insignifrcant and have mixed signs. For instance, the presence of large state
shareholding has positive correlation to CEO turnover following earning per share's
proxies (ADJEPS, AEPS) and retum on assets'proxies (ADJROA, AROA). Meanwhile
its relationships are negative when firm performance is measured by profit margin's
proxies (ADJMARGIN, AMARGIN). Nevertheless, all of the correlations are
statistically insignificant and they therefore fail to support the hypothesis lb. Further,
ownership concentration, which is one of firm characteristics, is expected to have a
negative correlation with the probability of CEO dismissal. Indeed, the signs of CONC
in the augmented models above are negative; they, however, are statistical insignificant
atthe l0%o level, Therefore, the hypothesis 1g which indicated the level of ownership
concentration decreases the possibility of CEO turnover lacks support from the data of
this study.
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Table 7-4: Logistics estimation of CEO turnover's determinants
Firm performance's prorler
ADJEPS ADJROA ADJMARGTN AEPS AROA A\{ARGIN
PERfOR\LI\CE
ST.{TE
f\sT
f\-D\-
coNc
OITSIDIR
cEollf¡
Conmol l'a¡iablcs
FSTTF
rLE\TR{Gf
BSI7,F
.{GE
rÊ\a-ïf
DI..TLITI'
Samplc sì-"e
Nagelkerke R:
Chí-squarc
-0.010r..
(0 003)
0 101
(0 i-?9)
0.389
(0.374)
-0 t6l
(0 7.l])
-1.317(l l3l )
0 836
(0 560)
-0.53i
(0..r20)
0.056
(0 094)
0 :0i
(0 s_\i)
-0 08i
(0. r l2)
0.051'.*
(0 018)
0.038
(0.036)
-0 5E3r.
(0 l9i)
_0. l92rr.
(0.057)
0.080
(0.311)
0.338
(0.371)
-0Il
(0 7J6)
-1.087(l 117)
1.061'
(0 5)3 )
-0.i83
(0.413)
0.023
(0.095)
0 000
(0 s60)
-0.063
(0.1 1 0)
0.0_\ I trr
(0 018 )
0.038
(0 036)
-0.193 r
(0 t91 )
_0-099rtt
(0.035)
-0 0ll (0 3.10)
0.17.1(0.375)
-0 1ls (0 i50)
-1.075 (r r26)
I {06r*
(0 
-¡5ll
-0.637 (0 410)
0 031(0 09.r)
0 r8l (0 E53)
-0.038 (0.108)
0.051r'.
(0 018)
0.0{3 (0.036)
-0 5 l0*
(0 19l I
780
0 091
37.2-s3rrr
-0.007.r
(0.003)
0.0ól
(0 338)
0.371
(0.369)
-0109
(0 i3-i)
- 1.20 t
(1. l 23)
0 9)8r
(0 jj0l
-0.569
(0.415)
0 0{7
(0 093)
0 130
(0 851)
-0.067
(0. ¡ l0)
0.Q-sIrr'
(0 018)
0 011
(0 036)
-0._\-\Jt
(0 t93)
-0.15 I . t
(0.068)
0 031
(0 3-?9)
0.343
(0 372)
-0 060
(0.73 i)
-l 0ró
(l.l ll)
I 1l3t'
(0 j.l9)
-0.626
(0.,110)
0.016
(0.093)
0.071
(0.E63 )
-0.04.1
(0.109)
Q Q;gtrr
(0 01s)
0.040
(0.036)
-0.l9Jr
(0 l9l)
-0.1 l6r.
(0.015)
-0 061
(0 338)
0.247
(0 3i6)
-0.091
(0 ?53)
-1.091
(1.123)
LJ07+'
(0 jjl)
-0.662
(0.110)
0.038
(0.09-l)
0 809
(0.8j7)
-0 045
(0.1 08)
0.0_i 1r*r
l0 0l8i
0.044
(0 036)
-0 i l9*
(0 191r
780
0 10ó
-13.1.{-irrr
780
0 l0l
+1.348.r.
?80
0.08 r
3 5.09013 t
780
O OEó
?4.764rr¡
780
0 090
36.390..t
StandardÈrrorsa¡ereponedinparentheses. r-'t-andrrtdettotesignit-rcalceat0.10.005,and001
leçels
In considering the influences of board characteristics on the probability of CEO
replacement, the results of logistics regressions provide strong evidences to confirm the
hypothesis of the percentage of outsiders. Particular, the results of OUTSIDER in
logistics regressions are significant positive relationship with the likelihood of CEO
turnover following most proxies of firm performance except AEPS. Indeed, the effect of
OUTSIDER in the model with firm performance measured by APES is quite close to
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the l0% level of significant. Thus, the hypothesis 2b is argued to be supported.
Meanwhile, the percentage of outsiders provides a strong positive influence on the
decision of CEO dismissal, board size negatively correlates to the likelihood of CEO
turnover. It is the same as the expectation on the hypothesis 2a. However, its influences
are statistical insignifrcant atthe l0o/o level following the results of logistics regressions
on Table 7-4.Hence, the hypothesis 2a lacks evidence to conclude that board size has
negative influence on the possibility of CEO turnover'
In order to test the hypotheses related to CEO characteristics, the results onTable 7'4
reveal that CEO tenure has no signifrcant relationship with the likelihood of CEO
turnover, although its signs in the full models are positive. Meanwhile, age of CEO and
CEO duality have significant correlation to CEO turnover. Additionally, CEO age
positively correlates to the probability of CEO turnover and is significant at the lYo
level, whereas CEO duality negatively relates to the likelihood of CEO turnover and is
signifîcant at the l0%o level. These results confirm the hypothesis 2c that the possibility
of CEO replacement in firms where a CEO also holds chairman position is lower than in
other firms. On the other hand, the hypothesis 3a is supported in an inverse direction
that the likelihood of CEO turnover increases among firms along with the aging of
CEOs. In other words, young CEOs are less likely to be dismissed than old CEOs.
Together with these characteristics of CEOs, CEO ownership is one of the important
variables in this study. However, the influences of CEO ownership on the possibility of
CEO replacement are reported statistical insignificant at the 10% level. Therefore, there
is a lack of evidence to support the hypothesis 3c that CEO ownership has negative
relationship with the probability of CEO turnover, even though the signs of CEOWN
variable in logistics regression are negative.
Regarding the results of logistics regression from the Table 7-4, the change in
probabilities of CEO replacement is examined. Indeed, CEO determinants which are
statistically significant at the l0o/o level or beyond are going to be examined. Besides,
those determinants are examined based on the chances from the 25th percentile to the
75th percentile value for continuous variables and from 0 to 1 for dummy variables,
whereas other variables are given by mean values. Particularly, the implied chances in
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probability following different proxies of fîrm performance are represented in Table 7-5
below
Table 7-5: Changes in the probability of CEO turnover following different proxies
of firm performance
Firm performance's proxies
PERF'ORMANCE
OUTSIDER
AGE
DUALITY
ADJEPS
-7.30%
2.95o/o
437%
-5.t6yo
ADJROA
-6.84%
3.85%
4A0%
-4.s3%
ADJMARGIN
-3.71%
4.79%
421%
-438%
AEPS
-4.45Yo
3.44%
437%
-5.02%
AROA
-551%
491%
5.22%
-550%
AMARGIN
-3.86%
4.74%
4.08%
-4.40Vo
As presented in Table 7-5, the probability of CEO replacement decreases within the
range from -7.30 to -3.71%when firm performance increases from the 25th percentile to
the 75th percentile values. The highest change in possibility of CEO replacement
following firm performance is found in ADJEPS and ADJROA which are -730%o and -
6.84%. Hence, it can be seen that CEO turnover is more sensitive to industry-adjusted
values of firm performance in the current period than the average values of current and
previous periods. Besides, the changes in possibilify of CEO turnover for industry-
adjusted proxies are the highest in compared to other variables, In contrast, the changes
in the percentage of outsiders on board have a higher impact on the probability of CEO
turnover in measuring firm performance by average values between the current and
prior period. Besides, the highest changes in the probability of CEO turnover following
OUTSIDER are found under the implementation of profit margin's ratios. This leads to
an assessment that independent directors are more likely to judge CEO's performance
by profit margin's ratios and both current and prior frm performance.
Along with these factors, the changes in the probability of CEO tumover following the
ages of CEO are indicated between 5.22% and 4.08%o. Especially, the possibility is that
changes are higher when firm performance is measured by return on assets' ratios.
However, the differences among the possible changes in CEO replacement for CEO age
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are modestly small, around l% following different firm performance's proxies,
Similarly, CEO duality reveals smaller difference in the changes of the possibility of
CEO dismissals. In detail, the percentages of changes are within the range of from -
4.38% to -5.50%. It is able to deduce that fîrms in which CEOs are also chairmen have
a smaller probability of CEO dismissal than in other firms. The differences are in the
range of 4.38%-550% depending on the measure of firm performance'
7.2.2. Sensitive analysis on the link CEO turnover-performance
In pursuing the examination of the interaction and the sensitivities of other important
factors on the link between firm performance and CEO turnover, the equation (6) in
Chapter Five is applied. Nevertheless, this section firstly augments by adding the
interactions of ownership structure's variables with firm performance to the logistics
regression models based on the model (5) in the prior section. By doing so, the
sensitivities of ownership structure on the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover would be clearer and more robust.
As mentioned above, ownership structure's interactions with firm performance are
added into the model (5) by four interaction variables which are
PERFORMANCE*STATE, PERFORMANCE*INST, PERFORMANCE*INDV ANd
PERFORMANCE*CONC, Indeed, there are changes in logistics regression results in
compared to the results based on the model (5). In particular, the signif,rcance of firm
performance to the likelihood of CEO turnover is decreased (Table 7-6). Firm
performance by ADJEPS is the only one statistical significant at the 5% level.
Meanwhile, ADJROA and ADJMARGIN are reported significant at the l0% level.
Especially, the proxies computed by the average values between current and prior
performance are statistical insignificant at the l0%o level. Besides, the significance of
CEO duality's influences is weakened, Most of DUALITY's results are insignificant
except the one in applying ADJEPS is significant at the 10% level. On the other hand,
the influence of CEO age and the percentage of outsiders on board have the same
significance and small changes as reported in the regression results of the model (5).
Similarly, the signs and significance of ownership structure's variables, firm size, firm
leverage, board size, CEO tenure and CEO ownership are unchanged.
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Table 7-6: Ownership structure and firm performance-CEO turnover sensitivities
Firu per{ormaoce's pForrês
PERTOR\LL\CT
ST.{rI
PERfOn¡fÀ\Cr
.ST.{TE
NST
PT.RfOR\LI\CE
rf\lsf
f\D\-
PERfOR¡L{\CE
rE{DV
cotfc
PE8fOR.\lÁ'r\CE
rcoNc
OT:ISIDER
CEOIlT
Con¡ol l'orìabl¿s
FSf'F
FLE\T,R{GE
DSr:7F
.{GE
IL\LNE
DU.{LITI'
Sanpb sìzc
Nagel*erkc R;
Chí-squarc
ADJEPS
-0.013r.
(0.00ó)
0 100
(0 36{ )
0.000
(0.008)
0 l8:
10 a2ó)
-0.01t
(0.0r0)
-t 40:
(l 765)
-0-015
(0.026)
-l 150
(1.166)
0.028
(0.025)
0 88{
(0 5s-r)
-0.407
(0..u8)
0.052
(0.096)
0 3ll
t0 863)
-0.100
(0. r l6)
0.058* +*
(0.0 I 9)
0.030
(0.037)
-0 52S*
(0 l9ó)
780
0117
47.577rt.
ADJROA
-0.205.
(0. r tt)
0 097
(0 
-1ól)
0.094
(0. l 5ó)
0 193
(0 +ß)
-0.058
(0. r8l)
-2 231
(: 001)
-0.533
(0-48r)
-l 119
(l ]]5)
-0.095
(0.535)
l. l0ó*"
(0 i5ó)
-0..t91
(0.4 r 2)
0.006
(0.097)
0 198
(0 87:)
-0.05 t
(0. r ll)
0 051***
(0 019)
0.036
(0.037)
-0 170
(0.:9ó)
780
0.111
45.082.i.
ADIMARGIN
-0.097. (0.057)
-0 0{ó (0 317)
0.058 (0.105)
01_17 (0 397)
-0. tó8 (0. r40)
-1 898 (¡ 612)
-0.257 (0.297)
-l 094 (1 175)
0.0r7 (0.403)
I 108*" (0.ió0)
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Along ïvith the results of variables included in the model (5), the results of interactions
are reported in Table 7-6.|n particular, none of ownership structure's interaction with
firm performance is reported significant at the 10% level. For example, both the
interactions of the presence of non-state institutional and individual shareholding are
found insignificant, although they have negative signs. Hence, it leads to the assessment
that there is a lack ofevidence to support the hypotheses 4a-d.
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After adding the interaction of ownership structure's variables with f,rrm performance tn
the model (5) to find initial assessments on the hypotheses of ownership structure and
the sensitivity of the link between firm performance and CEO turnover, the model (6)
which is developed in Chapter Fives is applied to test the fourth group of hypotheses. In
comparing the logistics regressions models presented in Table 7'6, the augmented
logistics regression models based on the model (6) including the interaction of outsider
and CEO ownership with firm performance in order to test the sensitivities to the link
between CEO turnover and firm performance.
In accordance to the results presented in Table 7-7,ftrm performance still has negattve
correlations with the likelihood of CEO turnover. However its correlations are
insignificant following all firm performance's proxies. It can be understood that the
influence of firm performance on the probability of CEO turnover is decreased by
various effects of ownership structure, outsiders, and CEO ownership. Similarly, large
individual shareholding, ownership concentration and CEO ownership have negative
relationship with the possibility of CEO turnover, since their signs in logistics
regression are negative. Nevertheless, their relationships are insignificant at the llVo
level. In inverse direction, the presence of large non-state institutional shareholding
positively correlates to the likelihood of CEO turnover following all firm performance's
proxies. Besides, a large state shareholder is reported to have mixed influence on CEO
turnover. As a result, large state shareholding is negative by applying earnings per
share's ratios, whereas it is positive in using other proxies to measure firm performance.
On the other hand, OUTSIDER is the only independent variable which has significant
relationship with CEO turnover except in measuring firm performance by ADJEPS.
Together with these independent variables, there are no changes in the significant and
signs of control variables to the probability of CEO turnover. For instance, CEO age is
still positively significant with the chance of CEO dismissal, whereas firm leverage and
CEO tenure have insignificant positive correlations with the probability of CEO
turnover. These results indicate that the age of CEO is more likely to be considered in
order to provide a decision in replacing a CEO in Vietnamese-listed firms. In addition,
CEO duality and board size are reported with negative statistical insignificant relations
I See fuilher in Chapter Five, Section 5.6.1
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with the possibility of CEO dismissal. Also, firm size is insignificant at the 10% level
following all proxies of firm performance.
Table 7-7: Random effects on the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover sensitivities
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Along with coefficient results of independent and control variables, the coefficient
estimations of interaction variables are reported in order to test the fourth group of
hypotheses in this study. Indeed, the interactions of ownership structure's variables with
firm performance are confirmed as insignificant at the l0% level. For example, both
large individual and non-state institutional shareholding increase the sensitivity of the
link between fîrm performance and CEO turnover, since PERFORMANCE*INST and
PERFORMANCE*INDV have negative signs. Nevertheless, both of them are statistical
insignificant at the l0% level. Thus, it shows that ownership structure has insignificant
influence on the sensitivity of the link between firm performance and CEO turnover. It
also points out that the hypotheses 4a-d lack evidence to conclude their effects on the
link between fìrm performance and CEO turnover. Furthermore, the hypothesis that the
link between firm performance and CEO turnover is strengthened by the increase of the
percentage of outsider on board is weakly supported. Therefore, the result of interaction
between outsider and firm performance (PERFORMANCETOUTSIDER) is found to
have negative insignifîcant correlation with the likelihood of CEO dismissal following
all measures of firm performance, Among the interactions with firm performance, the
interaction between CEO ownership and firm performance is the only one which is
found to have significant relations with the likelihood of CEO replacement. In
particular, the relations are significant in measuring firm performance by ADJEPS (1%)
and ADJRO A (5%). Meanwhile, CEO ownership has insignificant influence on the link
between firm performance and CEO turnover in applying other proxies, Therefore, the
hypothesis 4f is partly supported.
7.3. ROBUSTNESS CHECK
In order to check the robustness of logistics regression results, this section compares the
results to the results of correlation and univariate analysis. Foremost, firm performance
is reported to have significant correlation to CEO turnover following both the
correlation analysis and univariate analysis. Indeed, the univariate analysis has
indicated that there are significant differences in CEO turnover rate following different
levels of firm performance. Hence, the result of hypothesis 1a is robust'
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In considering ownership structure, all of the hypotheses related to ownership structure
lack evidence to support them. For example, the presence of large state shareholding is
reported with insignificant correlation with CEO turnover. Furthermore, the univariate
analysis indicated that there are no significant differences in CEO turnover rate created
by the presence of a large state shareholder. Moreover, the relationship between the
presence of a large shareholder and CEO turnover has mixed results. According to the
logistics results, large state shareholding has negative relationship with CEO turnover
by applying profit margin's ratios, whereas positive relationships are found in using
other proxies. The results also can be seen in the univariate analysis. Particularly, the
CEO turnover rate in firms having the presence of large shareholders is higher than firm
without this presence at the second and the third quartiles of firm performance.
Meanwhile, CEO turnover rates at the top and the bottom quartiles of firm performance
in firms which have a large state shareholder are smaller than f,rrms having the absence
of this type of large shareholder. Therefore, this creates mixed and insignificant results.
Similarly, the presence of large individual shareholding is reported insignificant
following correlation, univariate and logistics regression analysis. Among ownership
type, the shareholding held by non-state institutions and companies is found to have
signifîcant correlation with CEO turnover by examination of Pearson correlation at the
5Yo level and has significant correlation following the t-statistics and z-statistics at the
5Yo level. Thus, it is found to have significant correlation at the 5%o level to the
likelihood of CEO turnover in the regression models without board and CEO
characteristics. However, the correlation is decreased in the augmented logistics
regression models. It is argued that the added variables have reduced the influence of
large non-state institutional shareholders.
In examining the effects of ownership structure's variables on the sensitivities of the
link between firm performance and CEO turnover, the results from logistics regressions
are consistent with the result of univariate analysis. For instance, the differences in CEO
dismissal rate following the presence of large institutional shareholders in different level
of firm performance are large in the bottom quartile. Since there are insignificant
differences among the three top quartiles of firm performance, the influences of large
institutional shareholding on the link between firm performance and CEO turnover
become weak by other variables, Similarly, the influences of large state and individual
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shareholding are conducted in same way. Besides, the univariate analysis has revealed
that there are no signifîcant differences in CEO turnover rate at different levels of firm
performance between high and low concentrated ownership. Therefore, ownership
concentration has no significant effect on the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover
To check the robustness of the correlation between the percentage of outsider and CEO
turnover, all the results from logistics regression, univariate and correlation analysis
support the hypothesis of this factor. Indeed, the percentage of outsider is examined and
is reported with significant correlation with CEO turnover by Pearson correlation
analysis atthe 7Yo level. Also, t-statistics provide evidence to reject the null hypothesis
that the differences in the percentage of outsiders have the same CEO turnover rate.
Hence, it is reported that outsider significantly correlates to the probability of CEO
turnover following most of firm performance measures except ADJEPS. However,
univariate analysis has provided a report on CEO turnover rate and the percentage of
outsider in different levels of firm performance, which reveals insignificant differences
of CEO replacement rate among level of firm performance in firms having under 0.40
percentage of outsiders. Based on this result, it leads to assessment that the effects of
outsiders on the link between firm performance and CEO turnover is strong when the
percentage reaches to 0.40. Therefore, the interaction of outsider is insignificant in
logistics regression.
On the other hand, the influence of CEO ownership on the probability of CEO turnover
is insignificant by logistics regression analysis. This result is consistent with the result
of the Mann-Whitney test and z-statistics which also indicate insignificant differences in
the rate of CEO turnover following CEO ownership. Hence, it confirmed that CEO
ownership has insignificant negative influence on CEO tumover. Nevertheless, the
effects of CEO ownership on the sensitivities of the link between firm performance and
CEO turnover are significant following ADJEPS and ADJROA proxies. Since
univariate analysis of CEO turnover rate and CEO ownership in different level of firm
performance reveals large differences in CEO turnover rate following the two bottom
quartiles of firm performance between firms having CEO owned 5% threshold and
under 5% threshold. In particular, the CEO rate at the two bottom quartiles in firms
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having CEO ownership beyond 5% is smaller than in other firms. The distinction is only
clear in measuring fìrm performance by ADJEPS and ADJROA, whereas it is unclear in
following other proxies.
Regarding the role of control variables, the signifìcance of control variables reported in
correlation analysis support the result of logistics regression analysis. For example, both
CEO age and CEO duality are reported with significant correlation to CEO turnover,
whereas firm size, firm leverage, board size, and CEO tenure have insignificant
correlations. However, this study has designed an additional variable in order to check
the robustness of CEO age, since the literature pointed out that f,rrms might retain poor
performance CEOs to reduce the cost of resignation when they are close to retirement
ages (Warner et al., 1988). Thereby, this study decided to choose the range between 59
and 61 years old in order to examine the probability of dismissal at these ages. The
normal retirement policy in Vietnamese firms is at 60 years old. Besides, CEOs in this
age group might have to be replaced either earlier or later than the time they are 60
years old. Therefore, a dummy variable of CEO age is defined as equalling to 1 if the
ages of CEO are from 59 to 6l and equal to zero otherwise. It is believed that the
dummy variable can capture the increase of CEO dismissal probability at a certain age
(Whidbee, 2003; Linck et al., 2008). Furthermore, it can provide a better result, since
this study is unable to distinguish the reason for CEO replacement'
Indeed, the coefficient estimationse of variables in new logistics models which have
added the dummy variable of CEO age, reported that no change in the significance of
ownership structure's variables, ownership concentration, CEO ownership, firm size,
f,rrm leverage, board size, and CEO tenure. Their coefficient estimations are reported
insignificant at the l0o/o level. On the other hand, firm performance is still a core factor
that helps to make the decision of CEO replacement, since their coefficients are
significant atthe l%o level following all firm performance's proxies. Besides, the role of
outside directors as independents is confirmed. The same significant and signs of the
influences of outsiders are reported in the new logistics regression models. However,
CEO duality is less significant when the presence of CEO age dummy variable is added
into the logistics models. Their significance in the new logistics regressions is close to
e See the result of coefficient estimation in Table App-2 in Appendix
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the l0% level. Thereby, it can be argued that the influences of CEO duality on the
probability of CEO turnover are modestly negative, but those influences are weak when
CEOs reach a certain of age. Lastly, CEO age still has positive significant correlation to
the likelihood of CEO turnover, though its signif,rcance in logistics regressions
decreases to the 10% level. Nevertheless, it confirmed the robustness of the results that
young CEOs are less likely to be dismissed than old CEOs. Moreover, CEOs who are
between 59-61 years old have to face a higher probability of replacement, since the
coefficient estimation of the CEO age dummy variable is significant positive atthe l%o
level.
7.4. SUMMARY AND ÄNALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESES
Based on the results of logistics regression analysis in previous sections, the results of
hypotheses are demonstrated, In order to gain a better understanding on the result, this
section is going to summarise and analyse the results of the hypotheses. The analysis is
presented following firm characteristics, board characteristics, and CEO characteristics
to create systematic assessments.
7.4.1. Firm Characteristics
Foremost, firm performance is reported to have significant correlation with the
likelihood of CEO turnover. The correlation is found significant at the lo/o level. Thus,
the hypothesis that firm performance has significant correlation with CEO turnover is
strongly supported. Also, it pointed out that CEOs in Vietnamese-listed firms have to
fulfil the economic objectives in order to reduce the probability of dismissal. The result
is similar to a large number of findings in the literature of CEO turnover. However, the
hypothesis on firm performance is the only one of the hypotheses on firm characteristics
which has been supported. Other hypotheses lack evidence to support them. For
example, firm size and firm leverage have positive correlations to the possibility of
CEO turnover, however, their correlations are insignificant. As a result, ftrm size has a
minority role in considering profitability and judging CEO performance. It is consistent
with the assessment of Offenberg (2009) that there is no evidence to prove that CEO
turnover rate in small firms is higher than in large firms, although an increase in
disciplinary CEO turnover occurs as firm size increases. Meanwhile, firm leverage in
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this study reveals that employed firms have been controlling the hrm leverage in
secured ratios. Thereby, the effects of firm leverage on CEO turnover are unclear and
insignificant. Overall, firm leverage is considered as a control factor in examining the
likelihood of CEO turnover (Adams and Mansi, 2009)
Table 7-8: Summary of Hypotheses on Firm Characteristics
H¡'pothæes
H¡'pothesis la: There is a signifrcant uegative correlation benveen CEO
turnoler and ftrm performance in \¡ietnamese-listed entet'ptises.
H¡'pothesls lb: There is a positive relationship betlveen CEO turnover and
firm size i¡ Vietnamese.listed enterprises.
H)'potbesis 1c: There is a positive cortelation betrveett ftrm leverage and CEO
lurnoter in Vietnamese-listed entetprises.
Hypothesls ld: The state ownership has negative relation to CEO rurnover in
\¡ietnamese'listed euterprises.
H¡'pothesis 4a: State ou'nership uegatively corelates to the sensitivity of the
link bets'een firm perfornrance aud CEO tumorer.
H-vpothesls le: The presence of institutional shareholders increases the
likelihood of CEO turnover in listed enterprises.
H¡'potlresls 4b: The sensitivitl' of the link betrveeu firm perfotmance and CEo
lurnovel is stt'enghened by the pl'esence of institutions as large shareholders in
\/ietua¡nes e-listed enterp t'is es.
Hypothests lf: tndividual shareholding except CEO orvnership has a
correlation with CEO turnover.
H1'pothesls 4c: Large individual shareholdìng slretlgthens the sensilileness
bels,een frrm performance and CEO lurnover in listed entelprises.
HypotIesls 1g: Ownership concentration posilively relate to CEO rurnover in
\¡ietnamese-listed enterprises.
H)'pothesis 4d: The level of concenllaliott in ou'nership strengthens the
seusitivify' of CEO lurnover to ftrm performance.
Result
Supporred
Weak
supported
\1¡eak
suppoted
\¡/eak
supported
\\reak
supporled
Weak
supported
\\¡eak
supporred
Weak
supportd
\\:eak
suppofied
Weak
supportd
\Yeak
supponed
Together with the hypotheses lb and lc, the hypotheses ld-g which relate to the effects
of ownership structure on CEO tumover are weakly supported. In detail, it is expected
that the presence of large non-state shareholders including non-state institutions,
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companies, and individuals has a positive relationship with the increase in the likelihood
of CEO dismissals when firms experience poor performance. Nevertheless, the results
of all the analysis provide weak evidence to support these positive effects of the non-
state shareholders in Vietnamese-listed firms. It is the fact that non-state sector in
Vietnam lacks experience in management and is less developed than state sector (Bui,
2006). Therefore, their ability in managing CEO is weaker than in SOEs, even though
their attempts in pursuing the economic objective might be greater. Indeed, the either
insignificant or signifìcant negative correlations between non-state shareholders and
firm performance are found in the correlation analysis of this study. These proved the
assessment above. Furthermore, it supported the results on the effects of non-state
shareholders on the sensitivities of the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover. Since the shareholders attempt to pursue the economic objective and pay more
attention on firm performance, their effects on the link between firm performance and
poor performance CEOs are positive. However, the lack of abilities in management has
created insignihcant effects as reported in this study. The results are consistent with the
finding of Barberis et al. (1996) and Gibson (2003) which is that large private
shareholders have an unclear role on improving firm performance and corporate
governance.
Regarding the large number of SOEs in Vietnamese economy, the effects of large state
shareholding on the likelihood of CEO turnover are also considered in this study,
However, the expectation indicated in the hypotheses related to state shareholding is
weakly supported. Especially, their effects of state shareholding are mixed. For
example, the presence of large state shareholding has a positive relationship with the
probability of CEO turnover by applying eamings per share and return on assets' ratios.
Meanwhile, inverse influences are found under the implementation of profit margin's
ratios. The reason for positive influences is that state shareholders are also pursuing
economic objectives since firms have been listed. In particular, state shareholders
normally try to expand their firm sizes by increasing the proportion of shares or total
assets after being listed. Thereby, they pay more attention to accounting ratios based on
earnings per share and return on assets rather than increasing the ability in managing
expenditure to gain greater profit. This explains inverse influences of the large state
shareholder on firm performance. Besides, it explains that state shareholders are more
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likely dismiss CEOs having poor performance by considering earnings per share and
return on assets' ratios. Meanwhile, the probability of CEO replacement is weakened
when applying prof,rt margin's ratios to make a replacement decision. Together,
Freeman and Nguyen (2006) and Tran et al. (2007) suggest that state shareholders are
normally represented by individuals whose supervision function is considered less
responsible than real shareholders. Therefore, it weakens the effects of state
shareholders on CEO turnover as well as the influences on the link between firm
performance and CEO turnover.
Together with ownership types, the hypotheses related to ownership concentration are
weakly supported. Although the signs of ownership concentration support that
ownership concentration has negative relations on the probability of CEO turnover, the
relationships are insignificant. Since the mean value of ownership concentration in this
study is 0.1826, it can be understood that there is normally only one large shareholder in
Vietnamese-listed firms. Thereby, the effects of ownership concentration depend on the
fype of the large shareholder as suggested by Kaplan and Minton (2012). Nevertheless,
the influences of large shareholders have reported with insignificant relationship to both
CEO turnover and the link between firm performance and CEO turnover. This explains
the insignificance of ownership concentration on both the possibility of CEO turnover
and the sensitivities of the link between firm performance and CEO turnover in this
study.
7.4.2. Board Characteristics
Board size is the first characteristic which is reported to have insignificant correlation
with the possibility of CEO turnover even though its signs in logistics regression are
negative. Hence, the hypothesis that board size has a negative relationship with CEO
turnover in Vietnamese enterprises lacks evidence. Compared to the prior studies, there
is a lack of support to point out significant effects of board size on CEO turnover. Most
prior studies have indicated that a large board might increase the ability of monitoring
CEOs. For example, Parrino and Weisback (1999) suggested that the board of directors
maybecome less cohesive as the size of the board increases. Besides, Yermack (1996)
stated that CEOs are more likely to be dismissed by smaller boards following periods of
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poor perfonnance. However, Franks et al. (2001), in comparing the results of CEO
turnover under the effects of board size in the UK and the US, indicated that the
significant role of board size depends on the disciplinary function rather than the
supervisory function. Thereby, the effects of board size on CEO turnover in UK firms
are insignificant compared to US firms, since UK boards do not have the disciplinary
function. Regarding this suggestion, a board of directors in Vietnamese firms (BOM)
has the absence of disciplinary function. Indeed, the decision of CEO dismissal is
normally made by general meeting of shareholder. The BOM performs management and
advisory function to provide information for the meeting of shareholders. Therefore, the
size of board has insignificant relationship with the probability of CEO turnover. Also,
the function of the board explains the result of the hypothesis 2b which indicated a
significant relationship between the percentage of outsiders on the board and the
likelihood of CEO turnover. Since the board has to fulfil the advisory function and to
provide information to general meeting of shareholders, outsiders are considers as
independent directors who would report independently to shareholders about the real
performance of a CEO rather than other directors. Thus, with more independent
directors on a board this is believed to provide more reality and relative reports to judge
the performance of CEOs.
Table 7-9: Summary of Hypotheses on Board Characteristics
Hypotheses
H¡'pothesis 2al Boatd size lras a uegati\'e telationship \\ith CEO lut¡rover itt
Vietnarnese etrterpt'ises.
Hypothesls 2b: The number of indçeudent direclors on the board incleases
the likelihood of CEO turnover in Vietnamese enterprises.
H¡-pothesls 2c: The likelihood of CEO lurrloler is decreased b1' CEO dualit¡' itt
Vietnames e-lis ted enterprises.
Hl'pothesls 4e: The percentage of outside directors rvill strengthen the
sensitir-ity of CEo turnorer to f¡rm paformance.
Result
\\¡eak
suppotred
Supported
Supported
\\¡eak
supported
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Together, the correlation analysis has pointed out that the percentage of outsiders on
board negatively correlates to the duality of CEO. In fact, the independence of a board
which is created by outsiders might be decreased by CEO duality. A CEO who is also a
chairman of the board might provide less relative and relative information to general
meeting of shareholders. By doing so, the decision of CEO dismissal might be affected.
Therefore, CEO duality is reported to have negative influence on the probability of CEO
turnover. However, the effect is reduced when CEOs reach to the ages between 59-61
years old.
As mentioned above, outsiders are considered as independent reporters on boards.
Besides, this study defined outsiders as directors who are not incumbent or previous
managers of firm. Therefore, the independent directors have less effect on managing
CEOs as well as on firm performance. These characteristics of outsiders have proved
their insignificant influences on the sensitivities of the link between firm performance
and CEO turnover.
7.4.3. CEO Characteristics
Concerning the results of hypotheses related to CEO characteristics, the hypothesis on
CEO age is strongly and inversely supported. In particular, young CEOs are less likely
to be dismissed than old ones. Moreover, the probability of CEO turnover increases
when CEOs are gettingto the ages between 5l-6lyears. As a result, young CEOs who
are appointed in Vietnamese enterprises are normally more highly qualified than old
CEOs who are appointed based on the assessment of experience. Besides, young CEOs
are expected to provide a long-term effort rather than old CEOs who are less likely to
initiate strategic change and tend to be more conservative (Stevens, Beyer and Trice
1978; Wiersema and Bantel 1992). In fact, both SOEs and non-state enterprises in
Vietnam are willing to appoint young CEOs on a board to achieve and increase the
effectiveness of long-term objectives rather than aged CEOs, whereas older CEOs might
be dismissed or promoted to be chairman in order to increase the ability of management
CEOs and the advisory function. Regarding these facts, it supports the opposite
direction of the hypothesis 3a. Nevertheless, the tenure of CEO has no significant
relationship to CEO turnover. Tenure is considered as the proxy of CEO experience
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rather than the po\iler of CEO (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988). Besides, CEOs with
long tenure are considered as matched CEOs in following the hazard theory (Allgood
and Farell, 2003; Brookman and Thistle, 2009). Thereby, those CEOs might be
promoted to chair of board in regarding the facts in Vietnamese enterprises mentioned
above. However, it is infrequently that long tenure CEOs are promoted and therefore the
correlation between CEO tenure and the likelihood of CEO replacement is insignificant.
Table 7-10: Summary of Hypotheses on CEO Characteristics
H1'potheses
Hr'pothesis 3:r: Tlte likelihood of CEO truttovef is hieher itl \"iettlaltlese-liste cl
firms havin-s vourìger CEOs.
H¡'pothesis Jb: CEO tenure lras uegative relatiort to CEO tunìover lIt
Vietnarnese-listed enterprises.
Hr-¡rotlresis Jc: CEO on'uership has rr.gntì.'e conelatiotl to C'EO lutuover itl
\ii etnaulese enlerl;rises.
H¡'¡rothesis Jf: CEO tt¡nlover-pertbmtance sensitivities are u'eaker tbr listed
enterprises in rvhich CEOs are holdiug comnìon stock of these ettterprises.
Result
Iur,elsely
Supported
Weak
supported
\\¡eak
suppofied
Supported
Among CEO characteristics, CEO ownership is an important characteristic which has
received a large number of studies on its relationship with the possibility of CEO
turnover. Indeed, CEO ownership reflects CEO power and CEO intensive in pursuing
better hrm performances, and it, therefore, is expected to have positive correlation to the
probability of CEO replacement. However, the result points out that there is
insignificant correlation between CEO ownership and CEO turnover. Since CEO
ownership in Vietnamese enterprises is normally under 5% threshold of firm shares, the
power and intensive of CEOs are unclear. Also, the correlation between CEO ownership
and the probability of CEO replacement is unclear. Indeed, over 84%o of the
observations in this sample are when CEO ownership is under 5ol0. Therefore, there is a
lack of evidence to confirm the hypothesis 3c. However, the literature suggested that
CEOs holding 5% threshold are reported to have positive correlation with firm
performance (Dahya, Lonie and Power, 1998; Core et al., 1999). Thereby the
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sensitivities of firm performance to CEO turnover are less when CEOs hold 5%
threshold of fìrm shares (Morck et al,, 1988; Denis, et al, 1997; Denis, Denis and Sarin,
1997). Hence, the result of hypothesis 4f is consistent with the assessment of the prior
studies when CEO ownership reaches to 5%o threshold of firm shares.
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8.1. CONCLUSTON
In conclusion, the aims of this study, which are to investigate the determinants of CEO
turnover and to evaluate the link between CEO turnover and firm performance, are
fulfilled. In particular, there are several factors which influence the probability of CEO
turnover in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Among these factors, firm performance is
reported with significant effects on the possibility of CEO dismissal. Similarly,
independent directors, CEO duality and CEO age have strong influences on the
probability of CEO turnover. Meanwhile, other factors such as ownership structure,
CEO ownership, CEO tenure, firm size, board size, and firm leverage have no
significant correlation to the probability of CEO turnover. Besides, this study found that
the sensitivity of CEO turnover to firm performance is weakened when CEOs hold 5%
threshold of firm shares. Nevertheless, other factors have statistically insignificant
influences on the sensitivities of the link between CEO turnover and firm performance.
Along with the pursuit of fulfilling the aim of this study, other findings have provided a
general picture of Vietnamese-listed enterprises. In particular, by examining 156 listed
firms at the end of December,2006 in Hanoi and HoChiMinh Securities Centres during
the period 2006-2010, this study conducted 780 firm-year observations. Based on the
description statistics of the 156 listed, this study found that the largest shareholder in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises is commonly a state shareholder. Holever, the existence
of non-state shareholders is still small compared to the majority of state shareholders.
As a result, the development of non-state enterprises is unequal to the development of
SOEs. Moreover, the percentage of shares belonging to individual shareholders in SOEs
is normally small, under 20% threshold. Also, the presence of non-state shareholders in
SOEs is infrequent. It reveals that listed firms normally rely on one type of ownerships.
It also explained that there is uneven ownership concentration among Vietnamese-listed
firms, even though the average level of ownership concentration is modestly
concentrated. In fact, firms with the presence of state shareholders have a higher level of
ownership concentration than other firms with the presence of non-state large
shareholders. Together, boards of directors (Board of Management) in Vietnamese-
listed fîrms are normally made up of five or six directors. In addition, the number of
independent directors is around ll3 of the total number of directors. Compared to
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boards of directors in other countries, boards of directors in Vietnamese firms is smaller
than in the U.K, the U.S, and China. However, the percentage of CEO duality is
reported to be higher than in Chinese firms. Since CEO and chair position are normally
one person in a firm which has a majority of shareholding belonging to individuals.
Meanwhile, SOEs and large non-state shareholders attempt to separate the two
positions.
Based on the 156 listed frrms, this study also reported 88 (11.28%) events of CEO
turnover. In addition, the number of CEO turnover events occurred increasingly in the
last three years of the observed period. Besides, CEO turnover normally occurred in the
second half of fiscal years, Moreover, the average age of CEOs in Vietnamese-listed
firms is 50 years old and the normal tenure in Vietnamese enterprises is 5 years.
Moreover, large institutional shareholders are likely to appoint a young CEO than other
types of ownership. Besides, tenure of CEOs in firms which have the presence of large
state shareholder is longer than other firms. Meanwhile, CEOs in firms having a higher
percentage of outsiders on board and a smaller size of board, have shorter time in
position and are younger than in other firms. In comparing to other countries, CEO
tenure in Vietnamese firms is shorter than firms in the U.K and the U.S. Moreover, the
important characteristic of CEOs is their ownership. In fact, CEO ownership in
Vietnamese-listed enterprises is normally under 5% threshold of firm shares. This
situation is the same as in other countries reported by previous studies. For instance,
Bhagat and Bolton (2008) reported that CEOs in U.S firms are holding around 2.92% of
firm shares on average, whereas, Coles et al. (2008) provided that the percentage of
shares owned by CEOs in UK firms is around 1.85%.
In accordance to the collected data on Vietnamese-listed enterprises above, this study
has provided various findings on the probability of CEO tumover. In particular, ftrm
performance is the core determinant of CEO turnover. CEOs in Vietnamese-listed firm
have to fulfil the economic objective in order to reduce the possibility of dismissal. This
finding is consistent with the findings in the studies of Denis and Denis (1995), Huson
et al. (2001), Kato and Long (2006a, b) and Firth et al. (2006). Meanwhile, the presence
of large shareholders has no significant relationship with the probability of CEO
turnover. Even though there are the large SOEs in this study's sample, the effects of
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large state shareholders on CEO turnover are unclear. It is argued that state shareholders
also attempt to fulfil economic objectives such as expanding the firm size or increasing
profitability. However, the proportion of state shareholding is normally presented by
individuals, who are considered as unreal shareholders, and their attempts, therefore,
might be weakened (Freeman and Nguyen ,2006 and Tran et al., 2007). Consequently,
the finding of the influence of state ownership on the likelihood of CEO dismissal in
this study is similar to finding of Chi and Wang (2009), but the influence is
insignificant. Similarly, large non-state shareholders also insignificantly correlate to the
likelihood of CEO turnover in Vietnamese firms. As a result, the non-state shareholders
which include non-state institutions, companies and individuals in Vietnam have a lack
of experiences in management and are in a lower stage of development than the state
sector (Bui, 2006). Hence, their ability to manage CEOs is weaker than SOEs, even
though their affempts in pursuing the economic objectives might be greater. These
f,rndings are consistent with the finding of Barberis et al. (1996) and Gibson (2003)
which is that large private shareholders have an unclear role on improving firm
performance and corporate governance. As the ability of both state and non-state
shareholders is weak, their influences on the sensitivities of firm performance-CEO
turnover are no significant. Also, it reduces the significance of the influences of
ownership concentration on CEO turnover and the link between CEO turnover and firm
performance. Since ownership concentration reflects the power of the largest
shareholder, the influence of ownership depends on the largest shareholder (Kaplan and
Minton,2012)
As defrned independent directors are defined as outsiders who are not current or former
employees of the firm, and not closely associated with the firm by having business
dealings with the firm such as lawyers, bankers, consultants, or investment bankers,
independent directors in this study are considered as independent reporters rather than
managers. Hence, the independent directors have less effect on managing CEOs as well
as firm performance. Therefore, these characteristics of outsiders have proved their
insignificant influence of outsiders on the sensitivities of the link between firm
performance and CEO turnover. However, independent directors positively corelate to
the likelihood of CEO turnover, since they seem to provide more reality and relevant
reports to the general meeting of shareholders which would judge and make the decision
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of CEO dismissal. This finding is consistent with the studies of Hermalin and Weisbach
(1988), Brunello, Graziano, and Parigi (2003) and Hwang and Kim (2009).
In examining the influence of CEO ownership which presents CEO power and CEO
incentive to pursue better fîrm performance, it is found to have insignificant correlation
to the likelihood of CEO dismissal, although CEO ownership has negative effects. Since
CEOs in Vietnamese-listed enterprises normally hold under 5Yo firm shares, their power
is unclear and the influence of CEO ownership on the probability of CEO dismissal is
insignificant. The similar result is also found in the studies of Denis, et al. (1997) and
Dedman (2003) which reported insignificant relationship between CEO ownership and
the probability of CEO dismissal. Although CEO ownership has insignificant relation to
the probability of CEO dismissal, its effects on firm performance are suggested by
several studies such as Dahya et al. (1998) and Core et al. (1999). Regarding this
suggestion, the result of this study also provides significant influences of CEOs holding
5% threshold of firm shares on the link between firm performance and CEO turnover
following firm performance measured by earning per shares and return on assets. These
findings are the same as the findings of Morck et al. (1988), Denis, et al. (1997) and
Denis, Denis and Sarin (1997).
Regarding other determinants of CEO turnover, firm size and firm leverage have no
significant correlations with the probability of CEO turnover. Indeed, the frnding on
firm size is consistent with the studies of Offenberg (2009) and Weisbach (1988).
Meanwhile, firm leverage of Vietnamese-listed enterprises is reported at a normal rate,
and it, hence, is considered as a control factor in researching the likelihood of CEO
dismissal (Adams and Mansi, 2009). Similar to firm leverage, board size is report to
have no significant correlation to CEO turnover. As Parrino and Weisback (1999)
suggested, the board of directors may become less cohesive as the size of the board
increases. Regarding the independence of the board, CEO duality is the factor that is
believed to decrease the independence. In fact, this study found that CEO duality has
negative correlation to the likelihood of CEO turnover. It confirmed the findings of
Jensen (1993), Coles and Hesterly (2000) and Goyal and Park (2002). However, the
correlation is decreased when CEOs reach the ages between 59-61 years old. As a
result, CEO age has positive correlation to CEO turnover. It means that aged CEOs are
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more likely to be dismissed than young CEOs for poor performance. The results are
consistent with the hndings of Murphy and Zimmerman (1993), and Huson et al.
(2004). Along with other CEO characteristics, CEO tenure has no significant correlation
to CEO replacement, since tenure is considered as the proxy of CEO experience rather
than the power of CEO (Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1988). Thereby, the experience of
CEO is considered to have less relationship with CEO turnover. It is similarly reported
by Allgood and Farrell, (2003)
8.2. COUNTRIBUTIONS OF RESEARCH
Based on the empirical findings of this study, this section provides implications to both
theory and practices.
8.2.1. Contribution to theory
In fact, the Vietnam economy lacks significant investor protection and a functioning
capital market and is subject to extensive government control and influence (Tran et al.,
2007,gut and Nunoi, 2008). Thereby, it is argued that the agency problem could occur
under this environment (Volpin, 2002). Therefore, by exploring the disciplinary
function one is able to distinguish the internal corporate governance (Cai and Chen
2004;Kato and Long, 2006a).
In comparing to a numerous number of studies on CEO turnover undertaken tn
developed countries, this study has brought out evidence from Vietnam which is one of
the transition countries. In particular, this study confirmed the role of fìrm performance
in making the decision of CEO dismissal. In accordance to previous studies such as
Groves et al. (1995), Aivazian et al. (2005), Firth et al. (2006) and Kato and Long
(2006a, b), the presence of state ownership weakens the disciplinary function. However,
this study found insignihcant mixed effects of large state shareholders on the likelihood
of CEO turnover. It is argued that state shareholders also attempt to fulfil economic
objectives and CEOs, therefore, are under pressure to gain a good performance. The
insignificant effects of state ownership might be created by the "agents" who present the
share proportion belonging to state or SOEs. Indeed, Hu and Leung (2010) examined
the role of state ownership in Chinese-listed firms and reported that the sensitivities of
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the link between CEO turnover and firm performance is strengthened when state share
proportions belong directly to the Central Government or a local government rather than
SOEs. Together with state ownership, this study reveals that large non-state
shareholders in Vietnamese-listed enterprises have insignifrcant relationship with CEO
turnover. This is supports the findings of Barberis et al. (1996) and Gibson (2003) who
indicated the insignificant role of private shareholders in transitions countries. Besides,
this study provides evidence to compare to the studies on the effects of institutional
shareholders on the probability of CEO turnover. For example, Dahya and Power
(1998), and Huson et al. (2001) reported no significant relationship between
institutional shareholders and CEO dismissal.
Moreover, the frndings of this study contribute the role of independent directors to the
literature on CEO tumover. Indeed, the prior studies have considered independent
directors as a factor which increases the independence of the board and the eff,rciency of
monitoring CEOs (Fredrickson, Hambrick, and Baumrin, 1988), Although the studies
such as Hermalin and Weisbach (1991), Klein (1998), and Bhagat and Black (2000)
found no significant correlation between accounting performance and the percentage of
outside directors, the inverse result is found by Hermalin and Weisbach (1988),
Brunello, Graziano, and Parigi (2003), Bushman, Dai and Wang (2010) and Hwang and
Kim (2009). Regarding this fact, this study provides the result that independent
directors are a key factor which increases the likelihood of CEO turnover. However, this
study found insignificant influences of independent directors on firm performance. This
supports the finding of Kato and Long (2006b) who found that independent directors
have insignificant influences on the sensitivities of the link firm performance-turnover
in measuring firm performance by accounting proxies.
In considering CEO ownership, this study contributes to the literature on the
relationship of CEO ownership with the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover by a significant correlation following frrm performance measured by earning
per share and firm performance. It supports the assessments of Denis, Denis, and Sarin
(1997), Dahya, Lonie and Power (1998) and Core et al. (1999) which are that a firm
having a CEO holding firm shares may less need for disciplinary action since the CEO
often try to have a better performance. However, the effects are insignificant when
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CEOs own less than 5Yo firm shares. This differs from the findings of Gilson (1989) and
Dedman (2003) who examined the ownership of CEOs at l0o/o and l%o firm shares.
Among control variables which are firm size, firm leverage, board size, CEO age, CEO
tenure and CEO duality, CEO age and CEO duality have provided important results. In
particular, aged CEOs in Vietnamese-listed enterprises are more likely to be dismissed
than young CEOs. Furthermore, the probability of turnover increases at the ages
between 59-61 years old. This age group also weakens the significance of negative
correlation of CEO duality with the likelihood of CEO turnover. As a result,
shareholders in Vietnamese firms expected that young CEOs are more active and could
provide long-term efforts than aged CEOs. The fînding is different with the studies of
Kato and Long (2006a, b) and Firth et al. (2006) who examined CEO turnover in China
and found no significant correlation between CEO turnover and CEO age. Besides, it
has inverse result with the study of Jensen and Murphy (1990). Ho\ruever, it supports the
finding of Murphy andZimmerman (1993).
Practically, it is believed that a weak internal corporate governance system can be
evaluated via the internal disciplinary mechanism. When there is a lack of effective
market for corporate govemance, it weakens the internal corporate governance. Thus,
this can lead to the agency problem occur in Vietnamese enterprises (Volpin, 2002).
Hence, together with the evaluation of the link between CEO turnover and firm
performance, this paper discusses how the monitoring functions provided by the two-
tier board corporate governance structure influences CEO turnover and the firm
performance. The debates on ownership structure in Vietnamese enterprises reveal the
current corporate governance practices in Vietnam. Based on these evaluations, this
study will provide new insights into how agency problems play out in a transitional
economy.
8.2.2. Contribution to practice
By discussing the determinants of CEO turnover, the internal corporate governance
system in Vietnamese-listed enterprises is examined. In fact, there are several
differences to other countries in terms of corporate govemance in Vietnam. For
example, Vietnamese-listed enterprises apply two-tier board systems which are also
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applying in China, Germany and France. However, there is a absence of some important
functions in those boards. Since BOM in Vietnamese-listed enterprises are considered
as similar to a board of directors in a one-tier board system, the disciplinary function of
the board should under the control of BOM. Nevertheless, BOM, in fact, has
management, reporting and advisory functions, whereas the supervisory function is
belonging to the Control Board. Thereby BOM seems less independent as being similar
to managers of firms. Meanwhile, members of the Control Board are normally firm's
current employees. Consequently, the independence of boards in Vietnamese-listed
enterprises is weak. According to the finding of this study, the independent directors
demonstrate the key role in the decision of CEO dismissal. Furthermore, it pointed out
that the independence of boards is stronger when the percentage of outsider reaches to
0.40 (40% of directors). Based on this finding, it is suggested that Vietnamese-listed
enterprises should consider appointing independent directors on the board in order to
ensure that shareholders receive reality and relevant reports from the board.
Along with this, the insignificant influence of large state shareholders has led to an
assessment that the "agents" representing on behalf of the state in firms are considered
as unreal shareholders. Since the agent might pursue multi-objectives, they have less
intensive in pursuing the efficiency of firm operating. Thereby, they cause insignificant
influence of state ownership on firms. Regarding this fact, the Vietnamese Government
needs to pay attention on appointing the persons who represent state ownership and
supervise the operating performance of firms in which the state has ownership. Besides,
other types of shareholding need to be aware of their roles in monitoring CEOs and
enhancing corporate governance in order to protect their values.
As mentioned above, CEOs holding 5% threshold of firm shares are more likely to act
as a large shareholder and to pursue the efhciency of firm performance. Besides, CEOs
who hold 5% threshold of firm shares strengthens the link between firm performance
and CEO turnover. It may be considered to appoint a shareholder holding 5% threshold
of firm shares to CEO position. By doing so, it could increase the efforts of CEOs and
enhance the corporate governance. However, it is suggested that the relationship
between CEO ownership and the percentage of outsider on the board is negative.
Therefore, Vietnamese-listed enterprises need to consider this fact and provide a
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balance between CEO ownership and the independence of the board in order to gain a
better corporate governance system.
8.2.3. Contribution toMethodology
In terms of methodology, this study firstly contributes to methodology in measuring the
performance in transition countries. In particular, it confirms that return on assets and
profit margin are two of firm performance's proxies which implemented by several
studies such as Firth et al. (2006), Kato and Long (2006a, b), chi and wang (2009),
Liao et al. (2009), and Wang (2010), are able to provide relative performances of listed
firms. Besides, this study has applied proxies based on earnings per share to measure
the performance of Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Although these proxies are seldom
used in prior studies, they are believed to provide other insights on listed firms'
performance in transition countries regarding the absence or the limitation of the stock
market.
The second contribution to methodology is the measure of the independence of the
board of directors. Indeed, the independence is measured by the percentage of
independent directors on the board. According to the Enterprises Law 2005 in Vietnam,
independent directors or outsiders are normally considered as non-executive directors
on the board. However, the literature has suggested a variety of definition on who are
independent directors. For example, Hermalin and Weisbach (198S) classified
independent directors as directors who did not work full-time for the corporation.
Meanwhile, Beasley (1996), Fahlenbrach et al. (2010), and Ertugrul and Krishnan
(2011) classifìed outsiders as directors who are not currently employed by the firm.
Meanwhile, Hwang and Kim (2009) provided classihcation of independent directors
which is deeper than other studies. In particular, independent directors are classified as a
people who are both socially and conventionally independent. Based on this suggestion,
this study has provided a new classification of independent directors in order to
applying in Vietnam. The classification enables one to overcome the limitation of
discourse information in a transition country. Particularly, this study classified
independent directors as directors who are not current or former employees of the firm,
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and not closely associated with the fìrm by having business dealing with the firm such
as lawyers, bankers, consultants, or investment bankers.
Thirdly, this study implemented a similar methodology as Denis, Denis, and Sarin
(1997), Dahya, Lonie and Power (1998), and Brunello et al. (2003) to measure the
effects of CEO ownership in Vietnamese-listed frrms. In fact, the shareholding
proportion of CEOs in Vietnamese-listed enterprises is normally under 5%o. Besides,
Brunello et al. (2003) and Kim and Lu (2011) suggested that individuals, especially
CEOs, who hold 5% threshold of firm shares are more likely to act as a blockholder. By
applying the methodology, it has revealed that CEO ownership which presents CEO
power has significant influence on the link between firm performance and CEO
turnover. Therefore, the methodology is believed to provide relative assessments on
CEO power when a CEO holds 5% threshold of firm shares in transition countries,
The last contribution to methodology is following the measure of CEO age in this study.
In fact, there are two major designations for CEO age variable which are a dummy
variable (Huson et al., 2001; Goyal and Park, 2002; Berry et al., 2006; coles et al.,
2008) and the age of cEo at the observed time (DeFond and park,200l; Bhagat and
Bolton, 2008; Ertugrul and Krishnan, 20ll). However, this study applied a continuous
variable to measure CEO age regarding the facts in Vietnam and the absence of CEO
turnover's reasons. In fact, the methodology did reveal the effects of CEO age on the
probability of CEO turnover in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Besides, the robustness
check has confirmed this result by adding a dummy variable of CEo ages. By adding
the dummy variable of CEO ages, this study found out that implementation of both
dummy and continuous variables to measure CEO turnover could help to distinguish the
increase in the likelihood of CEO turnover at a certain age regarding the absence of
CEO turnover's reasons. Indeed, the methodology has been applied in examining the
effects of CEO age on the likelihood of CEO turnover in developed countries by
Murphy and Zimmerman (1993), Farrell and Whidbee (2003) and Linck et al. (2008).
Therefore, the methodology applied in this study of CEO dismissal can be used in
studying CEO dismissal in other transition countries.
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8.3. LIMITATIONS
First of all, the study relied on disclosure information so the quality of information
depended on the quality of the data sources. This means that it is difficult to identiff
incorrect or fraudulent of information.
Secondly, this study is unable to address the reason for CEO turnover regarding the
disclosure of information by frrms, which might limit the different effects of CEO
determinants following different reasons of turnover. It also fails to cover the effects of
different circumstances on CEO turnover in Vietnamese-listed enterprises, such as the
difference between voluntary and forced CEO turnover, acquisition and takeover, and
normal retirement.
The third shortcoming of this study is the absence of implementation of other
performance measures such as market performance or social measures. As a result,
literature suggested that non-state shareholders may pay more attention on firm
performance measured by market-based proxies than accounting-based proxies, whereas
state shareholders are seen to be also concerned with the social performance of firms.
Along with the absence of implementation of other performance measures, this study
affempted to adjust the differences in firm performance among different industries since
the sample contains a wide range of industries. However, the study fails to address the
effects of differences among industries on CEO turnover. For example, the length of
time spent holding a CEO position or the age of CEO in different industries may differ
and might have different effects on CEO turnover.
By using both current performance and average performance of the previous and current
periods, this study can explain the time lags of CEO turnover decisions related to firm
performance. However, the effects of other factors might be seen after a long time. For
example, the impact of CEOs' decision on performance may not be felt for more than
one year, while the performance of firm might be affected after aCEO is replaced.
The sixth limitation is that the effects of foreign shareholders \ryere not addressed in this
study regarding the fact that the presence of foreign investors in Vietnam is infrequent.
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However, the type of ownership might have different influences on the probability of
CEO turnover. Furthermore, the difference among types of state shareholders is ignored
in this study. Thus, it is unable to examine whether different types of state shareholders
have different influences on the probability of CEO turnover or not.
Also, the total proportions of shares held by different types of shareholders cannot be
gathered. Hence, applying dummy variables to present types of shareholders might fail
to address the quantitative change in the proportion of shares following different types
of shareholders.
Lastly, the sample of this study is based on a non-probability sampling method which is
judgemental sampling, Besides, the sample size is considered as small with 780 firm-
year observations. Thereby, it is argued that it is difficult to generalize the findings of
this study.
8.4. SUGGESTION f,'OR FURTHER STUDIES
Regarding the limitations addressed above, the suggestions for further studies are
indicated. For instance, better results on CEO turnover can be gained by addressing the
reason for CEO turnover. This could distinguish the key factors which influence
voluntary and forced CEO turnover in Vietnamese-listed enterprises, meaning the
determinants of CEO turnover may provide more relevant results.
A better classification of state ownerships could be applied in order to provide a deeper
insight of the influences of state ownerships on either CEO turnover or the corporate
governance system in Vietnamese-listed enterprises. Similarly, including foreign
ownership in the ownership structure variables may help to show the current situation of
foreign investment in Vietnamese-listed enterprises and the effects of foreign investors
on the corporate governance system. Along with these, the influences of different
ownership types could be addressed clearly by applying continuous variables instead of
dummy variables. However, the task is how to gather the information of the total
proportions shares belonging to different ownership types.
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Furthermore, implementation of market-based measures of firm performance or other
performance of firms can address the different changes in the probability of CEO
turnover determinants. As a result, different types of ownership may lead to different
measures of firm performance.
Further studies would examine the influence of the Control Board on CEO turnover and
the link between CEO turnover-performance, since this has not been done in this study.
Also, it is suggested that the relationship between the qualification of directors (on
either boards of directors or Control Boards), firm performance and disciplinary
function be examined. This would bring out more evidence related to the effectiveness
of the two-tier board system employed by Vietnamese-listed enterprises.
In total, this study has observed 156 listed firms to the end of December,2006 during
the period 2006-2010 and has conducted 780 firm-year observations for examination.
Indeed, there is no doubt that the sample of this study is small regarding the time
limitation and sampling method, Therefore, further studies could use alarge sample and
observe different periods in order to provide evidence on the probability of CEO
turnover.
With regard to the differences among a wide range of industries, further studies would
concentrate on one or more specific industries and bring out more relevant findings on
CEO turnover and how it is linked to firm performance in Vietnam.
Lastly, the motivations of the CEO and factors which have influence on the
performance of firms would be considered in further studies. This is because CEOs
today have differing objectives and might be less focussed on improving the
performance of their firms. Hence, the link between CEO turnover and ftrm
performance might vary when CEOs pursue other objectives.
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